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To the memory of my mother and my father

Preface to the Third Edition

In this edition, we have added two new chapters, Chapter 7 on the gauge
group of a principal bundle and Chapter 19 on the definition of Chern classes
by differential forms. These subjects have taken on special importance when
we consider new applications of the fibre bundle theory especially to mathematical physics. For these two chapters, the author profited from discussions
with Professor M. S. Narasimhan.
The idea of using the term bundle for what is just a map, but is eventually
a fibre bundle projection, is due to Grothendieck.
The bibliography has been enlarged and updated. For example, in the
Seifert reference [1932J we find one of the first explicit references to the
concept of fibrings.
The first edition of the Fibre Bundles was translated into Russian under
the title "PaCCJIOeHHble npoCTpaHcTBa" in 1970 by B. A. llcKoBcKHx with
general editor M. M. nOCTHHKoBa. The remarks and additions of the editor
have been very useful in this edition of the book. The author is very grateful
to A. Voronov, who helped with translations of the additions from the Russian text.
Part of this revision was made while the author was a guest of the Max
Planck Institut from 1988 to 89, the ETH during the summers of 1990 and
1991, the University of Heidelberg during the summer of 1992, and the Tata
Institute for Fundamental Research during January 1990, 1991, and 1992. It
is a pleasure to acknowledge all these institutions as well as the Haverford
College Faculty Research Fund.
1993

Dale Husemoller

Preface to the Second Edition

In this edition we have added a section to Chapter 15 on the Adams conjecture and a second appendix on the suspension theorems. For the second
appendix the author profitted from discussion with Professors Moore,
Stasheff, and Toda.
I wish to express my gratitude to the following people who supplied me
with lists of corrections to the first edition: P. T. Chusch, Rudolf Fritsch,
David C. Johnson, George Lusztig, Claude Schocket, and Robert Sturg.
Part of the revision was made while the author was a guest of the I.H.E.S
in January, May, and June 1974.
1974

Dale Husemoller

Preface to the First Edition

The notion of a fibre bundle first arose out of questions posed in the 1930s
on the topology and geometry of manifolds. By the year 1950, the definition
of fibre bundle had been clearly formulated, the homotopy classification
of fibre bundles achieved, and the theory of characteristic classes of fibre
bundles developed by several mathematicians: Chern, Pontrjagin, Stiefel, and
Whitney. Steenrod's book, which appeared in 1950, gave a coherent treatment of the subject up to that time.
About 1955, Milnor gave a construction of a universal fibre bundle for any
topological group. This construction is also included in Part I along with an
elementary proof that the bundle is universal.
During the five years from 1950 to 1955, Hirzebruch clarified the notion of
characteristic class and used it to prove a general Riemann-Roch theorem for
algebraic varieties. This was published in his Ergebnisse Monograph. A systematic development of characteristic classes and their applications to manifolds is given in Part III and is based on the approach of Hirzebruch as
modified by Grothendieck.
In the early 1960s, following lines of thought in the work of A.
Grothendieck, Atiyah and Hirzebruch developed K-theory, which is a generalized cohomology theory defined by using stability classes of vector bundles. The Bott periodicity theorem was interpreted as a theorem in K-theory,
and J. F. Adams was able to solve the vector field problem for spheres, using
K-theory. In Part II, an introduction to K-theory is presented, the nonexistence of elements of Hopf invariant 1 proved (after a proof of Atiyah), and the
proof of the vector field problem sketched.
I wish to express gratitude to S. Eilenberg, who gave me so much encouragement during recent years, and to J. C. Moore, who read parts of the

xii

Preface to the First Edition

manuscript and made many useful comments. Conversations with J. F. Adams,
R. Bott, A. Dold, and F. Hirzebruch helped to sharpen many parts of the
manuscript. During the writing of this book, I was particularly influenced by
the Princeton notes of 1. Milnor and the lectures of F. Hirzebruch at the 1963
Summer Institute of the American Mathematical Society.
1966

Dale Husemoller
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CHAPTER 1

Preliminaries on Homotopy Theory

In this introductory chapter, we consider those aspects of homotopy theory
that will be used in later sections of the book. This is done in outline form.
References to the literature are included.
Two books on homotopy theory, those by Hu [IJt and Hilton [IJ, contain much of the background material for this book. In particular, chapters 1
to 5 of Hu [IJ form a good introduction to the homotopy needed in fibre
bundle theory.

1. Category Theory and Homotopy Theory
A homotopy J,: X --+ Y is a continuous one-parameter family of maps, and
two maps f and g are homotopically equivalent provided there is a
homotopy J, with f = fo and g = fl. Since this is an equivalence relation, one
can speak of a homotopy class of maps between two spaces.
As with the language of set theory, we use the language of category theory
throughout this book. For a good introduction to category theory, see
MacLane [2].
We shall speak of the category sp of (topological) spaces, (continuous)
maps, and composition of maps. The category" of spaces, homotopy classes
of maps, and composition of homotopy classes is a quotient category. Similarly, we speak of maps and of homotopy classes of maps that preserve base
points. The associated categories of pointed spaces (i.e., spaces with base
points) are denoted spo and "0' respectively.
The following concept arises frequently in fibre bundle theory.
t Bracketed numbers refer to bibliographic entries at end of book.

1. Preliminaries on Homotopy Theory

2

1.1 Definition. Let X be a set, and let <1> be a family of spaces M whose
underlying sets are subsets of X. The <1>-topology on X is defined by requiring
a set U in X to be open if and only if un M is open in M for each M E <1>. If
X is a space and if <1> is a family of subspaces of X, the topology on X is said
to be <1>-defined provided the <1>-topology on the set X is the given topology
onX.

For example, if X is a Hausdorff space and if <1> is a family of compact
subspaces, X is called a k-space if the topology of X is <1>-defined. If M 1 C
M 2 C ... c X is a sequence of spaces in a set X, the inductive topology on X
is the <1>-topology, where <1> = {M l' M 2, ... }.
The following are examples of unions of spaces which are given the inductive topology.
Rl

R2

C

C

...

eRn c ... c ROO =

U Rn
l~n

e1 C e2 c

... c

en c

Coo

... c

=

U en
U sn

1 ~n

sl

C

S2

C

... C

sn

C

...

c

Soo

=

1 ;;;n

Rpl

C

Rp2 c··· c Rpn c··· c Rpoo =

U Rpn
U cpn

l~n

Cpl

C

Cp2

C

... C

cpn

C

... C

Cpoo

=

1 ~n

Above, Rpn denotes the real projective space of lines in Rn+l, and cr denotes the complex projective space of complex lines in en+!. We can view
Rpn as the quotient of sn with x and -x identified, and we can view cpn as
the quotient of s2n+l C cn+ 1 , where the circle ze i8 for 0 ;::;; () ;::;; 2n is identified
to a point.
It is easily proved that each locally compact space is a k-space. The spaces
SCXJ, Rp oo , and CPOO are k-spaces that are not locally compact.

2. Complexes
The question of whether or not a map defined on a subspace prolongs to a
larger subspace frequently arises in fibre bundle theory. If the spaces involved
are CW-complexes and the subspaces are subcomplexes, a satisfactory solution of the problem is possible.
A good introduction to this theory is the original paper of 1. H. C.
Whitehead [1, secs. 4 and 5]. Occasionally, we use relative cell complexes
(X, A), where A is a closed subset of X and X - A is a disjoint union of open
cells with attaching maps. The reader can easily generalize the results of
Whitehead [1] to relative cell complexes. In particular, one can speak of
relative CW-complexes. If xn is the n-skeleton of a CW-complex, then (X, xn)
is a relative CW-complex.

2. Complexes

3

The prolongation theorems for maps defined on CW-complexes follow
from the next proposition.
2.1 Proposition. Let (X, A) be a relative CW-complex having one cell C with
an attaching map ue : l" -4 X = AU C, and let f: A -4 Y be a map. Then f
extends to a map g: X -4 Y if and only if fu e : al" -4 Y is null homotopic.
A space Y is said to be connected in dimension n provided every map
sn-l -4 Y is null homotopic or, in other words, prolongs to a map B n -4 y.
From (2.1) we easily get the following result.
2.2 Theorem. Let (X, A) be a relative CW-complex, and let Y be a space that
is connected in each dimension for which X has cells. Then each map A -4 Y
prolongs to a map X -4 Y.
As a corollary of (2.2), a space is contractible, i.e., homotopically equivalent to a point, if and only if it is connected in each dimension.
The above methods yield the result that the homotopy extension property
holds for CW-complexes; see Hilton [1, p. 97].
The following theorems are useful in considering vector bundles over CWcomplexes. Since they do not seem to be in the literature, we give details of
the proofs.
If C is a cell in a CW-complex X and if ue : B n -4 X is the attaching map,
then udO) is called the center of C.
2.3 Theorem. Let (X, A) be a finite-dimensional CW-complex. Then there
exists an open subset V of X with A eVe X such that A is a strong deformation retract of V with a homotopy ht. This can be done so that V contains
the center of no cell C of X, and if UA is an open subset of A, there is an open
subset Ux of X with Ux n A = UA and ht(Ux ) c Ux for tEl.

Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on the dimension of X. For
dim X = -1, the result is clear. For xn = X, let V' be an open subset of X,,-l
with A c V' C X n - 1 and a contracting homotopy h;: V' -4 V'. Let U' be the
open subset of V' with U' n A = UA and ht(U') c U' for tEl. This is given by
the inductive hypothesis.
For each n-cell C, let ue : B n -4 X be the attaching map of C, and let V~
denote the open subset UC1(V') of aB n and U~ denote uc1(U'). Let Me denote
the closed subset of all ty for t E [0,1] and y E aB n - V~. There is an open
subset V of X with V n Xn - 1 = V' and UC1(V) = B n - Me, that is, y E uc1(V)
if and only if y =I and ylll yll E V~, and there is an open subset Ux of V with
Ux n X n - 1 = U' and y E UC1(UX ) if and only if y =I and yillyll E U~.
We define a contracting homotopy ht: V -4 V by the following requirements: hJudy)) = ud2tylll yll + (1 - 2t)y) for y E Bn , t E [0, t], ht(x) = x for
x E V', t E [O,n ht(x) = h2t-l(hl/2(X)) for t E [t, 1], where h; is defined in the
first paragraph. Then A is a strong deformation retract of V, and ht(Ux ) c Ux

°

°
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by the character of the radial construction. Finally, we have udO)
each cell C of X. This proves the theorem.

if:

V for

2.4 Remark. With the notation of Theorem (2.3), if UA is contractible, Ux is
contractible.
2.5 Theorem. Let X be a finite CW-complex with m cells. Then X can be
covered by m contractible open sets.
Proof. We use induction on m. For m = 1, X is a point, and the statement is
clearly true. Let C be a cell of maximal dimension. Then X equals a
subcomplex A of m - 1 cells with C attached by a map u c . There are V{, ... ,
V~-1 contractible open sets in A which prolong by (2.3) and (2.4) to contractible open sets V1 , ... , Vm -1 of X which cover A. If Vm denotes C =
udint B n), then V1 , ... , Vm forms an open contractible covering of X.

2.6 Theorem. Let X be a C W-complex of dimension n. Then X can be
covered by n
contractible.

+ 1 open sets

Yo, ... ,

v"

such that each path component of

Vi

is

Proof. For n = 0 the statement of the theorem clearly holds, and we use
induction on n. Let V~, ... , V: be an open covering of the (n - I)-skeleton of
X, where each component of Vi' is a contractible set. Let V be an open
neighborhood of X n - 1 in X with a contracting homotopy leaving X n - 1
elementwise fixed ht: V ~ V onto X n - 1 • Using (2.3), we associate with each
component of Vi' an open contractible set in V The union of these disjoint
sets is defined to be Vi. Let v" be the union of the open n cells of X. The path
components of v" are the open n cells. Then the open covering Yo, ... , v" has
the desired properties.

3. The Spaces Map (X, Y) and Mapo (X, Y)
For two spaces X and Y, the set Map (X, Y) of all maps X ~ Y has several
natural topologies. For our purposes the compact-open topology is the most
useful. If <K, V) denotes the subset of all f E Map (X, Y) with f(K) c V for
K c X and V c Y, the compact-open topology is generated by all sets
<K, V) such that K is a compact subset of X and V is an open subset
of Y.
The subset Mapo (X, Y) of base point preserving maps is given the
subspace topology.
The spaces Map (X, Y) are useful for homotopy theory because of the
natural map
8: Map (Z x X, Y)

-+

Map (Z, Map (X, Y))
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which assigns to f(z, x) the map Z
the map x f--+ f(z, x). This map

->

Map (X, y), where the image of z E Z is

Map (Z x X, Y)

->

Map (Z, Map (X, Y))

is a homeomorphism onto its image set for Hausdorff spaces. Moreover, we
have the following proposition by an easy proof.
3.1 Proposition. For two spaces X and Y, the function

8: Map (Z x X, Y) -> Map (Z, Map (X, Y))
is bijective if and only if the substitution function 0": Map (X, Y) x X -> Y,
where O"(f, x) = f(x), is continuous.
The substitution function 0": Map (X, Y) x X -> Y is continuous for X
locally compact. By applying (3.1) to the case Z = I, the closed unit interval,
we see that a homotopy from X to Y, that is, a map X x I -> Y, can be viewed
as a path in Map (X, Y).
A map similar to 8 can be defined for base point preserving maps defined
on compact spaces X and Z, using the reduced product Z /\ X = (Z x X)/
(Z v X). Here Z v X denotes the disjoint union of Z and X with base points
identified. The space Z v X is also called the wedge product. The map
corresponding to 8 is defined:
Mapo (Z /\ X, Y)

->

Mapo (Z, Mapo (X, Y))

It is a homeomorphism for Z and X compact spaces or for Z and X two
CW-complexes.
Let be the base point of I = [0,1J, and view Sl as [0, 1J/{0, I}. The
following functors spo -> spo are very useful in homotopy theory.

°

3.2 Definition. The cone over X, denoted C(X), is X /\ I; the suspension of
X, denoted S(X), is X /\ Sl; the path space of X, denoted P(X), is Mapo
(I, X); and the loop space of X, denoted Q(X), is Mapo (Sl, X).
A point of C(X) or S(X) is a class <x, t) determined by a pair (x, t) E X x I,
where <xo, t) = <x,O) = base point of C(X) or S(X) and, in addition,
<x, 1) = base point of S(X). If f: X -> Y is a map, C(f)«x,t») = <f(x),t)
defines a map C(f): C(X) -> c(y), and S(f)( <x, t») = <f(x), t) defines a map
S(f): S(X) -> S(Y); with these definitions, C: spo -> spo and S: spo -> sPo are
functors. Also, we consider the map w: X -> C(X), where w(x) = <x, 1). Then
S(X) equals C(X)/w(X). Since Sl is [0, 1J with its two end points pinched to
a point, one can easily check that the equal sets S(X) and C(X)/w(X) have the
same topologies.
Path space P(X) can be viewed as the subspace of paths u: I -> X such
that u(O) = xo, and Q(X) as the subspace of paths u: I -> X such that
u(O) = u(1) = Xo. If f: X -> Y is a map, then P(f)u = fu defines a map P(f):
P(X) -> P(y), and Q(f)u = fu defines a map Q(f): Q(X) -> Q(Y). With these
definitions, P: spo -> spo and Q: sPo -> sPo are functors. Also, we consider the
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map n: P(X) -+ X, where n(u)
subspace.

=

u(1). Then Q(X) equals n-1(xo) as a

3.3 Proposition. The functions w: Ispo
functors.

-+

C and n: P -+ Ispo are morphisms of

Proof. If f: X -+ Y is a map, then w(f(x)) = <f(x), I) = C(f)w(x) for each
x E X, and fn(u) = fu(l) = n(P(f)u) for each u E P(X).

3.4 Proposition. The following statements are equivalent for a base point
preserving map f: X -+ Y.
(1) The map f is homotopic to the constant.
(2) There exists a map g: C(X) -+ Y with gw = f.
(3) There exists a map h: X -+ P( Y) with nh = f.
Proof. Condition (1) says that there is a map f*: X x 1-+ Y with f*(x, 0) =
Yo,f*(x, 1) = f(x), and f*(x o, t) = Yo. The existence of f* is equivalent to the
existence of g: C(X) -+ Y, where g <x, I) = f(x). The existence of f* is equivalent to the existence of h: X -+ P(Y), where h(x)(l) = f(x).

3.5 Proposition. The spaces C(X) and P(X) are contractible.
Proof. Let hs: C(X) -+ C(X) be the homotopy defined by hs( <x, t») = <x, st).
Then hl is the identity, and ho is constant. Similarly, let ks: P(X) -+ P(X) be
the homotopy defined by ks(u)(t) = u(st).

As an easy application of Proposition (3.1), we have the next theorem.
3.6 Theorem. There exists a natural bijection IX: [S(X), Y]o
where IXU<X,t)] = [(lif)(x)(t)].

-+

[X, Q(Y)]o,

4. Homotopy Groups of Spaces
Let [X, Y]o denote base point preserving homotopy classes of maps X -+ Y.
A multiplication on a pointed space Y is a map r/l: Y x Y -+ Y. The map Ii
defined a function r/lx: [X, YJo x [X, YJo -+ [X, YJo for each space X, by
composition. If ([X, YJo,r/lx) is a group for each X, then (Y,r/l) is called a
homotopy associative H-space. The loop space QY is an example of a
homotopy associative H-space, where r/l: QY x QY -+ Q Y is given by the following relation:
r/l(u, v)(t)

=

{

U(2t)

v(2t _ I)

for 0 ~ t ~ !
for! ~ t ~ 1
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A comultiplication on a pointed space X is a map 1jJ: X ---+ X v X. The
map IjJ defines a function IjJY: [X, YJo x [X, YJo ---+ [X, YJo for each space Y,
by composition. If ([X, YJo, IjJ Y) is a group for each Y, then (X, 1jJ) is called a
homotopy associative coH-space. The suspension SX is an example of a
homotopy associative coH-space, where 1jJ: SX ---+ SX v SX is given by the
following relation:
1jJ(x,t» =

{

(X,2t),*)
(*,(x,2t _

1»

forO;;:;t;;:;t
t;;:; 1

fod;;:;

The following result is very useful and easily proved.

4.1 Proposition. Let (X, 1jJ) be a homotopy associative coH-space and (Y, r/J) a
homotopy associative H-space. Then the group structures on [X, Y]o derived
for X are equal, and this structure is commutative.
The sphere sn equals s(sn-l), and there is a natural homotopy associative
coH -space structure on sn.
4.2 Definition. The nth homotopy group (n ~ 1) of a space X, denoted
n,,(X), is [sn, X]o, with the group structure derived from the coH-space structure of sn.
The X r--> nn(X) is a functor for pointed spaces and homotopy classes of
maps preserving base points to groups.
The following proposition is useful in computing the homotopy groups of
SOO, RPoo, and CPOO.
4.3 Proposition. Let X be a union of subspaces Xq such that Xq c X q+ 1 • We
assume that each compact subset K of X is a subset of some X q. If for each n
there exists an integer q(n) such that the inclusion Xq ---+ X k induces an
isomorphism nn(Xq) ---+ nn(X k ) for q(n) ;;:; q ;;:; k, the inclusion Xq ---+ X induces
an isomorphism nn(Xq) ---+ nn(X) for q ~ q(n).
A reference for this section is Hu [1, chap. 4].

5. Fibre Maps
A map p: E ---+ B has the homotopy lifting property for a space W, provided
for each map g: W ---+ E and each homotopy J,: W ---+ B with pg = fo there
exists a homotopy g,: W ---+ E with go = g and pg, = J, for all t E I.
5.1 Definition. A map is a fibre map provided it has the homotopy lifting
property for CW-complexes.
To check whether or not a map is a fibre map, one need only verify that it
has the homotopy lifting property for cells.
The next theorem is useful in finding examples of fibre maps.
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5.2 Theorem. Let p: E ---+ B be a map, and let {VJ for i E I be an open
covering of B such that p: p-l(VJ ---+ Vi is a fibre map for all i E I. Then
p: E ---+ B is a fibre map.
The next theorem is the most useful elementary property of fibre maps.
5.3 Theorem. Let p: E ---+ B be a fibre map, and let Xo E p-l(b o) = F, the fibre
of p over b o E B. Then there is a natural group morphism 0: nn(B, bo ) ---+
nn-l(F,xo) such that the following sequence of groups is exact:
---+

P*

(l

nn(E, x o ) ---+ nn(B, bo ) ---+ nn-l (F, x o ) ---+ nn-l (E, x o ) ---+

The reader is invited to apply this theorem to the following examples of fibre
maps.
(1) The exponential p: R ---+ Sl given by p(t) = exp2nit with fibre Z.
(2) The map p: sn ---+ Rpn which assigns to x the real line through x. The
fibre is Z2'
(3) The Hopf map p: s2n+1 ---+ CPO which assigns to x the complex line
through x. The fibre is Sl.

PART I

THE GENERAL THEORY
OF FIBRE BUNDLES

CHAPTER 2

Generalities on Bundles

A bundle is just a map viewed as an object in a particular category. It is the
basic underlying structure for the more complicated notions of vector bundle
and fibre bundle. In this chapter we study the category of bundles in a manner that leads us to the additional structures on a bundle described in the
next two chapters. Examples are given to illustrate the concept of a bundle
and the various enrichments of this concept.

1. Definition of Bundles and Cross Sections
1.1 Definition. A bundle is a triple (E, p, B), where p: E ---+ B is a map. The
space B is called the base space, the space E is called the total space, and the
map p is called the projection of the bundle. For each b E B, the space p-l(b) is
called the fibre of the bundle over b E B.
Intuitively, one thinks of a bundle as a union of fibres p-l(b) for bE B
parametrized by B and "glued together" by the topology of the space E. Usually a Greek letter (~, f/, (, A, etc.) is used to denote a bundle; then E(~) denotes
the total space of ~, and B(~) denotes the base space of ~.
1.2 Example. The product bundle over B with fibre F is (B x F, p, B), where
p is the projection on the first factor.

In the next section we consider further examples of bundles.
1.3 Definition. A bundle (E', p', B') is a subbundle of (E, p, B) provided E' is a
subspace of E, B' is a subspace of B, and p' = pIE': E' ---+ B',
Many of the examples in the next section arise as subbundles of product
bundles. Before taking up examples of bundles, we consider the general no-
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tion of cross section. Cross sections of certain bundles can be identified with
familiar geometric objects.
1.4 Definition. A cross section of a bundle (E, p, B) is a map s: B --> E such
that ps = 1B. In other words, a cross section is a map s: B --> E such that
s(b) E p-l(b), the fibre over b, for each b E B.
Let (E', p', B) be a sub bundle of (E, p, B), and let s be a cross section of
(E, p, B). Then s is a cross section of (E', p' B) if and only if s(b) E E' for each
bE B.
1.5 Proposition. Every cross section s of a product bundle (B x F, p, B) has the
form s(b) = (b,f(b)), where f: B --> F is a map uniquely defined by s.
Proof. Every map s: B --> B x F has the form s(b) = (s'(b),f(b)), where s':
B --> Band f: B --> F are maps uniquely defined by s. Since ps(b) = s'(b), s is a
cross section if and only if s(b) = (b,f(b)) for each b E B.
The proposition says that the function that assigns to each cross section s
of the product bundle (B x F, p, B) the map pr 2 s: B --> F is a bijection from
the set of all cross sections of (B x F, p, B) to the set of maps B --> F.
lf (E, p, B) is a subbundle of the product bundle (B x F, p, B), the cross
sections s of (E, p, B) have the form s(b) = (b,f(b)), where f: B --> F is a map
such that (b,f(b)) E E for each b E B.

2. Examples of Bundles and Cross Sections
Let (xly) denote the euclidean inner product on Rn, and let

Ilxll =j(M
be the euclidean norm.
2.1 Example. The tangent bundle over sn, denoted r(sn) = (T, p, sn), and the
normal bundle over sn, denoted v(sn) = (N, q, sn), are two subbundles of the
product bundle (sn x Rn +l, p, sn) whose total spaces are defined by the relation (b, x) E T if and only if the inner product (blx) = 0 and by (b, x) E N if and
only if x = kb for some k E R.
An element (b, x) E T is called a tangent vector to sn at b, and an element
(b, x) E N is called a normal vector to sn at b. The fibres p-l(b) c T and q-l(b)
are vector spaces of dimensions nand 1, respectively. A cross section of r(sn)
is called a (tangent) vector field on sn, and a cross section of v(sn) is called a
normal vector field on sn.
2.2 Example. The bundle of (orthonormal) k-frames rk(sn) over sn for k ~ n,
denoted (E, p, sn), is a sub bundle of the product bundle (sn x (sn)k, p, sn)
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Figure 1

whose total space E is the subspace of (b, VI' . .. , Vk) E sn x (snt such that
(blv;) = 0 and (vilvj) = b i.j for 1 ~ i,j ~ k.
An element (b, VI' ... ' Vk) E E is an orthonormal system of k tangent vectors
to sn at bE sn. A cross section of 'k(sn) is called a field of k-frames. For the
bundle 'k(sn) the existence of a cross section is a difficult problem, and it is
considered in a later chapter. Byy projecting on the first k-factors, the existence of a cross section of ,/(sn) implies the existence of a cross section of
'k(sn) for k ~ I ~ n.
2.3 Definition. The Stiefel variety of (orthonormal) k-frames in Rn, denoted
~(Rn), is the subspace of (VI' . .. , Vk) E (sn -I)k such that (vd Vj) = bi • j .
Since ~(Rn) is a closed subset of a compact space, it is a compact space.
With each k-frame (VI, ... , Vk) there is associated the k-dimensional subspace
VI' ... , vk) with basis VI, ... , Vk. Each k-dimensional subspace of Rn is of the
form <VI' ... ' Vk)·

<

2.4 Definition. The Grassmann variety of k-dimensional subspaces of Rn,
denoted Gk(Rn), is the set of k-dimensional subspaces of Rn with the quotient
topology defined by the function (VI, ... ,Vk)~ <V1' ... 'V k) of ~(Rn) onto
Gk(Rn).

Then Gk(R n) is a compact space. Note that V1(R n) = sn-I and GI(Rn) =
Rpn -I. By a natural inclusion we have Gk(Rn) c Gk(Rn +1), and we form
Gk(ROO) =
Gk(Rn) and give it the inductive topology.

U

k~n

2.5 Example. The canonical k-dimensional vector bundle y; on Gk(Rn) is the
subbundle of the product bundle (Gk(Rn) x Rn, p, Gk(R n)) with the total space
consisting of the subspace of pairs (V, x) E Gk(R n) x Rn with x E V Similarly,
the orthogonal complement vector bundle *y; is the subbundle of (Gk(Rn) x
Rn, p, Gk(Rn)) with the total space consisting of the subspace of pairs (V, x)

14
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with (Vlx) = 0; that is, x is orthogonal to V. The first example holds for
n = 00 whereas the second does not. This example plays a central role in the
theory of vector bundles.
A special case of this example is k = 1. Then the canonical vector bundle y~ on RP" -1 = G 1 (R") is called the canonical line bundle (it is onedimensional).
2.6 Example. The tangent bundle r(RP") can be viewed as the quotient of
reS"). A point of RP" is a two-element set ±b = {b, -b}, where b E So, and a
point of E(r(RP")) is a two-element set ±(b,x) = {(b,x),(-b, -x)}, where
(b, x) E reS"). The projection is p( ±(b, x)) = ± b.

3. Morphisms of Bundles
A bundle morphism is, roughly speaking, a fibre preserving map. In the next
definition we make this idea precise.
3.1 Definition. Let (E,p,B) and (E',p',B') be two bundles. A bundle morphism (u,f): (E, p, B) --. (E', p', B') is a pair of maps u: E --. E' and f: B --. B'
such that p'u = fp.
The relation p'u = fp is, in effect, the requirement that the following diagram be commutative.

The bundle morphism condition p'u = fp can also be expressed by the
relation u(p-1(b)) c (pT1(f(b)) for each b E B; that is, the fibre over b E B is
carried into the fibre over feb) by u. It should be observed that the map f is
uniquely determined by u when p is surjective.
3.2 Definition. Let (E, p, B) and (E', p', B) be two bundles over B. A bundle
morphism over B (or B-morphism) u: (E,p, B) --. (E', p', B) is a map u: E --. E'
such that p = p'u.
The relation p = p'u is, in effect, the requirement that the following diagram be commutative.

4. Products and Fibre Products
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The bundle morphism condition p'u = p can also be expressed by the relation u(p-l(b)) c (pTl(b) for each bE B; that is, u is fibre preserving. The
bundle morphisms u over B are just the bundle morphisms (u, 1B)'
~ Band
are inclusion maps, then (u,!):(E',p',B')~(E,p,B) is a bundle
morphism. The cross sections of (E, p, B) are precisely the B-morphisms
s: (B, 1, B) ~ (E, p, B). Consequently, every general property of morphisms
applies to sections.
The pair (1 E' 1B): (E, p, B) ~ (E, p, B) is a bundle morphism that is a Bmorphism. If (u,!): (E,p, B) ~ (E', p', B') and (u',f')(E',p', B') ~ (E",p", B")
are bundle morphisms, we have the following commutative diagram:

3.3 Examples. If (E', p', B') is a subbundle of (E, p, B) and if I: B'
u:E'~E

E~E'~E"

Ip

Ip,

Ipll

B~B'~B"
Consequently, the compositions define a bundle morphism (u'u,f'f):
(E, p, B) ~ (E", p", B") which is defined to be the composition (u',f')(u,f) of
(u,f) and (u',f').
3.4 Definition. The category of bundles, denoted Bun, has as its objects all

bundles (E, p, B) and as morphisms from (E, p, B) to (E', p', B') the set of all
bundle morphisms. Composition is composition of bundle morphisms as
defined above. For each space B, the subcategory of bundles over B, denoted
BunB , has as its objects bundles with base space Band B-morphisms as its
morphisms.
From general properties in a category, a bundle morphism (u,!):
(E, p, B) ~ (E', p', B') is an isomorphism if and only ifthere exists a morphism
(u',f'): (E',p',B') ~ (E,p,B) with I'f = lB' If' = lB" u'u = IE, and uu' = IE"
The notion of two bundles being isomorphic has a well-defined meaning.
3.5 Definition. A space F is the fibre of a bundle (E, p, B) provided every
fibre p-l(b) for b E B is homeomorphic to F. A bundle (E,p,B) is trivial with
fibre F provided (E, p, B) is B-isomorphic to the product bundle (B x F, p, B).

4. Products and Fibre Products
4.1 Definition. The product of two bundles (E, p, B) and (E', p, B') is the bundle(E x E',p x p',B X B').
As with spaces, the reader can easily describe the operation of the product
as a functor Bun x Bun ~ Bun. Moreover, the concept clearly extends to an
arbitrary family of bundles. This is the product in the category Bun in the
sense of category theory.
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4.2 Definition. The fibre product ¢1 EB ¢z of two bundles
and
over B is (El EB Ez,q,B), where El EB E z is the subspace of all (x,x') E El X
E z with PI (x) = pz(x') and q(x, x') = PI (x) = pz(x').
The fibre product is sometimes called the Whitney sum. The fibre q-1(b) of
(E1 EB Ez,q,B) over bE B is pl1(b) x pz 1(b) c E1 x E z . This is the reason for
the term fibre product.
We define EB:Bun B x BunB----*BunB as a functor. Let u 1:(E 1 ,P1,B)----*
(E'l,P~,B) and Uz : (Ez,pz,B) ----* (E~,p;,B) be two B-morphisms. Then we define the B-morphism U1 EB Uz : (E1 EB E z , q, B) ----* (E'l EB E~, q', B) by the relation (u l EB uz)(x I, xz) = (u 1(x d, Uz (x z))· Since p~ UI (XI) = PI (x I) = pz(x z) =
p;uz(x z ), U1 EB Uz is a well-defined morphism; clearly, the relation lEI EB
1E2 = 1E1EBE2
holds. If VI: (E'I,P~,B) ----* (E'{,p~,B) and vz: (E~,p;,B)----*
(E;, Pl., B) are also B-morphisms, then we have (VI EB VZ)(u l EB u z ) = (VI u I ) EB
(vzu z ). Consequently, EB is a functor. The fibre product is the product in the
category BunB in the sense of category theory.
The map u: B x F1 X Fz ----* (B x F 1) EB (B x F z ) defined by the relation
U(b'Y1'YZ) = (b'Yl'YZ) = (b'Y1,b'Y2) is a homeomorphism and defines a Bisomorphism of product bundles u:(B x F1 x Fz,q,B)----*(B x F I ,Pl,B)EB
(B x F z, pz, B). Using this isomorphism and the functorial properties of EB,
we have the next proposition.
4.3 Proposition. If(E 1 ,P1,B) is a trivial bundle with fibre Fl and if(Ez,pz,B)
is a trivial bundle with fibre Fz, then (E 1, PI' B) EB (E 2, pz, B) is a trivial bundle
with fibre FI x Fz .
In the next proposition we compute the cross sections of a fibre product.
4.4 Proposition. The cross sections s of a fibre product (E 1 EB E 2, q, B) are of
the form s(b) = (Sl (b), sz(b)), where SI is a cross section of (E l' P, B) and Sz is a
cross section of (E z , pz, B) uniquely defined by s.

Proof. Each cross section s is a map s: B ----* El EB E z C E1 x E z ; therefore, s
is of the form s(b) = (sl(b),sz(b)), where Sl: B ----* E1 and S2: B ----* E z . For s to
be a cross section, b = qs(b) = PI Sl (b) = P2SZ (b) for each b E B; that is, Sl and
Sz are cross sections.
Finally, we consider three calculations of fibre products. Let k denote the
product bundle (B x Rk, P, B).

e

en

4.5 Example. There is an isomorphism u: Ykn EB (*Ykn) ----*
defined by
u((V,x),(V,x'))=(V,x+x') for VEGk(R"), (V,x)EE(Ykn), and (V,X')E
E(*Ykn); see (2.5). Since every Y E Rn can be written Y = x + x', where x E V, x'
orthogonal to V, and since this decomposition is continuous in V, the map u
is a Gk(Rn)-isomorphism.

5. Restrictions of Bundles and Induced Bundles
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4.6 For the next two examples, we use the following notations. For each
bERn, b =I 0, there are two linear functions Vb: Rn ~ Rn, the normal map, and
7rb: Rn ~ R, the projection on b, such that x = vb(x) + 7rb(X)X, 7rb(X) =
(blx)/(blb), vb(x) = x - 7rb(x)b, and (blvb(X)) = for each x ERn.

°

4.7 Example. An isomorphism u: ,(sn) EB v(sn) ~ en+1 is defined by the relation u((b, x), (b, x')) = (b, x + x') for (b, x) E E(,(sn)) and (b, x') E E(v(sn)). The
inverse of u is the B-morphism v defined by the relation v(b, x) = ((b, Vb (X)),
(b, 7rb(X)b)).
Let A denote the canonical line bundle on Rpn.

4.8 Example. Over Rpn, there is an isomorphism u: (n
with inverse v defined by the following relations:
u( ± b, (aob, ... , anb))

= (± (b, vb(a O,""

v(±(b,x),(±b,k)) = (±b,po(x

+ 1)..1 ~ ,(Rpn) EB e1

an)), (± b, 7rb(aO,"" an)))

+ kb)b, ... ,Pn(X + kb)b)

These maps are well defined and are inverses of each other from the relations
a = vb(a) + 7rb(a)b and -a = -vb(a) + 7rb(a)( -b), where -vb(a) = vb( -a) =
V-b( - a) and 7rb(a) = 7r-b( - a) = - Lb(a). Here we use the notations of (2.6)
and (4.6), and k¢ = ¢ EB ... (k)" . EB ¢.

5. Restrictions of Bundles and Induced Bundles
5.1 Definition. Let ¢ = (E, p, B) be a bundle, and let A be a subset of B. Then
the restriction of ¢ to A, denoted ¢IA, is the bundle (E', pi, A), where E' =
p-1(A) and pIE'.
5.2 Examples. In a natural way we can consider Gk(R n) c Gk(Rn+m). Then
for the canonical k-dimensional vector bundle over the grassmannians,

rr+ml Gk(Rn)

=

rk n •

If ¢ is the product bundle over B with fibre F and if A is a subset of B, then
¢IA is the product bundle over A with fibre F.
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2. Generalities on Bundles

Restriction of bundles satisfies the following transitivity property. If A1 C
A c B and if ~ is a bundle over B, we have ~IA1 = WA)IA 1, and ~IB = ~. If
u: ~ ~ 11 is a B-morphism and if A c B, then

is an A-morphism. If v: 11 ~ ~ is a second B-morphism, we have (VU)A = VA uA
and (1~)A = 1~1A- Consequently, the functions ~ ~ ~IA and u ~ UA define a
functor Bun B ~ BunA .
In the next definition we generalize the process of restriction.
5.3 Definition. Let ~ = (E, p, B) be a bundle, and let f: B1 ~ B be a map. The
induced bundle of ~ under f, denoted f*(~), has as base space Blo as total
space E1 which is the subspace of all pairs (b 1, x) E B1 X E with f(bd = p(x),
and as projection P1 the map (b1,x) ~ b1.
5.4 Example. Let ~ be a bundle over B, and let A be a subspace of B with
inclusion map j: A ~ B. Then ~IA and j*(~) are A-isomorphic. In effect, we
define u: ~ IA ~ j*(~) by u(x) = (p(x), x}, and this is clearly an A-isomorphism.
If f*(~) is the induced bundle of ~ under f: B1 ~ B, then k E(f*(O) ~
E(~), defined by f~(b1'X) = x, together with f define a morphism (j~,f):
f*(~) ~~, which is referred to as the canonical morphism of an induced
bundle.
5.5 Proposition. If (f~J): f*(O ~ ~ is the canonical morphism from the bundle of ~ under a map f: B1 ~ B, then for each b1 E B1 the restriction k
pl1(bd ~ p-1(f(bd) is a homeomorphism. Moreover, if (v, f): 11 ~ ~ is any
bundle morphism, there exists a Bcmorphism w: 11 ~ f*(~) such that f~w = v.
The morphism w is unique with respect to this property.
Proof The fibre pl1(bd c b 1 x E is the subspace of (b 1, x) E b1 X E with
p(x) = f(b 1 }. Consequently, j~: b 1 x p-1(f(bd) ~ p-1(f(bd) defined by
j~(b1' x) = x is clearly a homeomorphism.
For the second statement, let w(y) = (p~(y), v(y)). Since (vJ) is a morphism, we have f(p~(y)) = p(v(y)), and, consequently, w: E(l1) ~ E(f*(O)
is a Bcmorphism. Clearly, we have f~w = v. For uniqueness, the relation
pdw(y)) = p~(y), which holds for any B1-morphism w, and the relation
~w = v imply that w(y} = (p~(y), v(y)) for each y E E(l1). This proves the
proposition.
If u: ~ ~ 11 is a B-morphism and if f: B1 ~ B is a map, there is a Bcmorphism f*(u): f*(~) ~ f*(l1) defined by the relation f*(u)(b1, x) = (b 1, u(x)).
Clearly, we have f*(l~) = 1f.(~)' and if v: 11 ~ , is a second B-morphism, then
f*(vu)(b lo x) = (blo vu(x)) = f*(v)(b 1, u(x)) = f*(v)f*(u)(b 1, x).
Therefore,
we have the next proposition.

5. Restrictions of Bundles and Induced Bundles
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5.6 Proposition. For each map f: Bl ~ B, the family of functions f*: BunB ~
Bun Bl defines a functor. Moreover, for a B-morphism u: ~ ~ 1/ the following
diagram is commutative.

E(f*(1/)) ~ E(1/)

f*(~

j

;/ j

E(f*(~~ ~ E(~)~
Bl

f

B

Proof. We must check the last statement. Let (b 1 , x) E E(f*(~)), and compute
u(h(b 1 ,x)) = u(x) = f~(bl' u(x)) = f~(f*(u))(bl'X)). We have uh = f~f*(u).
Finally, we have the following transitivity relation.
5.7 Proposition. Let g: B2 ~ Bl and f: Bl ~ B be two maps, and let ~ be a
bundle over B. Then 1*(~) and ~ are B-isomorphic, and g*(f*(m and (fg)*(~)
are B 2-isomorphic.

Proof. Define u: ~ ~ 1*(~) by the relation u(x) = (p(x), x), and u is clearly an
isomorphism. Next, let v: (fg)*(O ~ g*(f*(~)) be defined by v(b 2, x) =
(b 2, (g(b 2), x)). Then v is clearly an isomorphism.
5.8 Corollary. Let f: (Bl' Ad ~ (B, A) be a map of pairs, let 9 = f1A 1 : Al ~
A, and let ~ be a bundle over B. Then g*(~ IA) and f*(~)IAI are AI-isomorphic.

Proof. Let j: A ~ Band j 1: A 1 ~ B 1 be the respective inclusion maps. Then
fJl = jg, and, in view of (5.4), (5.6), and (5.7), there is the following sequence
of A I-isomorphisms:

The next result is useful in discussing fibre bundles.
5.9 Proposition. Let ~ = (E, p, B) be a bundle, let f: B 1 ~ B be a map, and let
(E 1 ,Pl, Bd be the induced bundle of ~ under f. If p is an open map, PI
is an open map.

f*(~) =

Proof. Let W be an open neighborhood of(b 1 ,x) E E 1 , where El c Bl X E.
We must find a neighborhood Vof b 1 = Pl(b 1 ,x) with Pl(W):,::> V. From the
definition of the topology of El there exist open neighborhoods VI of b 1 E B
and U of x E E with (VI x U) n El c W Let V = VI nf-l(p(U)). Then for
each b 1 E V there exists x E U with p(x) = f(bd, that is, (b 1 , x) E Wand b 1 =
PI (b 1 , x) E V. Therefore, we have PI (W) :.::> V.

2. Generalities on Bundles
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The following relation between cross sections and induced bundles is useful in Sec. 7.
5.10 Proposition. Let ~ = (E, p, B) be a bundle, let f: B1 ~ B be a map, and let
(hJ): f*(~) ~ ~ be the canonical morphism of the induced bundle. If s is a

cross section of~, then a: B1 ~ E(f*(m defined by a(bd = (b1,sf(bd) is a
cross section with f~a = sf. If f is an identification map and if a is a cross
section of f *(~) such that j~ a is constant on all sets f -1 (b) for b E B, there is a
cross section s of ~ such that sf = f~a.
Proof. We have P1a(b 1) = P1(b 1,sf(bd) = b 1 and f(b 1) = psf(bd; consequently, a is a cross section of f*(O. The relation f~a(bd = f~(b1' sf(bd) =
sf(bd also follows.
For the second statement, we have a factorization of ha by f, giving a map
s: B ~ E with sf = f~a. Moreover, psf = pf~a = fp1 a = f and ps = IB since f
is surjective. Then s is the desired cross section.

6. Local Properties of Bundles
6.1 Definition. Two bundles ~ and I] over B are locally isomorphic provided
for each b E B there exists an open neighborhood U of b such that ~ U and
I] U are U -isomorphic.
Clearly, two isomorphic bundles are locally isomorphic.
1

1

6.2 Definition. A bundle ~ over B is locally trivial with fibre F provided
locally isomorphic with the product bundle (B x F,p, B).
The next proposition makes the idea of a local property meaningful.

~

is

6.3 Proposition. The relation of being locally isomorphic is an equivalence
relation on the class of all bundles over B.
Proof. The transitivity of the relation is the nontrivial part. Let U and V be
two open neighborhoods of b E B such that ~ U and I] U are U -isomorphic
and 1]1 V and (I V are V-isomorphic. By (5.7), the bundles ~I(U n V), I]I(U n V),
and WU n V) are (U n V)-isomorphic.
1

1

6.4 Corollary. If ~ is locally isomorphic to a locally trivial bundle, ~ is locally
trivial.
A local property of bundles is a property of bundles that is unchanged
between locally isomorphic bundles. The property that the projection is a
fibre map is a local property by 1 (5.2).
6.5 Proposition. Let ~ and I] be two bundles over B, and let f: B1 ~ B be a
map. If ~ and I] are locally isomorphic, then f*(~) and f*(I]) are locally
isomorphic over B 1.

7. Prolongation of Cross Sections
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Proof By Corollary (5.8), we havef*((1 V) ~ f*(()lf-1(V) for each open set
V c B. If (I V and '11 V are V-isomorphic, f*(()lf-1(V) and f*('1)lf- 1(V)
are f-1(V)-isomorphic.

6.6 Corollary. Let ( and '1 be two locally isomorphic bundles over B, and let
A c B. Then (I A and '11 A are locally isomorphic.
6.7 Corollary. Let ( be a locally trivial bundle over B with fibre F, let f: Bl -+
B be a map, and let A be a subset of B. Then f*(() and (IA are locally trivial
with fibre F.

7. Prolongation of Cross Sections
In this section we generalize the prolongation theorems for maps (see Chap.
1, Sec. 2) to cross sections of locally trivial bundles. This prolongation theorem is the fundamental step in the classification theory of fibre bundles over
CW-complexes. Although we prove the homotopy classifcation theorem for
fibre bundles over an arbitrary space, the results of this section are used to
give more precise information about homotopy properties of fibre bundles
over CW-complexes.
7.1 Theorem. Let ~ = (E, p, B) be a locally trivial bundle with fibre F, where
(B, A) is a relative CW-complex. Then all cross sections s of ~IA prolong to a
cross section s* of ~ under either of the following hypotheses:

(HI) The space F is (m - I)-connected for each m ~ dim B.
(H2) There is a relative CW-complex (Y,X) such that B = Y x I and A =
(X x 1) n (Y x 0), where I = [0,1].
Proof First, we prove the theorem under hypothesis (HI). We assume the
theorem is true for all B with dim B < n. This is the case for n = 0 because
B = A. We let B be of dimension n. By the inductive hypothesis we have a
cross section s' of ~IBn-l with s'IA = s. We let C be an n-cell of B with
attaching map Uc : 1" -+ B. The bundle u(':(~) over 1" is locally trivial, and since
1" is compact, we can dissect 1" into equal cubes K of length 11k such that
u(':(()IK is trivial. By (5.10) the cross section s' defines a cross section (J' of
u(,:(()lo1". Applying the inductive hypothesis to (J', we can assume that (J' is
defined on the (n - 1)-skeleton of 1" decomposed into cubes K of length 11k.
The cross section (J' now defined on oK is given by a map oK -+ F [see [1.5)],
which by the connectivity hypothesis on F prolongs to K. This prolonged
map yields a prolongation (J of (J' over each cell K and, therefore, a cross
section (J of u(':(O. Using the natural morphism u(,:(O -+ ~ over Uc and (5.10),
we have a cross section Sc of ~IC such that sCI(CnBn-d = s'I(CnBn- 1)·
We define a cross section s* of ( by the requirements that s*IBn - 1 = s' and
s* 1C = sc. By the weak topology property, s* is continuous.

2. Generalities on Bundles
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Finally, if dim B = 00, F is n-connected for each n, and we construct inductively cross sections Sn of ~IBn such that snlBn-l = Sn-l and L l = s. We define
a cross section s* of ~ by the requirement that s*IBn = Sn'
Second, we prove the theorem under hypothesis (H2). We assume the
theorem is true for all Y with dim Y < n. This is the case for n = because
x = Y and A = B. We let Y be of dimension n. By the inductive hypothesis
we have a cross section s' of ~I[(Y x O)U(y"-1 x I)] with s'I[(Y x O)U
(X x I)] = s. We let C be an n-cell of Y with attaching map uc : I" -+ Y. The
bundle (u c x 1[)*(0 over 1" x I is locally trivial, and since I" x I is compact,
we can dissect I" x I into equal cubes K x [(i - 1)/k, ilk] of length 11k for
1 ~ i ~ k such that (uc x 1[)*(0 is trivial over each of these cubes. By (5.10)
the cross section s' defines a cross section (I' of (u c x 1[)*(~)I[(I" x O)U
(8I" x I)]. Applying the inductive hypothesis to (I' with respect to I" x
[0, 11k], we can assume that (I' is defined on each 8K x [0, 11k] making up
(I")n -1 X [0, 11k]. The cross section (I' on (8K x [0, 11k]) U (K x 0) is given
by a map (8K x [0, 11k]) U (K x 0) -+ F [see (1.5)], which prolongs to K x
[0, 11k]. This prolonged map yields a prolongation (I of (I' over each cell
K x [O,I/k] and,therefore, a cross section of(u c x 1[)*(OoverI" x [O,I/k].
Continuing this process k times, we have a cross section (I of (u c x 1I )*( ~).
Using the natural morphism (u c x 11 )*(0 -+ ~ over Uc x II and (5.10), we
have a cross section Sc of WC x I) such that scl(C x 0) = sl(C x 0) and
SCI(y"-1 x 1) = S'I(y"-1 X 1). We define a cross section s* of ~ by the requirements that S*I(Y,.-1 x 1) = s' and s*I(C x 1) = sc. By the weak topology
property, s* is continuous.
Finally, if dim Y = 00, we construct inductively cross sections Sn of
Wy,. x I) such that snl(y"-1 x 1) = sl(y" x 0), and L l = sl(X x I). We define
a cross section s* of ~ by the requirement that s*I(y" x I) = s.. This proves
the theorem.

°

Note: There is a parallel in the two proofs under the two hypotheses of
(7.1). The proofs differ only in the character of the prolongation over "small"

cells.

Exercises
1. Prove that ,(sn+q)lsn is isomorphic to ,(sn) E8 oq, where oq is the trivial bundle with
fibre Rq and sn C sn+ q is the standard inclusion.
y~+qIGk(Rn) ~ Ykn, where GdRn) c Gk(Rn+ q) in a natural way. Let
Gk(Rn) c Gk+q(Rn+ q) by the map V ---+ V E8 Iv, where W is the q-dimensional
subspace with basis en +10 ... , en+q in Rn+q. Prove that Y~::I Gk(Rn) ~ Ykn E8 (}q.

2. Prove that

3. Using the fact that s2n-l is the set of unit vectors in en, prove that s2n-l has one
unit vector field on it. Using the fact that s4n-l is the set of unit vectors in H n, prove
that s4n-l has three unit vector fields on it which are orthonormal at each point.
Hint: Do cases Sl and S3 first.

Exercises
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4. Prove that if sn has a vector field which is everywhere nonzero the identity and the
antipodal map x f-> - x of sn -> sn are homotopic.
5. Let ~ = (£, p, B) be a bundle with fibre F over B = B j U B 2, where B j = A x [a, c]
and B2 = A x [c,b]. Prove that if ~IBI and ~IB2 are trivial ~ is trivial.

CHAPTER 3

Vector Bundles

A vector bundle is a bundle with an additional vector space structure on each
fibre. The concept arose from the study of tangent vector fields to smooth
geometric objects, e.g., spheres, projective spaces, and, more generally, manifolds. The vector bundle structure is so rich that the set of isomorphism
classes of k-dimensional vector bundles over a paracompact space B is in a
natural bijective correspondence with the set of homotopy classes of mappings of B into the Grassmann manifold of k-dimensional subs paces in
infinite-dimensional space.

1. Definition and Examples of Vector Bundles
Let F denote the field of real numbers R, complex numbers C, or quaternions
H.

1.1 Definition. A k-dimensional vector bundle ~ over F is a bundle (E, p, B)
together with the structure of a k-dimensional vector space over F on each
fibre p-l (b) such that the following local triviality condition is satisfied. Each
point of B has an open neighborhood V and a V-isomorphism h: V x Fk-+
p-l(V) such that the restriction b x Fk -+ p-l(b) is a vector space isomorphism for each b E V.
An F-vector bundle is called a real vector bundle if F = R, a complex
vector bundle if F = C, and a quaternionic vector bundle if F = H. The
V-isomorphism h: V x Fk -+ p-l(V) is called a local coordinate chart of~.
Examples 2(2.1), 2(2.5), and 2(2.6) admit the structure of a vector bundle
in a natural way.

1. Definition and Examples of Vector Bundles
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1.2 Example. The k-dimensional product bundle over a space B is the bundle (B x F\ p, B) with the vector space structure of Fk defining the vector
space structure on b x pk = p-l(b) for b E B. The local triviality condition is
realized by letting V = Band h = 1.
1.3 Example. The tangent bundle r(sn) has a natural real vector space structure on each fibre since it is a subspace of Rn+1. In the quotient bundle r(RP")
there is a vector space structure on each fibre. As for local triviality, let Vi be
the open subset of x E sn with Xi =P 0, ~ i ~ n, and let ui : Rn -> Rn+1 be the
linear injection Ui(X1, ... ,xn ) = (x 1, ... ,x;,0,X;+1,""xn ). Then hi: Vi X Rn ->
p-l(VJ c E(r(sn)), where h;(b, x) = (b, Vb(Ui(X)) [see 2(4.6)] has the desired
properties. Also, this construction proves that r(Rpn) is locally trivial.

°

1.4 Example. The function n: Gk(F m ) x F m -> F m , where n(V,x) is the
orthogonal projection of x into V, is a map. For He {l, 2, ... , m}, a subset of
k elements, we have a linear map UH : Fk -> F m by placing in each coordinate
not in H. With these maps, we prove that yt = (E, p, Gk(F m )) is locally trivial.
Since E is the subspace of Gk(F m ) x F m consisting of pairs (V, x) with x E V,
the fibre over V is {V} x V, and the vector space structure is determined
by the subspace V Let V H be the open subspace of Gk(F m ) consisting of
V E Gk(F m ) such that n(V, - ): uH(Fk) -> V is a bijection. Then hH: V H x Fk ->
p-l(VH) is defined by the relation hH(V,x) = (V, n(V,x)), and hH is an isomorphism that is linear on each fibre. For more details of the above argument,
see Chap. 7. For the present, the above is an exercise.
From the local triviality of a vector bundle we have the following continuity properties.

°

1.5 Proposition. Let ( = (E, p, B) be a k-dimensional vector bundle. Then p is
an open map. The fibre preserving functions a: E EB E -> E and s: F x E -> E
defined by the algebraic operations a(x, x') = x + x' and s(k, x) = kx, kEF,
are continuous.

Proof. For each local coordinate h: V x Fk -> p-l(V), the above statements
hold for the above functions restricted to p-l(V) or p-l(V) EEl p-l(V) for s or
a, respectively. Since the family of p-l(V) is an open covering of E, the above
statements are true for (.
Using the ideas connected with this proposition, we are able to put an
algebraic structure on the set of cross sections of a vector bundle.
1.6 Proposition. Let sand s' be two cross sections of a vector bundle ( =
(E, p, B), and let rjJ: B -> F be a map. Then the function s + s' defined by
(s + s')(b) = s(b) + s'(b) is a cross section of (, the function rjJs defined by
(rjJs)(b) = rjJ(b)s(b) is a cross section of (, and the map bHO E p-l(b) is a cross

section (the zero cross section).
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Proof. Let h: U x Fk ~ p-l(U) be a local coordinate of ~ over U, and let
h- 1s(b) = (b,j(b)) and h- 1s'(b) = (b,j'(b)) for bE B, where f: U ~ Fk and
j': U ~ Fk are maps. Then h-l(S + s')(b) = (b,j(b) + j'(b)), h-l(ifys)(b) =
(b,ify(b)f(b)), and h-1(0)(b) = (b,O) for bE U. Consequently, s + s', ifys, and
are continuous maps and, therefore, cross sections.

°

Proposition (1.6) says that the set of cross sections of ~ form a module over
the ring CF(B(~)) of continuous F-valued functions on B(~).

2. Morphisms of Vector Bundles
A vector bundle morphism is, roughly speaking, a fibre preserving map that
is linear on each fibre. In the next definition we make this idea precise.
2.1 Definition. Let ~ = (E, p, B) and ~' = (E', p', B') be two vector bundles. A
morphism of vector bundles (u,j): ~ ~~' is a morphism of the underlying
bundles; that is, u: E ~ E' and f: B ~ B' are maps such that p' u = fp, and the
restriction u: p-l(b) ~ p-l(f(b)) is linear for each b E B.
2.2 Definition. Let ~ = (E, p, B) and ~' = (E', p', B) be two vector bundles
over a space B. A B-morphism of vector bundles u: ~ ~ ~' is defined by a
morphism of the form (u, I B ): ~ ~ ~'.
If u: ~ ~~' is a B-morphism, then p'u = p, and the restriction u: p-l(b) ~
(pTl(b) is linear for each b E B.
2.3 Example. Let ~ be the prod uct bundle (B x F\ p, B), and let YJ be the
product bundle (B x F m , p, B). The B-morphisms have the form u(b, x) =
(b,j(b, x)), where f: B x Fk ~ Fm is a map such that f(b, x) is linear in x. Let
L(F\ Fm) denote the vector space of all linear transformations Fk ~ Fm. By
matrix representation, L(Fk, Fm) is isomorphic to Fkm. Then f: B x Fk ~ F m
is continuous if and only if b f-+ f(b, - ) as a function B ~ L(F\ Fm) is continuous; i.e., each matrix element is continuous.
As with bundles [see 2(3.3)], identities are B-morphisms of vector bundles,
and the composition of vector bundle morphisms is a vector morphism. Let
~ = (E, p, B) and ~' = (E', p', B') be two vector bundles, and let f: B ~ B' be a
map. Then u: E ~ E' is defined to be u(x) = in (pTl(f(p(b))), for each b E B
combines with f to define a morphism of vector bundles (u,j): ~ ~ ~'.

°

2.4 Definition. The category of vector bundles, denoted VB, has as its
objects vector bundles. Its morphisms are defined in (2.1). Composition is
composition of morphisms of vector bundles.
For each space B, let VBB denote the subcategory of vector bundles over
Band B-morphisms. For each integer k ~ 0, let VB k denote the full sub-

3. Induced Vector Bundles
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category of k-dimensional vector bundles. Finally, the subcategory VB~ of
k-dimensional vector bundles over B is the intersection VB B n VBk.
An isomorphism of vector bundles over B is a morphism u: ~ ~ ~' such
that there exists a morphism v: ~' ~ ~ with vu = 1~ and uv = 1~,. In the next
theorem we derive a criterion for a B-morphism to be an isomorphism.
2.5 Theorem. Let u: ~ ~~' be a B-morphism between two vector bundles.
Then u is an isomorphism if and only if u: p-1(b) ~ (pT1(b) is a vector space
isomorphism for each b E B.
Proof. The direct implication is immediate because the inverse of u: p-1(b) ~
(pT1(b) is the restriction to (pT1(b) of the inverse of u. Conversely, let
v: ~' ~ ~ be the function defined by the requirement that vl(pT1(b) be the
inverse of the restricdted linear transformation u: p-1(b) ~ (pT1(b). The
function v will be the desired inverse of u provided v is continuous. Let U be
an open subset of B, let h: U x Fk ~ p-1(U) be a local coordinate of ~, and
let h': U x Fk ~ (p,)-1 (U) be a local coordinate of ~'. It suffices to prove
v: (pTI(U) ~ p-1(U) is continuous for every such U. By (2.3), (h'f1 uh has
the form (b, x) H (b,fb(X», where b H fb is a map U ~ L(F\ Fk). Then h- 1vh'
has the form (b,X)H(b,.r,,-1(X», where bHfb-1 is a map U~L(F\Fk).
Therefore, the restriction v: (pT1(U) ~ p-1(U) is continuous. This proves the
theorem.

Finally, we observe that the fibre product ~1 EB ~2 of two vector bundles
and ~2 over a space B is a vector bundle over B. The vector space structure
on q-1(b) = pl1(b) x P21(b) is that of the direct sum of two vector spaces. If
h 1: U x F" ~ pl1(U) is a local chart of ~1 and if h2 : U x F m ~ P21(U) is a
local chart of ~2' then h1 EB h 2 : U x Fn + m ~ q-1(U) is a local chart of
~l EB ~2'
~1

2.6 Definition. The Whitney sum of two vector bundles ~ 1 and ~ 2 over B,
denoted ~ 1 EB ~2' is the fibre product of the underlying bundles ~ 1 and ~2 with
the above vector bundle structure.

3. Induced Vector Bundles
In this section, we demonstrate that the results of Chap. 2, Sec. 5, apply to the
category of vector bundles.
3.1 Proposition. Let ~ be a k-dimensional vector bundle over B, and let f:
B1 ~ B be a map. Then f*(~) admits the structure of a vector bundle, and
(f~,f): f*( ~) ~ ~ is a vector bundle morphism. Moreover, this structure is
unique, and k Pl 1(b l ) ~ P-1 (b) is a vector space isomorphism.
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Proof. The fibre pl1(bd of f*(~) = (E1,P1,Bd over b1 E B1 is b1 x
p-1(f(b 1)) C E1 c B1 X E. For (b1,x), (b1,x') E Pl 1(b 1), we require (bl>x) +
(b1,x') = (b1,x + x') and k(b1,x) = (b1,kx), where kEF. Since f~(bl>x) = x,
the restriction k Pl 1(b 1) ~ p-1(b) is a linear isomorphism, and this requirement uniquely defines the vector space structure of Pl 1(bd.
Finally, we exhibit the local triviality of I*(~). If h: U x Fk ~ p-1(U) is
avector bundle isomorphism over U, then h': f-1(U) x Fk ~ Pl1(f-1(U)),
where h'(b1,x) = (b1,h(f(bd,x)), is a vector bundle isomorphism over
f-1(U).
In connection with the factorization in 2(5.5), we observe that if (u,f):
11 ~ ~ is a vector bundle morphism then u factors as a compositionfl'v, where
11 ~ I*(~) !.:. ~, v(y) = (p~(y), u(y)), and f~(b1' x) = x. Moreover, v is "a vector
bundle morphism over B(I1). In view of Theorem (2.5), the B(I1)-morphism v is
an isomorphism if and only if v is an isomorphism on each fibre, which, in
turn, is equivalent to u being a fibrewise isomorphism; that is, u: p;l(b) ~
p~\f(b)) is an isomorphism for each b E B(I1).

We formulate this result in the following statement.
3.2 Theorem. Let ~ and 11 be two vector bundles. For a map f: B(I1) ~ B(O, the
vector bundles 11 and f*(~) are B(I1)-isomorphic if and only if there exists a
morphism (u,f): 11 ~ ~ such that u is an isomorphism on each fibre of 11.
If u: ~ ~ 11 is a B-morphism of vector bundles and if.f: B1 ~ B is a map,
then f*(u): f*(O ~ f*(I1) is a B1-morphism of vector bundles. This is seen
immediately from the formula f*(u)(b 1, x) = (bl> u(x)); that is, the linearity of
u over f(b 1) implies the linearity of f*(u) over b1· Therefore, f*: VB B ~ VB B1
is a functor. Let g: B z ~ B1 and f: B1 ~ B be two maps, and let ~ be a vector
bundle over B. Then, as vector bundles, 1*( 0 and ~ are B-isomorphic, and
g*(f*(~)) and (fg)*(~) are Bz-isomorphic.
The above results apply to the restriction of a vector bundle ~ to a subspace A c B(~).

4. Homotopy Properties of Vector Bundles
The first two lemmas concerning vector bundles are the analogues of Exercise 5 in Chap. 2 and the first step in the proof of 2(7.1) under the second
hypothesis.
4.1 Lemma. Let ~ = (E, p, B) be a vector bundle of dimension k over B =
B1 UBz, where B1 = A x [a,c] and Bz = A x [c,b], a < c < b. If ~IB1 =
(El>pl>B 1) and ~IBz = (Ez,pz,B z ) are trivial, ~ is trivial.
Proof. Let ui: Bi x Fk ~ Ei be a Bi-isomorphism for i = 1, 2, and let Vi =
u;l((B1 n B z ) x Fk), i = 1, 2. Then h = V21V1 is an A x {c}-isomorphism of
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trivial bundles, and therefore h has the form h(x, y) = (x, g(x)y), where (x, y) E
(B j n B2) x Fk and g: A -> GL(k,F) is a map. We prolong h to a B2 -isomorphism w: B2 x Fk -> B2 X Fk by the formula w(x, t, y) = (x, t, g(x)y) for each
x E A, y E F\ and t E [c, b]. Then the bundle isomorphisms u 1: B x Fk -> E 1
and U2w: B2 x Fk -> E2 are equal on (BI n B2) x Fk, which is a closed set.
Therefore, there exists an isomorphism u: B x Fk -> E with ulB I x Fk = U1
and ulB2 x Fk = u 2 w.

4.2 Lemma. Let ~ be a vector bundle over B x I. Then there exists an open
coeering {VJ, i E I, of B such that WVi x I) is trivial.
Proof. For each bE Band tEl there is an open neighborhood V(t) of b in
Band V(t) of t in [0,1] such that WV(t) x V(t)) is trivial. Therefore, by
the compactness of [0,1], there exist a finite sequence of numbers =
to < tl < ... < tn = 1 and open neighborhoods V(i) of b in B such that
~ I(V(i) x [t i- I , tJ) is trivial for 1 ~ i ~ n. Let V = n V(i). Then the bun-

°

dIe ~I(V x [0, 1J) is trivial by an application of Lemma (4.1) n - 1 times.
Therefore, there is an open covering {V;}, i E I, of B such that WVi x 1) is
trivial.
The next theorem is the first important step in the development of the
homotopy properties of vector bundles.
4.3 Theorem. Let r: B x I -> B x I be defined by r(b, t) = (b, 1) for (b, t) E
B x I, and let ~k = (E, p, B x 1) be a vector bundle over B x I, where B is a
paracompact space. There is a map u: E -> E such that (u, r): ~ -> ~ is a morphism of vector bundles and u is an isomorphism on each fibre.

Proof. Let {VJ, i E I, be a locally finite open covering of B such that
~1(Vi x 1) is trivial. This covering exists by (4.2) and the paracompactness of
B. Let {'1;}, i E I, be an envelope of unity subordinate to the open covering
{VJ, i E I, that is, the support of '1i is a subset of Vi and 1 = maxiElq;(b) for
each bE B. Let hi: Vi x I X Fk -> p-I(Vi X 1) be a (Vi x I)-isomorphism of
vector bundles.
We define a morphism (u;, rJ ~ -> ~ by the relations ri(b, t) =
(b, max('1;(b), t)), ui is the identity outside p-I (Vi x I), and u;(hi(b, t, x)) =
hi(b, max('1i(b), t), x) for each (b, t, x) E Vi X I X Fk. We well order the set I.
For each bE B, there is an open neighborhood V(b) of b such that Vi n V(b)
is nonempty for i E I(b), where I(b) is a finite subset of I. On V(b) x I, we
define r = ri(n)··· ri(1) , and on p-I(V(b) x 1), we define u = ui(n)··· Ui(l)' where
I(b) = {i(1), ... ,i(n)} and i(1) < i(2) < ... < i(n). Since ri on V(b) x I and U
on p-I(V(b) x I) are identities for i ¢ I(b), the maps rand u are infinite compositions of maps where all but a finite number of terms are identities near a
point. Since each Ui is an isomorphism on each fibre, the composition u is an
isomorphism on each fibre.
1
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4.4 Corollary. With the notations of Theorem (4.3),
B x I.

~ ~

r*W(B x 1)) over

Proof. This result is a direct application of Theorem (3.2) to Theorem (4.3).
Let ~ = (E, p, B) be a vector bundle, and let Y be a space. We use the
notation ~ x Y for the vector bundle (E x Y, p x 1y, B x Y). The fibre over
(b, y) E B x Y is p-l (b) x y, which has a natural vector space structure that it
derives from p-l(b). If h: V x Fk -4 p-l(V) is a V-isomorphism, the h x 1y:
V x Y X Fk -4 p-l(V) X Y = (p x 1yfl(V X Y) is a (V x Y)-isomorphism.
Consequently, ~ x Y is a vector bundle, and this leads to the following version of (4.3).
4.5 Corollary. With the notations of Theorem (4.3),
~ ~

(WB x 1)) x I

are vector bundles over B x I.
Proof. For this, it suffices to observe that r*(~I(B x 1)) = (~IB x 1) x I. In
both cases the total space of the bundles is the subspace of (b, t, x) E B x I x
E(~I(B x 1)) such that (b, 1) = p(x), and the projection is the map (b,t,x)H
(b, t).
4.6 Corollary. With the notations of Theorem (4.3), there exists, after restriction, an isomorphism (u, r): WB x 0) -4 WB x 1).

Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem (2.5) to the situation described
in (4.3) where r = 1 on B x 0 = B x 1 = B.

Finally, we have the following important application of (4.6) in the framework of homotopy theory.

4.7 Theorem. Let f, g: B -4 B' be two homotopic maps, where B is a paracompact space, and let ~ be a vector bundle over B'. Then f*(O and g*(O are
B-isomorphic.
Proof. Let h: B x 1-4 B' be a map with h(x, 0) = f(x) and h(x, 1) = g(x).
Then.f*(O ~ h*(OI(B x 0) over B, and g*(O ~ h*(~)I(B x 1) over B. By (4.6),
h*(OI(B x 0) and h*(~)I(B x 1) are B-isomorphic, and, therefore, .f*(~) and
g*( 0 are B-isomorphic.

4.8 Corollary. Every vector bundle over a contractible paracompact space B is
trivial.
Proof. Let f: B -4 B be the identity, and let g: B -4 B be a constant map. For
each vector bundle ~ over B, .f*(~) is B-isomorphic to ~, and g*(O is B-
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isomorphic to the product bundle (B x F\ p, B). Since f and 9 are homotopic, ~ is isomorphic to the product bundle (B x F\ p, B), by (4.7).
Theorem (4.7) is the first of the three main theorems on the homotopy
classification of vector bundles.

5. Construction of Gauss Maps
5.1 Definition. A Gauss map of a vector bundle ~k in Fm (k ~ m ~ +00) is a
map g: E(e) --+ F m such that 9 is a linear monomorphism when restricted to
any fibre of ~.
Recall that E(y!:') is the subspace of (V, x) E Gk(F m ) x F m with x E V Then
the projection q: E(yt) --+ F m , given by the relation q(V, x) = x, is a Gauss
map. In the next proposition, we see that every Gauss map can be constructed from this map and vector bundle morphisms.
5.2 Proposition. If (u,f): ~k --+ yt is a vector bundle morphism that is an
isomorpiJism when restricted to any fibre of ~\ then qu: E(~k) --+ Fm is a Gauss
map. Com'ersely, if g: E(~k) --+ Fm is a Gauss map, there exists a vector bundle
morphism (u,f): ~k --+ yt such that qu = g.

Proof. The first statement is clear. For the second, let feb) = g(p-1(b)) E
Gk(F m ). and let u(x) = (f(p(x)),g(x)) E E(yt) for x E E((k). We see that f is
continuous by looking at a local coordinate of (, and from this u is also
continuous.
5.3 Corollary. There exists a Gauss map g: E(() --+ F m (k ~ m ~ +00)
only if:: is B(()-isomorphic with f*(y;:') for some map f: B(() --+ Gk(Fm).

if and

Proof. This follows from Proposition (5.2) and Theorem (3.2).
In Theorem (5.5), we construct a Gauss map for each vector bundle over
a paracompact space. First, we need a preliminary result concerning the open
sets over which a vector bundle is trivial.
5.4 Proposition. Let ( be a vector bundle over a paracompact space B such
that ~ lUi' i E I, is trivial, where {UJ, i E I, is an open covering. Then there
exists a countable open covering {J.tj}, 1 ~j, of B such that (1J.tj is trivial.
Moreover, if each bE B is a member of at most n sets Ui, there exists a finite
open covering {J.tj}, 1 ~ j ~ n, of B such that (I J.tj is trivial.

Proof. By paracompactness, let {1fJ, i E I, be a partition of unity with V; =
1f;1(0, IJ cUi' For each b E B, let S(b) be the finite set of i E I with 1fi(b) > 0.
For each finite subset ScI, let W(S) be the open subset of all b E B such that
1fi(b) > 1fj(b) for each i E S andj ¢ S.
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n

If Sand S' are two distinct subsets of I each with m elements, then W(S)
W(S') is empty. In effect, there exist i E S with i ¢ S' andj E S' withj ¢ S. For
bE W(S) we have '1i(b) > '1j(b), and for bE W(S') we have '1)b) > '1i(b). There-

fore, W(S) n W(S') is empty.
Let Wm be the union of all W(S(b)) such that S(b) has m elements. Since
i E S(b) yields the relation W(S(b)) c l';, the bundle ~I W(S(b)) is trivial, and
since Wm is a disjoint union, ~I Wm is trivial. Finally, under the last hypothesis,
rtf is empty for n < j.
5.5 Theorem. For each vector bundle ~k over a paracompact space B there is
a Gauss map g: E(~) -> Fa). Moreover, if B has an open covering of sets {Vd,
1 ~ i ~ n, such that ~I Vi is trivial, ~ has a Gauss map g: E(~) -> Fkn.

Proof. Let {VJ be the countable or finite open covering of B such that ~I Vi
is trivial, let hi: Vi x Fk -> ~ IVi be Vi-isomorphisms, and let {'1J be a partition of unity with closure of '1;-1((0, IJ) c Vi' We define g: E(~) -> L Fk as
g=

L gi' where gdE(~1 VJ is ('1iP)(p z h;-l) and pz: V

i

x Fk

->

Fk is the projec-

i

tion on the second factor. Outside E(~I VJ, the map gi is zero.
Since each gi: E(~) -> Fk is a monomorphicm on the fibres of E(O over b
with '1i(b) > 0, and since the images of gi are in complementary subspaces, the
map g is a Gauss map. In general, L Fk is Fa), but if there are only n sets Vi>
then I Fk is Fkn.
i
i

Theorem (5.5) with Corollary (5.6) is the second main homotopy classification theorem for vector bundles.
5.6 Corollary. Every vector bundle ~k over a paracompact space B is Bisomorphic to f*(Yk) for some f: B -> Gk(FW).
The following concept was suggested by Theorem (5.5).
5.7 Definition. A vector bundle ~ is of finite type over B provided there exists
a finite open covering VI"'" Vn of B such that ~I Vi is trivial, 1 ~ i ~ n.
In the next theorem we derive other formulations of the notion of finite
type. By 1(2.6) and (4.8) every vector bundle over a finite-dimensional CWcomplex is of the finite type.
5.8 Proposition. For a vector bundle
alent.

~

over a space B, the following are equiv-

~ is of the finite type.
(2) There exists a map f: B -> Gk(F m) for some m such that f*(yt) and
B-isomorphic.
(3) There exists a vector bundle '1 over B such that ~ EEl '1 is trivial.

(1) The bundle

~

are
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Proof. By the construction in (5.5), statement (1) implies (2). Since yf:' EB *yf:'
is trivial over Gk(Fm), then f*(yf:') EB f*(*yf:') and em are B-isomorphic. Let 11
be f*(*yf:'). Since f*(yf:' EB *Ykm) is trivial, the bundle ~ EB 11 is trivial. Finally,
the composition E(~) --+ E(~ EB 11) --+ B x Fm --+ F mis a Gauss map.

6. Homotopies of Gauss Maps
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Let F ev denote the subspace of x E F ctJ with X2i+1 = 0, and Fodd with X2i =
for i ~ 0. For these subs paces, F'X) = F ev EB FOdd. Two homotopies ge: P X
1--+ F 2n and gO: P x 1--+ F 2n are defined by the following formulas:
g:(x O'X 1,X 2, ... ) = (1- t)(x O,X 1,X 2, ... ) + t(xo,O,X 10,X 2, ... )
g~(XO,X1,X2"") = (1-

t)(x O,X 1,X 2,···)

+ t(O,xo,O,X 10,X 2,···)

The properties of these homotopies are contained in the following proposition. In the above formulas and in the next proposition, we have
1 :;::; n :;::; +00.

6.1 Proposition. With the above notations, these homotopies have the following properties:
(1) The maps go and g~ each equal the inclusion F" --+ F2".
(2) For t = 1, gr(F") = F2" n pv and gr(F") = F2" n pdd.
(3) There are vector bundle morphisms (ue,r): Ykn --+ yl" and (u°,f°): Ykn
such that que = gr, qyO = gr.
(4) rand
are homotopic to the inclusion Gk(F") --+ Gk(F 2").

--+

yl"

r

Proof. Statements (1) and (2) follow immediately from the formulas for gte
and g~. For (3), we use (5.2). Finally, the homotopies g: and g~ define homotopies of rand
with 1.

r

The next theorem describes to what extent Gauss maps are unique in
terms of homotopy properties of their associated bundle morphisms. We use
the above notations.

6.2 Theorem. Let f, f1: B --+ Gk(F") be two maps such that f*(Ykn) and ft(Ykn}
are B-isomorphic and let j: Gk(F") --+ Gk(F 2") be the natural inclusion. Then the
maps j f and j f1 are homotopic for 1 :;::; n :;::; +00.
Proof. By hypothesis, there is a vector bundle ~ over B and two morphisms
(u,f): ~ --+ Ykn and (u 1,fd: ~ --+ Ykn which are isomorphisms when restricted to
the fibres of~. Let 9 = qu: E(~) --+ F" and g1 = qu 1: E(~) --+ F" be the associated Gauss maps. Composing with the above maps, we have morphisms
(ueu,fef): ~ --+ yl" with a Gauss map g1g: E(~) --+ pv n F2" and (uou,f°f):
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~ --> yff" with a Gauss map g~gl: E(~) --> FoddnF z". We define a Gauss map
h: E(~) x 1--> F Z" by the relation ht(x) = (1 - t)grg(x) + tg~gl (x). For a fibre
p-1 (b) c E( ~), the linear maps g: p-1 (b) --> Fev and g~ 9 1: p -l(b) --> FOdd are

gr

monomorphisms, and since Fev n FOdd = 0, the map ht: p-1(b) --> F2" is a linear
monomorphism. Therefore, there is a Gauss map h: E(~) x 1--> F Z" which
determines a bundle morphism (w, k): ~ --> yl". The map k: B x 1--> Gk(F Z") is
a homotopy from I"f to fOf1' Since f and I"f are homotopic and f"f1 and
f1 are homotopic, f and f1 are homotopic. This proves the theorem.
Theorem (6.2) is the third of the three main homotopy classification
theorems.

7. Functorial Description of the Homotopy
Classification of Vector Bundles
Let P denote the category paracompact spaces and homotopy classes of
maps. Let ens denote, as usual, the category of sets and functions.
Let Vectk(B) denote the set of B-isomorphism classes of k-dimensional
vector bundles over B. For a k-dimensional bundle ~, we denote by {n the
class in Vectk(B) determined by ~. If [fJ: B1 --> B is a homotopy class of maps
between paracompact spaces, we define a function Vectk([fJ): Vectk(B)-->
Vectk(Bd by the relation Vectk([f])( g}) = {f*(~)}. By the remarks at the
end of Sec. 3 and Theorem (4.7), Vectk([f]) is a well-defined function.
7.1 Proposition. The family of functions Vect k: P --> ens is a cofunctor.

Proof. Since 1*(~) and ~ are B-isomorphic, the function Vect k([l]) is the
identity. If [f]: B1 --> Band [g]: Bz --> B1 are two homotopy classes of maps,
g*(f*(m and (fg)*(~) are Bz-isomorphic. Consequently, Vectk([f] [g]) =
Vectk([g])Vectk([f]), and Vect k satisfies the axioms for being a cofunctor.
For each B, we define a function rPB: [B, Gk(F
--> Vectk(B) by the relation
rPB([f]) = {f*(Yk)}' Again by Theorem (4.7), rPB is a well-defined function.
The next theorem, together with the definition of Vect k and rPB' brings together all aspects of the homotopy classification theory of vector bundles.
CO

)]

7.2 Theorem. The family rP of functions rPB defines an isomorphism of cofunctors rP: [-,Gk(F OO )] --> Vect k·

Proof. First, we prove that rP is a morphism of cofunctors. For this, let
[fJ: B1 --> B be a homotopy class of maps. Then the following diagram is
commutative.

8. Kernel, Image, and Co kernel of Morphisms with Constant Rank

[B, Gk(FW)]
[[fl, Gk(FX)]

1

--1>.
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Vectk(B)

1

Vectd[fl)

[Bl' Gk(FW)] ~ Vectk(Bd

In effect, if [g]

E

[B, Gk(FW)], we have

Vectk([f])tPB([g]) = Vectk([f]){g*(Yk)} = {j*g*(Yk)}

and tPB,[[fJ, Gk(FW)] [g] = tPB,([g][fJ) = {(gf)*(Yk)}'
Finally, tP is an isomorphism because each tPB is a bijection. The function
tPB is surjective by (5.5) and (5.6), and it is injective by (6.2). This proves the
theorem.
7.3 The isomorphism tP: [ -, Gk(F OO )]

--> Vect k is called a corepresentation
of the cofunctor Vect k • The preceding four sections have been dedicated to
proving that the cofunctor Vect k is corepresentable. In this way the problem
of classifying vector bundles, i.e., of computing Vectk(B), has been reduced to
the calculation of sets of homotpy classes of maps, i.e., the sets [B, Gk(F oo )].

8. Kernel, Image, and Cokernel of Morphisms with
Constant Rank
Let u: ~ --> 11 be a morphism of vector bundles over B. We define three bundles ker u, which is a subbundle of ~; im u, which is a sub bundle of 11; and
coker u, which is a quotient bundle of 11. The total space of ker u is the subspace of x E E(~) such that u(x) = in 11 over p~(x). The total space of im u
is the subspace of u(x), x E E(~). The total space of coker u is the quotient
space of E(I1) by the following relation: y, y' E E(I1) are related provided
p~(y') = p~(y) and y - y' = u(x) for some x E E(~). The projection of 11 factors
through E(coker u) to define the projection of coker u.
In general, ker u and coker u are not vector bundles because they do not
satisfy the property of local triviality. The following example illustrates this:
Let u: [0, IJ x R --> [0, 1] x R be the [0,1 J-morphism defined by u(t, x) =
(t, tx). Then ker(u)b = for b i= 0, and ker(u)o = R for b = and im(u)o = 0,
and coker(uh = for b i= 0, and coker(u)o = R. In the next definition we
describe those vector bundle morphisms u, where ker u, im u, and coker u are
vector bundles.
Recall that the rank of a linear transformation f: V --> W is dim Vdim {ker!} which equals dim {im!}.

°

° °

°

8.1 Definition. Let u: ~ --> 11 be a B-morphism. Then u is of constant rank k
provided Ub: p-l(b) --> p-l(b) is of rank k for each b E B.
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8.2 Theorem. Let u: (n ~ rym be a B-morphism of vector bundles of constant
rank k. Then ker u, im u, and coker u are vector bundles over B.

Proof. Since the statement refers to a local question, u, C, and rym can
be restricted to a coordinate neighborhood. Consequently, there is a Bmorphism u: B x P ~ B x Fm, and it has the form u(b, x) = (b, ub(x)), where
b f-+ U b is a map B ~ L(P, Fm). For each b E B, the rank of U b is k.
At a E B, Ua: Fn = VI EB V2 ~ Fm = WI EB W2, where V2 = keru a, WI =
im Ua , dim VI = dim WI = k, dim V2 = n - k, and dim W2 = m - k. For each
b E B, we define

V=Pffi~=~ffi~EB~~~EB~EB~=rEB~=w
by the requirement that wblVl be (ublVl) ffi 0, wbIV2 be (u bIV2) ffi I V2 , and
Wb I W2 be 0 ffi I w 2 ffi O. Since Ua I VI: VI ~ WI is an isomorphism, the linear
transformation Wa is an isomorphism. Since the isomorphisms form an open
subset of L(lI, W) and since b f-+ Wb is continuous, the function Wb is a linear
isomorphism for each bE V, where V is some open neighborhood of a. Let
Vb: W ~ V be the inverse of Wb for each b E V. Then b f-+ Vb is continuous.
First, we prove the triviality of ker U IV. We observe that (x 1, X 2 ) E ker U b if
and only ifwb(xl,x 2,0) = X2, X2 E V2; that is, (X 1 ,X 2) = Vb(X 2), and we have
keru b = Vb(V2). Therefore, the map (b,x 2)f-+(b,Vb(X 2)) is a V-isomorphism
V x V2~E(keruIV)withinverse(b,x)f-+(b,wb(x)).
Next, we prove the triviality ofimulV. For this, we observe that Ub(X 1 ) =
o if and only if wb(x d = 0 for Xl E VI· Therefore, Ub1V1: VI ~ im Ub is
an isomorphism for each b E V since Wb is a monomorphism. Therefore,
(b,x)f-+(b,ub(x)) is an isomorphism V x VI ~ E(imuIV) with inverse
(b, y) f-+ (b, vb(y)) since ublVl = wblVl for each b E V.
Finally, we prove the triviality of coker ul V. For this, we observe that
im Ub n W2 = O. For Ub(X 1 ,X 2) E im Ub n W2, we have Wb(X 1 ,X 2,y) = 0, and
since Wb is injective, we have Xl = X2 = Y = O. Then the quotient map (b, y) ~
(b,ymod(imu)) is a monomorphism V x W2~E(cokeruIV), and, for reasons of dimension, it is a V-isomorphism. Its inverse V-morphism is the
factorization of the projection V x (WI ffi W2) ~ V x W2 through coker u.
This proves the theorem.
8.3 Corollary. Let u: (n ~ rym be a B-morphism that is injective, or, equivalently, it is a monomorphism on each fibre of (. Then im U and coker U are
vector bundles.

Proof. The B-morphism has constant rank n.
8.4 Corollary. Let u: (n ~ rym be a B-morphism that is surjective, or, equivalently, it is an epimorphism on each fibre of (. Then ker U is a vector bundle.

Proof. The B-morphism has constant rank m.
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8.5 Remark. The usual terminology of exact sequences carries over to vector
bundles and morphisms of constant rank. A sequence (--> 1] --> ( is exact
provided im u = ker v. A sequence

is exact provided im U i = ker U i + 1 for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n - 1. If 0 --> ( ~ 1] ~
( --> 0 is an exact sequence, ( and ker v are isomorphic, and ( and coker v are
isomorphic. This is called a short exact sequence. The bundle 0 is (B, 1, B). A
B-morphism u: ( --> 1] is called a B-monomorphism when ker u = 0 or, equivalently, when u is injective; it is called a B-epimorphism when coker u = 0 or,
equivalently, when u is surjective.

9. Riemannian and Hermitian Metrics on
Vector Bundles
If x E R, let x = x, and if z = x
or C.

+ iy E e, let z =

x - iy. Let F denote either R

9.1 Definition. Let V be a vector space over F. An inner product on V is a
function 13: V x V --> F, the field of scalars, such that the following axioms
hold.
(1) f3(ax + a'x',y) = af3(x,y) + a'f3(x',y)
f3(x, by + b' y') = bf3(x, y) + b' f3(x, y')
for each x, x', y, y' E V and a, a', b, b' E F.
(2) f3(x, y) = f3(y, x) for each x, y E V.
(3) f3(x, x) ~ 0 in Rand f3(x, x) = 0 if and only if x =

o.

With an inner product 13 on V we can define what it means for x E V and
y E V to be perpendicular, namely, f3(x, y) = O. Let W be a subspace of V, and
let WO be the set of all y E V with f3(x, y) = 0 for each x E W Then WO is
easily proved to be a subspace of V, and V = W E8 Woo
On R n and
there is a natural inner product, the euclidean inner product, which is given by f3(x, y) =
xjii. These formulas hold for ROO and
C'''.
l:5;i:5;n

en

I

We extend the notion of inner product to vector bundles in the next
definition.
9.2 Definition. Let ( be a real or complex vector bundle over B. A riemannian metric or hermitian metric on ( is a function 13: E(( E8 () --> F such that,
for each b E B, f3l(p-l(b) x p-l(b)) is an inner product on p-l(b). The riemannian metric refers to R = F and the hermitian metric to e = F.
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9.3 Example. Let (}k be the product k-dimensional bundle over B. Then
f3(b, x, x') = (xix'), the euclidean inner product, is a riemannian metric in the
real case and a hermitian metric in the complex case.
9.4 Example. For k ~ m ~ +00, the canonical bundle y!:' over Gk(F m ) has a
natural riemannian metric derived from the euclidean metric on Fm. For
(V, x, x') E E(y!:, EB yf:'), let f3(V, x, x') = (xix'), the euclidean inner product. On
each fibre V the function 13 is clearly an inner product.
Using this construction and a Gauss map, we are able to get the next
general result.
9.S Theorem. Every real or complex vector bundle with a Gauss map has a
riemannian or hermitian metric.

Proof. Let g: E(() ~ Fer) be a Gauss map. Define 13: E(( EB () ~ F by the
relation f3(x, x') = (g(x)lg(x')). Then, since 9 is continuous and a monomorphism on each fibre, 13 is a riemannian or hermitian metric.
By (5.5) and (9.5), every bundle over a paracompact space has a metric.

Next, we consider the following application of metrics on vector bundles.
9.6 Theorem. Let 0 ~ ( ~ 11 ~ ( ~ 0 be a short exact sequence of vector bundles over B; that is, u is a monomorphism, im u = ker v, and v is an epimorphism.
Let 13 be a metric on 11. Then there exists a morphism w: ( EB ( ~ 11 splitting the
above exact sequence in the sense that the following diagram is commutative.

The morphism i is inclusion into the first factor, and j is projection onto the
second factor.
Proof. Let (' denote im u, where E((') c E(I1). Let E((') be the subset of
x' E E(I1) such that f3(x, x') = 0 for all x E E((') with p~(x) = p~(x'). Then (' is
a sub bundle of 11 consisting of vector spaces.
Let E(I1)b denote the fibre of 11, E(('h the fibre of (', and E((,h the fibre of
(' over b E B.
Let g: E(I1) ~ E((') be the projection of E(I1)b onto E(th over each
bE B. We wish to prove that 9 is continuous; for this, we consider 9 locally.

Exercises
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We suppose u: B x r ~ B x Fm is a B-monomorphism, and {3(b, x, x') is
the metric on B x Fm. Then g: B x F m ~ B x r is given by g(b, x) =
(b, 1 ];",n {3(b, x, u(e;))e j ) , where ej ,

... ,

en is the canonical basis of Fn. Clearly,

9 is continuous. Since g: 1] ~ (' is a B-epimorphism, ker 9 is a vector bundle,
by (8.4). But ker 9 equals ('.

Clearly, vl(,: (' ~ ( is a B-isomorphism since it is an isomorphism on the
fibres. Finally, we define wl( equal to the isomorphism u: (~t C 1] and wI(
equal to the isomorphism (vln- 1 : ( ~ (' C 1]. This proves the theorem.
Observe that (9.5) and (9.6) apply to vector bundles over a paracompact
space by (5.5).

Exercises
1. Prove that a k-dimensional vector bundle ~k is trivial if and only if it has k cross
sections S1, ... , Sk such that S 1 (b), ... , sk(b) are linearly independent for each b E B.

2. Prove that every metric on a vector bundle
constructed in (9.5).

~

with a Gauss map is of the form

3. Define the bundle dimension of a space B, denoted dimb B, to be the inf of all k
such that the inclusion Gm(R 2m) ---> Gm(R OO ) induces a bijection [B, Gm(Rm+n)] --->
[B, Gm(R OO ) ] for all m, n ~ k. Let k = dimb B in what follows.
(a) Prove that the natural inclusion GdR2k) ---> GdR2k+m) induces a bijection
[B, Gk (R 2k )] ---> [B, GdR2k+m)].

(b) Prove that the natural inclusion (see Exercise 2 of Chap. 2) Gk (R 2k ) ---> Gm(Rk+m)
induces a bijection [B, GdR2k)] ---> [B, Gm(Rk+m)].
(c) If C is an n-dimensional vector bundle over B, a paracompact space, with
n ~ k, prove that there exists a k-dimensional bundle IJ such that C and IJk EB
on-k are B-isomorphic and, moreover, that IJ is unique up to B-isomorphism.
(d) If ~ and IJ are two bundles with dim ~ = dim IJ ~ k such that ~ EB em and IJ EB em
are isomorphic, prove that ~ and IJ are isomorphic (over B).
(e) If ~ is a vector bundle over B, prove that there exists a k-dimensional vector
bundle IJ over B such that ~ EB IJ is trivial.

CHAPTER 4

General Fibre Bundles

A fibre bundle is a bundle with an additional structure derived from the
action of a topological group on the fibres. In the next chapter the notions of
fibre bundle and vector bundle are related. As with vector bundles, a fibre
bundle has so much structure that there is a homotopy classification theorem
for fibre bundles.

1. Bundles Defined by Transformation Groups
1.1 Definition. A topological group G is a set G together with a group structure and topology on G such that function (s, t) I-> SCi is a map G x G ~ G.
The above condition of continuity on (s, t) I-> SCi is equivalent to the statement that (s, t) I-> st is a map G x G ~ G and s I-> S-l is a map G ~ G.

Examples. The real line R with addition as group operation, the real line
minus zero R - {O} with multiplication as group operation, the full linear
groups of nonsingular matrices GL(n, R) and GL(n, C), and the orthogonal,
unitary, and symplectic groups O(n), SO(n), U(n), SU(n), and Sp(n) are all
topological groups. The orthogonal, unitary, and symplectic groups are considered in detail in Chap. 7.
1.2 Definition. For a topological group G, a right G-space is a space X
together with a map X x G ~ X. The image of (x, s) E X x G under this map
is xs. We assume the following axioms.

(1) For each x
(2) For each x

E

E

X, s, t E G, the relation x(st) = (xs)t holds.
X, the relation x 1 = x holds, where 1 is the identity of G.
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A space X is a left G-space provided there is given a map G x X --+ X such
that (st)x = s(tx) and Ix = x for s, t E G and x E X.
If X is a left G-space, xs = S-l x defines a right G-space structure on X.
Since there is a bijective correspondence between left and right G-space structures, we need study only right G-spaces.
Examples. The space R n is a left GL(n, R)-space or a left O(n)-space, where
the G-space action is given by matrix multiplication. The space of orthonormal p-frames in n-space Vp(Rn) is a right O(r)-space for each r, r ~ p,
where the action of O(r) is to change the first r vectors in the frame by an
orthogonal matrix. Scalar multiplication defines a left (R - {O} )-space structure on Rn.
1.3 Definition. A map h: X --+ Y from one G-space to another is called a
G-morphism provided h(xs) = h(x)s for all x E X and s E G.
Let MG(X, Y) denote the subspace of G-morphisms X --+ Y. Since the
composition of G-morphisms is a G-morphism, the class of G-spaces and
G-morphisms forms a category denoted SPG'
Two elements x, x' E X in a G-space are called G-equivalent provided
there exists s E G with xs = x'. This relation is an equivalence relation, and
the set of all xs, S E G, denoted xG, is the equivalence class determined by
x E X. Let X mod G denote the set of all xG, for x E X, with the quotient
topology, that is, the largest topology such that the projection n: X --+
X mod G is continuous. Recall that n(x) = xG, and, occasionally, n is denoted
by n x . Note that the projection n is an identification map.
1.4 Proposition. For a G-space X, the map x --+ XS is a homeomorphism, and
the projection n: X --+ X mod G is an open map.

Proof. The inverse of XHXS is the map XHXS- 1 , and XHXS is a homeomorphism. If W is an open subset of X, then n- 1 n(W) = U Ws is an open
SEG

set, being a union of open sets Ws. Therefore, n(W) is open in X mod G for
each open set W of X.
From the above discussion, it follows that every G-space X determines a
bundle a(X) = (X, n, X mod G). If h: X --+ Y is a G-space morphism, we have
h(xG) c h(x)G for each x E X. The quotient map of h is the map f:
X mod G --+ Y mod G, where f(xG) = h(x)G. Let a(h) denote the bundle morphism (h,f): a(X) --+ a(Y).
1.5 Proposition. The collection of functions a:

SPG --+

Bun is a functor.

Proof. Clearly, we have a(lx) = (lx, lXmodG), and if h: X
are two G-morphisms, then a(kh) = a(k)a(h).

--+

Y and k: Y --+ Z
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1.6 Definition. A bundle (X, p, B) is called a G-bundle provided (X, p, B) and
a(X) are isomorphic for some G-space structure on X by an isomorphism
(1,/): a(X) -> (X, p, B), where f: X mod G -> B is a homeomorphism.

2. Definition and Examples of Principal Bundles
A G-space X has the property that the relation xs = x holds only for s = 1 if
and only if it has the property that the relation xs = xt holds only for s = t.
2.1 Definition. A G-space X is called free provided it has the property that
xs = x implies s = 1. Let X* be the subspace of all (x, xs) E X X X, where
x E X, S E G for a free G-space X. There is a function r: X* -> G such
that xr(x, x') = x' for all (x, x') E X*. The function r: X* -> G such that
xr(x, x') = x' is called the translation function.
From the definition of the translation function r(x, x'), it has the following
properties:
(1) r(x, x) = 1.
(2) r(x, x')r(x ', x") = r(x, x").
(3) r(x', x) = r(x, x ' f1 for x, x', x" EX.
2.2 Definition. A G-space X is called principal provided X is a free G-space
with a continuous translation function r: X* -> G. A principal G-bundle is a
G-bundle (X, p, B), where X is a principal G-space.
2.3 Example. The product G-space B x G, where the action of G is given by
the relation (b, t)s = (b, ts), is principal. To see this, observe that ((b, t), (b ', t')) E
(B x G)* if and only if b = b', and the translation function has the form
r((b, t), (b, t')) = t- 1 t'. The corresponding principal G-bundle is the product
bundle (B x G, p, B) (up to natural isomorphism). This is called the product
principal G-bundle.
2.4 Example. Let G be a closed subgroup of a topological group r. Then G
acts on the right of r by multiplication in r, and (x, x') E r* if and only
if x- 1 x' E G. The translation function for the G-space r is r(x, x') = x- 1 x',
which is continuous for topological groups. The base space of the corresponding principal G-bundle is the space of left cosets r mod G. This example
includes some of the examples of fibrations in Chap. 1, Sec. 5.
2.5 Example. Let G be the two-element group { + 1, -1}, and let S" be the
G-space with action given by the relation x( ± 1) = ± x. Then (S")* is the
subspace of (x, ± x) E S" X S", and the translation function is r(x, ± x) = ± 1,
which is clearly continuous. This principal Zz-space defines a principal Zzbundle with base space RP".
Finally, we prove that a principal G-bundle is a bundle with fibre G.

3. Categories of Principal Bundles

2.6 Proposition. Let
with fibre G.

~ =

(X,p,B) be a principal G-bundle. Then
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is a bundle

Proof. For x E p-l(b) we define a bijective map u: G -> p-l(b) by the relation
u(s) = xs. The inverse function of u is x' f--+ r(x, x'), which is continuous, and
u is a homeomorphism.

3. Categories of Principal Bundles
3.1 Definition. A morphism (u,f): (X, p, B) -> (X', p', B') between two principal G-spaces is a principal morphism provided u: X -> X' is a morphism
between G-spaces.
Since p-l p(x) = xG and since f(xG) = u(x)G, the map u determines f. If
B = B' and if f = 1B , then u is called a principal B-morphism.
Since the composition of principal morphisms or B-morphisms is a principal morphism or B-morphism, respectively, one can speak of the category
Bun(G) as consisting of principal G-bundles and morphisms and the subcategory Bun B(G) of Bun( G) as consisting of principal G-bundles and morphisms over B. We have two natural structure stripping functors Bun(G)->
Bun and BunB(G) -> Bun B.
The next theorem is the analogue for principal bundles of 3(2.5).
3.2 Theorem. Every morphism in BunB(G) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let u: (X, p, B) -> (X', p', B) be a B-morphism of principal G-bundles.
First, we prove that u is injective. For this, we let u(xd = u(x 2 ). Since p(x l ) =
p'u(x 2 ) = p(x 2 ), we have (X l ,X 2 ) E X*, and xls = X 2 for some s E G. Since
u(xd = u(x z ) = u(xds, we have s = 1 and Xl = Xz. Next, we prove that u is
surjective. For each x' E X' we let x E X be such that p(x) = p'(x'). Then
p'(x') = p(x) = p'(u(x)) and (u(x), x') E (X')*. Since u(x)s = x' for some s E G,
we have u(xs) = u(x)s = x', and u is surjective.
To prove u- l is continuous, let u(a) = a' in X', and let V be an open
neighborhood of a in X. By the continuity of the action of G on X, there exist
open neighborhoods Vl of a in X and N of 1 in G such that Vl N c V. There
is an open neighborhod W of a' in X' such that r'((W x W) n X'*) c N,
where r' is the translation function of X'. Using the continuity of u, we can
replace Vl by Vl n u-l(W) so that u(Vd c W Now p(Vd = U is an open
neighborhood of b = p(a) = p(a') in B by (1.4), and we replace W by W n
(pTl(U) so that p'(W) = U = p(Vd.
For each x' E W, we choose x E Vl such that p(x) = p'(x'). Then we have
u(x), x' E Wand u(x)s = x' for some sEN, and x' = u(x)s = u(xs), where
xs E Vl N c V. Therefore, for each x' E W, we have u- l (x') E V and u- l (W) c
V. This proves that u- l is continuous at each a' E X'. The theorem has been
proved.
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Observe that in the proof of the theorem we used only the fact that X was
a free G-space whereas X' must be a principal G-space.

4. Induced Bundles of Principal Bundles
The next proposition says, in effect, that the property of being a G-bundle or
principal G-bundle is stable under the operation of taking induced bundles.

4.1 Proposition. Let X be a G-space with an associated bundle ~ = (X, p, B).
For each map f: Bl -> B the total space Xl of f*(~) = (Xl,Pl,Bd has a natural G-space structure, and there is a homeomorphism g: Xl mod G -> Bl making
the following diagram commutative.

X

X

h

/\1,

XlmodG ~ Bl

->

B

Moreover, the G-space structure on X 1 can be chosen in exactly one way such
that f~ is a G-morphism. Finally, if (X, p, B) is a principal G-bundle,
(Xl,Pl,B l ) is a principal G-bundle.
Proof. We define the action on Xl by G with the relation (bl,x)s = (bl,xs),
where p(xs) = p(x) = f(bd. Then f~((bl'X)S) = f~(bl'XS) = XS = f~(bl'X)S,
and j~ is a G-morphism. Moreover, if f~ is a G-morphism, G must act on Xl
by the relation (bl,x)s = (bl,xs).
Next we define g((b l , x)G) = bl . Since Xl mod G has the quotient topology, the function 9 is continuous. Since p is surjective, the map 9 is surjective.
Since p(x) = p(x') if and only if x' = xs, S E G, the map 9 is injective. If W is
an open subset of Xl mod G, then n-l(W) is an open subset of X, and g(W) =
Pl(n-l(W)) is an open subset of B l . Note that Pl is an open map by 2(5.9) and
(1.4). Therefore, 9 is a homeomorphism.
Finally, if ,: X* -> G is a translation map for a principal G-space X, then
'1: Xi -> G, defined by 'l((bl,x),(bl,x')) = ,(x,x'), is a translation map for
Xl' Observe that ((b l , x), (b~, x')) E Xi if and only if bl = b~ and (x, x') E X*.
4.2 Theorem. Let (v,f): IJ -> ~ be a morphism of principal G-bundles, and let
IJ .!!.. f*(~) !i ~ be the canonical factorization given in 2(5.5). Then 9 is a principal bundle isomorphism over B(IJ), and therefore IJ and f*(~) are isomorphic
principal G-bundles. Finally, f*: BunB(G) -> BunB, (G) is a functor.
Proof. We recall g: X(IJ) -> X(f*(O) is given by g(x) = (Pq(x), v(x)). Then we
have g(xs) = (Pq(x), v(x)s) = g(x)s. Since f*(~) is a principal G-bundle by (4.1),
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g is a B(IJ)-isomorphism of principal bundles by (3.2). The last result follows
from 2(5.6).
Note the similarity of this theorem with 3(3.2). Theorem 3(3.2) plays an
important role in the homotopy classification of vector bundles, and Theorem (4.2) is very important for the homotopy classification of principal bundles and fibre i:>undles.

5. Definition of Fibre Bundles
Let ~ = (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle, and let F be a left G-space. The
relation (x, y)s = (xs, S-1 y) defines a right G-space structure on X x F. Let X F
denote the quotient space (X x F) mod G, and let PF: X F ---> B be the factorization of the composition of X x F~ X!!.. B by the projection X x F ---> X F •
Explicitly, we have PF((X, y)G) = p(x) for (x, y) E X x F.
5.1 Definition. With the above notations, the bundle (X F, PF, B), denoted
nFJ, is called the fibre bundle over B with fibre F (viewed as a G-space) and
associated principal bundle ~. The group G is called the structure group of
the fibre bundle ~ [F].
Roughly speaking, a principal G-bundle ~ = (X, P, B) consists of a copy of
G for each point b E B all "glued together" by the topology of X. The associated fibre bundle ~ [FJ consists of a copy of F for each point of B all "glued
together" in a manner prescribed by the topology of the total space X, the
action of G on X, and the action of G on F. This gluing is done using the
quotient space X x F mod G.
5.2 Example. Let ~ be the principal Z2-bundle Sl
[ - 1, + 1J be the left Z2-space with action (± l)t =

Rp 1 = Sl, and let F =
± t. Then ~ [FJ is the fibre

--->

bundle consisting of the Moebius band as total space.
The process of going from the principal bundle to the fibre bundle is
achieved in this case by "clamping" [ -1, + 1J onto the two points of S1 over
a given point of Rp1 = Sl and by "sliding" the segment around on the base
space to get the total space consisting of the Moebius band. In general, the
total space of ~ [FJ reflects the "twist" in the topology of the total space X
and the "twist" in the action of G on F. In the next proposition we prove that
~[FJ is a bundle with fibre F.
5.3 Proposition. Let ~ [FJ = x (XF, PF, B) be the fibre bundle with associated
principal G-bundle ~ = (X, P, B) and fibre F. For each b E B, the fibre F is
homeomorphic to P1/ (b).
Proof. Let p(x o) = b for some Xo E X, and let f(y) = (xo,y)G be a map
f: F ~ X F· Since PF((Xo,y)G) = p(xo) = b, we can view f: F ---> pil(b) by the
restriction of range from X F to pi 1 (b).
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Figure 3

We prove that f has a continuous inverse by considering the map gl:
p-1(b) x F ~ F given by gl(X,y) = r(xo,x)y, where r: X* ~ G is the translation map of the principal G-space X. Clearly, we have gl (xs, S-l y) = gl (x, y),
and by factoring through the restriction of the quotient map X x F ~ X F, we
get a map g: pi 1 (b) ~ F. By the construction, f and 9 are inverse to each
other.

6. Functorial Properties of Fibre Bundles
Let (u,f): (X, p, B) ~ (X', p', B') be a principal bundle morphism, and let F be
a left G-space. The morphism (u,f) defines a G-morphism u x 1F: X x F ~
X' x F, and by passing to quotients, we have a map uF : X F ~ X~ such that
(uF,f): ~[F] ~ ~'[F], where ~ = (X,p,B) and~' = (X',p',B').
6.1 Definition. A fibre bundle morphism from ~[F] to ~'[F] is a bundle
morphism of the form (uF,f): ~ [F] ~ ~' [F], where (u,f): ~ ~ ~' is a principal
bundle morphism. If B = B' and f = lB' then uF : ~[F] ~ ~'[F] is called a
fibre bundle morphism over B.
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the study of the category of principal
G-bundles and the category of fibre bundles with fibre F and structure group
G.
6.2 Proposition. The functions ~ H ~ [F] and (u, f) H (u F, f) define a functor
from the category of principal G-bundles to the category of bundles, admitting
the structure of a fibre bundle with fibre F and structure group G.

Proof Let (u,f): ~ ~ ~' and (u',f'): ~' ~ ~" be principal G-bundle morphisms.
By applying the quotient space functor to (u'u) x IF = (u' x IF)(U x IF)' we
get (u' U)F = U~UF' Similarly, we have (l X)F as the identity.

A fibre bundle morphism (UF,f): ~[F] ~ ~[F] is a fibre bundle isomorphism if and only if (u,f): ~ ~ ~' is a principal bundle isomorphism. This is
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an example of the fact that the properties of a fibre bundle merely reflect
the properties of the associ ted principal bundle. On the other hand, the
properties of a fibre bundle as a bundle reflect also the nature of the action of
the group on the fibre; see Exercises 4 and 5.
6.3 Proposition. Let ~ = (X,p,B) be a principal G-bundle and ~[F] a fibre
bundle. For each map f: Bl -> B there is a canonical isomorphism g:
f*(~[F]) -> f*(~) [F] of bundles over Bl such that the natural morphism f~[Fl:
f*(~[F]) -> ~[F] factors by f*(~[F])!!.. f*(O[F] (!(h) ~[Fl

Proof The total space Xl of f*(~[F]) consists of pairs (bl,(x,y)G), where
f(b 1) = PF((X, y)G) = p(x) and f~[Fl is given by the relation f~[Fl(bl' (x, y)G) =
(x,y)G. The total space X 2 of f*(O[F] consists of pairs ((b 1, x), y)G, where
f(bd = p(x) and (f~)F is given by the relation (f~)F(((bl,X),y)G) = (x,y)G. We
define the isomorphism g by the relation g(bl,(x,y)G) = ((bl,x),y)G. This
isomorphism is the result of applying the quotient space functor to the
canonical G-isomorphism B x (X x F) -> (B x X) x F and observing that
(b1,xs,S-l y) = (bl,x,y) for bl E B l , X E X, Y E F, s E G.
6.4 Corollary. Let ~ [F] be a fibre bundle over B, and let A c B. Then ~ [F] 1A
and WA) [F] are canonically A-isomorphic as bundles.

7. Trivial and Locally Trivial Fibre Bundles
Let

~

be the product principal G-bundle (B x G, p, B). For each left G-space

F, the fibre bundle nF] = (Y, q, B) is B-isomorphic over B to the product
bundle (B x F, p, B). Let g: Y -> B x F be defined by g((b, s, y)G) = (b, sy).
Then g is a B-isomorphism.

7.1 Definition. Two principal G-bundles ~ and I] over B are locally isomorphic provided each bE B has an open neighborhood V such that ~I V and
1]1 V are V-isomorphic (as principal bundles). Two fibre bundles ~[F] and
I][F] are locally isomorphic provided ~ and I] are locally isomorphic.
7.2 Definition. A principal G-bundle ~ over B is trivial or locally trivial provided ~ is a principal G-bundle that is isomorphic or locally isomorphic to
the product principal G-bundle. A fibre bundle ~[F] is trivial or locally
trivial provided ~ is trivial or locally trivial, respectively.
In view of Corollary (6.4), a principal bundle or a fibre bundle that is
trivial or locally trivial is trivial or locally trivial as a bundle. Conversely, it is
possible for a fibre bundle to be trivial as a bundle but not trivial as a fibre
bundle; see Exercise 4.
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8. Description of Cross Sections of a Fibre Bundle
The following theorem is of great importance for the classification of principal bundles and fibre bundles, because it yields a criterion for trivality of a
principal bundle and a means of constructing principal bundle morphisms.
8.1 Theorem. Let ~ = (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle, and let ~[FJ =
(X F, PF' B) be an associated fibre bundle, where F is a left G-space. The cross
sections s of the bundle ~[FJ are in bijective correspondence with maps rjJ:
X ~ F such that rjJ(xt) = t- 1rjJ(x) for x E X, t E G. The cross section corresponding to rjJ is s¢(xG) = (x, rjJ(x))G in X F for each xG E B.

Proof Since (xt,rjJ(xt))G = (xt,t-1rjJ(X))G = (x,rjJ(x))G in X F = X x FmodG,
the function s¢ is well defined. Since s¢ is the factorization of x H (x, rjJ(x))G
by the quotient map p, the function s¢ is continuous. Clearly, the relation
PF(S¢(XG)) = PF((X, rjJ(x)) G) = p(x) = xG holds, and the map s¢ is a cross
section.
Conversely, let s be a cross section of ~[FJ, and let rjJs: X ~ F be defined
by the relation s(xG) = (x, rjJ,(x))G for each x E X. Since (x, rjJ,(X))G =
(xt, t- 1rjJs(x))G = (xt, rjJs(xt))G, and since s is a cross section, the function rjJs
satisfies the relation rjJ,{xt) = t- 1rjJ,(x) for each x E X, t E G.
Finally, if we prove the continuity of rjJS' the theorem will be proved
because rjJ H s¢ and s H rjJs are functions that are inverse to each other.
Let Xo E X, Yo = rjJs(x o), bo = p(x o), and s(b o) = (xo,yo)G. Let W be an open
neighborhood of Yo' By the continuity of the action of G on F, there exist
open neighborhoods W' of Yo and N of 1 in G such that NW' c W Let V be
an open neighborhood of Xo in X such that r((V x V) n X*) c N, where r is
the translation function of ~. Since s is a map, there exists an open neighborhood U of bo such that s(U) c (V x W')mod G. We replace V by p-1(U) n v.
The relation s(U) c (V X W') mod G is preserved, and p(V) = U. To prove
rjJs(V) c W, let x E V and b = p(x) E U. Then s(b) = (x', y')G, where x' E V
and y' E W'. Since (x', y')G = (xr(x, x'), y')G = (x, r(x, x')y')G, we have
rjJs(x) = r(x,x')y' E NW' c Wand rjJs(V) c W This proves the theorem.
By observing that rjJs: X ~ F is just a G-morphism with respect to G acting
on the right of X and F, we have two applications of Theorem (8.1) in the
next corollaries.
8.2 Corollary. Let ~ = (X, p, B) and ~' = (X', p', B') be two principal G-bundies. All principal G-bundle morphisms ~ ~ ~' are of the form (rjJsJ), where s is

a cross section of

f

~[X'].

Moreover, using the equality XX'

= X~,

= (p~)s.

The following diagram illustrates the situation in this corollary:

we have
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XX'

=

X x X'modG

= X~

~1
B

1~
_ _ _ _f _ _~)

B'

Proof. By Theorem (8.1) the set of cross sections of ~[X'] are in bijective
correspndence with G-morphisms (A: X --+ X', that is, maps rjJs: X --+ X' with
rjJs(xt) = C 1 rjJs(x) = rjJ.(x)t.
From the relation f = (p~ )s, we observe that s(xG) = (x, rjJs(x))G and
p~(s(xG)) = p~((x, rjJ.(x)) G) = p~(rjJ.(x)) for x E X. Since f(xG) = p~(rjJ.(x)), we
have the relation f = (p~)s, This proves the corollary,
This corollary reduces the problem of the existence of a principal bundle
morphism ~ --+ ~' to a more manageable problem of the existence of a cross
section. In particular, we can apply the results of Chap, 2, Sec. 7. An application of this corollary is a decisive step in the homotopy classification of
locally trivial fibre bundles, and it plays a role similar to that of Gauss maps
for vector bundles,
8.3 Corollary. The following are equivalent statements for a principal Gbundle ~ = (X, p, B),
(l) The bundle ~ has a cross section.
(2) The bundle ~ is isomorphic to f*(1]), where
point and f is the unique constant map.
(3) The bundle ~ is trivial.

1]

is the product bundle over a

Proof. Since as bundles ~ = ~[G], we use (8.1) to prove the equivalence of
statements (1) and (2). The set of cross sections of ~ are in bijective correspondence with maps rjJ: X --+ G such that rjJ(xt) = C 1 rjJ(x) = rjJ(x)t. If f: B --+ * is
the unique constant map, it is induced by rjJ, and by Theorem (4.2), the principal bundles ~ and f*(1]) are isomorphic. Clearly, statement (3) implies (1), and
statement (2) implies (3) because the induced bundle of a trivial bundle is
trivial, by (4.2).

9. Numerable Principal Bundles over B x [0,1]
This section has the same objectives as Sec. 4 in Chap. 3. Instead of considering all bundles over a paracompact space, as in Chap. 3, we consider numerable bundles over an arbitrary space.
9.1 Definition. An open covering {V;}iES of topological space B is numerable provided there exists a (locally finite) partition of unity {U;}iES such that
ui 1((0,1]) C Vi for each i E S.
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It is a standard result that a Hausdorff space B is paracompact if and only
if each open covering is numerable.

9.2 Definition. A principal G-bundle ~ over a space B is numerable provided
there is a numerable over {ViLEs of B such that ~I Vi is trivial for each i E S.
Observe that each numerable principal G-bundle is locally trivial and each
locally trivial principal G-bundle over a paracompact space is numerable.
9.3 Proposition. Let f: B' ---> B be a map, and let
B. Then f*(~) is a numerable bundle over B'.

~

be a numerable bundle over

Proof. Suppose that ~ I Vi is trivial, where {V;} i E S is an open covering of B
and {u;} iE S is a locally finite partition of unity with the closure of ui 1 (0, 1) C
Vi for each i E S. Then f*(~)lf-l(V;) is trivial, and {UJLES is a locally finite
partition of unity with the closure of (uJr 1 (0, 1] c f-1(V i ) for each i E S.
The results and the arguments proceed as in Sec. 4 of Chap. 3. Where the
proof in this more general situation is completely parallel to that given in
Chap. 3, we omit the argument and leave it as an exercise for the reader.
9.4 Lemma. Let ~ be a principal G-bundle over B = Bl U B z , where Bl =
A x [a,c] and B2 = A x [c,b] for a < c < b. If ~IBl and ~IB2 are trivial, then
~ is trivial.
In order that the argument in 3(4.1) should apply, we have only to observe
that the automorphisms h: B x G ---> B x G are of the form h(b, s) = (b, g(b)s),
where g: B ---> G is the map given by (b, g(b)) = h(b, 1). This follows from the
relation h(b, s) = h(b, l)s = (b, g(b)s).
The next lemma is the analogue of 3(4.2), but a more delicate argument is
required here for the proof which is essentially due to Dold [4].
9.5 Lemma. Let ~ be a numerable G-bundle over B x I (where I = [0,1]).
Then there exists a numerable covering {V;}iES of B such that ~1(Vi x 1) is
trivial for each i E S.

Proof. Let {v j LET be a (locally finite) partition of unity of B x I such that
~IVj-l(O, 1] is trivial for eachj E T For each r-tuple k = (k(I), ... , k(r)) E T', we
define
vk(x)

=

TI
1 ~q~r

min {Vk(q)(X, t)}

for

tE

q 1 q]
[-r-'r

Then Vk: B ---> I is continuous. Moreover, we have vk(x) > 0 if and only if
x x [(q - I)/r,q/r] c v;;;!)(O, 1] for each 1 ~ q ~ r. This means, in view of
(9.4), that it suffices to prove that the family of open sets {V;l (0, I]} for all
k E T' and all r is a numerable covering of B, because ~1(V;l(O, 1] x I) is
trivial.
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Each (x, t) E B x I has a neighborhood which is contained in one set Ui
and which intersects only a finite number of sets Uj • Since I is compact, there
are for each x E B a neighborhood N and a natural number r such that
(1) N x [(q - l)lr, qlr] c Uk(q) for some k(q) E T for each 1 ~ q ~ r.
(2) N x I intersects only a finite number of V; = Vj~l (0,1] for JET.

By property (1), {V,;l (0, 1]} is a covering of B, and by property (2), for a
given r, the family of {vd for k E T is locally finite.
Now we augment the maps V k in such a way that we get a locally finite
partition of unity. Let wr(x) denote the sum of all the functions vk(x) with
k = (k(l), ... , k(s)) and s < r. We define
Uk (x)

=

max(O, vk(x) - rwr(x))

For x E B, we have a k = (k(l), ... , k(r)) with r minimal with respect to the
and uk(x) = Vk(X). Consequently,
property that vk(x) > 0. Then wr(x) =
the sets U,;l(O, 1] form an open covering of B. Moreover, let m > r such that
vk(x) > 11m. Then we have wm(x) > 11m and mwm(y) > 1 for all y in a
neighborhood of x. In this neighborhood all Uk with k = (k(1), ... , k(s)) and
s ~ m vanish, and consequently the system {Uk} is a locally finite partition of
unity such that ,;1(Uk x I) is trivial where Uk = U,;l(O, 1]. This proves the
proposition.

°

As with Theorem 3(4.3), the next theorem is the major step in the development of the homotopy properties of numerable principal G-bundles. The
method of proof in the next theorem is essentially due to Milnor who introduced it in the setting of microbundles.
9.6 Theorem. Let r: B x 1-+ B x I be the map r(b, t) = (b, 1), and let'; be a
Ilwnerable principal G-bundle over B x I. Then there exists a G-morphism
(g. r): ( -+ ,;.

Proof. By (9.5) there is a numerable covering {U;}iES of B such that ,;1(Ui x I)
is trivial. Moreover, there are maps Ui: B -+ [0, 1] such that U;l(O, 1] c Ui and
such that max ui(b) = 1 for each b E B. The maps Ui are easily constructed
iES

from the partition of unity. Let hi: Ui x I x G -+ p~l(Ui X I) c E(O be a
(C, x I)-isomorphism of principal G-bundles.
We define a morphism (gi' ra: ,; -+ ~ with the requirements that ri(b, t) =
(b, max(uJb), t)), gi is the identity outside p~l(Ui x I), and gi(hi(b, t, s)) =
hJb, max(ui(b), t), s) for each (b, t, s) E Ui X I x G. We choose a well ordering
on the set I. For each bE B, there is an open neighborhood U(b) of b such
that Ui n U(b) is nonempty for i E I(b), where I(b) is a finite subset of I. We
define r = ri(n)··· rill) on U(b) x I and 9 = gi(n)··· gill) on p~l(U(b) x I), where
I = {i(1), ... , i(n)} and i(l) < i(2) < ... < i(n). For i ~I(b) the map ri is the
identity on U(b) x I, and gi is the identity on p~l(U(b) x I). The maps rand
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q are infinite compositions of maps where all but a finite number of terms
equal the identity near a point.

9.7 Corollary. With the notations of (9.6), the principal G-bundles ~ and r*(~)
are isomorphic over B x I.
Let ~ = (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle, and let W be a locally compact
space. Then the relation (x, w)s = (xs, w) defines a right G-space structure
on X x W The translation map T 1 for X x W is defined by the relation
T1((X,W),(x',w» = T(X,X'), where T is the translation map for XmodG and
X x W -4 (X X W) mod G are identification maps, and the function r/J:
(X x W)mod G -4 (X mod G) x W, where r/J((x, w)G) = (xG, w), is a homeomorphism. We are most interested in the above construction for W = [0, 1] = I.
The following result is a corollary of (9.6) and (9.7).
9.8 Theorem. Let ~ be a numerable principal G-bundle over B x I. Then
x I are G-isomorphic. If
the bundles ~, (~I(B x 1» x I, and (~I(B x
e;: B -4 B x I is the map e;(b) = (b, i) for i = 0, 1, then e~(~) and eHO are
B-isomorphic bundles.

0»

1»
1»

x I are (B x I)-isomorphic
Proof. Observe that r*(O and W(B x
principal G-bundles, where r(b, t) = (b, 1). By (9.7), r*(~) and ~ are isomorphic
bundles, and consequently ~ and W(B x
x I are isomorphic principal
G-bundles. Similarly, ~ and (~I(B x 0» x I are isomorphic.
For the last statement, observe that reo = el' and the bundles r*( 0 I(B x 0)
and WB x 0) are G-isomorphic. Therefore, eH~) = e~r*(~) and e~(O are
isomorphic principal G-bundles. This proves the theorem.
As a corollary we have the following result.
9.9 Theorem. Let ~ be a numerable principal G-bundle over B, and let
-4 B be a homotopy. Then the principal G-bundles frj(~) and g(~) are
isomorphic over B'.

it: B'

Proof. Consider the homotopy f: B' x 1-4 B and the maps e;: B' -4 B' x I,
where ei(b) = (b, i) for i = 0, 1. Clearly, we have !; = fei, and f*(~) is
isomorphic to eU*(O. By (9.8) we have the result.

10. The Cofunctor kG
For each space B, let kG(B) denote the set of isomorphism classes of
numerable principal G-bundles over B. Let {n denote the isomorphism class
of the principal G-bundle ~ over B. For a homotopy class [f]: X -4 Y we
define a function kG([f]): kG(Y) -4 kG(X) by the relation kG([f]){ =

n
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{f*(~)}. By Theorem (4.2) the element {f*(~)} is independent of the representative ~ of {~}, and by Theorem (9.9) it is independent of the representative f
in [fJ. Consequently, kG([fJ): kG(Y) -+ kG(X) is a function.
Let H denote the category of all spaces and homotopy classes of maps.

10.1 Theorem. The collection of functions kG: H

-+

ens is a cofunctor.

Proof. Let f: X -+ Y and g: Y -+ Z be two maps, and let ~ be a numerable
principal G-bundle over Z. Then the bundles (gf)*(~) and f*(g*(~)) are
isomorphic over X by the construction used in 2(5.7). Therefore, we have
kG([gJ [fJ) = kG([fJ)kG([gJ)· Since ~ and l~(~) are isomorphic over Z, the
function kG(1 z) equals the identity on kG(Z),
From general properties of cofunctors we have the next corollary.
10.2 Corollary. If f: X
kG(X) is a bijection.

-+

Y is a homotopy equivalence, kG([fJ): kG(Y)

-+

10.3 Corollary. If X is contractible, each numerable principal G-bundle over
X is trivial.

Proof. Observe that k G(*) has only one point, the class of the trivial bundle.
Now use (10.2).
Let w = (Eo, Po, Ro) be a fixed numerable principal G-bundle. For each
space X we define a function <Pw(X): [X, RoJ -+ kG(X) by the relation
<Pw(X)[uJ = {u*(w)}. By (9.9), <Pw(X) is a function.
10.4 Proposition. The set of functions <Pw: [ -, Ro J -+ kG is a morphism of
cofunctors defined H -+ ens.

Proof. Let f: X
compute

-+

Y be a map, and let [uJ be an element of [Y,RoJ. We

<Pw(X) [[fJ, RoJ [uJ = <Pw(X)([uJ [fJ) = {(uf)*(w)}
and

kG([fJ)<Pw(y)[uJ = kd[fJ){u*(w)} = {f*(u*(w))}
Therefore, we have <Pw(X) [[fJ, RaJ
cofunctors.

=

kG([fJ)<Pw(Y), and <Pw is a morphism of

10.5 Definition. A principal G-bundle w = (Eo, Po, Ro) is universal provided
w is numerable and <Pw: [ -, RoJ -+ kG is an isomorphism. The space Ro is
called a classifying space of G.
From general principles, <Pw: [-,RaJ -+ kG is an isomorphism of cofunctors if and only if each function <Pw(X): [X, RoJ -+ kG (X) is a bijection.
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10.6 Proposition. A numerable principal G-bundle w
sal if and only if the following are true.

=

(Eo, Po, Bo) is univer-

(1) For each numerable principal G-bundle ( over X there exists a map f:

Bo such that ( and f*( w) are isomorphic over X.
-+ Bo are two maps such that f*(w) and g*(w) are isomorphic over
X, then f and g are homotopic.
X

-+

(2) Iff, g: X

Proof Observe that condition (1) says that rPw(X) is surjective and (2) says
that rPw(X) is injective.

This criterion for a bundle to be universal leads to the following definition.
10.7 Definition. A bundle w is called n-universal, or universal for dimensions
~ n, provided rPw(X) is a bijection for each CW-complex X with dim X ~ n.

11. The Milnor Construction
In this section, we consider the very simple elegant construction for a universal G-bundle and prove that the conditions of (10.6) are satisfied.
11.1 Definition of the G-space E G • For a group G, there is an infinite join
EG

=

G * G * ... * G * ...

An element of EG is denoted (x, t) and written
(x,t)

=

(tOXo,tIXI, ... ,tkXk, ... )

°

where each Xi E G and ti E [0, 1] such that only a finite number of ti =I and
L ti = 1. In the set EG there is the identification (x, t) = (x', t' ) provided
O;:;i

tI > 0. Observe that if ti = tI =
= (x', t') in the set E G. We
define a right action of G on EG by the relation (x, t) y = (xy, t) or
(toxo, tIx l ,·· .)y = (toxoY, tIX1Y' ... ) for y E G.
Now we put a topology on EG in such a way that EG is a G-space. For this
we consider two families of functions ti: EG -+ [0, 1] for ~ i, which assigns
to the element (tox o, t 1 Xl' . .. ) the component ti E [0, 1], and Xi: t;-l(O, 1] -+ G
for ~ i, which assigns to the element (toxo, t1 Xl' ... ) the component Xi E G.
Observe that Xi cannot be uniquely defined outside t;-l(O, 1] in a natural way.
For a E EG and y E G there are the following relations between the action of
G and the functions Xi and ti:
ti

=

tI for each i, and

Xi =

xI for all i with ti

=

°then Xi and xI may be different but (x, t)

°

°

xi(ay)

=

xi(a)y

and

ti(ay)

=

ti(a)

The set EG is made into a space by requiring it to have the smallest toplogy
such that each of the functions ti: EG -+ [0, 1] and Xi: t;-l(O, 1] -+ Gis continu-
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ous, where t;1(0, 1] has the subspace topology. From the relations ti(ay) =
ti(a) and x;(ay) = xi(a)y it is clear that EG is a G-space because the G-set
structure map EG x G ~ EG is continuous.
We denote the quotient space EG mod G by BG and the resulting bundle by
WG = (EG' p, BG). This is the Milnor construction.
11.2 Theorem. The G-bundle wG is a numerable principal G-bundle.

Proof. First, we prove that WG is a principal G-bundle. The translation function T(a, a') is given by the continuous function xi(a)xi(aT 1 on the open set
(t;1(0,1] x t;1(0,1])nE~, where E~ is the subspace of pairs (a,a') with
p(a) = p(a') in BG. Finally, we observe that the open sets t;l(O, 1] x t;1(0, IJ
for ~ i cover E~. Consequently, WG is a principal G-bundle.
Since t;(ay) = ti(a) for y E G, we can define a unique map ui : BG ~ [0, 1]
with the property that uip = ti on E G. Now we show that wG is trivial over
each V; = U;1(0, 1] = p(t;1(0, 1]) by defining a cross section Si of WG over V;.
For this we use the map s;: t;l(O, 1] ~ t;1(0, 1] defined by s;(a) = aXi(at1.
This map has the property that s;(ay) = ay(x i(ay)t 1 = ay(x;(a)yt1 =
ayy-1 x i (a)-l = aXi(at1 = s;(a). By passing to quotients, the map s; defines a
map Si: V; ~ t;l(O, 1] C EG such that s; = SiP. Since p(a) = p(s;(a)) for each
a E t;-l(O, IJ, we have ps;(b) = b for bE V;. By (8.3) the existence of a cross
section implies that wGI V; is a trivial principal G-bundle.
Finally, to show that WG is numerable, we shall construct a (locally finite)
partition of unity {V;}j:;;i on BG with V;l(O, IJ c V; = U;1(0, 1]. We define

°

wi(b)

=

max(O, ui(b) -

I

u)b))

j<i

and Wi: BG ~ [0, 1] is a map with W;1(0, 1] c V;. For bE BG, let W be the
smallest i such that ui(b) i= 0, and let n be the largest. Then we have
uJb) = 1. Then urn (b) = wrn(b), and BG is covered by the open sets

I

m-:S;i~n

w~C(O, 1]. Since uJb)

I

ui(b') >

1.

°

°

=
for n < i, we have wi(b') =
for all b' with
This is an open neighborhood Nn(b) of b such that

O::::;;i::::;;n

N.Jb)nw i- 1(0, 1] is empty for i > n. The open covering {W;l(O, I]} is locally
finite. Now we replace Wi with Vi = wdI wj . This proves the theorem.
j

Observe that the spaces EG and BG are filtered by subspaces

+ 1) c
BG(n + 1) c

... c EG(n) c EG(n

... c EG

... c BG(n) c

...

C

BG

where p(EG(n» = BG(n) and (toxo, t 1 Xl' . .. ) E EG(n), provided ti =

=

°for i >

11.

11.3 Example G Zzo The space EG(n) is just the n-sphere sn up to
homeomorphism, and the action of Z2 on EG(n) = sn is by the identity and
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the antipodal map. The space BG(n) is RP". The inclusions EG(n) c EG(n + 1)
and BG(n) c BG(n + 1) are just the natural inclusions sn C sn+1 and RP" c
Rpn+l. The space EG is Soo and BG is Rp oo •
The bundle (sn+l, p, Rpn+1) is universal for dimensions :;::; n.
11.4 Example G = S1. The space EG(n) is just the (2n + I)-sphere s2n+1 up to
a homeomorphism, and the action of SI on EG(n) = s2n+1 is by the relation
(ZO,ZI"",Zn)e iO = (eiOzo,eiOzl,···,eiOzn) for each e ioES1. The space BG(n)
is cpn, complex n-dimensional projective space. The inclusions EG(n) c
EG(n + 1) and BG(n) c BG(n + 1) are just the natural inclusions s2n+1 C
s2n+3 and cpn C cpn+l. The space EG is SOO, and BG is Cpoo.
The bundle (S2n+1, p, cpn) is universal for dimensions :;::; 2n.

12. Homotopy Classification of Numerable
Principal G-Bundles
In this section, we prove that the bundle WG which comes from the Milnor
construction is a universal principal G-bundle.
12.1 Proposition. Let'; be a numerable principal G-bundle over a space B.
Then there exists a countable partition of unity {un}O:;;n such that ';[U;I(O, 1] is
trivial for each natural number n.
Proof. Let {Vi} i E T be a partition of unity on B such that,; is trivial over each
V;I(O, 1] for i E T. For each b E B we denote the finite set of i E T with vi(b) >
by S(b), and for each finite subset S of T we denote by W(S) the open set of
bE B such that vi(b) > vib) for each i E S andj E T - S. Let us: B -+ [0, 1] be
the continuous map given by the

°

us(b)

=

max

[0,

min

(vi(b) - Vib))]

iES.jE T-S

Then we have W(S) = U S1 (0, 1].
Let Card S denote the number of elements in S. If Card S = Card S', then
W(S) n W(S') is empty. To see this, let i E S - S' andj E S' - S. For b E W(S)
we have vi(b) > vib), and for bE W(S') we have vj(b) > vi(b). The relations
cannot hold simultaneously.
Finally, we denote
Wm =

U

W(S)

Then we have w;;/(O, 1]

=

Wm and um(b)

L

wm(b) =

and

m=Card S

us(b)

m=Card S

=

wm(b)/ I wn(b). The family {un} is
0:::::"

the desired partition of unity since U;I(O, 1] = w,.. Observe that,;[ w,. is trivial
because'; [W(S) is trivial and w,. is a disjoint union.
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In the next theorem we prove that condition (1) of the criterion (10.6) for
WG to be a universal principal G-bundle holds.
12.2 Theorem. For each numerable principal G-bundle ( over a space B there
exists a map f: B -+ BG such that ( and f*(w G) are B-isomorphic principal
G-bundles.
Proof. It suffices to define a G-morphism (g,f): ( -+ w G, for then, by (4.2), (
and f*(w G) are isomorphic. By (12.1) we can assume that there is a countable
partition of unity {un}Oo>n on B such that (lu;l(O, IJ is trivial for n ~ O. Let Un
denote u;1(0,1J, and iet hn: Un X G -+ E((I Un) C E(() be an isomorphism
defining the locally trivial character of (.
We define g: E(O -+ EG by the relation
g(z) = (uop(Z)(qohOl(Z)), ... , unp(z)(qnh;l(z)), ... )

where qn: Un X G -+ G is the projection on the second factor. Since for z,
where h;l(Z) is undefined, we have un(p(z)) = 0, the map g is well defined and
the relation g(zs) = g(z)s holds for each s E G since hn(zs) = hn(z)s. The map g
induces f: B -+ BG and (g,f): ( -+ WG is a bundle morphism. This proves the
theorem.
We consider various maps BG -+ BG determined by maps EG -+ E G. Let E'Gd
denote the subspace of all (x, t) E EG with t2i+1 = 0 for all i ~ 0, and let E~v
denote the subspace of all (x, t) E EG with t2i = 0 for all i ~ O. Let B~d be the
subspace p(E'Gd) and B~v the subspace p(E~V).
We use the following linear functions.
IXn:

[1 - (~r, 1 -

m+1 J
n

[0, 1J

-+

given by IXn(t) = 2n+ 1 t - 2n+1 + 2. Clearly, we have IXn(l - (~n = 0 and
IXn(1 - mn+l) = 1. We define a homotopy h~d: EG -+ EG such that h~d(X, t)y =
h~d(xy, t) by the following relation h~d(X, t) = (x', t') where for s E In

o~ i ~ n
i

=

=

+ 2j n + 2j

1

n

for 0 < j <

CIJ

o~ i ~ n
i

=

i =

n + 2j - 1
n + 2j

and for s = 1 the relation (x', t') = (x, t). One can check that this is well
defined for s = 1 - rn E In n I n- 1 . The homotopy is continuous because it is
continuous on the locally finite open covering of vi 1(0, 1J, where {Vi} is the
partition of unity. The maps h~d: EG -+ EG induce g~d: BG -+ BG such that
(h~d, g~d): WG -+ wG is a homotopy of bundle morphisms. Finally, we observe
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that h'Od(EG) = E'Gd and ggd(BG) = B~d. We have (h~V, g:V): wG -+ wG by a similar construction, where h~V(EG) = E'Gv and ggV(BG) = B'Gv.
In summary we have the following proposition.
12.3 Proposition. There are two homotopies (h~d, g~d), (h:V, g:V): wG -+ wG by
G-bundle morphisms of the identity IG: wG -+ WG, such that h'Od(EG) = E'Gd,
ggd(BG) = B~d, h~V(EG) = E'GV, and g~V(BG) = B'Gv. The bundles WG, (ggd)*w G,
and (g~V)*wG are all isomorphic.
Proof. Only the last statement has to be checked. It follows from
= 1 and Theorem (9.9).

(h~V,

gn

(h~d, g~d) =

Now we are in a position to check condition (2) of(10.6) for the bundle WG'

12.4 Theorem. Let fo, fl: X -+ BG be two maps such that fo*(w G) and fl*(WG)
are isomorphic. Then fo and fl are homotopic.
Proof. Let ~ be any numerable principal G-bundle isomorphic to fo*(w G) and
!t(w G). Then fo is homotopic to gg% by (12.3), and fl is homotopic to gg~fl
by (12.3). Consequently, by changing fo and fl up to homotopy, we can
assume that fo(X) c B~d and fl (X) c B~v.
Now we define the G-morphism (k,f): ~ x [0,1] -+ WG with fiX x = fo
and fiX x 1 = It. We have

°

k(z, 0)

=

(to(z)xo(z), 0, tz(z)xz(z), 0, ... )

k(z, 1)

=

(0,t 1(Z)X 1(z),0,t 3(Z)X 3(z), ... )

and we prolong to k: E(~) x 1-+ EG by the function k(z, s) = «1 - s) x
t o(z)x o(z),st l (Z)X 1(z),(1 - s)t z (z)x z (z),st 3(Z)X 3(z), .. . ). Since clearly for y E G
we have k(zy, s) = k(z, s)y, the map k(z, s) induces a map f: X x 1-+ BG such
thatf(b,O) = fo(b) andf(b, 1) = fl(b). This proves the theorem.
12.5 Summary. The bundle WG which arises from the Milnor construction is
universal.

13. Homotopy Classification of Principal G-Bundles
over CW-Complexes
Since all CW-complexes are paracompact (see Miyazaki [1]) and since all
open coverings of a paracompact space are numerable, the above results on
the homotopy classification of principal G-bundles apply to all locally trivial
principal G-bundles over a CW-complex. Using the results of Chap. 2, Sec. 6,
we derive the following more precise result.

Exercises
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13.1 Theorem. Let B be a CW-complex, and let w = (Xo, Po, Bo) be a locally
trivial principal G-bundle such that 1[;(X0) = 0 for i ~ dim B. Then the
function rldB): [B, BoJ ~ kG(B) defined in the paragraph before (10.1) is a
bijection.
Proof. First, we prove that rP,)B) is surjective. Let ~ be a locally trivial
principal G-bundle over B. By Theorem 2 (7.1) under hypothesis (HI), the
fibre bundle ~[XoJ has a cross section. By Theorem (8.2) we have a principal
bundle morphism (u,f): ~ ~ w, and by Theorem (4.2) we have {n =
U*(w)} = rPw(B)([fJ)·
Second, we prove that rPw(B) is injective. Let f, g: B ~ Bo be maps such that
U*(w)} = {g*(w)}. By (8.2) the fibre bundle (f*(w) x I)[XoJ has a cross
section s over B x {O, I}, resulting from the principal bundle morphisms
which are the compositions of (f*(w) x I)I(B x 0) ~ f*(w) ~ wand
(f*(w) x I)I(B x 1) ~ g*(w) ~ w. By Theorem 2 (7.1) under hypothesis (HI),
this cross section s prolongs to a cross section s* of (f*(w) x I)[XoJ over
B x I. By (8.2), we have a principal bundle morphism (w, h): f*(w) x I ~ w
such that h(b, 0) = f(b) and h(b, 1) = g(b) for b E B. This proves the theorem.

Exercises
1. Let X be a G-space, and Ya Hausdorff G-space. Prove that MdX, Y) is a closed
subset of Map (X, Y).
2. Let X be a G-space, where G is a finite group. Prove that X
map.

->

X mod G is a closed

3. Let Hand G be two closed subgroups of a topological group r. If H is a normal
subgroup of G, prove that r mod H has a principal G/ H structure with an associated principal bundle (r mod H, p, r mod G), where p is the quotient of the
identity r -> r.
4. Let ~ be a principal G-bundle, and let G act trivially on the left of F, that is, sy
for each s E G, y E F. Prove that ~[FJ is a trivial bundle with fibre F.

=

y

5. Let ~ be a principal G-bundle, and let G act on the left of F in such a way that for
some Yo E F the result is tyo = Yo for each t E G. Prove directly that ~[FJ has a
cross section, and then prove the result, using Theorem (8.1).
6. In Theorem (8.1), to what extent are the functions s -> </>5 and </> -> s¢ continuous if
the set of cross sections and the set of G-morphisms have the subspace topology
induced by the compact-open topology?
7. Let G be a discrete group. Formulate the property that X is a G-space and a
principal G-space in terms of the topology of X and the action of G on X.
8. Find a universal bundle for the group Z whose corresponding classifying space is
51.

9. Find a universal bundle and classifying space for Zn such that the classifying space
is a CW-complex.
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= (Xi,Pi,B;l be a principal Gcbundle, i = 1, 2. Then ~1 x ~2 = (Xl X X 2,
P2, Bl x B2) has the structure of a principal G1 x Grbundle. If ~i is a universal Gi-bundle, i = 1,2, then ~ 1 x ~2 is a universal G1 x G2 -bundle.
Apply this theorem to prove the existence of a universal bundle with a CW-

10. Let
PI

~i

X

complex as classifying space for each finitely generated abelian group (finite direct
sum of cyclic groups).
11. If u: G -7 H is a continuous group morphism, define a map B(u): BG
what circumstances do you have a functor?

-7

BH . Under

12. If X is an n-connected CW-complex and if Y is an m-connected CW-complex,
prove that X * Y is (n + m + I)-connected.
13. Let ~ = (X, P, B) be a numerable principal G-bundle. Prove that ~ is universal if
and only if X is contractible.
Hint: See the article of Dold on partitions of unity, Theorem (7.5).

CHAPTER 5

Local Coordinate Description of
Fibre Bundles

In the first section, we show that, up to isomorphism, vector bundles are just
locally trivial fibre bundles with a finite-dimensional vector space Vas fibre
and GL(V), the group of automorphisms of V, as a structure group. This is
done by examining how trivial bundles are pieced together, using systems of
transition functions to define a general locally trivial fibre bundle. We can
apply this analysis to prove a theorem which says that any continuous
functorial operation on vector spaces determines an operation on vector
bundles. This allows construction of tensor products, exterior products, etc.,
of vector bundles.

1. Automorphisms of Trivial Fibre Bundles
In 3(2.3) we saw that the B-morphisms of the trivial vector bundles u: B x F"
~ B x F m have the form u(b, x) = (b,f(b)u), where f: B ~ L(F", Fm) is a map.
Moreover, u is an automorphism if and only if n = m and f(b): F" ~ F" is
a linear isomorphism for each b E B. A similar result holds for trivial fibre
bundles.
1.1 Theorem. Let ~ = (B x G, p, B) be the product principal G-bundle. Then
the B-automorphisms ~ ~ ~ over B are in bijective correspondence with maps
B ~ G. More precisely, the B-automorphisms of ~ have the form hg(b,s) =
(b, g(b)s), where g: B ~ G is a map.

Proof. From the relation hg(b, st) = (b, g(b)st) = (b, g(b)s)t = hg(b, s)t, it follows that hh is an automorphism with inverse morphism h;l = hg" where
g'(b) = g(bfl for each bE B. Conversey, let h: ~ ~ ~ be a B-automorphism.
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Since ph = p, we have h(b, s) = h(b,f(b, s)) for some map f: B x G ~ G. For
g(b) = feb, 1), we have h(b,s) = h(b, l)s = (b,g(b))s = (b,g(b)s) = hlb,s). This
proves the theorem.
1.2 Corollary. Let F be a left G-space. The fibre bundle automorphisms
~[FJ ~ ~[FJ = (B x F,p,B) are all of the form hg(b,y) = (b,g(b)y), where
g: B ~ G is a map.

Proof. By (Ll), fibre bundle automorphisms are quotients of (b, s, y) H
(b, g(b)s, y). Since (b,g(b)s,y)modG=(b,g(b)y), the fibre bundle automorphisms are of the form (b, y) H (b, g(b)y) = hg(b, y).
Note that for hg(b,y) = (b,g(b)y) and hg,(b,y) = (b,g'(b)y) we have hg,hg =
hg'g, and hg is the identity if and only if g(b) = 1 for each b E B.

2. Charts and Transition Functions
Let G be a group, and let Y be a left G-space. In this section, all principal
bundles are G-bundles, and all fibre bundles have fibre Y. For a space B, let
e(B) denote the product fibre bundle (B x Y, p, B). We view the total space of
a restricted bundle '11 A as a subspace of the total space of '1.
Since we have yet to relate formally the concepts of vector bundle and
fibre bundle, the above definitions and results are stated for both concepts. A
result of the following discussion is the relation between vector bundles and
fibre bundles.
2.1 Definition. Let '1 be a fibre bundle over B, and let V be an open subset of
B. A chart of '1 over V is an isomorphism h: e(V) ~ '11 v.
A chart of a k-dimensional vector bundle '1 is a V-vector bundle
isomorphism V x Fk ~ '11 v.
If h: e(V) ~ '11 V is a chart over V, and if V is an open subset of V, then h
restricts to a chart e( V) ~ ('11 V) 1V = '11 V of '1 over V.
2.2 Proposition. For two charts hl' h 2: e( U) ~ '11 U of '1 over U, there is a map
g: U ~ G such that h1(b,y) = h2(b,g(b)y) for each (b,y) E U x Y. Moreover,
this g is unique. For two charts of n-dimensional vector bundles, the map g is
defined U ~ GL(n, F).

Proof. By (1.2), the automorphism h"21hl: e(U) ~ e(U) has the form
h"21hl(b,y) = (b,g(b)y), and we have h1(b,y) = h2(b,g(b)y).
2.3 Definition. An atlas of charts for a fibre (vector) bundle '1 is a family of
pairs {(hi' V;)} for i E I such that hi is a chart of '1 over V; and the family of
open sets {V;} covers B. An atlas is complete provided it includes all charts of
the bundle.

2. Charts and Transition Functions
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A fibre bundle is locally trivial if and only if it has an atlas of charts. Then
it has a unique complete atlas. The covering associated with the atlas
{(hi' Vi)} is the open covering {Vi}. A vector bundle is defined in terms having
an atlas of charts [see 3(1.1)].
Let {(hi' Vi)} with i E I be an atlas for a fibre (vector) bundle IJ. We restrict
hi and hj to Vi n Jj and apply Proposition (2.2). There exists a unique map
gi./ Vi n Jj ~ G such that hj(b, y) = hi(b, gi)b)y) for (b, y) E (Vi n Jj) x Y. The
functions gi.j on Vi n Jj have the following properties:
(Tl) For each b
(T2) For each b
(T3) For each b

Vi n Jj n v;" the relation gi.k(b) = g;jb)gj.k(b) holds.
Vi, the map gi)b) is equal to the identity in G.
E Vi n Jj, the relation gdb) = gj)b) holds.
E

E

Properties (Tl) to (T3) follow from the fact that gi.j is the only map satisfying the relation h/b, y) = hi(b, gi)b)y).
2.4 Definition. A system of transition functions on a space B relative to an
open covering {Vi} with i E I of B is a family of maps giJ Vi n Jj ~ G for each
i, j E I such that propertyy (Tl) is satisfied.
Since gi)b)gi)b) = gi)b) for bE Jj, it follows that (T2), and similarly (T3),
is satisfied for a system of transition functions.
From the above discussion, there is a natural system of transition
functions {gi.j} associated with each atlas {(hi' Vi)} of a fibre (vector) bundle
IJ, namely, those functions defined by the relations hj(b, y) = hi(b, gi)b)y).

Vi)} and {hi, Vi)} be two atlases for a fibre (vector)
bundle IJ with the same associated covering {Vi} for i E I and with systems of
transition functions {gi.j} and {g;.j}' Let ri: Vi ~ G be the unique maps such
that h;(b, y) = hi(b, ri(b)y) for b E Vi and y E Y. Then g;)b) = r;(bflgi)b)rj(b)
for each b E Vi n Jj.
2.5 Proposition. Let {(hi'

Proof We
compute
h;(b, y) = hj(b, rj(b)y) = h;(b, gi)b)r/b)y)
and
h;(b, g;)b)y) = hi(b, r;(b)g;)b)y). Since h;(b,y) = h;(b, g;)b)y), we have
ri(b)g;)b) = gi)b)rj(b) or g;)b) = ri(bflgi)bh(b).

This proposition leads to the next definition.
2.6 Definition. Two systems of transition functions {gi.J and {g;.J relative
to the same open covering {Vi} of a space B are equivalent provided there
exist maps r i: Vi ~ G satisfying the relation (E): g;)b) = r;(bflgi)b)r)b) for
each b E Vi n Jj.
The reader can easily verify that this relation is an equivalence relation.
2.7 Theorem. Let IJ and IJ' be two fibre bundles with fibre F and structure
group G over a space B or two vector bundles of dimension k with G =
GL(k, F). Let {(Vi, h;)} be an atlas of IJ with transition functions {gi.J, and let
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{(V;, h;)} be an atlas of r( with transition functions {g;,J. Then I] and 1]' are
isomorphic over B if and only if {gi,J and {g;,J are equivalent systems of
transition functions.
Proof Let f: I] -> 1]' be an isomorphism of fibre bundles or vector bundles.
From the relation hj(b, y) = hi(b, gi)b)y), it follows that fhj(b, y) =
fhi(b, g;)b)y), and {(V;,fh;)} is an atlas for 1]' with transition functions {gi,j}'
By applying Proposition (2.5) to the atlases {V;, h;} and {(V;,fh;)}, we find
that {g;,j} and {gi,j} are equivalent sets of transition functions.
Conversely, let g;)b) = ri(br1g;jb)rib) for each bE V; n lj. We define /;:
V; x Y -> V; x Y by /;(b, y) = (b, ri(br 1y), and we define f: I] -> 1]' by requiring
that fl (I] IV;) = h;/;hil or h;/; = fh i on V; x Y. For b E V; n lj the two definitions of f lead to the same map. To see this, we choose (b, y) E (V; n lj) x Y
and prove that hjjj(b, y) = fhib, y) implies h;/;(b, y) = fh;(b, y). For this
we
make
the
following
calculation:
hjjj(b, y) = hj(b, rj(br 1 y) =
h;(b, g;)b)ribrly) = h;(b, ril(b)gijb)y) = h;/;(b, gi)b)y). Using fhib, y) =
fhi(b, gi)b)y), we have fhi(b, gi)b)y) = h;/;(b, gi)b)y) or fh i = h;/;. Therefore, f is a well-defined map that is locally, and consequently globally, an
isomorphism.
2.8 Remark. Isomorphism classes of k-dimensional vector bundles and fibre
bundles with fibre Fk and group GL(k, F) are determined by transition
functions that have values in GL(k, F). In the next section we see that a
bijection can be constructed between these two sets of isomorphism classes.
The discussion up to this point has been relative to a given covering {V;}
such that I] I V; is trivial. If {lj'} is a second open covering such that I] I lj' is
trivial, by working with {V; n lj'} we get an open covering for which charts
over V; and lj can be compared.

3. Construction of Bundles with Given
Transition Functions
3.1 Remark. Let I] = aYJ be a fibre bundle with fibre Y, structure group G,
and base space B. If {(V;,kJ} is an atlas of I] with transition functions {gi,j}'
there is an atlas {(V;,hJ} of ~ with transition functions {gi,J, where
hi([Y]) = k i·
3.2 Theorem. Let {V;} with i E I be an open covering of a space B, let G be a
topological group, let Y be a left G-space, and let {gi,J be a system of transition functions associated with the open covering {V;}. Then there exist a fibre
bundle I] = ~ [YJ and an atlas {( V;, hJ} for I] such that the set of transition
functions of this atlas is {gi,j}' Moreover, if Y = Fk and if G is a closed
subgroup of GL(k, F), then I] admits the structure of a vector bundle. Finally, I]
is unique up to B-isomorphism.
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Proof. By Theorem (2.7), if 1J exists, it is unique. We begin by constructing ~.
For this, let Z be the sum space (i.e., coproduct or disjoint union) of the
family {V; x G} for i E I. An element of Z is of the form (b, s, i), where b E V;
and s E G. The inclusion maps qi: V; x G ~ Z are defined by the relation qi(b, s) = (b, s, i), and Z has the larget topology such that all the qi are
continuous.
On the space Z, we define an equivalence relation R by the requirement
that (b, s, i) and (b', s',j) are R-related provided b = b' and s' = gj,i(b)s. From
properties (Tl) to (T3) for transition functions we see that R is an equivalence
relation. Let X be the quotient space Z mod R, let q: Z ~ X be the canonical
quotient map, and let hi = qqi for each i E I. We denote by <b, s, i) the class
of (b, s, i) in the space X.
We define p: X ~ B by p( <b, s, i») = b. Since p is a quotient of a projection, it is an open map. For b E V;, we have phi(b, s) = b, and hi: V; x G ~ X
is a continuous injection.
The group acts on Z by the requirement that (b, s, i)t = (b, st, i). If (b, s, i)
and (b, s',j) are R-related, then (b, st, i) and (b, s't,j) are R-related. Therefore,
X becomes a G-space under the action of G defined by <b,s,i)t = <b,st,i).
Clearly, we have p(x) = p(x') if and only if xt = x' for some t E G, and xt = x
implies that t = 1. The translation function r«b,sl,i),<b,s2,j») =
r«b,sl,i),<b,gijb)S2,i») = s1 1 gi)b)s2 is continuous. Consequently,
(X, p, B) is a principal G-bundle since p is an open map.
Since hi(b, s)t = <b, s, i) t = <b, st, i) = hi(b, st), the maps hi: V; x G ~ ~ I V;
are G-isomorphisms. From the relation h;(b, g;jb)s) = <b, gijb)s, i) =
<b, s,j) = h)b, s), the set of functions {gi,J is the set of transition functions
for the atlas {(V;, h;)}.
Finally, to define a vector bundle structure on 1J = ~[Fk], we require
a(x,y)modG + a'(x,y')mod G = (x,ay + a'y')mod G. If k i : V; x Fk ~ p-l(V;)
is the chart given by the relation ki(b, y) = ((b, 1, i)y) mod G, then k i is a
V;-isomorphism of vector bundles.

3.3 Remark. There is a bijection between isomorphism classes of fibre
bundles with fibre Fk and group GL(k, F) and isomorphism classes of kdimensional vector bundles. In both cases these isomorphism classes are
determined by an equivalence class of transition functions associated with a
complete atlas of a member of the isomorphism class. Moreover, if ~ is a
principal GL(k,F)-bundle, then ~[Fk] is a vector bundle where the vector
space operations on Fk determine the vector space operations on the fibres of
~[Fk].

4. Transition Functions and Induced Bundles
In this next proposition we calculate the transition functions of induced
bundles.
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4.1 Proposition. Let I] = ~ [Y] be a fibre bundle over B with group G and
fibre Y, let f: B 1 --+ B be a map, and let {( Vi, hJ} be an atlas for I] with transition functions {gi.J. Then {(f-i(Vi),f*(hJ)} is an atlas for f*(I]) = f*(~)[Y]
with transition functions {gi.jt}.

Proof. By 4(4.2) and 4(6.3) the morphism f*(hJ: 8(f-i(Vi)) --+ f*(I])lf-i(Vi)
is an isomorphism given by f*(hJ(b i , y) = (b i , hi(f(bd, y)). If hi(b, gi)b)y) =
hj(b,y), we have f*(hJ(bi,gi)f(bd)y) = f*(hj)(bi,y), and {gi,jt} is the set
of transition functions for f*(I]).

5. Local Representation of Vector Bundle Morphisms
Let ~ = (X,p,B), I] = (X',p',B), and, = (X",p",B) be three vector bundles
over B with atlases {(Va, ha)} for a E A, {(Vi, h;)} for i E I, and Wv,., h;)} for
r E R, respectively. Let {ga,b} for a, bE A, {g;,j} for i, j E I, and {g;:s} for r,
s E R be the transition functions for ~, 1], and" respectively.
Let u: ~ --+ I] be a vector bundle morphism. Over the open set Va n Vi, there
are the following vector bundle morphisms:
(h~)-l

h

(Van Vi) x Fn~~I(VanVi)~I]I(VanVi)~(VanVi) x F m
The composition of these morphisms has the form (z, x)
ui,a: Va n Vi --+ L(F n, Fm) is a map.

H

(z, ui.a(z)x), where

5.1 Proposition. With the above notations, there is a bijection between the set
of vector bundle morphisms u: ~ --+ I] and sets of maps {Ui.a}, where i E I, a E A,
and Ui,a: Va n Vi --+ L(P, Fm) such that for Z E Va n Vb n Vi n Jj
(C): Uj.b(Z) = gj,;(Z)Ui,a(Z)ga,b(Z)

Moreover, the maps ui,a corresponding to U are given by h; -iuha(z, x)
(z, ui,a(z)x),

=

Proof. For given u: ~ --+ I] we begin by verifying the relation (C) of compatibility. For this, we calculate
h;(z, Uj,b(Z)X) = uhb(z, x) = uha(z, ga,b(Z)X) = h;(z, ui,.(Z)ga,b(Z)X)
=

hi(z, gj,;(z)ui,.(Z)ga,b(Z)X),

Since hi is an isomorphism, we have the desired relation.
Conversely, for each family {ui,a} of maps satisfying (C), a corresponding
morphism u: ~ --+ I] is defined uniquely by the relation uha(z, x) =
h;(z, ui,.(z)x). Observe that the images of ha cover X and the compatibility
relation (C) says that U is uniquely determined where the images of ha and of
hb intersect. This proves the proposition.
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For ~ = I] and the same local charts for each vector bundle, we observe
that u = 1 if and only if uijz) = 1 for each Z E Vi n v" and i E I, a E A. We
speak of the family {ui,a} representing u: ~ ---> I] with respect to the charts
{(Va, ha)} of ~ and {(V;, h;)} of '1.

5.2 Proposition. With the above notations, let {ui,a} represent the morphism
u: ~ ---> 1], let {v r,;} represent the morphism v: I] ---> (, and let {w r.a} represent the
morphism uv: ~ ---> (. Then for Z E Va n V; n l¥,. we have the relation wr.a(z) =
Vr. ;(Z)UijZ).
Proof. For Z E Va n V; n l¥,., we have (z, wr,a(z)x) = (h;Tlvuha(z, x) =
((h;Tlvh;)((hTluha)(z, x) = ((h;rlvh;)(z, uijz)x) = (z, Vr,i(Z)Ui.a(z)x). This
proves the desired result.
In (5.2), the wr,a: Va n l¥,. ---> L(F", P) are determined by the relation
wr.a(z) = vr)z)uijz) for Z E Va n V; n l¥,..
The result 3(2.5) is an immediate corollary of the analsis in (5.1) and (5.2).

6. Operations on Vector Bundles
We wish to prove that every (continuous) operation on vector spaces defines
a corresponding operation on vector bundles. This will allow us to speak of
the direct sum ~ E9 I] of two vector bundles, which is the Whitney sum;
the tensor product ~ ® 1]; the vector bundle Hom(~, 1]); and the rth exterior
power N~, to mention a few examples.
Recall the notation VB B for the category of all vector bundles over a space
B. For B equal to a point, the category VB B can be viewed as the category of
vector space. Let VBB(p, q) denote the product category consisting of p copies
of VB B and q copies of VB~, the dual category of VB B . In the next definition
we make precise the definition of a continuous operation.
6.1 Definition. Let 0 denote the one-point space. A functor F: VBo(p, q) --->
VBo is called continuous provided for each family of maps ui : Z ---> L(V;, ~),
where 1 ~ i ~ P + q, the function Z ~ F(u l , ... , up+q) is a map
Z

--->

L(F(V1 , ••. , Vp, Wp+1,"" Wp+q), F(Wj , ••• , Wp, Vp+1 , " " Vp+q))

The following functors are continuous: V EEl W, V ® W, and Hom(Y, W).
In the next theorem we see that a continuous functor on VBo defines a
functor on each VB B •
6.2 Theorem. For each continuous functor F: VBo(p, q) ---> VBo there exists a
family of functors FB: VBB(p, q) ---> VBB , one for each space B, such that
FBJf*(~d, ... ,f*(~p+q)) and f*FB(~l, ... ,~p+q) are B1-isomorphic bundles
for each map f: B j ---> B. Moreover, it is required that F = Fo.

5. Local Coordinate Description of Fibre Bundles
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Proof We carry out the proof for the case p = q = 1. Let ~ and ~' be two
vector bundles over B with local coordinate charts {(Va' ha)} and {(Va, k a)}
with transition functions {ga.b} and {fa,b} for a, b E A. We define FB(~'
to
be a vector bundle with the (continuous) transition functions {FB(ga,b,Aa)}
for a, b E A.
If u: ~ --+ IJ and u': IJ' --+~' are morphisms, they are represented by {ui,a}
and {ui.a}, respectively, where {(V;, hi)} and {(V;, ki)} are atlases of IJ and IJ',
respectively. Then the family of maps F(u i • a, u;,a) defines a morphism
FB(~'~') --+ FB(IJ,IJ'), by (S.1), which is denoted FB(u,u'). Since F is a functor,
it preserves the compatibility condition (C) of Proposition (S.1). Clearly,
FB (1, 1) = 1 by the remark following Proposition (S.1). With Proposition
(S.2), we see that FB(vu,u'v') = FB(v,v')FB(u,u') by applying F to the local
morphisms representing u, u', v, and v', where v: IJ --+ ( and v': (' --+ IJ' are
morphisms.
Finally, for a map f: Bl --+ B we find that FBJf*(~),f*(~')) and
f*(FB(~' ~')) are Bl-isomorphic. For this, observe that {F(ga,d,J;"J)} for a,
bE A is a set of transition functions for both f*(FB(~' ~')) and
FB,(f*(~),f*(~')) with respect to the open covering {f-l(Va)}, where a E A
by Proposition (4.1).

n

In the next theorem we investigate to what extent the functors FB are
uniquely determined by F.
6.3 Theorem. Let F, G: VBo(p, q) --+ VBo be two continuous functors, and let
rP: F --+ G be a morphism of functors. Then for each space B there exists a
morphism rPB:FB--+GB of functors defined in (6.2), where rPB(~l'''''~P+q):
FB(~ 1,· .. , ~p+q) --+ GB(~ 1,··., ~p+q) restricted to the fibre over Z E B is just
rP(~l,Z" .. , ~p+q.z): F(~l,Z"··, ~p+q,z)

--+

G(~l,Z'···, ~p+q,z)

With respect to this property, rPB is unique.
Proof For product vector bundles ~i of dimension r(i), we have
1B x rP(p(l), ... ,P(p+q»). Since every vector bundle is locally trivial, the rPB( ~ 1 ' ' ' ' ,~p+q) are well-defined morphisms by the above
requirement. The uniqueness is clear.
rPB(~l'''''~P+q) =

6.4 Corollary. If 1/1: G --+ H is a second morphism in (6.3), then (I/IrP)B = I/IBrPB'
If rP: F --+ F is the identity, rPB: FB --+ FB is an isomorphism. If rP: F --+ G is an
isomorphism, then rPB: FB --+ GB is an isomorphism.
Proof This results from the uniqueness statement in (6.3).
6.5 Remark. The functors FB in (6.2) are unique up to isomorphism. Now we
discuss the following examples.
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6.6 Example. If ~ and IJ are two vector bundles over B, the Whitney sum
~ EEl IJ is the prolongation to vector bundles of the direct sum functor. This
follows from the fact that the fibre of ~ EEl IJ over a point of B is the direct sum
of the fibres of ~ and of IJ. The usual properties of direct sums of vector spaces
prolong to Whitney sums of vector bundles, by (6.3) and (6.4). There are the
following isomorphisms, for example:

and
6.7 Example. The tensor product functor is continuous and, in view of (6.2),
we may define the tensor product ~ ® IJ of two vector bundles over B. If
u: ~ EEl IJ ~ ( is a bundle map that is bilinear on each fibre bE B, then u
defines a vector bundle morphism v: ~ ® IJ ~ ( which is the usual factorization of bilinear maps through the tensor product on each fibre. Using (6.3)
and (6.4), we have the following isomorphisms:

0 ~ (~ ® IJ) ® (
e
~ ® (IJ EEl 0 ~ (~® IJ) EB (~® 0
are vector bundles over Band e1 is the trivial line bundle over
~

® IJ ~ IJ ® ~
1
~®
~ ~
and

~

® (IJ ®

where ~, IJ, (
B. This discussion holds for real and complex vector bundles.

6.8 Example. The homomorphism functor Hom(V, W) is continuous, and in
view of (6.2), we may define the homomorphism vector bundle Hom(~, IJ).
The fibre over b E B is the vector space of homomorphisms ~b ~ IJb, where ~b
and IJb are the fibres of ~ and IJ over b E B, respectively. A cross section s of
Hom(~, IJ) is just a vector bundle morphism u: ~ ~ IJ. The continuity of sand
the continuity of u are equivalent to each other.
6.9 Example. The rth exterior power functor NV is continuous, and, in view
of (6.2), we may define the rth exterior power of N~ of a vector bundle ~. In
the next proposition we relate the functors in (6.6), (6.7), and (6.9).
6.10 Proposition. Let ~ = A1 EB ... EB )"n be the Whitney sum of n line bundles.
Then for r ;;:; n there is an isomorphism
N()"l

EB ... EB

)"n)

~

L

()"i(l)

® ... ®

Ai(r»)

i(l)<"'<i(r)

Proof The above relation holds for vector spaces, and by (6.4) it holds for
vector bundles.

7. Transition Functions for Bundles with Metrics
The following subgroups of the full linear group will playa very important
role in subsequent developments. For x E R, the real numbers let x = x; for
x E C, the complex numbers, let x = Xl - iX2, where x = Xl + ix 2 ; and for
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H, the quaternions of Hamilton, let x = Xo - iX1 - jX2 - kx 3 , where x =
iX1 + jX2 + kx 3 . Let F equal R, C, or H. On the vector space F" we
define the inner product (xly) = X 1Y1 + ... + xnYn and the norm Ilxll =
(XIX)1/2 for x = (xu ... ,x n), Y = (Yl, ... ,Yn) E Fn.
XE
Xo

+

7.1 Definition. The orthogonal group in k dimensions, denoted O(k), is the
subgroup of u E GL(k, R) such that (u(x)lu(y)) = (xIY) for each x, Y E Rk. The
unitary group in k dimensions, denoted U(k), is the subgroup of u E GL(k, C)
such that (u(x)lu(y)) = (xIY) for each x, Y E C k. The symplectic group in k
dimensions, denoted Sp(k), is the subgroup of u E GL(k, H) such that
(u(x)lu(y)) = (xIY) for each x, Y E Hk.
In each case, O(k), U(k), and Sp(k) are closed and bounded subsets of the
space of matrices. Therefore, they are compact (topological) groups. There
are important subgroups of O(k) and U(k).

7.2 Definition. The special orthogonal group in k dimensions, denoted
SO(k), is the closed subgroup of u E O(k) with det u = + 1. The special unitary group in k dimensions, denoted SU(k), is the closed subgroup of u E U(k)
with det u = + 1.
Further properties of O(k), SO(k), U(k), SU(k), and Sp(k) are developed in
later chapters. These groups are referred to as the classical groups.
In the next proposition, we see that a standard orthonormalization process can be applied to cross sections of vector bundles with a metric.
7.3 Proposition. Let ~ be a vector bundle over B with a metric [3, and let Sl' ... ,
Sm be cross sections of ~ such that Sl (b), ... , sm(b) are linearly independent. Then
there exist cross sections sf, ... , s! of ~ which are linear combinations of s1, ... ,
sm with continuous scalar-valued functions as scalars such that [3(sf, sf) = l5 i.j.

Proof Let s!(b) equal Sl (b) divided by its length [3(Sl (b), Sl (b))1/2 (which is
>0) at each bE B. If the sf, ... , St-1 have been chosen with [3(sf, sf) = l5 i,j,
1 ;£ i, j ;£ k - 1, we define st(b) to be sk(b) L (sk(b)lsJ(b))sJ(b) di1;;;j;;;k-1
vided by its length. In this way we define sf, ... , s! with the desired
properties.
The following theorem says that vector bundles over a paracompact space
have the orthogonal (unitary or symplectic) group as the structure group.
7.4 Theorem. Let ~ be a vector bundle over B with a metric [3. Then ~ has an
atlas {(Vi, hn} of charts such that (x IY) = [3(hf(b, x), hf(b, y)) for each x, Y E F n
and b E Vi. The transition functors {gi,j} of this atlas have their values in O(n),
the real case with F = R; U(n), the complex case with F = C; and Sp(n), the
quaternionic case with F = H.
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Proof Let {(V;, hJ} be an atlas of ~. Then there are cross sections hi(b, ej) =
sj(b) for 1 ~ j ~ n of ~ over V; which are a base of the fibre over each b E V;.
By Proposition (7.3) there are n cross sections sf, ... , s: of ~ over V; such that
f3(si, sn equals 1 for i = j and 0 for i i= j at each bE V;. We define hi: V; x
r ---+ ~ IV; by hi(b, au·· ., an) = a l sT(b) + ... + ans:(b). Then hi is a chart of ~
over V;, and {(V;,h't)} is an atlas with the desired property.
For the last statement, we recall that hi(b,gdb)x) = hj(b, x) for b E V; n J.j
and x E r. For bE V; n J.j we have (xly) = f3(hj*(b, x), hj*(b, y)) =
f3(hi(b, gdb)x), h/(b, gi)b)x)) = (gi)b)xlgi)b)y). Consequently, the last
statement follows for F = R, C, or H.
7.5 Remark. By 3(9.5) every vector bundle over a paracompact space has a
metric f3, and therefore Theorem (7.4) applies. This theorem applies to the
real, complex, and quaternionic cases.
be a vector bundle. Then the conjugate bundle to ~,
denoted ~, has the same underlying structure (E, p, B) and addition morphism E EEl E ---+ E. The scalar multiplication map is given by ax equal to ax
in ~.
F or a real vector bundle, ~ = ~.

7.6 Definition. Let

~

7.7 Definition. A line bundle is a one-dimensional vector bundle.
7.8 Theorem. Let ~ be a real or complex line bundle with a metric (riemannian
or hermitian). Then ~ ® ~ is a trivial line bundle.

Proof A metric f3: ~ EEl ~ ---+ F, where F = R or C, defines a vector bundle
morphism u: ~ ® ~ ---+ B x F. Since u is a surjective morphism of onedimensional vector bundles, u is an isomorphism by 3(2.5). This proves the
theorem.
7.9 Remark. Theorem (7.8) holds over every paracompact space.

Exercises
1. In Theorem (1.1) and Corollary (1.2) determine to what extent g f--> hg is a
homeomorphism of Map (B, G) onto HomG(B x G, B x G), where HomG(B x G,
B x G) has the subspace topology from Map (B x G, B x G).
2. Let 1] be a locally trivial fibre bundle with group G and transition functions {gi.J,
for i, j E I, defined with respect to an open covering {V;} of the base space. Prove
that 1] is trivial if and only if there exist maps ri: V; ~ G with gijb) = ri(bflrib) for
bE V; n I'j.
3. For the canonical principal bundles p: sn ~ Rpn and p: s2n+l
atlas and compute the transition functions.

~

cpn determine an
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4. Let U and V be two open subsets of a space B such that B = U U V and un V =
WI U ... u ltk, the connected components of U n V. Determine, up to isomorphism,
all principal G-bundles ¢ over B for G, a discrete group such that ¢I U and ¢I V are
trivial.
5. Let ¢ be a k-dimensional vector bundle with atlas {(V;, h;)} and transition functions
{gj.J, where yjjb) E O(k) for each bE V; n Vi. Prove that ¢ has a metric fi and,
moreover, that the metric fi is unique under the requirement that each hi is metric
preserving.

CHAPTER 6

Change of Structure Group in
Fibre Bundles

In this chapter we consider the relation between principal H-bundles and
principal G-bundles, where H is a closed subgroup of G. We do this for
general principal bundles and then describe the relation, using the classifying
spaces and the local coordinate description. This is a generalization of the
process in Chap. 5, Sec. 7.

1. Fibre Bundles with Homogeneous Spaces

as Fibres
Let ~ = (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle, and let H be a closed subgroup of
G. Then the relation on X defined by the action of the group H is compatible
with the projection p: X ...... B. Therefore, there is a bundle ~ mod H =
(X mod H, q, B), where q is the result of factoring p by the canonical map
X ...... XmodH.

1.1 Theorem. Let ~ = (X, p, B) be a principal G-bundle, and let H be a closed
subgroup ofG. Then there is a canonical B-isomorphism of bundles ~ mod H ......
~ [G mod H], where the fibre G mod H is the homogeneous space of right
cosets of H in G.
Proof. Let h: X mod H ...... X G mod H be defined by the relation h(xH) =
(x, eH)G. For v E H, we have h(xH) = h(xvH) = (xv, eH)G = (xv, v-1eH)G =
(x, eH)G, and h is a well-defined function. Since X mod H has the quotient
topology, h is continuous. For each u E G, we have (x, uH)G = (xu, eH)G, and
h is surjective. For h(xH) = h(x' H), we have (x, eH)G = (x', eH)G and x' = xv
for v E H. Consequently, h is injective.
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Finally, we prove that h- 1 is continuous. The functions gl: X x G -> X
and gz: X x (G mod H) -> X mod H given by the relations gl (x, u) = xu and
gz(x, uH) = xuH are continuous. Since gz(x, uH) = gz(xv, v-1uH), the map gz
induces a map (X x (G mod H))mod G -> X mod H which is h- 1. This proves
the theorem.
1.2 Corollary. The principal G-bundle ( and the fibre bundle aG], where G
acts on G by left multiplication, are isomorphic as bundles over B.
The corollary can be seen easily by a direct argument.

2. Prolongation and Restriction of Principal Bundles
2.1 Definition. For a closed subgroup H of G, let ( = (X, p, B) be a principal
G-bundle, and 11 = (Y, q, B) a principal H-bundle. Let f: Y -> f(Y) c X be a
homeomorphism onto a closed subset f(Y) such that f(ys) = f(y)s for y E Y
and s E H. Then 11 is called a restriction of (, and ( is a prolongation of 11.
In other words, 11 is the result of restricting the structure group G of ( to
H, and ( is the result of prolonging the structure group H of 11 to G. In the
next two theorems the possibility of restriction and prolongation is discussed.
2.2 Theorem. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Every principal H-bundle
11 = (Y, q, B) has a prolongation ( = (X, p, B) with structure group G. Moreover,
if 11 is trivial, locally trivial, or numerable, ( is trivial, locally,trivial, or numerable, respectively.

Proof. Since H acts on the left of G by multiplication in the group, we can
form I1[G] = (, where (= (X,p,B) and X = (Y x G)modH. Then G acts on
the right of X by the relation xt = ((y, s)H)t = (y, st)H, which is compatible
with (hr, r- 1s)H = (y, s)H for each r E H. Moreover, the relation f(y) =
(y, e)H defines a homeomorphism f: Y -> f(Y) c X. Since the set Y x
(G - H) is open in Y x G, its projection X - f(Y) is open in X and f(Y) is
closed in X. The action of H is preserved by f because f(yr) = (yr, e)H =
(yr, r-1e)Hr = (y, e)Hr = f(y)r for r E H. The translation function r for ( is
given by the relation r((y, s)H, (y', s')H) = s-lr 1(y, y')s', which is continuous
by properties of quotient topologies. Clearly, the prolongation of a trivial
bundle is trivial. The last statement of the theorem follows from 4(6.4).
2.3 Theorem. Let H be a closed subgroup of G. A principal G-bundle ( =
(X,p,B) has a restriction to a principal H-bundle 11 = (Y,q,B) if and only if
(mod H (or aG mod H]) has a cross section. Moreover, if ( is trivial or
locally trivial, and if the principal H-bundle associated with G is trivial or
locally trivial, then 11 is trivial or locally trivial, respectively. If ( is numerable
and if the principal H-bundle associated with G is locally trivial, then 11 is
numerable.

3. Restriction and Prolongation of Structure Group for Fibre Bundles
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Proof. Let f: Y ~ X be a map defining a restriction of principal bundles.
Then the composition of f: Y ~ X and the quotient map X ~ X mod H is a
map 0"* such that O"*(Ys) = O"*(Y)s for each s E H. This map 0"* defines a cross
section of ~modH (or ~[GmodH]).
Conversely, a cross section 0" of aG mod H] defines a map g: X ~
G mod H such that g(xs) = s-lg(X) = g(x)s for each s E G by Theorem 4(8.1).
Let Y be the closed subset g-l(eH) of X, let q be the restriction pi Y, and let
IJ = (Y, q, B). Let Yl' Y2 E Y such that q(Yd = q(Yz). For some s E G we have
Y2 = Y1S, eH = g(Yz) = g(y1s) = s-lg(yd = s-leH, and s E H. Finally, the
restriction of the translation function of the principal G-space X is the translation function of the principal H-space Y
If ~ is trivial, we have H-morphisms Y ~ X, X ~ G, and G ~ H which
compose to an H-morphism Y ~ H, and IJ is trivial by 4(8.3). For the statement concerning local triviality we can use 4(6.4).

2.4 Corollary. Let B be a C W-complex, and let 1[i( G mod H) = 0 for each
i < dim B. Then every principal G-bundle has a restriction to a principal
H-bundle.
Proof. The corollary follows from (2.3) by using Theorem 2(7.1) under hypothesis (HI).

3. Restriction and Prolongation of Structure Group
for Fibre Bundles
The next theorem says that fibre bundles remain unchanged as bundles under
restriction or prolongation of the structure group.
3.1 Theorem. Let H be a closed subgroup of G, let F be a left G-space that is
also a left H-space, and let ~ be a principal G-bundle with IJ as restriction to the
subgroup H. Then there is a natural isomorphism g: IJ[F] ~ ~[F] of bundles
over B.
Proof. Let f: Y ~ X be the map defining the restriction of the principal
bundles. We define g: YF ~ X F by the relation g((y,z)H) = (f(y),z)G. Then 9
is a map since it is the quotient of f x IF'
Since every element of X F has the form (x,z)G, where x E feY), the map 9
is surjective. Since the relation on X x F determined by the action of G
induces the relation on fey) x F determined by the action of H, the map 9 is
injective.
Finally, we must show that 9 is an open map. Let g((Yo,zo)H) =
(f(yo), zo)G and Xo = f(yo)· Let W be an open set containing (Yo, zo)H in YF ,
let q 1: Y x F ~ YF and Pl: X x F ~ X F denote the natural projections, and
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let WI be the open neighborhood of Yo E Y and W2 of Zo E F such that
ql(WI x Wz ) C W There exists a symmetric open neighborhood N of 1 E G
and a neighborhood V of Zo in F such that NV c Wz . Let U be an open
neighborhood of Xo in X such that p(U) c q(WI ) and r((U x U) n X*) c N.
We replace Wl by Wlnq-l(p(U))nf-l(U) and U by p-l(q(W))nu. Then
we have p(U) = q(Wl ) and f(Wd c U. For each (x,z) E U X V, there
exists y E Wl such that f(y) E U and f(y) = xs. This means that sEN,
and g((y,s-lz)H) = (f(y),s-lz)G = (x,z)G. Therefore, we have g(W)::::J
g(ql(Wl x Wz )) ::::J Pl(U x V), and g(W) is an open set. This proves the
theorem.
3.2 Corollary. With the notations of (3.1), the bundles tJ [G] and ~ are
isomorphic as bundles over B, and there is a map g: YG ~ X G = X that is a
G-space isomorphism.

Proof. We need prove only that 9 commutes with the action of G. Since
g((y, s)H)t = ((f(y), s)G)t = (f(y), st)G = g((y, st)H), it follows that 9 is a
G-morphism.

4. Local Coordinate Description of Change
of Structure Group
Theorem (2.3) has the following interpretation for locally trivial bundles and
their local coordinate transformations.
4.1 Theorem. Let H be a closed subgroup of G, let ~ = (X, p, B) be a locally
trivial principal G-bundle, and let {hi' V;} for i E I be an atlas of charts for ~
with transition functions {gi.j}. The bundle ~ has a restriction to a principal
H-bundle if and only if there exist maps ri: V; ~ G such that the transition
functions g;jb) = ri(btlgijb)rib) have values in H for each b E V; n lj.

Proof. By Corollary (3.2) and Theorem 5(2.7) the maps ri must exist because
and tJ[G] are G-isomorphic. For the converse, by Theorem 5(3.2), the
transition functions describe the principal H-bundle tJ = (Y, q, B) and the
principal G-bundle ~. The natural inclusion V; x H ~ V; x G defines a map
f: Y ~ X which defines the restriction of ~ to tJ.
Theorem (4.1) says that if the transition functions have values in a subgroup H of G, where G is the structure group of a fibre bundle ~[F], this fibre
bundle is isomorphic to tJ[F], where H is the structure group oftJ.
The restriction process in this form has been carried through for vector
bundles over a paracompact space; see Chap. 5, Sec. 7.
~
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Exercises

5. Classifying Spaces and the Reduction of
Structure Group
Let H be a closed subgroup of G, let WH = (YO,qo,B H) be a universal bundle
for H, and let WG = (X 0, Po, B G) be a universal bundle for G. By Corollary
(3.2), wH[GJ is a numerable principal G-bundle over B H. By the classification
theorem 4(12.2), there is a principal G-bundle morphism (hoJo): wH[GJ -->
WG, where fo*(w G) and wH[GJ are isomorphic over B H.
5.1 Theorem. With the above notations, let ~ = (X, p, B) be a numerable principal G-bundle over B with classifying map f: B --> B G; that is,f*(wG) and ~ are
B-isomorphic. Then the restrictions 1] = (Y, q, B) of ~ are in bijective correspondence with homotopy classes of maps g: B --> BH such that fog and fare
homotopic. We have the following diagram:
B

Proof. Let 1] be a restriction of ~. Then there is a unique homotopy class
determined by a map g: B --> BH such that g*(w H) and 1] are isomorphic.
Consequently, 1][GJ and g*(wH[GJ) are isomorphic. From the above discussion we know that 1][GJ is B-isomorphic to g* (fo* (w G)), and ~ is Bisomorphic to f*(wG)' Since, by Corollary (3.2), 1] [GJ and ~ are isomorphic,
the classification theorem 4(11.2) implies that f and fog are homotopic.
Conversely, if 9 exists, let 1] denote g*(w H), where 1] = (Y, q, B). We have an
H-morphism h': YO-->Xlo where fo*(w G) = (X1,p,B H) which is the composition of the quotient mod H of the inclusion Yo x H --> Yo x G and the
isomorphism wH[GJ --> fo*(wG)' Under the induced bundle functor g*, this
defines an H-morphism h" = g*(h') of Y into the total space of g* (fo* (w G))·
The H-morphism h" when composed with the isomorphism g* (fo* (w G)) --> ~
over B defines a restriction morphism h: Y --> X which commutes with the
action of H. This proves the theorem.
In the case of the universal bundle WG defined by the Milnor construction,
an inclusion He G defines a natural inclusion EH c E G . This inclusion
induces a natural map BH --> BG and morphism WH --> WG'

Exercises
1. Prove that a principal G-bundle
~ is trivial.

~

has a restriction to the subgroup 1 if and only if

2. For a subgroup H of G, prove that every principal G-bundle restricts to a principal
H-bundle if and only if the map fo: BH ~ BG has a right (homotopy) inverse go'
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6. Change of Structure Group in Fibre Bundles
B G ..... BH , that is, fogo ~ 1. Give a homotopy criterion for the restriction always to
be unique when go exists.

3. Define restriction and prolongation of principal bundles for a (continuous) group
morphism h: H ..... G. In what sense do (2.2), (2.3), (3.1), (4.1), and (5.l) have analogues for this more general situation?

CHAPTER 7

The Gauge Group of a Principal Bundle

The gauge group of a principal bundle is simply its automorphism group
with a topology coming from the mapping space topology. The mapping
space topology (called the compact open topology) will not be considered in
detail but will be outlined in the first section.
The classifying space B AutB(P) of the gauge AutB(P) of a principal bundle
P over B with structure group G enables us to describe the mapping space
Map(B,BG), whose connected components indexed by [B,BG] are just the
isomorphism classes of principal G-bundles over B. The fact that [B, BG] is
naturally the set of isomorphism classes of principal bundles is the homotopy
classification of principal bundles, see chapter 3. This chapter can be viewed
as an extension of chapter 3 and as background for the applications of the
gauge group to differential geometry and mathematical physics.

1. Definition of the Gauge Group
1.1 Definition. Let p: P ~ B be a principal G-bundle. The gauge AutB(P) of
P is the subspace of U E Map(P, P) such that
pU = p

and

U(xs) = u(x)s

for s E G, x E P.

Thus, an element of the gauge group is G-equivariant and preserves the
projection to B, and this is why we denote it by AutB(P). From 3(3.2)
we know that if U E AutB(P), then the inverse u- 1 : P ~ P is defined and
u- 1 E AutB(B).
We give AutB(P) the subspace topology from the mapping space
Map(P, P). A general reference for mapping spaces is Bourbaki, General to-
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po logy, Chapter 10. From general mapping space theory we know that composition in AutB(P) is continuous, but there remains the question as to
whether or not u H u- 1 defined AutB(P) --> AutB(P) is continuous. We will
leave this question unanswered for the moment, for it will be resolved in the
context of other descriptions of the gauge group.
1.2 Remark. Let P denote a principal G-bundle over B. To each u E AutB(P),
we assign the continuous function rPu: P --> G defined by the relation u(x) =
xrPu(x) or by the formula rPu(x) = r(x, u(x)) where r: P x B P --> G is the translation function of the principal bundle P. Next, observe that the relation
u(xs) = u(x)s is equivalent to the functional relation rPu(xs) = S-lrPu(X)S for all
x E P, s E G.
1.3 Notation. For a topological group G we denote by Ad(G) the right Gspace G with right adjoint G-action given by x. s = S-lXS. Here the operation
S-lXS is multiplication in G. In addition, Ad(G) is a G-group because the
topological group structure on G is preserved by the right G-action. For X
and Y, two right G-spaces, we denote by MaPG(X, Y) the subspace of all
f E Map(X, Y) satisfying f(xs) = f(x)s for all s E G, x E X.
In particular, we have that AutB(P) is a subspace of MapG(P' P).
1.4 Remark. The function which assigns to an automorphism u E AutB(P)
the function rPu E MapG(P' Ad(G)) given by rPu(x) = r(x, u(x)) is a continuous
bijection. If rP E MapG(P, Ad(G)), then we form
u(x)

=

xrP(x)

E

AutG(P)

and this gauge transformation u satisfies rP = rPu. This formula shows that this
mapping AutB(P) --> MapG(P' Ad (G)) is a homeomorphism. In this context,
we see that we have a topological group where for rP, rP' E MapG(P' Ad(G)) the
product is given by the relation rPrP'(x) = rP(x)rP'(x) in G and the inverse by
rl(x) = rP(xf 1 in G.
Now we have a third description in terms of cross sections of a fibre
bundle.

1.5 Notation. For a bundle p: E --> B we denote by r(EjB) the subspace of
cross sections s E Map(B, E). For a principal G-bundle P over B we denote
by Ad(P) the fibre bundle with fibre Ad(G) sometimes denoted P[Ad(G)] or
P xG Ad (G). The fibre bundle Ad(P) is a bundle of groups since the group
structure on Ad(G) is G-equivariant, and the space r[Ad(p)/B] is a topological group.
1.6 Remark. In 3(8.1) cross sections of a fibre bundle are described by mappings of the principal bundle into the fibre, and thus we have the following
bijection MapG(P' Ad(G)) --> r[Ad(P)jB] given by the function which assigns
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to the G-map rjJ: P ~ Ad(G) the cross section s¢: B ~ Ad(P) where s¢(b) =
(x, rjJ(x» mod G for x E Pb an arbitrary element of the fibre Pb over bE B. In
chapter 3 we did not take up the question of the continuity of this bijection
or its inverse, and we will not need it here since we use only the first two
descriptions of the gauge group.
Finally, we close with the following calculations of the gauge group.
1.7 Proposition. Let P be a principal G-bundle. If either P is trivial or if G is
abelian, then the topological group AutB(P) is isomorphic to the topological
group Map(B, G).

Proof In the first case MaPG(B x G, G) = Map(B, G) since f(b, s) with
f(b, SS') = f(b, S)S' is of the form f(b, s) = f(b, l)s for s E G, bE B, and in the
second case, MapdP, Ad(G» = Map(B, G) because f(xs) = f(x) since the
action of G on Ad(G) is trivial. This proves the preposition.

2. The Universal Standard Principal Bundle of
the Gauge Group
2.1 Notation. Let p: P ~ B be a principal G-bundle, and let EG
a universal bundle for G.

~

BG denote

(1) Let MapdP, E G ) denote the subspace of WE MapG(P' E G ) such that
w(xs) = w(x)s for all x E P, s E G.
(2) Let Mapp(B, BG) denote the subspace of f E Map(B, Bd such that P and
f*(E G ) are isomorphic.
(3) Let pp: MapdP, E G) ~ Mapp(B, E G) denote the function which assigns to
WE MaPG(P' E G ) the quotient map f E MapG(P' BG ) on the base spaces of
the bundles. The diagram related to this situation is the following

P ~ EG

1

1

B~BG'

2.2. Remark. The gauge group AutB(P) acts on the right of MapdE, E G ) by
composition of bundle morphisms, that is, if u E AutB(P) and W E MapG(P' E G ),
then we have wu E MapG(P' EG)' Moreover, if w, Wi E MapG(P, EG) such that
pp(w) = pp(w' ), then we have r(w, Wi) = W-1W ' E AutB(P) with wr(w, Wi) = Wi
which is a translation function. This function
r: MapG(P' E G ) xMapp(B,BG) MapG(P' E G ) ~ AutB(P)
is continuous being composition and inverse functions. In particular, we have
a principal bundle for the gauge group AutB(P).
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2.3 Definition. Let p: P ..... B be a principal G-bundle. The standard principal
bundle for the gauge group AutB(P) is

pp: MapG(P' Ed ..... Mapp(B, BG)·
Now we consider this construction for the product principal bundle
prl: B x G ..... B. Then the function which assigns to a G-map w: B x G .....
EG the map w': B ..... EG given by w'(b) = web, 1) is a homeomorphism
MapG(B x G,E G) ..... Map(B,EG); with this notation we have pp(w) = PGw'
where PG: E G..... BG is the projection in the universal bundle. This homeomorphism is right Map(B, G) equivariant where Map(B, G) is AutB(P) for the
product bundle B x Gover B. The result is the following.
2.4 Remark. The standard principal bundle for the gauge
AutB(B x G) = Map(B, G) of the product bundle is isomorphic to

group

PG: Map(B, EG) ..... Mapo(B, Bd
where PG denotes composition by PG on the left and Mapo(B, BG) denotes the
subspace of null homotopic maps B ..... BG •
Note that for this last statement we make use of the homotopy classification of bundles to assert that MaPB x G(B, BG) is the subspace of null homotopic maps. For the homotopy theory to be valid we must consider only
locally trivial bundles.
2.5 Convention. Locally trivial bundles are always trivial bundles over the
open sets of a numerical covering, i.e. a covering with a subordinate partition
of unity.

3. The Standard Principal Bundle as a
Universal Bundle
3.1 Definition. Let p: P ..... B be a principal G-bundle. Then the product of P
with Y is the principal G-bundle q: P x Y ..... B x Y where P x Y has the
action of G given by
(x, y)s = (xs, y)

for

SE

G, x

E

X, Y E Y.

Note that if P is a locally trivial bundle, then so P x Y ..... B x Y the
product with a space Y.
3.2 Remark. Let P be a locally trivial bundle over a space Bo x [0,1]. Form
the restriction PIBo x {O} = Po. Then the first step in the homotopy classification asserts that P is isomorphic to Po x [0,1] over Bo x [0,1], see 3(9.8).
The next proposition is a direct corollary of the homotopy classification
theory of principal bundles.
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3.3 Proposition. Let P be a locally trivial principal G-bundle. Then the space
MapG(P' E G) is nonempty and path connected, and M app(B, BG) is the path
component of f: B -+ BG with f*(E G) isomorphic to P.

Proof. The fact that the space is nonempty is equivalent to the assertion that
P is isomorphic to f*(E G) for some map f: B -+ BG, see 3(12.3), which in turn
is part of a bundle morphism u: P -+ EG inducing f. Thus, u E MapG(P' E G)
and the space is nonempty. To see that it is path connected, we consider two
elements u, u' E MaPG(P, E G) inducing maps f, 1': B -+ BG where P is isomorphic to both f*(EG) and I'*(EG)' Hence, f and I' are homotopic with
a morphism of bundles (w, h): P x [0, 1J -+ EG such that w(X, 0) = u(x) and
w(x, 1) = u'(x), see 3(12.4). Thus, w defines a path from u to u' in MapG(P' Ed,
and proves the last statement. This proves the proposition.
Now we can prove more if we have the "exponential law" for mapping
space, namely a homeomorphism

Map(P x Y, Z) -+ Map(Y, Map(P, Z»
given by assigning to f(x, y) the map y H f(y)(x) = f(x, y). The exponential
law holds for P a locally compact space or in the general simplicial setting.
3.4 Theorem. Let P be a principal bundle over B such that P is a locally
compact space. Then MapG(P' E G) is a contractible space.

Proof. Applying the exponential law for any space Y we have a homeomorphism MapG(P x Y, E G) -+ Map(Y, MaPG(P' E G» between two path connected spaces. We apply this to Y = MapG(P' E G) where the identity and the
constant are connected by a path, that is, by a contracting homotopy. This
proves the theorem.
3.5 Corollary. For a principal bundle P as in (3.4) the classifying space of the
gauge group AutB(P) is Mapp(B, BG) with universal bundle the standard principal bundle for the gauge group

4. Abelian Gauge Groups and the Kiinneth Formula
We begin with two general results in algebraic topology and tie these results
to gauge group, see Spanier, Algebraic topology.
(4.1) Definition. A space X is called a K(I1,n), or Eilenberg-MacLane space,
provided the homotopy groups of this space are given by
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7r;(X)

=

{~

for i = n
for i # n

In other words, there is one non vanishing homotopy group and it is degree n. This means that II must be abelian for n > 1, but II can be any group
for n = 1, and for n = 0 we can choose II to be any set. Since a K(II, n) is path
connected, we can use any base point for n > O.
4.2 Remark. For any abelian group II and any n ;::: 0 there exists an abelian
topological group A which is a K(II, n) as a space. Moreover, the classifying
space B(A) = BK(II, n) = K(II, n + 1), which gives an inductive construction
of K(II, n) as an abelian group using a classifying space construction which
preserves products, and the loop space QK(II, n) = K(II, n - 1) from the
homotopy exact triangle for a fibre sequence. Note that we have used the
symbol K(II, n) for both the space and the type of space that it is.
4.3 Remark. Any abelian topological group A is a product of K(II, n) spaces
as a commutative H-space up to homotopy, and indeed up to higher homotopies. This is a theorem of 1. C. Moore which was proved in the simplicial
set/group context, see H. Cartan Seminaire 1954-55. This is also a reference
for (4.2).

4.4 Remark. The first nonzero reduced cohomology group of a K(II, n) is in
degree n where Hn(K(II, n), II) = Hom(II, II) which has a canonical element
In corresponding to the identity on II. Using In' we define a natural morphism
of abelian group valued functors on the category of spaces and homotopy
classes of maps

[X, K(II, n)]

-->

H"(X, II)

by assigning to a homotopy class of maps [f]: X --> K(II,n) the element
Hn(f)(/n) E Hn(x, II). On the subcategory of spaces with the homotopy type
of a CW-complex or on the category of simplicial sets this morphism of
functors is an isomorphism of fUnctors.
4.5 Remark. From bundle theory using the fact that

K(II, n)

=

BK(II, n - 1),

we see that the homotopy set [X, K(II, n)], interpreted as cohomology in the
previous remark, can also be interpreted as isomorphism classes of principal
K(II, n - I)-bundles over X. In line with the topic of this chapter we study
the gauge group of one of these bundles. Since the structure is abelian, by
(1.7), the gauge group is independent of which principal bundle over X and
isomorphic to the mapping space Map(X, K(II, n - 1».
This leads us to the study of mapping spaces into K(II, n) spaces which
begins with the connected components [X, K(II, n)] of Map(X, K(II, n». An
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application of the theorem of 1. C. Moore cited in (4.3) applied to the abelian
group structure defined by multiplication of the abelian group valued functions gives that this space is a product of K(IT, q) spaces. The groups arising
are given in the following theorem of Rene Thorn.
4.6 Theorem. The space Map(X, K(IT, n»
product TI K(W-q(X, IT), q).

is homotopy equivalent to the

O::;,q::;,n

Proof. We give two proofs of this theorem. The first is by induction on n. The
case n = is clear since K(IT, 0) = IT is a discrete space. Next we apply the
inductive hypothesis for n - 1 to describe using (3.5) and (4.2). The connected
components of Map(X, Y) are indexed by [X, Y] the homotopy classes of
maps X --+ Y

°

Map(X,K(IT,n»

=

TI

[x. K(II, n)]

B(Map(X,K(IT,n - 1)))

where each connected component is the classifying space

B(Map(X, K(IT, n - 1»)
of the gauge group of the K(IT, n - 1) bundles over X. Now we use the
inductive hypothesis to rewrite this expression for Map(X, K (IT, n»
Map(X, K(IT, n»

=
=

K(W(X, IT), 0) x BC.Jl-1 K(W-P-l(X,IT),P»)

TI

O<;;q<;;n

K(W-q(X, IT), q)

for p

+ 1 = q.

This completes the inductive step and proves the theorem.
For another proof we start with the evaluation map e(f) = f( *) at a base
point * E X. This is a fibration e: Map(X, K(IT, n» --+ K(IT,n) with fibre
Mapo(X, K(IT, n». Now the homotopy groups ng(Mapo(X, K(IT, n» can be
calculated using loop space properties of K (IT, n) spaces and the homotopy
groups
nq(Mapo(X, K(IT, n» = no(nq Mapo(X, K(IT, n)))
=

[X,nqK(IT,n)]o

=

[X, K(IT, n - q)]o

=

w-q(X, IT)

by (4.4),

and this is nq(Map(X, K(IT, n» for q < n and for q = n we get an extra factor
of IT from nn(K(IT, n» = IT in the fibre sequence. After knowing that the
bundle is trivial, we have another proof of the theorem.
Now we consider the relation of this decomposition of Map(Y, K(IT, n» to
a Kiinneth formula for cohomology.
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4.7 Theorem. Let X and Y be two spaces with the homotopy type of CWcomplexes. Then we have the following direct sum decomposition of the
cohomology
W(X x Y, II)

=

EB

Hq(X, W-q(Y, II».

O:S;q:S;n

Proof. We use the description of cohomology as homotopy classes of maps
as given in (4.4) to calculate
Hn(x x Y, II) = [X x Y, K(II, n)]
=
=

[X, Map(Y, K(II, n)]

TI
EB

[X,K(W-q(Y,II),q)]

O:S;q:s;n

=

W(X, W-q(y, II)).

O:s;q:S;n

The proves the theorem on the Kiinneth formula.
Observe that the Kiinneth formula is equivalent to the mapping space
decomposition of (4.6), and from the Kiinneth formula we obtain another
proof of the decomposition (4.6).

CHAPTER 8

Calculations Involving
the Classical Groups

In this chapter we consider fibre bundles with the classical groups as fibre. By
studying these bundles, we are able to calculate homotopy groups of the
Stiefel varieties and classical groups. In the course of the development, we
derive a homotopy classification for general fibre bundles over a suspension.
Using this classification theorem and the homotopy groups of the classical
groups, we are able to classify all vector bundles over a sphere of dimension
~4.

1. Stiefel Varieties and the Classical Groups
In 5(7.1) and 5(7.2) we defined the five classical groups SOCk), O(k), SUCk),
U(k), and Sp(k). For discussing the common properties of these groups it is
convenient to unify the notation connected with them. Let F denote R, C, or
H. Let UF(k) denote O(k) for F = R, U(k) for F = C, and Sp(k) for F = H. Let
SUF(k) denote SOCk) for F = R, and SUCk) for F = C. Consequently, UF(k)
is the group of linear transformations u: Fk ----* Fk such that (u(x)lu(y» =
(xly) for x, y E F\ and SUF(k) is the closed subgroup of u E UF(k) such that
det u = + 1.
As a vector subspace, we can consider Fk c Fk+l, where a vector in Fk has
zero in its (k + I)-coordinate when viewed in Fk+l. Consequently, there exist
natural inclusions UF(k) c UF(k + 1) and SUF(k) c SUF(k + 1) because (xly)
is the same for x, y E Fk or x, y viewed in Fk+l. The groups UF(k) and
SUF(k) are the subgroups of elements u, where u E UF(k + 1) and u E
SUF(k + 1), respectively, such that u(ek+J = ek+l' As usual, we denote ei =
(i)

(0, ... ,0, 1,0, ... ,0).
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F OO

With the inclusions Fl c F2 C ... C Fk C Fk+l C " ' , we are able to give
= U Fk the inductive topology [see 1(1.1)]. The vector space F OO has the
l<;k

inner product induced by the inner product on each Fk.
1.1 Definition. The infinite classical groups are the union

U UF(k), denoted
union U SUF(k),

l<;k

UF (or UF( 00», with the inductive topology and the
denoted SUF (or SUF( 00)), with the inductive topology.
l;;;k
In special cases, we use the notation UF = 0 and SUF = SO for F = R,
UF = U and SUF = SU for F = C, and UF = Sp for F = H.
We recall that v" (F") is the subspace of F kn consisting of k-tuples
(v1, ... ,Vk), where (vilv) = bi,j for 1 ~ i, j ~ k. Here we may have n = 00, in
which case v,,(FOO) has the inductive topology defined by the following
subsets:
v,,(Fk)

C

v,,(F k+ 1) C

...

c v,,(Fn) c ... c v,,(FOO) =

U v,,(F")

k;;;n

We define a map IJ~ or just IJ: UF(n) ~ v,,(F") by the relation lJ(u) =
(u(ed, ... , u(ed). The map IJ is a continuous surjection. Moreover, the following diagram is commutative.
~k

UF(n)

1+

UF(n

~

"+1

1)

~k

~

The vertical maps are inclusions.
There are two embeddings of UF(m) in UF(n) for m ~ n. First, UF(m) acts on
e1, ... , em, yielding an embeading denoted UF(m) c UF(n); second, UF(m) acts
on en- m+ 1, ... , en, yielding an embedding denoted In-m x UF(m) c UF(n). The
first embedding was used for Definition (1.1).
1.2 Proposition. For u, v E UF(n) we have IJk(U) = IJk(V) if and only if u =
VW, where WE lk x UF(n - k). Moreover, (lJkf1IJk(U) equals the coset
u(lk x UF(n - k».
Proof. Clearly, 1J~(u) = IJk(V) if and only if u(eJ = v(eJ for 1 ~ i ~ k. This is
equivalent to v-1u(e i ) = ei for 1 ~ i ~ k, or v-1u E 1k x UF(n - k). The second
statement is clear.
H UF(n) mod UF(n - k) or UF(n)/UF(n - k) denotes the homogeneous space
of right cosets modulo 1k x UF(n - k), then IJk defines a continuous bijection.
()~:

UF(n) mod UF(n - k) ~ v,,(F")

The following theorem results from (1.2) and the fact that the spaces involved
are compact.
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1.3 Theorem. The map 8J: given by the relation 8J:((u)(1 k x UF(n - k»
(u(ed, ... , u(e k is a homeomorphism UF(n) mod UF(n - k) -+ JI,,(Fn).
Moreover, where is the following commutative diagram:

=

»

UF(n

+

l)mod UF(n

+ 1-

k)

The vertical maps are inclusions or are induced by inclusion.
By taking unions we have for n = +00 a homeomorphism 8k :
UFmod(lk x UF) -+ JI,,(F OO ), where UFmod(lk x UF) has the inductive topology which, as the reader can easily verify, equals the quotient topology.
1.4 Proposition. For k # n, and for F = R or C, the map induced by the inclusion SUF(n) mod SUF(n - k) -+ UF(n) mod UF(n - k) is a homeomorphism.

Proof. The relation u = vw for WE SUF(n - k) or UF(n - k) as given in (1.2)
determines whether or not u and v determine the same right coset. If
det u = det v = 1, we have det w = 1, and the above map is an injection. For
each u there exist v and w as above, with det v = 1, and the above map is a
surjection. Since the spaces are compact, the map is a homeomorphism.
1.5 Examples. We have the following identifications, using the above results
and some elementary considerations.

(1) For k

=

n,

O(n)

= ~(Rn)

U(n)

= ~(e")

and

Sp(n)

(2) For k < n,
JI,,(Rn) = O(n _ k)

SO(n)
SO(n - k)

U(n)
U(n - k)

SU(n)
SU(n - k)

O(n)

JI,,(e") =

n

Sp(n)

JI,,(H ) = Sp(n - k)

(3) For k

=

1,
V (Rn) =

sn-I

=

O(n)
O(n - 1)

SO(n)
SO(n - 1)

=

U(n)
U(n - 1)

SU(n)
SU(n-1)

I

VI (e") =

s2n-1

VI (Hn) = s4n-1 =

Sp(n)
Sp(n - 1)

= ~(Hn)
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(4) For n = 1 or 2,

(5) For k

=

SO(I)

=

SU(l)

=

1

0(1) = Z2

U(l)

=

SO(2)

=

S1

the circle group

Sp(l)

=

SU(2)

=

S3

the multiplicative group of
quaternions of length 1

n - 1,
SO(n)

=

v,,-1 (Rn)

and

SU(n)

=

v,,-1 (C")

(6) For the relation between SUF and UF, there are two exact sequences
SO(n)

-->

O(n)

det

-->

Z2

SU(n)

-->

U(n)

det

-->

S

1

2. Grassmann Manifolds and the Classical Groups
For (v 1 , ••• ,V k)EVk(Fn) we denote by (VI"'" Vk) or p(v l , ... ,Vk) the kdimensional subspace of F n with base V1> ... , Vk' As before, we let Gk(F n)
denote the set of k-dimensional subspaces of F" with the largest topology
such that p: Vk(F") --> Gk(F") is continuous. Since every subspace of F" has an
orthonormal base, p is surjective.
We consider the continuous surjection

2.1 Proposition. For Umod UF(n - k) and Vmod UF(n - k), we have p81:(u) =
p81:(v) if and only if v = US l S2 ' where SI Elk x UF(n - k) and S2 E UF(k).
Proof Let 81:(u)=(u l , ... ,udEJ,-k(Fn) and 81:(V)=(Vl, ... ,V k)EVk(F"). We
have (u l , ... , Uk) = (VI, ... , Vk) ifand only ifu i = s(vJ, where s E UF(k). Since
Ui = u(e i ) and Vi = v(eJ, by (1.2) we have Ui = uS I (e i ) for 1 ~ i ~ k, and
s(vJ = us 1 (eJ for k + 1 ~ i ~ n, where S1 E lk x UF(n - k). Finally, the relation ui = s(v;) is equivalent to US! = vs or V = US 1 S- 1 •
Consequently, p81: defines a continuous bijection tfi~: UF(n)/(UF(k) x
UF(n - k» --> Gk(Fn). Since the above spaces are compact, we have the next
theorem, in view of (2.1).
2.2 Theorem. The function tfil:(u mod UF(k) x UF(n - k»
defines a homeomorphism

Moreover, the following diagrams are commutative.

=

(u(e!), ... , u(e k»
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The vertical maps are quotients in the above diagram.

The vertical maps are inclusions in the above diagram.
2.3 Remark. For F = R or C we leave it to the reader to discuss the space
SGk(F n ) of oriented k-subspaces, that is, subspaces together with an equivalence class of orthonormal basis that differ by the action of SUF(k). As above,
one defines a homeomorphism

t/Jf::

UF(n)/(SUF(k) x UF(n - k)) ~ SGk(F n )

The next theorem follows from the fact that homogeneous spaces of compact groups define principal bundles.
2.4 Theorem. The bundle (~(Fn), p, Gk(F n)) is a principal UF(k)-bundle, and
the bundle (~(Fn), p, SGk(Fn)) is a principal SUF(k)-bundle.
A map SGk(F n) ~ Gk(F n) results by ''forgetting'' orientation. Over each point
of Gk(Rn) are precisely two points representing the two orientations of a subspace, and over each point of Gk(cn) is a circle.
2.5 Examples. We have SG 1 (Rn) = sn-l, G1 (Rn) = Rpn-l, real projective
(n - I)-space; SG 1 (C") = s2n-1, G1 (C") = Cpn-l, complex projective (n - 1)space; and G1 (H n ) = Hpn-l, quaternionic projective (n - I)-space.

3. Local Triviality of Projections from
Stiefel Varieties
We begin by considering the action of UF(k) on the right of ~(Fn). For
a = [ai,J E UF(k) this action is given by the relation (v 1 , .•• , vk)a = (v~, ... , v~),
where vj = L ai,jv i. Then for (v 1 , ... ,Vk) and (v~, ... ,v~), two elements of
1 ~i~k

~(Fn),

it is clear by elementary linear algebra that (v 1 , ... ,Vk> = (v~, ... ,v~>
if and only if there exists a E UF(k) with (Vlo'''' vk)a = (v~, ... , v~). Moreover,
a is unique if it exists.
To justify our definition of orthogonal projection in (3.2), we use the
following result.
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3.1 Proposition. For each x E F" and (VI"'" vk)a
L (x Iv;)v i = L (x Iv;)v; holds.
l~i~k

= (v~,

. .. , v{), the relation

l~i~k

Proof. We calculate

~ (xlvj)v; = X (x Iai.jv;)am.jvm = L(~Zii.jam.j)(XIV;)Vm =
J

L,J,m

l,m

L (\.m(xlv;)v m = L (xlv;)v i· This proves the proposition.
i,m

J

i

Let n:

L

~(F")

x F"

-'>

F n be defined by the relation n'((vl>"" Vk), =

(xlv;)v i· By (3.1), (v;)Hn'(v;)(x) is constant on the fibre over a point of

1 ~i~k

Gk(F") of the projection p: ~(F") -'> Gk(Fn). Therefore, since F" is locally compact, n' defines a map n: Gk(F") x F" -'> F" which we write nw(x) for WE
Gk(F n) and x E F". If W = <VI"'" Vk), then nw(x) equals n'(v;) (x), and we
have <vilx - nw(x» = 0 for each i with 1 ;::;; i ;::;; k. Let vw(x) denote x nw(x). With these notations we state the following definition.

3.2 Definition. The orthogonal projection of x E F" on WE Gk(F") is nw(x),
and the normal projection of x E F" to WE Gk(F) is vw(x).
We define a function (J': ~(F") x ~(F") -'> R by the relation (JI((V U " " Vk),
(v~, ... ,vm = Ildet[(vilvj)] II· Since the determinant of an element of UF(k) is a
unit, we have (J1((Vl"",vk)a,(v~, ... ,v{)b) = (J1((Vl"",Vk),(V~, ... ,vm. Consequently, (J' defines a map (J: Gk(F n) x Gk(F") -'> R, where (J(W, W') ~ O. In the
next proposition we determine what it means for (J(W, W') > O. For a subset
S c F n, let S* denote the subspace of all V E F" with (viS) = o.
3.3 Proposition. Let W, W'
equivalent.
(1) (J(W, W') > O.
(2) nw'(W) = W'.
(3) wn W ' * = O.

E

Gk(F"). Then the following statements are

(2') nw(W' ) = W
(3' ) W' n W* = O.

Two k-subspaces Wand W' are called related provided they satisfy the above
five conditions.
Proof. For reasons of symmetry, it suffices to prove that (1), (2), and (3) are
equivalent. The fact that (J(W, W') > 0 is equivalent to the statement that
nw,(vd, ... , nW'(v k) is a base of W' where W = <VI"'" Vk)' This statement, in
turn, is equivalent to (2). For nw'(W) = W' we have vw'(x) i= x for each x E W
and (xl W') i= O. This is a restatement of (3). This proves the proposition.

3.4 Corollary. Let Wand W' be two related elements of Gk(F"). Then there
exist neighborhoods N of Wand N' of w' such that V and V' are related for
each pair (V, V') E N X N'.

3. Local Triviality of Projections from Stiefel Varieties
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3.5 Definition. Let v,,(r) be the subspace of (Fnl consisting of linearly
independent k-tuples in r. The Gram-Schmidt map GS: v,,(Fn) --> l)(Fn) is
given by GS(Yl""'Yk) = (vl, ... ,Vk), where Vl equals Yl divided by Ilyd and
Vj equals Yj - L (YjIV;)Vi divided by
i<j

W

For WE Gk(r), let O(W) denote the open set of all W' related to W For
= <v l , ... , vk ) we define a linear inner product preserving map

i(vl' .... Vk)'W': W --> F n
where i(vl, ... ,Vk)W'(W) = W', and the map f is continuous in (vl, ... ,Vk)E
l)(Fn) and W' E O(W). This s done by requiring i(vl, .... vd,W'(v;) = vi, where
(v~, ... ,v£) = GS(1l:w,(v l ), ... ,1l: W'(v k)). The above definition is well defined in
view of (3.3). With these notations we prove the following theorem.

3.6 Theorem. The projection p: l)(r) --> Gk(r) is locally trivial, and
(l)(r), p, Gk(F n)) is a locally trivial principal bundle with fibre l)(Fk) = UF(k).
Pro~f.

For each subset of k elements He {1,2, ... ,n} or {1,2, ... } for n =
+00, we define OR to be the open set o (FR)' where FR = L Fe i c Fn. We
ieH

define j: Fk --> FR to be the natural inclusion where j(e l ) = ei(l) and i(l) is the
minimum of i E H, etc. Then we have the commutative diagram where f is an
OR-isomorphism:
OR x l)(Fk)
f)
p-l(OR) C l)(Fn)

~/
OR c Gk(r)

We define f(W,vl, ... ,vk) = (v~, ... ,v£), where vi = f(j(el) ..... j(ek)).W(v;), with
1 ,::::; i ,::::; k. This proves the first statement of the theorem since the OR cover
Gk(Fn). For the second, observe that f commutes with the action of UF(k) on
the right.
3.7 Corollary. The projection p: l)(Fn)

-->

Gk(r) is a fibre map.

Proof. For this, we use (3.6) and 1(5.2).

3.8 Theorem. The map q: l)+l (Fn) --> l)(r) defined by q(v u ... , Vk+l) =
(v l ' ... , Vk) is locally trivial with fibre Vl (F n- k) = sn-k-l.
Pro~f.

Let H c {1, ... , n} be a subset of k elements, and let H' =
= L Fe i as in (3.6). Let Oil denote the open subset

{l, ... ,n} - H. Let Fw

iEH'

p-l(OR)' where OR is defined as in (3.6). Then we have the following commutative diagram, where g is an Oil-isomorphism:
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We define g(Vl"",Vk,X)=(Vl"",Vk,Vk+1), where Vk+l =.f(vl ..... Vk).W*(X).
This proves the theorem.
Observe in (3.8) that the fibre is a sphere, Vl (Fn-k)
= C, and s4n-4k-l for F = H.

= sn-k-l

for F

=

R,

s2n-2k-l for F

3.9. Corollary. The projection q:
Pro~f.

~+l (Fn) ~ ~(P)

is a fibre map.

For this, we use (3.8) and 1(5.2).

3.10 Remark. Theorems (3.6) and (3.8) are usually proved using deep properties of Lie groups. Our proofs are elementary and geometric in character.

4. Stability of the Homotopy Groups of
the Classical Groups
Let F denote R, C, or H, and let c be a corresponding integer, where c equals
the dimension of the real vector space F over R. We make use of the following fibre maps p.
UF(n) ~

+ 1) ~ VI (Fn+l) = s(n+1)c-1
v,,(Fn+l) = SUF(n + 1) ~ VI (Fn+l) = s(n+l)c-l

v" +1 (Fn+l)

SUF(n) ~

= UF(n

The above maps p (the second is defined only for F = R or C) are compositions of the fibre maps ~+1 (Fn+1) ~ ~(Fn+1) considered in (3.8). Now the
next theorem is an easy consequence of the homotopy sequence of a fibre
map.
UF(n) ~ UF(n + q) and SUF(n) ~
SUF(n + q) induce morphisms ni(UF(n)) ~ ni(UF(n + q)) and ni(SUF(n)) ~
ni(SUF(n + q)) which are isomorphisms for i ~ c(n + 1) - 3 and epimorphisms
for i ~ c(n + 1) - 2.

4.1 Theorem. The natural inclusions

Proof If we prove the statement for q = 1, then by factoring the above inclusion UF(n) ~ UF(n + 1) ~ ... ~ UF(n + q), we get our result. For q = +00, we
use 1(4.3) and observe the hypotheses are easily satisfied.
For q = 1 we use the above fibre maps and the homotopy sequence [see
1(5.3)]. We have
n i+1 (s(n+1)C-l)

~

nJUF(n))

~

nJUF(n

+ 1)) ~ ni(s(n+1)C-I)

6. Universal Bundles and Classifying Spaces for the Classical Groups
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and a similar sequence for SUF(n) -+ SUF(n + 1). Our morphism is an epimorphism if ni(s<n+1)C-1) = 0 or i < (n + l)c - 1 and an isomorphism if, in addition, ni+ds<n+1)C-1) = 0 or i + 1 < (n + l)c - 1. This proves the theorem.
4.2 Remark. For fixed i, i :;;; (n

+ l)c -

3 determines the stable range of n,

where
or
are isomorphisms. In the real case, this range is i :;;; n - 2; in the complex
case, this range is i :;;; 2n - 1; and in the quaternionic case, this range is
i :;;; 4n + 1.

5. Vanishing of Lower Homotopy Groups of
Stiefel Varieties
In this section we make use of the following fibre map p.
UF(m)

-+

UF(k

+ m) -+

~(Fk+m)

Again p is the composition of fibre maps ~+1 (F") -+ ~(Fn) considered in
(3.8). The next theorem is an easy consequence of the homotopy sequence of
a fibre map.
5.1 Theorem.

ni(~(Fk+m)) =

0 for i :;;; (m

+ l)c - 2.

Proof. Applying the homotopy sequence 1(5.3) of a fibre map, we have the

following exact sequence:
... -+

nJUF(m)) ~ ni(UF(m

+ k)) -+ ni(~(Fk+m)) -+ ni - 1(UF(m)) ~ ...

By Theorem (4.1), if i :;;; c(m + 1) - 2, then rt is an epimorphism and f3 is an
isomorphism, and ni(~(Fk+m)) = O. This proves the theorem.

Observe that ni(~(FOO)) = 0 for all i. In the real case, ni(~(Rk+m)) = 0 for
i :;;; m - 1; in the complex case, ni(~(Ck+m)) = 0 for i :;;; 2m; and in the quaternionic case, ni(~(Hk+m)) = 0 for i :;;; 4m + 2.

6. Universal Bundles and Classifying Spaces for
the Classical Groups
Putting together Theorems (5.1) and (3.6) and definition 4(10.7), we have the
next theorem immediately.
6.1 Theorem. For UF(k), the principal bundle Vk(Fk+m) -+ Gk(Fk+m) is universal in dimensions :;;;c(m + 1) - 2, and ~(FOO) -+ Gk(F OO ) is a universal bundle.
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For SUF(k), the principal bundle ~(Fk+m) ....... SGk(Fk+m) is universal in dimensions ~ c(m + 1) - 2, and Vk(F OO ) ....... SGk(F OO ) is a universal bundle.
We suggest that the reader compare Vk(F mk ) and the join UF(k) * ... * UF(k).
In this way the universal bundle ~(FOO) ....... Gk(FOO) can be mapped naturally
into the bundle coming from the Milnor construction.

7. Universal Vector Bundles
In Theorem 3(7.2) vector bundles over paracompact spaces were classified
using the universal principal bundle IY.~ = (E, p, Gk(r)) when n = +00. By
(6.1), IY.~ = (~(Fn), p, Gk(r)) is the universal UF(k)-bundle in dimensions
~ c(n - k + 1) - 2. By 5(3.3), the fibre bundle 1Y.~[Fk] is a vector bundle. We
compare 1Y.~[Fk] and 'lkn using the bundle map f: 1Y.~[Fk] ....... Ykn, where
f((v 1,···,vk,y)mod UF(k))

=

(v 1,···,Vk >'Y1 V1 +

... + YkVk)

For aEUF(k), let (V1, ... ,vk)a=(v~, ... ,v~) and ay=y'. Then we have
L y~vm = L am.jYjVm = L Yjvj, and u is a well-defined bundle morphism.
m

m,j

j

7.1 Proposition. The bundle morphism f: 1Y.~[Fk] ....... Ykn is a vector bundle
isomorphism.

Proof. From the definition of the vector bundle structure on 1Y.~[Fk] [see
5(3.3)], and the definition off, it follows that f is a vector bundle morphism
which is an isomorphism on each fibre. By 3(2.5), f is an isomorphism.

Theorem (6.1) has an interpretation for vector bundles in view of (7.1) and
Remark 5(3.3).
7.2 Theorem. Let X be an n-dimensional CW-complex. The function that
assigns to each homotopy class [fl X ....... Gk(Fk+m) the isomorphism class
of the k-dimensional vector bundle f*(y:+m) over X is a bijection when n ~
c(m + 1) - 2.
7.3 Remark. We can reverse the process in (7.1) and get a description of the
associated principal U(k)-bundle, denoted Pr (, for any vector bundle (. The
total space of Pr ( is the subspace of the total space of ( EB .(~). EB ( consisting
of orthonormal k-tuples (v 1 , ... , Vk) of vectors (of necessity all in the same
fibre). Then U(k) acts on the total space of Pr ( by (v 1, ... , vk)a = (v~, ... , v~),
where vj = L ai,jv i . If ( is trivial, Pr ( is a trivial principal U(k)-bundle, and
i

the operation (f---+ Pr ( commutes with restriction. Therefore, Pr ( is a principal U (k)-bundle, and, as above, it has the appropriate transition functions.
The reader can investigate to what extent Pr is a functor. The process
described above can be thought of as the analogue for vector bundles of
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Fk H ~(Fk) for vector spaces. We could take the operation Fk H Vm(Fk) and
define the bundle of m-frames in a k-dimensional vector bundle or Fk H
Vm(Fk) and define the bundle of m-dimensional subspaces in a k-dimensional
vector bundle. We explore these constructions further in Chap. 15.
7.4 Example. For r(sn), Pr r(sn) is just ~+1 (Rn+1) ~ V1 (Rn+l). Similarly, for
k-frames on sn = V1 (Rn+1) the bundle ~+l (Rn+1) ~ V1 (Rn+1) is used.

8. Description of all Locally Trivial Fibre Bundles
over Suspensions
We view the nonreduced suspension SX of a space X as the quotient of
X x [ -1, + IJ with X x { -I} identified to one point, X x { + I} identified
to a second point, and no further identifications. For J c [ -1, + IJ, we
denote by X J the image of X x J in Sx. For x E X, t E [ -1, + 1J, let <x, t>
denote the point in SX corresponding to (x, t) E X X [ - 1, + 1]. Let SX +
denote X [0, 1J and SX _ denote X [ - 1,0]. Both the upper cone SX + and the
lower cone SX _ are contractible.
8.1 Definition. A bundle ( over a suspension SB is regular provided, for
some s > 0, (IB( -s, + 1J and (IB[ -1, +s) are trivial.
Every numerable principal G-bundle is regular over SB.
If {(B(-8, +IJ,hd,(B[ -1, +8),hz)} is an atlas for a regular principal
G-bundle ( over a suspension SB, there is just one transition function gl.Z:
B( - 8, + 8) ~ G to consider, where for <b, t> E B( - s, + s) and s E G there
is the relation hz«b,t>,s) = h1«b,t),gl.Z<b,t>s). We restrict g1.2 to B =
B[OJ c SB and denote the resulting map by c~. In the next theorem, we
determine the relation between the isomorphism class of ( and the map c~.
8.2 Theorem. Two regular principal G-bundles ( and (' over SB are isomorphic if and only if there exists s E G such that c~, and SC~S-l are homotopic.

°

Proof. If ( and (' are isomorphic, there exist 8 > and maps r1 : B( -s, + IJ ~
G and rz : B[ -1, +8) ~ G such that c~,(b) = rl(b)c~(b)rz(brl, where rk(b) =
rk(b,O) for bE B. This statement follows from Theorem 5(2.7). By changing
the charts by the constant action of G, we can assume that c~(bo) = c~,(bo) =
1. Consequently, we have rl(bo) = rz(b o) = s E G. Since r1 and rz are defined
on B( -8, + IJ and B[ -1, +s), which are contractible, there exist homotopies hi.t : B ~ G for i = 1, 2 with hijbo) = hi. 1(b) = s for each t E [0, IJ and
bE Band hi.o(b) = ri(b) for each bE B. Then hl.t(b)c~(b)hzjbrl is a homotopy from c~' to SC~S-l.
Conversely, by using rJb, t) = s on the appropriate domain, we can assume
c~ and c~, are homotopic. Therefore, the map C~,CZl is homotopic to the map
constantly equal to 1 E G. Therefore, we have r 1 : B( - 8, 1J ~ G such that
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r11B( -B, +B) = g~.2g~.12' If we define r2 to be constantly equal to 1 E G with
domain B[ -1, + B), we have g~,2(X) = r1(X)g1,2(x)r 2(xf 1 for x E B( -B, + B).
Consequently, by Theorem 5(2.7), ~ and ~f are isomorphic.
8.3 Corollary. Let G be a path connected group. The function that assigns to
each isomorphism class of regular principal G-bundles ~ over SB the homotopy
class [c~] E [B, G] is a bijection.

Proof. In Theorem (8.2), observe that if u(t) is a path from 1 to s then
is a homotopy from c~ to SC~S-1. This remark and Theorem (8.2)
demonstrate the corollary.
u(t)c~U(t)-1

8.4 Corollary. Let G be a path connected group. The isomorphism classes of
locally trivial principal G-bundles ~ over sn are classified by elements [c~] of
nn-1 (G).

Proof. Note that sn

=

s(sn-1).

8.5 Definition. A map c~: B --> G associated with the principal G-bundle ~
over SB as in (8.1) is called a characteristic map of~.
The above discussion could be carried out for vector bundles of dimension
k, using G = VF(k).

9. Characteristic Map of the Tangent Bundle over

sn

9.1 Notation. Let a, b E sn-1 and a =I - b. Let R(b, a) denote the rotation in
SO(n) with the two defining properties:
(Rl) For each y with (aly) = (bIY) = 0 there is the relation R(b,a)y = y.
(R2) R(b, a)a = b, where the rotation is along the shortest great circle from a
to b.
The following formula holds:

R(b a)x

,

+ b)lx)
1 + (alb)

((a

= x - ~----(a

+ b) + 2(alx)b

By a straightforward calculation, the reader can verify (Rl), (R2), and the
relation I R(b, a)e i II = 1 for 0 ~ i ~ n - 1.
9.2 Principal Bundle of t'(S"). By (7.4) the principal SO(n) bundle associated
with r(sn) is SO(n + 1).4 sn, where p(u) = u(en). The fibre is SO(n) with natural inclusion. Equivalently, the calculation could be made for O(n + 1).4 sn
with fibre O(n).
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9.3 Notation. We define r/J: sn - {-en} -7 SO(n + 1) by the relation r/J(x) =
R(x, en), where R is defined in (9.1). Let r(x) = r/J(e n- l )Z(x). We can calculate r/J(e n- l )(x o, . .. , x n) = (x o, ... , x n- Z' x n, - x n - l ), and consequently we have
r(xo, ... ,xn) = (xo, ... ,xn - Z, -xn - l , -xn) and rZ = 1.
9.4 Local Charts for SO(n + 1) -7 S". We define maps hi: (sn - {-en}) x
SO(n) -7 SO(n + 1) and h z : (sn - {en}) x SO(n) -7 SO(n + 1) by the relations
hi (x, u) = r/J(x)u and hz(x, u) = rr/J(r(x»u, where the following diagrams are
commutative.
(sn - {-en}) x SO(n) ~ SO(n

+ 1)

~/
sn

(sn - {en}) x SO(n) ~ SO(n

+ 1)

~/
sn

Observe that p(r/J(x)u) = r/J(x)u(en) = r/J(x)en = x and phz(x, u) = rr/J(r(x»u(e n) =
rr/J(r(x»e n = r(r(x» = x by (9.3). Clearly, hi and hz commute with the action of SO(n) on the right. The transition map gl.Z: sn - {en' -en} -7 SO(n)
satisfies the relation hl(x,gl.Z(X)U) = hz(x,u). Therefore, we have gl.Z(X) =
(r/J(x)flrr/J(r(x», and, restricting to sn-l, we have cn(x) = (r/J(x)flrr/J(r(x»,
where Cn denotes the characteristic map of the principal bundle SO(n + 1)-7
sn.

9.5 Theorem. The characteristic map of r(sn) has the form cn(x)
for x E sn-l.

=

R(x, en_I)Z

Proof First, we compute cn(en-l)=(r/J(en-l»-lrr/J( -en-I) = (r/J(en-dr1r/J(en-d =
R(en_l,en_l)z. For x =1= en-I' we parametrize the intersection of Ren EB
Re n- l EB Rx with sn by spherical coordinates (8, r/J); see Fig. 4. Then en =
(0, nI2), en- l = (0,0), and x = (8,0). If Y E sn-l is such that (ylx) = (y!en-l) =
0, then cn(x)y = y = R(x,en_dZy, and so we consider what happens in the
2-sphere (Re n EB Re n - l EB Rx) n sn. Since cn(x)e n = en = R(x, en- l )Zen, we need
prove only that R(x, en)R(x, en_l)ze n_l = rR(r(x), en)e n- l .
First, we do the calculation for ~ 8 ~ nl2 as in Fig. 4. We have
R(x, en- l )Z(O, 0) = (28,0). Since R(x, en) is a 90° rotation from en to x
around the axis (8 + nI2,0) and 28 ~ 8 + n12, we have R(x, en)(28, 0) =
(8 + n12, 8 - nI2). For the other side of the relation, we observe first that
r(8, r/J) = (n - 8, - r/J) for ~ 8 ~ n. Then R(r(x), en) is a 90° rotation from
en to (n - 8,0) around the axis (n12 - 8,0), and we have R(r(x), en)(O, 0) =
(n12 - 8, nl2 - 8). Finally, we have rR(r(x), en)(O, 0) = r(nl2 - 8, nl2 - 8) =
(n12 + 8,8 - nI2).

°

°
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--- --en-I

=(0,0)

Figure 4

Second, we do the calculation for n/2 ;£ e ;£ n. We have R(x, en- 1 )2(0,0) =
(2e - 2n,0). Since R(x, eJ is a 90° rotation from en to x around the axis
(e - 3n/2,0) and e - 3n/2;£ 2e - 2n, we have R(x,e n)(2e - 2n,0) =
(e - 3n/2, e ~ n/2). For the other side of the relation, we observe also that
r(e, r/J) = ( - n - e, - r/J) for - n ;£ e ;£ O. Then R(r(x), en) is a 90° rotation
from en to (n - e,O) around the axis (n/2 - e,O), and we have R(r(x), en)(O, 0) =
(n/2 - e, n/2 - e). Finally, we have rR(r(x), en)(O, 0) = r(n/2 - e, n/2 - e) =
(e - 3n/2, e - n/2). This proves the theorem since a rotation is determined by
its image on two points x and y with x #- y and x#-- y.

9.6 Corollary. The relation cr(S")( - x)

=

cr(S")(x) is satisfied for each x

E

sn-1.

Proof. We must prove that R( - x, en_1 )2 = R(x, en- 1)2. In the (en-l> x)-plane,
where en- 1 is represented by 0 and x bye, 0 ;£ e - n, we have - x represented
bye - n. Then R(x, en_1)2 is a rotation by 2e, and R(x, en_1)2 is a rotation by
2e - 2n or that which is the same as 2e.

9.7 Representations of the Characteristic Map. Let cc sn-1 ~ O(n) be the
map defined by the requirement that a(x) be a reflection through the hyperplane orthogonal to x. For y E sn-1, we have y = (ylx)x + (y - (ylx)x), and
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consequently oc(x)y = y - 2(ylx)x. Let fJ: sn-1 --+ O(n) be the map defined
by the requirement that fJ(x) is a "rotation" by 180 around the axis x.
For y E sn-1, we have fJ(x)y = 2(ylx)x - y. Note that oc(x)y = - fJ(x)y, and
oc(x)y = yor fJ(x)y = -yifand only if(xly) = O. Wesummarizefurtherproperties of oc and fJ in the next proposition.
0

Proof. Clearly, oc(xdoc(x z ) = fJ(x 1)fJ(X Z). Moreover, if y is orthogonal to Xl
and Xz, we have R(X1'XZ)Zy = oc(x 1)oc(X Z)y = fJ(x 1)fJ(X Z)Y = y. It suffices to
show that R(X1'XZ)ZXz = fJ(x 1)fJ(X Z)x z = fJ(xdx z equal the image of Xz by a
rotation of 180 around Xl. But this is the image of x z under a rotation
through Xl by an angle twice the angle between Xl and xz.
0

9.9 Corollary. The relation cn(x) = R(x, en_d z = oc(x)oc(e n_1) = fJ(x)fJ(e n- 1)
holds.

10. Homotopy Properties of Characteristic Maps
For a list of properties of the degree of a map sn
Steenrod [1].

--+

sn, see Eilenberg and

10.1 Theorem. Let p: SO(n) --+ sn-1 be the projection p(u) = u(e n- 1), and let
cn- 1: sn-1 --+ SO(n) be the characteristic map. Then the degree of pC n- 1 is
(+ 1) + ( _1)n.

H:-

1 be the closed subspace of X E sn-1 with ± x n- 1 ~ O. Then
Proof. Let
pc n- 1: H n+- 1 - -sn-Z --+ sn-1 - { - en- 1}.IS a h omeomorp h·Ism, an d pC n- 1 d e1/S n- Z --+ sn-1 of degree + 1. Since cn- 1(x) = cn- 1( - x), we
fines a map f1:
1/S n- z --+ sn-I, and pC n- 1 defines a map
have a homeomorphism pc n- 1:
fz: H~-l /sn-Z --+ sn-1 of degree equal to the degree of x ~ - x, which is ( _1)n
on sn-1.
We have the following commutative diagram.

H:-

H:-

~
sn-1/sn-Z
Consequently, the relation degpc n the theorem.

=
1

lfl f2
V

sn-1
=

V

sn-1

+ 1 + (_I)n

holds, and this proves

Therefore, degpc n - 1 is 2 for n even and 0 for n odd. For a map f: sn-1 X
sn-1 --+ sn-1 there is a bidegree (a, b) E Z X Z associated with it, where a is the
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degree of x --+ f(x,yo) and b is the degree of y
independent of the pair (xo, Yo).

--+

f(xo,Y). The pair (a,b) is

10.2 Corollary. The bidegree of (x, y) ~ oc(x)y of sn-1

X

sn-1

--+

sn-1 is

( + 1 + (_1)n, -1).
Proof. By (10.1) x~oc(x)oc(en_dy has degree 1 + (_I)n and is independent of
oc(e n- 1)y E sn-1. Moreover, the map y ~ oc(x)y is a reflection through a hyperplane. It has degree - 1.
10.3 Corollary. The bidegree of (x, y) ~ fJ(x)y of sn-1
(+1 +(-I)",-(-I)n).

X

sn-1

--+

sn-1 is

= -oc(x)y, the degree of x~ -x which is (-1)" multiplied by the bidegree of (x, y) ~ oc(x)y yields the bidegree of fJ(x)y.

Proof. Since fJ(x)y

The following theorem is very useful in making calculations of homotopy
groups.

10.4 Theorem. Let ~[F] = (EF,PF,sn) be a fibre bundle with structure group
G and fibre F. Let c~: sn-1 --+ G be the characteristic map of ~, and for Yo E F,
let cF: sn-1 --+ F be the map defined by cF(x) = c~(x)Yo. Then im a = ker oc is
generated by [c F] in the exact sequence

Proof. We need only show that a([f]) = [c F], where degf = ± 1. Letf(x) =
R(x, en)Z(e n), where we consider f: (H+, sn-1) --+ (sn, { - en}), and the induced
map f: H+ /sn-1 --+ sn has degree + 1. For x E H+ with x =f. en, let h(x) be the
point in sn-1 where the great circle from en to x intersects sn-1.
Let h 1:H- x F--+pi:1(H-) and hz:H+ x F--+pi:1(H+) be the restriction
of charts where hz(x, y) = h1 (x, c~(x)y) for x E H+ n H-. We define g:
(H+, sn-1) --+ (EF,F), where
for f(x)

E

for f(x)

E

H+
H-

If f(x) = h(x) = x', the two definitions of 9 agree; that is, h1 (x', c~(x')Yo) =
hz(x', Yo). Clearly, pg = f and g(sn-1) C F. For x E sn-1, we have f(x) = - en,
h(x) = x, and g(x) = h1 ( - en, c~(x)Yo), which equals c~(x)Yo viewed with
values in F. Then [f] generates 7rn(sn) and a([f]) = [CF], which proves the
theorem. Here we used an explicit form of

a.
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11. Homotopy Groups of Stiefel Varieties
Let j: ~(p) -> ~+1 (Fn+l) be the map j(v 1, ... , vd = (VI"'" Vb en+1). Then j
can be viewed as the inclusion of the fibre over en+! of the map p: ~+1 (p+!)
-> VI (F n+1), where P(Vl,"" vk+d = Vk+l' From this fibre map, we have the
homotopy sequence.
ni+l (VI (p+!))

->

TCi(~(Fn)) ~ ni(~+! (P)) -> n i(V1(p+!))

This yields the next proposition immediately.
11.1 Proposition. The homomorphism

+ I) - 3.
1, the inequality has the form i;::;; n - 2, and TC i (V1 (Rn)) =
n i(sn-l) = O. This yields TCi(~(Rn)) = 0 for i ;::;; (n - k) - 1, which is Theorem
(5.1). The first nontrivial group is nn_k(~(Rn)). This we calculate in the next
proposition.
is an isomorphism for i ;::;; c(n

For

C

=

11.2 Proposition. The group nn_k(~(Rn)) is Z for k = 1 or n - k even and Zz
for k :?; 2 and n - k odd.
Proof. For the case k = 1, we have TC n- 1(VI (Rn)) = nn-l (sn-l) = Z. By (11.1)

it suffices to prove the result for k = 2 because n - 2 ;::;; (n + 1) - 3. For k = 2,
we view Vz(R n) -> sn-l as the sphere bundle with fibre F = sn-Z associated
with v,,(Rn) -> sn-l. Then the characteristic map is cF(x) = c~(x)Y =
a(x)a(en_z)Y by Theorem (10.4) and Corollary (9.9). By Theorem (10.4) there
is the exact sequence

Z

= TC n- 1(sn-l)

!.. TCn_Z(sn-Z) -> nn_z(Vz(R n)) -> 0

where 0[1] = [CF]. By Theorem (10.1), we have degc F = (+ 1) + (_1)n-l.
Then the above sequence becomes
Z

!.. Z ~ nn_z(Vz(R n)) -> 0

For nand n - 2 even, 0(1) = 0 and TCn_z(Vz(Rn)) = Z, and for nand n - 2
odd, 0(1) = 2 and nn-Z(Vz(R")) = Zz. This proves the proposition.
For C = 2, the inequality of (4.1) becomes i;::;; 2n - 1. Since TC i (V1 (C")) =
n i(SZn-l) = 0 for i ;::;; 2n - 2, we have TCi(~(C")) = 0 for i ;::;; 2(n - k) which is
Theorem (5.1). Moreover, n Z(n-k)+1 (~(C")) can be calculated n - k from the
case k = 1 because 2(n - 1) + 1 ;::;; 2n - 1. This yields the next result.
11.3 Proposition. The relation TCZ(n-k)+! (~(C")) = Z holds.
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Proof. Note that for k = 1 we have n 2n - 1(V1 (C")) = n 2n - 1(s2n-1) = Z, and
now we use (11.1).

For c = 4, the inequality of(11.1) becomes i ~ 4n + 1. Again, n;(l'k(Hn)) =
k) + 2. By the same argument as was used in (11.3), we have
the next proposition.

o for i ~ 4(n -

11.4 Proposition. The relation n4(n-k)+3(l'k(Hn)) = Z holds.

12. Some of the Homotopy Groups of
the Classical Groups
We consider some special calculations ofiow-dimensional homotopy groups.
12.1 11:0 of the classical groups. The inequality 0 ~ c(n + 1) - 3 holds for all
n ~ 1 if c = 2, 4 and for n ~ 2 if c = 1. Using the elementary calculations
of UF (1), SUF (I), SO(2), and 0(2), we have no(O(n)) = Z2 for all n ~ 1 and
no(SO(n)) = no(U(n)) = no(SU(n)) = no(Sp(n)) = 0 for all n ~ 1.
12.2 Relation Between

11:;( UF(n»

and 1I:;(SUF(n». From the fibre sequence

SO(n) -> O(n) -> Z2 we have 0 = niH (Z2) -> n;(SO(n)) -> n;(O(n)) -> n;(Z2)' For
i ~ 1, the inclusion SO(n) -> O(n) induces isomorphisms of the homotopy

groups:
n;(SO(n))

->

From the fibre sequence SU(n) -> U(n)

0= niH (S1)

->

n;( O(n))

->

S1 we have

n;(SU(n)) -> n;(U(n))

n;(S1)

->

For i ~ 2, the inclusion SU(n) -> U(n) induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups:
n;(SU(n))

->

n;(U(n))

For i = 1, there is the exact sequence
0-> n 1(SU(n))

12.3
U(I)

->

n 1(U(n))

->

n 1(S1) = Z

->

0

of the Classical Groups. Clearly n 1 (0(1)) = n 1 (SO(l)) = O. Since
= SO(2) = S1, since Sp(l) = S3, and since 1 ~ c(n + 1) - 2 for c = 2 or

11:1

4, we have
n1(0(2)) = n1(SO(2)) = Z

Z

=

n1(U(I)) = n1(U(n))

0= n 1(SU(1))

=

n 1(SU(n))

for 1 ~ n

~

for 1 ~ n

~

+00
+00
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for 1 :;; n :;;

+ 00

Since 1 :;; (n + 1) - 3 for n ~ 3, we must calculate 1C 1 (SO(3)). For this we
prove SO(3) is homeomorphic to RP3. This can be seen as follows: An element U E SO(3) leaves a point Xu of the sphere Ilxll = 1 in R3 invariant and
rotates the plane orthogonal to Xu by an angle Bu. We associate with u the
point Buxu in the ball B(O, 1C) in R 3 with antipodal points of aB(O, 1C) identified.
This is RP2 with a cell attached in the correct way so that the resulting space
is RP3. Consequently, we have Z2 = 1C 1 (RP3) = 1C 1 (SO(3)) = 1C 1 (SO(n)) =
1C 1 (O(n)) for 3 :;; n :;; +00.

12.4 1C z of the Classical Groups. We prove that 1C 2(UF(n)) = 1C2(SUF(n)) = 0
for all n ~ 1. Observe that 0 = 1C2(Sl) = 1C 2(U(I)) = 1C2(SU(I)). Since Sp(l) =
SU(2) = S3 and 2:;; c(n + 1) - 3 for c = 2 or 4, we have 0 = 1C2(Sp(n)) =
1C 2(U(n)) = 1C 2(SU(n)) for 1 :;; n :;; +00. From the above representations of
SO(n) and O(n) we have 1C2(SO(n)) = 1C2(0(n)) for n :;; 3. To do the calculation
in the stable range, we consider the following fibre sequence:
SO(3)

--+

SO(4)

--+

S3

From the homotopy sequence, we have

o=

1C z(SO(3))

--+

1C 2(SO(4))

--+

1C2(S3) = 0

Therefore, we have 0 = 1C 2(SO(n)) = 1C 2(0(n)) for n ~ 4 since 1C 2(SO(3)) =
1C2(Rp3) = 1C2(S3) = O.
This result concerning 1C 2 of the classical groups is true of 1C 2 of an arbitrary compact Lie group.
Using Theorems (10.1) and (lOA), we shall be able to calculate 1C 3 and 1C 4 .
First, we have the following simple results.
12.5 We have 1C i (0(2))
for i = 1.

= 1C i (SO(2)) = 1C i (U(1)) = 0 for i> 1 and equal to Z

12.6 1C3 of Unitary and Symplectic Groups. Again we use the relation SU(2) =
Sp(l) = S3, and we derive the result 1C 3(U(2)) = 1C 3(SU(2)) = 1C 3(Sp(1)) = Z.
Since 3 :;; 2n - 1 when n ~ 2 for the complex case and 3 :;; 4n + 1 for the
quaternionic case [see (4.1)], we have
Z = 1C3(Sp(k))
Z

=

1C 3(U(k))

=

1C 3(SU(k))

For k = 1, 1C 3(U(1)) = 1C 3(SU(I)) = O.
We view S3 as the subspace of X E H with
maps
r: S3

--+

SO(4)

and

for k

~

1

for k

~

2

Ilxll

s: S3

--+

=

1, and we define two

SO(4)
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by r(x)y = xyx- 1 and s(x)y = xy for x E S3 cHand y E R4 = H. The properties of these two maps are summarized in the next two propositions. Note
the relation with (12.3).
12.7 Proposition. There is a commutative diagram where r' is a homeomorphism, f is the natural projection, and g is the natural inclusion, where g(u) 1 =
1 E H = R4:

S3

~

SO(4)

Ig
r'

---->

SO(3)

Moreover, the map r' is uniquely determined by this diagram.
Proof. Since r(x) 1 = 1 and r(x) = r( - x), the map r' exists. If r(x)y = y for all
y, then xy = yx for all y E H. This happens if and only if x is real, and therefore x = ± 1. This means that r' is injective. The formula r(cos 8 + i sin 8) =
j cos 28 + k sin 28 and the formulas arising from cyclic permutations of i, j, k
demonstrate that the image of r includes all rotations about the three axes i,
j, and k. Therefore, r' is a bijection and a homeomorphism because Rp 3 is
compact.
12.8 Corollary. The group n3(SO(3)) = Z is an irif'inite cyclic group generated by r: S3 --> SO(3).

Proof. The induced homomorphisms (r')* and f*: n3(S3) = Z --> n 3(Rp 3) are
isomorphisms.
For p: SO(4) --> S3, where p(u) = u(l) in H, we have ps = 1, and s is a cross
section of the principal SO(3)-bundle p: SO(4) --> S3.
12.9 Proposition. The space SO(4) is homeomorphic to S3 x SO(3). Moreover,
n3(SO(4)) = Z[r] EB Z[s].

Proof. The first statement comes from 4(8.3). The cross section [s] generates
the image of n3(S3) --> n3(SO(4)) and [r] generates the image of n3(SO(3))-->
n3(SO(4)). Since n3(SO(4)) = n3(S3) EB n3(SO(3)), we have the result.
12.10 Proposition. The characteristic map Cs of the principal SO(4)-bundle
SO(5) --> S4 is given by cs(x) = r(xr 1 s(x)2.

Proof. Consider r(xr 1 s(x)2y = x- 1 x 2yx = xyx. If x and yare orthogonal,
we have xyx = yxx = y. If y lies on the circle from 1 to x, then xy = yx, and
the map y --> xyx = x 2y is a rotation in this circle of an angle equal to twice
the angle from 1 to x. This can be seen immediately by parametrizing the
(l,x)-plane. Now we use Theorem (9.5).
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12.11 Proposition. 1l:3(SO(k))
Proof. By (12.10), [cs(x)]
the exact sequence

= -

=

Z for 5
[r(x)]

~

k.

+ 2[s(x)].

By Theorem (lOA), there is

1l:4(S4) .!... 1l:3(SO(4)) --+ 1l:3(SO(5))

--+

0

Since the image of 0 is generated by - [r(x)] + 2[s(x)], we have 1l:3(SO(5)) ;;;
coker 0 = Z. Since 3 ~ k - 2 for k ~ 5, we have 1l:3(SO(k)) = Z by (4.1).

Exercises
1. Verify that the formula in (9.1) has the desired properties.
2. Let f: Bl ---+ B be a map, and let ~ be a principal G-bundle over S(B) with characteristic map c( B ---+ G. Then prove cd is a characteristic map of S(f)*(~).
3. Let W o = (Eo, Po, Bo) be a universal G-bundle in dimensions ;£ n. Let e denote the
characteristic map for f*(w o), where f: sn ---+ Bo is a map. If a: 11: n(B o) --> 11: n-dG) is
the boundary map, prove that a[fJ = [el
4. Describe the characteristic maps of U(n) --> sZn-l and Sp(n) --> s4n-l as in Sec. 9.
Carry through the discussion in Sec. 1 for these bundles and their characteristic
maps.
5. By viewing C Z = H, prove that SU(2) = Sp(I). Then prove that 11:i(U(2)) = 11:i(S3)
for i ~ 2.
6. Using the fact that 11:k+1 (Sk)
11: 4(SO(k)) for 1 ;£ k ;£ 4.

= Zz for k ~ 3, calculate 11:4(Sp(k)), 11:4(U(2)), 11:4(SU(2)),

7. Calculate 11: 2(n-k)+Z(J!k(C")) and 11:4(n_k)+4(J!k(Hn)).
8. Prove that the inclusion O(n) --> O(n + 1) yields the exact sequence 0 ---+ Z ---+
11:n - 1(O(n))---+11:n_1 (O(n + 1))-->0 for n even and 0---+Z2 -->11:n - 1(O(n))-->11:n_1 (O(n + 1))---+
o for n odd.
9. Find all UF(n) principal bundles over

sm for m =

1, m = 2, m = 3, and m = 4.

PART II

ELEMENTS OF K-THEORY

CHAPTER 9

Stability Properties of Vector Bundles

Two vector bundles ~ and IJ are called s-equivalent provided ~ (j;) en and
IJ EB em are isomorphic for some nand m where em denotes the m dimensional
trivial vector bundle. Stable equivalence, or s-equivalence, is an equivalence
relation, and the stable classes form a ring (over finite-dimensional spaces),
with (j;) inducing the addition operation and ® the multiplication operation.
These are the K-rings of the space. We study the relation between isomorphism and stable equivalence. Also we consider elementary properties of the
cofunctor K.

1. Trivial Summands of Vector Bundles
Let F denote R, C, or H, and let c denote dim R F. Using 2(7.1) and the fact
that F n - 0 is (cn - 2)-connected, we can decompose high-dimensional vector bundles into the Whitney sum of a trivial bundle and another bundle of
lower dimension. For a vector bundle ~, let ~o denote the subbundle of
nonzero vectors. Throughout this section, X denotes an n-dimensional CWcomplex.
1.1 Proposition. If ~k is a k-dimensional vector bundle with n ;;;; ck - 1, then ~
is isomorphic to IJ EB e1 for some vector bundle IJ.

Proof. The fibre of ~o is Fk - {O} and is (ck - 2)-connected. By Theorem
2(7.1), under hypothesis (HI), we have a cross section s of ~o. The map scan
be viewed as an everywhere-nonzero cross section of ~. This cross section
determines a monomorphism u: e1 ---+~, where u(b, a) = as (b) for (b, a) E
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E(8 1 ). Let IJ be the coker u which is a vector bundle by 3(8.2), and since X is
paracompact, by 3(9.6), there is an isomorphism between ~ and IJ (j;) 8 1 . This

proves the proposition.
For x

E

R, let <x) denote the smallest integer n with x;:;; n.

1.2 Theorem. Let m = «(n + 1)/c) - 1). Then each k-dimensional vector
bundle is isomorphic to IJm EB 8k - mfor some m-dimensional vector bundle IJ.

e

e

Proof By induction on k ~ m,
is isomorphic to IJm EB 8k - m for n;:;;
c(m + 1) - 1 in view of Proposition (1.1). This inequality also has the form
[(n + 1)/c] - 1 ;:;; m.
Note: For c = 1 and real vector bundles, ~k is isomorphic to IJn (j;) 8 k - n for
some IJ. For complex vector bundles, m is approximately n/2 and approximately n/4 for quaternionic bundles.
1.3 Remark. Theorem (1.2) says that a vector bundle over a point is trivial,
or, in other words, it has a basis. This theorem can be regarded as the natural
generalization to vector bundles of the basis theorem for vector spaces. In
the case of vector spaces there is a uniqueness theorem which says that two
bases have the same number of elements. Theorem (1.5) can be viewed as the
proper generalization of this result to vector bundles.

e

1.4 Proposition. If u, v: 8 1 ---+
are two monomorphisms of vector bundles
with n ;:;; ck - 2, then coker u and coker v are isomorphic over X.

Proof As in (1.1), a monomorphism 8 1 ---+ ~ is completely determined by a
cross section of ~o, and a homotopy of monomorphism is determined by a
cross section of ~o x I = (~ x 1)0 over X x {O, I}, where sl(X x 0) corresponds to u and sl(X x 1) to v. Since dim(X x I) = n + 1 ;:;; ck - 1, we have
a prolongation of s to X x I as a cross section of ~ x I. This cross section s*
determines a monomorphism w: 8 1 ---+ ~ x I. Since coker wl(X x 0) is isomorphic to coker u and coker wl(X x 1) is isomorphic to coker v, there is an
isomorphism between coker u and coker v by 3(4.6).
1.5 Theorem. Let m = «(n + 2)/c) - 1). If ~1 and ~~ are two k-dimensional
vector bundles such that m ;:;; k and ~ 1 EB 81 and ~2 EB 81 are isomorphic for
some I, then ~1 and ~2 are isomorphic.

Proof By induction on I, it follows that ~ 1 and ~ 2 are isomorphic for n ;:;;
c(k + 1) - 2 in view of Proposition (1.4). This inequality also has the form
((n + 2)/c) - 1 ;:;; k.
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1.6 Remark. Every real vector bundle ¢k with k ~ n + 1 is isomorphic to
E8 ek-"-t, where 1] is uniquely determined by ¢ up to isomorphism. The
inequality given in (1.5) is the best possible, in general, as can be seen from the
isomorphism between r(sn) EB e1 and en EB e1 = en+! given in 2(4.7) and the
fact that r(sn) is nontrivial for n -# 1,3, and 7.
Finally, observe that the methods in this section are elementary in the
sense that the general theory of fibre bundles is not used here. These results
can be derived from the refined homotopy classification theorem in 4(13.1).
1]"+!

2. Homotopy Classification and Whitney Sums
2.1 Definition. A classifying map of a vector bundle ¢ over a space X is a
map f: X --* Gk(F k+m) such that ¢ and f*(y~+m) are isomorphic.
We can reformulate the homotopy classification theorem for vector bundles [Theorem 7(7.2)] as follows: Each k-dimensional vector bundle over a
CW-complex X of dimension n with n ~ c(m + 1) - 2 has a classifying map
f: X --* Gk(Fk+m) and f is unique up to homotopy equivalence. To calculate
the classifying map of a Whitney sum, we define a morphism (w, d): Ykn X
y;"--*yr::;,,, where Ykn = (E 1,P1,G k(F")), Ylm = (E 2,P2,G1(Fm)), and yr::;"=
(E, P, Gk+1(Fn+m)). We have the following commutative diagram, where
d(W1, W2) = W1 EB W2 and
w((W1,xd,(W2,X2))

=

(W1 E8 W2,X 1 + x 2)

E1 X E2

1

PI x P2

Gk(F") x G1(Fm)

d

---->

2.2 Theorem. If f: X --* Gk(F") is a classifying map for ¢, and if g: X --*
G1(F m) is a classifying map for 1], then dU x g)d is a clasifying map for ¢ E8 1].
Proof. Consider the vector bundle morphism h: f*(Ykn) E8 g*(y;") --*
(dU x g)d)*(yr: :;") defined by the relation h((b, W, y), (b, W', y')) =
(b, WEB W', y + y'). Since h is clearly a bijection, by 3(2.5), it is an
isomorphism. This proves the proposition.

There are two important special cases of Theorem (2.2).
2.3 Corollary. If f: X --* Gk(F n) is a classifying map for a vector bundle ¢ and
if i: Gk(F") --* Gk(Fn +m) is the natural inclusion, then if is a classifying map for

¢.
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Proof. The space Go(Fm) is just one point 0, and i is just d: Gk(F n) x
Go(Fm) --+ Gk(F n+m). For the unique map g: X --+ Go(F m), we have g*(I'O') = o.
Since ( (j;) 0 is (, we have our result by (2.2).
2.4 Corollary. If f: X --+ Gk(F n) is a classifying map for a vector bundle ( and
if j: Gk(F n) --+ Gk+m(Fn+m) is the natural inclusion, wherej(W) = W EEl Fm, then
jf is the classifying map for ( EEl em, where em is the trivial m-dimensional vector
bundle.

Proof. The space Gm(Fm) has only one point Fm, and j is just d: Gk(F n) x
Gm(F m) --+ Gk+m(F n+m). For the unique map g: X --+ Gm(Fm), we have g*(I':;:) ~
em. We have our result by (2.2).
2.5 Remark. Let r: Gk(Fn) --+ Gn_k(F n) be the map given by r(W) = W*, the
orthogonal complement of W Then, using the notation of (2.3) and (2.4), we
have the following commutative diagram for k + I = n:

j
~

2.6 Theorem. For a CW-complex X of dimension n with n ;::;; c(m + 1) - 2
and n ;::;; c(k + 1) - 2, the functions i*: [X, Gk(Fk+m)] --+ [X, Gk(F k+m+1)] and
j*: [X, Gk(F k+m)] --+ [X, Gk+1 (Fk+m+l)] are bijections.

Proof. The statement about i* is Theorem 7(7.2), and the statement aboutj*
follows from the commutative diagram in (2.5) where r is a homeomorphism.

2.7 Corollary. With the hypothesis of (2.6), the functionj*i*[X,Gm(F2m)]--+
[X,Gm+1 (F 2m+2)] is a bijection.
Observe that Theorem (1.5) is a corollary of (2.6). Our proof of (1.5) was
elementary in the sense that general fibre theory was not used.

3. The K Cofunctors
We begin by describing a general algebraic schema. First, we recall that a
semiring is a triple (S, IX, /1), where S is a set, IX: S x S --+ S is the addition
function usually denoted IX(a, b) = a + b, and /1: S x S --+ S is the multiplication function usually denoted /1(a, b) = abo A semi ring is required to satisfy all
the axioms of a ring except the existence of a negative or additive inverse. The
natural numbers {O, 1,2,3, ... } with the usual addition and multiplication is
an example of a semiring. We speak of semi rings with identity and which are
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commutative as with rings. Finally we recall that a semigroup is a pair (S, IX)
satisfying all the axioms for a group except the one on the existence of
inverses.
3.1 Example. Let X be a topological space and let VectF(X) be the set of
isomorphism classes of F-vector bundles over X where F = R, C, or H. These
vector bundles need not have the same dimension on each component of X.

For F = R or C the set VectF(X) admits a natural commutative semiring
structure where (~, 1]) H ~ (j;) 1] is the addition function and (~, 1]) H ~ @ 1] is
the multiplication function. For F = H, the set VectH(X) admits only a natural commutative semigroup structure, where (~, 1]) H ~ EEl 1] is the addition
function. We used the same symbol for a vector bundle and for its
isomorphism class.
Recall that a morphism from a semi ring S to a semiring S' is a function
f: S -+ S' of the underlying sets such that f(a + b) = f(a) + f(b), f(ab) =
f(a)f(b), and f(O) = 0.
3.2 Example. For a pointed space X we have a semi ring morphism rk:
VectF(X) -+ Z, the rank or dimension of the vector bundle on the component

of X containing the base point. For H = F, rk is only a semigroup morphism.
Now we consider for general semirings the process of passing from a
semi ring to a ring in the most efficient way. When applied to the semiring of
natural numbers, this process yields the ring of integers. A similar discussion
applies to the group completion of commutative semigroups.
3.3 Definition. The ring completion of a semiring S is a pair (S*, B), where S*
is a ring and B: S -+ S* is a morphism of semirings such that if f: S -+ R is
any morphism into a ring there exists a ring morphism g: S* -+ R such that
gB = f Moreover, g is required to be unique .

•

9

For the construction of S* we consider pairs (a, b) E S X S and put the
following equivalence relation on these pairs; that is, (a, b) and (a', b') are
equivalent provided there exists c E S with a + b' + c = a' + b + c. The
reader can easily verify that this is an equivalence relation. Let <a, b) denote
the equivalence class of (a, b) (thought of as <a, b) = a - b). Let S* denote the
set of equivalence classes <a,b). Then we define <a,b) + <c,d) =
<a + c,b + d) and <a,b)<c,d) = <ac + bd,bc + ad). The negative of <a, b)
is <b, a) and 0= <0,0). Finally, B: S -+ S* is defined by B(a) = <a, 0). We can
also view S* as the free abelian group generated by the set S modulo the
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subgroup generated by (a + b) + (-1)a + (-1)b, a, bE S. We leave the details to the reader, for example, that multiplication prolongs linearly.
Finally, the uniqueness of (S*, e) follows from a commutative diagram
involving a second completion (st, ( 1 ) of S, namely, the following:

Then gf and fg are identities. The situation with the group completion of a
semigroup is completely analogous to the above.
3.4 Definition. The KF(X) ring (or group for F = H) of a space X is the ring
(or group) completion of VectF(X).
Observe that Vect F is a cofunctor from the category of spaces and maps to
the category of semi rings (or semigroups). If f: Y ~ X is a map, then
VectFU): VectF(X) ~ VectF(Y) is defined by the relation VectFU)(O equals
the isomorphism class of f*(~) over Y. Here ~ denotes both a vector bundle
and its isomorphism class.
Similarly, the functions KF define a cofunctor. For a map f: Y ~ X there
are the following morphisms:
VectF(X)
VectF(J)

1

VectF(Y)

KF(X)

1

KF(J)

KF(Y)

The requirement of commutativity defines the morphism KF(f). If g: Z ~ Y
is a second map, we have KFUg) = KF(g)KFU) by the unicity statement in
(3.3). Similarly, KF(1x) is the identity on KF(X). More preciselyy, if ~ - I] E
KF(X), we have KF(f)(~ - 1]) = f*(O - f*(1])·
By (3.3), the morphism rk: VectF(X) ~ Z factors as follows:

More precisely, we have rk(~ - 1]) = rk~ - rkl].
The multiplicative identity, denoted 1, in KF(X) is represented by the
trivial line bundle and rk(1) = 1. Consequently, there is a morphism s: Z ~
KF(X) such that (rk)s = 1z , where s(n) is the class of en for n ;:::: O. For a
(pointed) map f: Y ~ X, the following diagram is commutative.
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111

reduced

KF

cofunctor,

denoted

K F,

is

the

From the above diagram, the cofunctor KF splits KF(X) = KF(X) EB Z.
Moreover, KF(f) for a map f: Y --+ X is the restriction of KF(f), and KF is a
cofunctor. The following description of KF(X) is very useful for future
sections. First, we consider a definition.
~ and 1] over a space X are s-equivalent,
denoted ~ ~ 1], provided there exists q and n such that ~ EB (r and 1] EB eq are
isomorphic over X. A bundle ~ that is s-equivalent to 0 is called s-trivial.
Stable equivalence, or s-equivalence, is clearly an equivalence relation, and
isomorphic vector bundles are s-equivalent. Consequently, s-equivalence can
be thought of as a relation on VectF(X),

3.6 Definition. Two vector bundles

3.7 Remark. Let X be an n-dimensional CW-complex. In the language of
s-equivalence, Theorem (1.2) says that every vector bundle is s-equivalent to
a k-dimensional bundle where n ;:;; c(k + 1) - 1, and Theorem (1.5) says that
two k-dimensional bundles ~ and 1] are isomorphic if and only if they are
s-equivalent when n ;:;; c(k + 1) - 2.
In the next theorem we determine the s-equivalence classes of vector bundles over a space.
3.8 Theorem. Let X be a space with the following property (S): For each

vector bundle ~ over X there exists a vector bundle 1] over X with ~ (j;) 1]
isomorphic to some em. Then the function 0:: VectF(X) --+ KF(X) defined by
o:(~) = ~ - rk(~) is a surjection, and 0:(0 = 0:(1]) if and only if ~ and 1] are
s-equivalent. To form ~ - rk(O, we view Z c KF(X), using B.
With this theorem, we see that the s-equivalence classes can be identified
with the elements of KF(X),
Proof To prove that 0: is surjective, let ~ - 1] E KF(X), where rk~ = rk1]. Let
be a vector bundle such that 1] (j;) 1]' is isomorphic to em. Then in KF(X)
we have ~ - 1] = ~ EB 1]' - 1] (j;) 1]' = ~ (j;) 1]' - m = ~ EB 1]' - rk(~ (j;) 1]') =
o:(~ EB 1]'). Consequently, 0: is surjective.
Let ~n and 1]m be two vector bundles such that ~ - n = o:(~) = 0:(1]) =
1] - m. Then there is a bundle ( such that ~ (j;) em EB ( and 1] (j;) en (j;) ( are
isomorphic. Let (' be a vector bundle such that ( (j;) (' and eq are isomorphic.
1]'
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Then ~ EB em EB e q = ~ EB em +q and I] EB en EB e q = I] EB en +q are isomorphic
and ~ and I] are s-equivalent. Conversely, if ~ EB en and I] EB em are
isomorphic, we have 0:( ~ EB en) = 0:(1] EB em). Since 0:(( EB e q ) = 0:(0, we have
o:(~) = 0:(1]). This proves the theorem.
3.9 Example. The tangent bundle T(sn) to
and T(sn) is s-trivial for all n since T(sn) EB

sn is trivial only for n =

e~e
1

1,3, or 7,

n +1.

3.10 Remark. In 4(11.2) we classified all fibre bundles with given group G
and fibre F, and in 3(7.2) we classified all vector bundles of given dimension.
In the next seeton we classify stability classes of all vector bundles; that is,
we represent K F(X) as homotopy classes [X, B F]' where BF is an H -space.
This will be proved for X, a finite CW-complex.

4. Corepresentations of KF
There are two domains over which KF has a corepresentation: first, over the
category of connected CW-complexes of dimension less than a fixed integer
and, second, over the category of all finite CW-complexes. Neither category
includes the other.
We begin by defining a morphism of functors rPxn: [X, Gn(F2n)] --+ KF(X)
by the requirement that rPxn([g]) equal the class of g*(y;n) - n in KF(X),
4.1 Proposition. For an arbitrary category determined by paracompact spaces
X, the family of functions rPxn: [X, Gn(F 2n )] --+ KF(X) is a morphism of
cofunctors.

Proof. Let f: Y --+ X be a map. Then (gf)*(y;n) and f*(g*(y;n)) are
isomorphic. Therefore, the following diagram is commutative:
[X, Gn(F 2n)]

¢>x

---+

[f.Gn(pnlll
[Y, Gn(F 2n)]

KF(X)

1

KAJ)

¢y
---+

KF(y)

Therefore, rP is a morphism of cofunctors.
4.2 Theorem. On the category of connected CW-complexes of dimension;;:; m,
the morphism rP: [ -, Gn(F 2n )] --+ KF ( - ) is an isomorphism for m ;;:; c(n + 1) 2.

Proof. By Theorem (3.8), the elements of KF(X) have the form ~ - rk(O and
~ - rk(~) = I] - rk(I]) if and only if ~ and I] are s-equivalent. By (3.8) the
functions rPxn are surjective. Moreover, if rPxn([f]) = rPxn([g]), then f*(y;n)
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and g*(y;n) are s-equivalent and of the same dimension. By (3.8), this means
that f*(y;n) and g*(y;n) are isomorphic over X, and, by 7(7.2), we have
[fJ = [gJ. Therefore, ¢;xn is a bijection for each X, and is an isomorphism.

r

4.3 Definition. Let B(F) denote the

U Gn(F2n) with the inductive topology.
1 ~n

In the real case, we denote B(F) by Bo; in the complex case, by Bu; and in
the quaternionic case, by Bsp.
4.4 Proposition. For each finite connected CW-complex X, there exists a k
such that the natural inclusion GiF2q) --+ B(F) induces a bijection
[X, Gq(F 2q)] --+ [X, B(Fa for q ~ k.
Proof By (2.7), for k such that dim X
are induced by inclusions:
[X, Gk (F 2k )]

~

--+ .•• --+

c(k

+ 1) -

2, the following bijections

[X, Gq(F 2 q)]

--+ ..•

Since X is compact, every map f: X --+ B(F) has the image f(X) c Gn(F 2n) for
some n for k ~ n, and the function [X, Gq(F 2 q)] --+ [X, B(F)] is surjective.
Since the image of a homotopy of maps X --+ B(F) lies in some Gn(F 2n ) c B(F)
for some n for k ~ n, the function [X, Gq(F 2 q)] --+ [X, B(F)] is injective.
On the category of finite CW-complexes we define for q with c(q + 1) 2 ~ dim X the following sequence:
aq
2q ] ,pq [X, B(F)] --+ [X, GiF ) --+ KF(X)
Here!Y. q is the inverse of the bijection [X, GiF2q)] --+ [X, B(F)J. We denote the
composition bye: [ -, B(F)] --+ KF( -); it is independent of q for k ~ q. Since
e is an isomorphism of cofunctors on each subcategory generated by a finite
number of finite CW-complexes, eis an isomorphism. Consequently, we have
the next theorem.
4.5 Theorem. There is an isomorphism of cofunctors, defined on the category
of finite connected CW-complexes, e: [ -, B(F)] --+ KF( -). The cofunctors are
viewed as having values in the category of sets. Moreover B(F) has an H-space
structure such that is a morphism of cofunctors with values in the category of
abelian groups.

e

Proof Only the last statement remains to be proved. For this, we use the
following linear functions: fo: F OO --+ FOO and Ie: F OO --+ F OO defined by fo(eJ =
e 2i - 1 and fe(eJ = e 2i for i ~ 1. Note that fo and fe are monomorphisms, and
fo(Fn) c F 2n and fAFn) c F2n. Therefore, fo and fe induce maps go, ge:
Gk (F 2n ) --+ Gk (F 4n), where go(W) = fo(W) and ge(W) = fAW). Consequently,
there is a map t/ln: Gn(F 2n) x Gn(F2n) --+ G2n (F 4n ) where t/ln(W, W') = fo(W) +
fe(W'). Moreover, it is clear from the construction that t/I:(Yi~) = y;n X y;n.
The maps t/ln give rise to the following commutative diagram where the vertical maps are inclusions.
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ifJn+k
~

G 2(n+k) F 4 (n+k»)

In this way we see that there exists a unique map 1/1: B(F) x B(F) --+ B(F) such
that the following diagram is commutative where the vertical maps are inclusions.

For [fJ, [gJ E [X, B(F)J, there exists an integer n such that we can view f,
g: X --+ Gn(F 2n ). Then 8([fJ) = f*(y;n) - nand 8([gJ) = g*(y;n) - n. Moreover, (I/In(f x g)A)*(Yi~) = A*(f*(y;n) x g*(y;n)) = f*(y;n) <£> g*(y;n). Therefore, in KAX) we have 8([l/In(f x g)AJ) = f*(y;n) EB g*(y;n) - 2n =
(f*(y;n) - n) + (g*(y;n) - n) = 8([fJ) + 8([gJ). This proves the theorem.
4.6 Remark. In view of the natural splitting KF(X) = KAX) EB Z, there is an
isomorphism 8: [ -, B(F) x ZJ --+ K F ( - ) for connected finite CW-complexes.
4.7 Remark. For a connected space X we can replace [X,B(F)J by [X,B(FaO
in the isomorphism 8: [X, B(F)J --+ KF(X). This amounts to working with sequivalent bundles each with a fixed trivialization at the base point. The
reader can easily verify that the same equivalence classes result. The H-space
structure 1/1: B(F) x B(F) --+ B(F) is with respect to the base point which is the
image in B(F) of L Fei in Gn(F2n).
1 ;£;i~n

4.8 Remark. For a contractible paracompact space X we have KAX)
and for So, we have KF(SO) = Z.

=

0,

5. Homotopy Groups of Classical Groups and Kp(Si)
The following theorem is useful in calculating KF(Si).
5.1 Theorem. There is a group isomorphism KF(Si)

--+ Jr i - 1 (UF) for

1 ~ i.

Proof. By Theorem (4.5) and Remark (4.7) there is an isomorphism
-i
i
8 -1 : KF(S
) --+ [S , B(F)JO. Byi
1(4.1) the group structure
on [S , B(F)JO can be
computed with the coH-space structure of Si or the H-space structure of B(F)"
Using the isomorphism of (4.4), we have a: [Si, Gn(F2n)Jo --+ [Si, B(F)JO for
some large n.
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For the principal UF(n)-bundle v,,(FZn)
exact seq uence
0= 1l:i(v,,(F Zn ))

-+

-+

Gn(F Zn ), we have the homotopy

1l:i(Gn(FZn)) ~ 1l:i-1(UF(n))

-+

1l:i_l(v,,(F zn )) = 0

This holds by 7(5.1) for i < (n + 1)c - 2. This yields the isomorphism
a: 1l: i(Gn(FZn)) -+ 1l: i - 1 (UF(n)). By 7(4.1) for i - 1 < c(n + 1) - 3, the inclusion
UF(n) -+ UF induces an isomorphism 1l:i - 1 (UF(n))-+ 1l:i-l(UF). We have the following sequence of isomorphisms:
-. 0- 1
Cl
2
c
KF(S')

-+

1l: i(B(F))

-+

1l: i (Gn(F n))

-+

1l:i - 1 (UF(n))

The composition is an isomorphism KF(Si)
theorem.

-+

-+

1l: i - 1 (UF)

1l:i-l(UF). This proves the

5.2 Corollary. The calculations of KF(Si) are as follows:
KR(SO) = Z

KdSO) = Z

KH(SO) = Z

KR(Sl)=ZZ

KdS 1 )

0

KH(Sl) = 0

KR(SZ) = Zz

KdS 2 ) = Z

KH(SZ) = 0

K R(S3) = 0

KdS 3) = 0

K H(S3) = 0

KR(S4) = Z

KdS 4) = Z

KH(S4) = Z

=

Proof. We apply Theorem (5.1), using (4.8) for KF(SO), 7(12.1) for KF(Sl),
7(12.3) for KF(SZ), 7(12.4) for K F(S3), and 7(12.6) and 7(12.11) for K F(S4).

5.3 Notation. The groups Kc are frequently denoted by K or KU, the
groups KR by KG, and the groups KH by Ksp. We make use of both sets of
notation.
5.4 Remarks. We will see later in Chapter 11 that KdS n) = KdS n+Z), and
also KR(sn) = KH(sn+4) and KH(sn) = K H(sm+4) holds. This is the Bott periodicity of K-theory. With this and 5.2 all the groups KF(Si) are determined.

Exercises
1. Prove that 8: [-, B(F) x Z] -> K F ( - ) is an isomorphism between cofunctors defined on the category of all finite CW-complexes.
2. How does the discussion in Sees. 3 and 4 change when we define K(X) using vector
bundles of contant dimension?
3. Describe the bundles that determine generators of the groups given in (5.2).

CHAPTER 10

Relative K -Theory

We define a collapsing or trivialization procedure for bundles over X which
yields a bundle over X/A for a closed subset A of X. With this construction
we are able to give alternative descriptions of K(X, A) = K(X/A). For a finite
CW-pair (X, A) we can define an exact sequence K(A) ~ K(X) ~ K(X, A) ~
K(S(A» ~ K(S(X», using an appropriate "coboundary operator." With this
sequence we see that in some sense the K-cofunctor can be used to define a
cohomology theory.

1. Collapsing of Trivialized Bundles
1.1 Definition. Let C be a vector bundle over a space X, and let A be a
subset of X. A trivialization of C over A is a map t: E(~IA) -+ F n which is a
linear isomorphism ~b -+ pn upon restriction to a fibre of ~IA.
A trivialization is a means for collapsing all the fibres of ~ over A to a
single fibre over * in X/A.
1.2 Definition. Let t be a trivialization over A of a vector bundle ~ over X.
The collapsing of ~ with respect to the trivialization t is a triple (~/t, u, r),
where ~/t is a vector bundle over X/A, (u, PA): ~ -+ ~/t is a vector bundle
morphism, and r: (~/t)* -+ pn is an isomorphism. It is assumed that the restriction of u to ~x -+ (~/t)PA(X) is a linear isomorphism and that r: (~/t)* -+ Fn
is an isomorphism such that t equals ru restricted to E(~IA).
The following proposition states to what extent collapsed bundles exist.
1.3 Proposition. Let ~ be a vector bundle over X with a trivia liz at ion t over a
closed subset A of X. Then there exists a collapsing (~/t, u, r) of ~ with respect
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to t if and only if there exists a trivialization t' of ~ over an open set U
constaining A which prolongs t. If ((~/t)', u', r') is a second collapsing of ~ with
respect to t, there is a morphism v: ~/t ---+ (~/t)' such that the following diagram
is commutative.
~/t

,/

~

(~/t)*

_

j" ~

j"
(~/t)'

(the fibre over the base point)

/-

F"

(~/t)~

_

Moreover, v is unique with respect to this property, and v is an isomorphism.
Finally, every vector bundle on X/A is isomorphic to ~/t for some bundle ~ on
X with trivialization t over A.
Note. The above theorem applies to each CW-pair (X, A); that is, X is
a CW-complex with subcomplex A. So A is a neighborhood deformation
retract.
Proof. If the quotient ((/t, u, r) exists, there are a local coordinate chart (V, ifo),
where * E V, and a map ifo: V x r ---+ (~/t)1 V such that r is the restriction of
1 to the fibre of ~/t over *. Let t' = r1u on ~ over PA1(V) = U. This
construction demonstrates also the last statement of the proposition.
Conversely, we construct E(~/t) as the quotient of E(~) where x and x' are
identified provided t(x) = t(x'). There are no further identifications, and
E(~/t) ---+ X/A with the induced projection is a bundle of vector spaces. Let
u: ~ ---+ ~/t be the quotient map. It is a fibrewise linear isomorphism. The
prolongation t' of t defines a trivialization of ~/t on PA(V), and ~/t is locally
trivial at *. The coordinate charts of ~I(X - A) define coordinate charts of
~/t at other points of X/A.
Finally, for uniqueness the isomorphism v: ~/t ---+ (~/t)' is defined as u'u- 1
over points other than * and by r' -l r near *, using charts that restrict to r
and r'. This proves the proposition.

r

1.4 Proposition. Let ~ and ~' be two vector bundles over X and X' with
trivializations t and t' over closed subspaces A and A', respectively. Let (v,f):
~ ---+ C be a vector bundle morphism such that f(A) c A' and t = t'v. Then there
exists a vector bundle morphism (w,g): ~/t ---+ ~'/t' such that g is the quotient of
f, and the following diagram is commutative:
~

ul
Ut

----(v,f)

(w,g)
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Moreover, (w,g) is unique with respect to this property, and if (v,J) is an
isomorphism with f(A) = A', then (w, g) is an isomorphism.
Proof. The above diagram defines w uniquely. If (v,J) is an isomorphism, the
inverse of (v,J) defines the inverse of (w, g).
1.5 Proposition. Let ~ and ~' be two vector bundles over X with trivializations
t and t' over A. Then (~/t) EB (~'/t') and (~EB ~')I(t EB t') are isomorphic, and
(~/t) (8) (~'/t') and (~ (8) ~')/(t ® t') are isomorphic.

1.6 Proposition. Let ~ be a vector bundle over X, and let ts: E(~/ A) ---+ Fn be a
homotopy of trivializations of ~ over A. Then ~/to and ~/t 1 are isomorphic over
X/A.

Proof. We view ts as a trivializaton t of ~ x [ over A x [. Since
(X x I)/(A x I) and (X/A) x [are naturally isomorphic, it follows that ~/to is
isomorphic to (( ~ x [)It) I(A x 0) and ~/t 1 is isomorphic to (( ~ x [)/t)l(A xl).
Since (~ x I)/t is isomorphic to Yf x [ for some Yf, there is an isomorphism
between ~/to and ~/t l '
1.7 Remark. In subsequent discussions, it will be convenient occasionally to
view a trivialization t of ~ over A as an isomorphism t: ~IA ---+ en. Moreover,
we shall be able to view a trivialization as a vector bundle morphism t: ~ ---+
en, which is an isomorphism when restricted to A, using the next proposition.
1.8 Proposition. Let ~o and ~ 1 be two vector bundles over X, and let
u: ~olA ---+ ~l1A be a vector bundle morphism where (X,A) is a relative
CW-complex. Then there exists a vector bundle morphism v: ~o ---+ ~ 1 which
prolongs u.

Proof. We view u as a cross section of Hom(~o, ~ dover A. Since the fibre of
is a vector space, which is a contractible space, the cross section
u prolongs to a cross section v ofHom(~o'~l) by 2(7.1).
It is easy to give a direct proof of (1.8) by constructing v over each skeleton
cell by cell.
Hom(~o, ~d

en

1.9 Convention. For a trivialization t: ~ IA ---+
of ~ over A = ¢>, we define
to be ~ on X and
on the discrete base point * in X+ outside X. Recall
that X+ equals XU {*}, that is, X/¢>.
~/t

en

2. Exact Sequences in Relative K- Theory
All the exact sequences considered in this section arise from the following
sequence using standard homotopy constructions. We use the characterization of K(X) given in 8(3.8).
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2.1 Proposition. Let A be a subcomplex of a finite CW-complex X. Then the
p amaps A ...... X ...... X/A induce an exact sequence K(X/A) ...... K(X) ...... K(A).
Moreover, if A is contractible, {3: R(X/A) ...... R(X) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since the composition A ...... X ...... X/A is constant, rx{3 is zero. Let ~ be
a bundle over X such that ~/ A is s-trivial. Then there is an isomorphism
u: (~EB ek)IA ...... em which, when composed with the projection em ...... F m,
defines a trivialization t of ~ EB ek over A. Then (~ EB ek)/t is a vector bundle
over X/A whose induced bundle over X by the projection X ...... X/A is
s-equivalent to ~.
For the last statement, if A is contractible, {3: R(X/A) ...... R(X) is an
epimorphism. Let ~ be a vector bundle over X/A such that pj(~) is s-trivial;
that is, pj(~ EB ek) = pj(~) EB ek is trivial over X. Since ~ EB ek is isomorphic
to pj(~ EB ek)/t for some trivialization t over A and since any two such
trivializations are homotopic over A, it can be assumed that t is the restriction of a trivialization of pj(~ EB ek ) over X. Consequently, ~ EB ek is trivial
over X/A, and {3 is an isomorphism.

2.2 Corollary. Since K(X,A)=R(x/A) and since the inclusion A ...... X
induces two morphisms K(X) ...... K(A) and R(X) ...... R(A) with the same kernel,
the following sequence is exact:
K(X, A) ...... K(X) ...... K(A)

The following homotopy constructions are introduced to help adapt
Proposition (2.1) to the situation of a map f: X ...... Y.
2.3 Definition. For a base point preserving map f: X ...... Y the mapping cylinder ZJ of f is the space (X x 1) + Y modulo the relation (x, 1) E X x I
equals f(x) in Y and (*, t) equals *, and the mapping cone CJ of f is the space
C(X) + Y modulo the relation <x, 1) E C(X) equals f(x) in Y.
If f: X ...... Y is a cellular map between CW-complexes, ZJ and CJ have the
structure of a CW-complex. We assume for the remaining discussion that f is
cellular and X and Yare finite CW-complexes.
2.4 We have the following diagram of maps and spaces:

Y

/vl~

X~ZJ~CJ

b(f)l~)
SeX) ~
s(f)

1

S(Y)

Ca(J)

1

b(a(f)

j

<----

S(Y)
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We define u(x) to be the class of (x, 0) and v(y) the class of yin ZJ. The map
w is the projection ZJ -+ ZJ/u(X) = CJ , and a(f)(y) is the class of yin CJ . We
define b(f)(y) = * and b(f)(x, t) = <x, t) in S(X). We view Ca(f) as C(X) +
C(Y) modulo the relation <x, I) equals <f(x), I). To define r, we require that
r(C(Y)) = * and that rlc(X): C(X) -+ S(X) be the natural projection. The
homeomorphismj is defined by the relationj( <x, t») = <x,1 - t).
2.5 Proposition. The map v is a homotopy equivalence. The sequence K(CJ )-+
K(Y) -+ K(X) derived from the diagram in (2.4) is exact.
Proof. We define a map v': ZJ -+ Y by the requirement that v'(y) = y and
v'(x, t) = f(x). Then clearly v'v = 1. We have a homotopy ks: ZJ -+ ZJ defined
by ks(Y) = y and ks(x, t) = (x, 1 - s(1 - t)). Then vv' = ko and 1 = kl' and
this proves the first statement.
In the following diagram, which comes from (2.4), the bottom row is exact,
by (2.1), and the vertical morphism is an isomorphism. From this we prove
the proposition where l' denotes K(f).

2.6 Proposition. The sequence K(S(X))
diagram in (2.4) is exact.

-+

K(CJ ) -+ K(Y) derived from the

Proof. The map a(f) is an inclusion map, and the projection CJ -+
CJ/ a(f)( Y) = S(X) is just b(f). The proposition now follows from (2.1).

2.7 Proposition. The following diagram is commutative up to homotopy.
S(X)
s(f)

1

S(Y)
The morphism K(S(X))

-+

r
~

Ca(f)

1

b(a(f))

j
~

S(Y)

K(Ca(f)) is an isomorphism.

Proof. We define hs: Ca(f) -+ S(Y) by the relations hs(x, t) = (f(x), (1 - s)t)
and hs(y,t) = (y, 1 - st). When (x, 1) equals (y, 1), we have (f(x), (1 - s)l) =
(y, 1 - Is). This proves the first statement. The map r is a projection arising
from pinching C(Y) c Ca(f) to a point. Since C(Y) is contractible, Proposition (2.1) applies, and r': K(S(X)) -+ K(Ca(f)) is an isomorphism.

Now we summarize the results of the previous propositions.
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2.8 Theorem. Let f: X -+ Y be a cellular map between finite CW-complexes.
The following sequence is exact:

K(S(Y))~ K(S(X))~ K(CJ)~ K(Y)-S K(X)
If A is a subcomplex of a finite CW-complex X with inclusion map j, there is a
morphism <5 = (q')-lb(j)!: K(S(X)) -+ K(X/A) such that the following sequence
is exact:
K(S(X)) -+ K(S(A)) ~ K(X/A) -+ K(X) -+ K(A)
Proof. The exactness of K(S(X)) -+ K(CJ ) -+ K(Y) -+ K(X) follows from (2.5)
and (2.6). From (2.7) we have the following commutative diagram where the
top row is exact and the vertical morphism is an isomorphism.

/K(C'(f))

_

_r

K(S(Y))

~

~_

K(S(X))

~

K(CJ )

Consequently, the bottom row is exact, and the first sequence in the theorem
is exact.
For the second statement, we have the following commutative diagram:
A ~ X ~

Cj

~ S(A)

~lq
X/A

Since q is the projection arising from pinching C(A) to a point, q': K(X/A)-+
K(CJ is an isomorphism by (2.1). The top row is exact, and the vertical
morphism is an isomorphism in the following diagram:

This proves the last statement of the theorem.
2.9 Remark. If ~ is a vector bundle over S(A), then ~I C(A)+ and ~IC(A)- are
trivial bundles, and their relation on A defines an automorphism u: en -+ en
over A. This automorphism defines a trivialization t: enlA -+ Fn. The image
of the stability class of ~ under <5 is the stability class of en /t over X/A.
2.10 Remark. As in (2.8), the following exact sequence for a subcomplex A of
a finite CW-complex X holds:

K(S(X))

-+

K(S(A))

-+

K(X, A) -+ K(X)

-+

K(A)
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If K were equal to H" and KS were equal to H"S = H n -

this would be a
portion of the exact sequence for the cohomology theory {H"}. This is the
reasoning used by Atiyah and Hirzebruch [2] to define the K*-cohomology
theory.
l,

3. Products in K-Theory
In this section we deal only with real or complex vector bundles over finite
C W-com plexes.
By the operation of the tensor product of vector bundles we have defined
a ring structure on K(X), and K(X) is an ideal in K(X) which is the kernel of
rk: K(X) ...... Z. The ring structure on K(X) is a group morphism K(X) ®
K(X) ...... K(X), where the image of a ® b is denoted abo
In the next definition we use Px: X x Y ...... X and py: X x Y ...... Y to
denote the two projections from the product.
3.1 Definition. For two spaces X and Y the external K-cup product is a
group morphism K(X) ® K(Y) ...... K(X x Y) which assigns to each a ® b E
K(X) ® K(Y) the element p'x(a)p~(b) in K(X x Y). By abuse of language,
p'x(a)p~(b) is denoted simply by abo
Since rk(p'x(a)p~(b)) equals rk(a)rk(b), the external K-cup product induces
an external K-cup product K(X) ® K(Y) ...... K(X x Y) by restriction.
We derive a more precise form of the K-cup product by investigating K on
products and coproducts.
3.2 Proposition. For two pointed spaces X and Y let qx: X ...... X v Y and
qy: Y ...... X v Y be the two natural inclusions. Then the group morphism
(q'x,q~): K(X v Y) ...... K(X) + K(Y) is an isomorphism.
Proof Since a vector bundle and its stability class on X v Yare uniquely
determined by their restrictions to X and to Y, the morphism (q'x, q~) is a
monomorphism.
For a bundle ~ on X and 1] on Y with dim ~ = dim 1], we can define a
bundle, onX v Y with" X = ~ and" Y = 1], and the morphism (q'x, q~) is
an epimorphism.
The reader can supply a purely functional proof of (3.2), using only the
exact sequence in (2.1).
3.3 Corollary. The group morphism
(qi, ... ,q~): K(Xl v··· v Xn) ...... K(Xd

is an isomorphism where qi:

Xi ...... X l V ' "

V

+ ... + K(X")

Xn is the natural inclusion.
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3.4 Proposition. The inclusion X v Y c X x Y defines the following split
exact sequence:
0--+ R(X /\ Y) --+ R(X x Y) --+ R(X v Y) --+ 0

Proof. By (2.1) the sequence R(X /\ Y) --+ R(X x Y) --+ R(X v Y) is exact. If
px: X x Y --+ X and py: X x Y --+ Yare the usual projections, the following
diagram is commutative.
R(X /\ Y) ~ R(X x Y) ~ R(X v Y)

p~$p'yTI / '/ ( ' ')
(qx,qy

R(X)

+ R(Y)

Therefore, the morphism R(X x Y) --+ R(X v Y) is an epimorphism with
right inverse (p'x EEl p~ )(q'x, q~),
Finally, the above discussion applies to R replaced by Rs, and
R(S(X x Y)) --+ R(S(X v Y)) is an epimorphism in the following exact
sequence of (2.8):
R(S(X x Y)) --+ R(S(X v Y)) --+ R(X /\ Y) --+ R(X x Y)

3.5 Proposition. If the first morphism below is the
ing composition is zero.

R-cup product, the follow-

Proof. If ab is a cup product in R(X x Y), then a = 0 when projected into
= R(X) EEl R(y) and b = 0 when projected into R(X).
Therefore, the product is zero when projected into R(X v Y).
R(y) from R(X v Y)

3.6 Remark. In view of (3.5) and (3.4), there is a unique morphism R(X) @
R(Y) --+ R(X /\ Y) which, composed with the monomorphism R(X /\ Y)--+
R(X x Y), is the R-cup product. Now we refer to this morphism R(X) @
R(Y) --+ R(X /\ Y) as the R-cup product.
3.7 Definition. Let (X, A) and (Y, B) be two finite CW-pairs. Then the relative
K-cup product is the morphism K(X,A)@K(Y,B)--+K(X x Y,(X x B)U
(A x Y)) which is the R-cup product.
R(X/A) @ R(Y/B) --+ R((X/A) /\ (Y/B))

Recall that K(X,A)

=

=

R((X x Y)/(X x B) U (A x

Y»)

R(X/A), etc., for the above definition.

4. The Cofunctor L(X, A)
To study K(X, A), we define a new cofunctor L(X, A) in a manner similar to
that used in defining K(X). We use equivalence classes of pairs of vector
bundles ~o and ~1 over X together with an isomorphism cc ~olAo --+ ~lIA.
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The following discussion applies to real, complex, or quaternionic vector
bundles.
4.1 Definition. Let (X, A) be a pair of spaces. A difference isomorphism (over
(X, A)) is a vector bundle morphism IX: ~o -+ ~ 1 such that the retriction IX:
~o IA -+ ~ 11 A is an isomorphism. Two difference isomorphisms IX: ~o -+ ~ 1
and {3: '10 -+ '11 are isomorphic provided there exist isomorphisms ui : ~i -+ '1i
(over X) for i = 0, 1 such that the following diagram of isomorphisms is
commutative.

4.2 Notation. Let S(X,A) [or, more precisely, SF(X,A)] denote the semigroup of isomorphism classes of difference isomorphisms of F-vector bundles
over (X, A). We define a commutative semigroup structure on S(X, A), using
the quotient function of the Whitney sum operation defined as usual by
IX EB {3: ~o EB '10 -+ ~1 EB '11 for IX: ~o -+ ~1 and {3: '10 -+ '11' Iff: (Y,B) -+ (X, A) is
a map, and if IX: ~o -+ ~1 is a difference isomorphism, then f*(IX): f*(~o)-+
f* (~1) is a difference isomorphism over (Y, B). This operation is compatible
with isomorphisms and Whitney sums, and therefore it defines a semigroup
morphism f*: S(X, A) -+ S( Y, B). With these definitions the following proposition is clear.
4.3 Proposition. The semigroups S(X, A) and induced morphisms f* collect to
define a cofunctor from pairs of spaces and maps to commutative semigroups
and semigroup morphisms.
The identities 1: ~ -+ ~ define special elements in S(X, A). In the next proposition we consider difference isomorphisms which are isomorphic to 1: ~ -+~.
4.4 Proposition. Let IX: ~o -+ ~1 be a difference isomorphism over (X,A). The
restriction IX: ~o IA -+ ~ 11 A prolongs to an isomorphism if and only if IX: ~o -+ ~ 1
is isomorphic to 1: ~ -+ ~. Observe that in this situation ~ is isomorphic to both
~o and ~1'

Proof If u: ~o -+ ~1 is an isomorphism prolonging IX, then (u,l) is an
isomorphism from IX: ~o -+ ~1 to 1: ~1 -+ ~1' Conversely, if (uo,ud is an
isomorphism from IX: ~o -+ ~1 to 1: ~ -+~, the u11 uo is an isomorphism
prolonging IX: ~olA -+ ~1IA.
4.5 Definition. Let L(X, A) [or, more precisely, LF(X, A)] denote the quotient semigroup of S(X, A) defined by the equivalence relation where IX: ~o -+
~1 and {3: '10 -+ '11 are related provided IX EB 1: ~o EB' -+ ~1 EB' and
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f3 EB 1: 1]0 EB (' --> '71 EB (' are equal in SF(X,A). Let [a: ~o --> ~IJ denote the
element in L(X, A) determined by a: ~o --> ~ l '
Clearly, this is an equivalence relation compatible with the semigroup
structure on S(X, A), and L(X, A) is a commuative semigroup. Moreover, this
relation is preserved under induced morphisms f*: S(X, A) --> S(Y, B) defined
by maps f: (Y, B) --> (X, A). From this, there is a quotient semigroup
morphism f*: L(X, A) --> L(Y, B). The next proposition is immediate.
4.6 Proposition. The semigroups L(X, A) and the induced morphisms f* collect to define a cofunctor L(X, A) from the category of pairs of spaces to the
category of semigroups.
4.7 Remark. The zero element of L(X, A)
isomorphisms a: ~o --> ~1 defined over X.

IS

the class consisting of all

4.8 Special case. We calculate L(X,(jJ). In this case S(X,r/J) = VectF(X) x
VectF(X), that is, pairs of isomorphism classes of vector bundles. Two pairs
(~o, ~d and (170,1]1) determine the same element in L(X,r/J) if and only if there
exist (1 and (2 with ~i EB (1 isomorphic to 1]i EB (2 for i = 1, 2. This implies
that ~o EB 1]1 EB ((1 EB (2) and ~1 EB 1]0 EB ((1 EB (2) are isomorphic, and the two
pairs (~o, ~ d and (1]0,1] 1) determine the same element in K(X). Conversely, if
~o EB 1]1 EB ( and '70 EB ~1 EB ( are isomorphic, that is, ~o - ~1 = 1]0 -1]1 in
K(X), then for (1 = 1]1 EB ( and (2 = ~1 EB (the bundle ~i EB (1 is isomorphic
to '7i EB (2 for i = 1,2. As a quotient of the semigroups VectF(X) x VectF(X),
we have L(X,r/J) = K(X).
4.9 Remark. For a relative CW-complex (X,A) every a: ~olA --> ~IIA (in
particular, every isomorphism) prolongs to a morphism rl: ~o --> ~ 1 by (1.8).
Difference isomorphisms could be defined as triples (~o, a, ~1)' where a:
~o IA --> ~ 11 A is an isomorphism.

5. The Difference Morphism
We wish to define an isomorphism ~: L(X, A) --> K(X, A) of cofunctors which
reduces to the identity on L(X, r/J) = K(X, r/J) = K(X) for A = r/J. We demonstrated the equality L(X, r/J) = K(X, r/J) in (4.8). All pairs in this section are
finite CW-pairs.
5.1 Theorem. For each pair (X, A) there is a function ~: L(X, A) --> K(X, A)
such that ~([a: ~ --> en]) = g/a} - n, the class of (/a in K(X, A) = K(X/A).
This function ~ is unique with respect to this property, and for A = r/J it is the
identity. Moreover, the set of ~ for various (X, A) defined an isomorphism
L(X, A) --> K(X, A) of commutative group-valued cofunctors.
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Proof. For the first statement, each difference isomorphism a: ~o -> ~1 is
equivalent in L(X, A) to a EB 1: ~o EB ( -> ~ 1 EB (. If ( has the property that
~1 EB ( and em are isomorphic, the property ~([a: ~o -> ~1]) = {(~o EB 0/
(a EB 1)} - m proves that ~ is uniquely defined. To prove that this relation
can serve as a definition of ~, we consider [a: ~ -> em] = [{3: '7 -> en]. There
exist vector bundles (1 and (2 with a EB 1: ~ EB (1 -> em EB (1 isomorphic to
{3 EB 1: '7 EB (2 -> en EB (2' Since (1 and (2 are s-equivalent, there exists a vector bundle ( with (1 EB ( isomorphic to ep , (2 EB ( isomorphic to eq , and
m + p = n + q = k. Then a EB 1: ~ EB e p -> e k and {3 EB 1: '7 EB e q -> e k are
isomorphic, and in K(X, A) we have {~/a} - m = {(~EB eP)/(aEB 1)} - k =
{(17 EB eq )/({3 EB I)} - k = {17/{3} - m. Consequently, ~ is a well-defined function by the above relation.
If a: ~ -> em and {3: 1] -> en are difference isomorphisms, then (~EB 1])/
(a EB {3) and (~/a) EB (1]/{3) are isomorphic by (1.5). Consequently, we have
~(a) + ~(b) = ~(a + b), for a = [a: ~ -> em], b = [{3: 1] -> en], and a + b =
[a EB {3: ~ EB 1] -> en + m ].
If f: (Y,B) -> (X, A) is a map, f*(~/a) and f*(~)/f*(a) are isomorphic from
(2.4), and the relation t(g/a} - m) = U*(~)/f*(a)} - m or t~ = ~f*
holds. Consequently, ~ is a morphism of group-valued cofunctors.
The function ~: L(X, A) -> K(X, A) is surjective because each element of
K(X/A) = K(X/A) has the form {1]} - m, where 1] is a vector bundle over
X/A. By (1.3) the vector bundle '7 is isomorphic to ~/a for some difference
isomorphism a: ~ -> em over A. If g/a} - m equals {1]/{3} - n in K(X, A),
then (~/a) EB e p ~ (~EB eP)/(a EB 1) and (1]/{3) EB e q ~ (1] EB e q )/({3 EB 1) are isomorphic over X/A. By (1.3), the objects a EB 1: ~ EB ep -> ep + m and {3 EB 1: 1] EB
e q -> e q + n are isomorphic. In L(X, A) we have [a: ~ -> em] = [{3: 1] -> en], and
~ is injective. This proves the theorem.
5.2 Corollary. Letj: X ->(X,A) be the inclusion map, and let [a: (0
a member of L(X, A). Thenj'~([a: ~o -> ~1]) = go} - gl}'

-> ~1]

5.3 Corollary. Let [a: ~o -> ~l] be a member of L(X, *). Then
~o -> ~1]) = go} - gd E K(X, *) = K(X).

be

~([a:

Proof. Let j: X -> (X, *) be the natural inclusion inducing the inclusion j':
K(X) = K(X, *) -> K(X), and apply (5.2).
5.4 Corollary. Let at: ~o -> ~ 1 be a homotopy of difference isomorphisms over
A. Then [a o: ~o -> ~1] = [a l : ~o -> ~l] in L(X,A).

Proof. We apply (1.6) to at EB 1:
the fact that ~ is injective.

~o

EB (

-> ~ I

EB (, where

~1

EB ( is trivial, and

5.5 Corollary. Let a: ~o -> ~l and {3: ~1 -> ~o be two difference isomorphisms
over A. If {3IA equals (aIA)-r, or if {3 equals a*, the adjoint morphism for some
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riemannian metric on ~o and ~1 defined fibrewise, then in L(X, A) we have
[a: ~o -> ~lJ = -[jJ: ~1 -> ~o].
Proof. The result is true for A = <p or A = point by a direct inspection. In
general, we use the natural isomorphism L(X/A, *) -> L(X, A) given by the
commutative diagram of isomorphisms.
L(X/A, *)

1

L(X,A)

K(X/A, *)

1

K(X,A)

6. Products in L(X, A)
We make use of the following lemma on vector spaces which is a special case
of the Kiinneth formula.

6.1 Lemma. Let a: U -> U' and jJ: V -> V' be two linear transformations such
that one is an isomorphism. The following sequence is exact.
0-> U ® V

(a®l.l®fl»)

(U'

® V) EB (U ® V')

l®fl- a®\

® V' -> 0

U'

Proof. Suppose that a is an isomorphism, and let {eJ be a basis of U for i E I.
Clearly, (a ® 1,1 ® jJ) is a monomorphism, 1 ® jJ - a ® 1 is an epimorphism, and (1 ® jJ - a ® 1)(a ® 1,1 ® jJ) = O. If L a(eJ ® Yi + L ei ® Y; E

L a(eJ ® (jJ(yJ -

ker(1 ® jJ - a ® 1), we have

i

i

Y;) = 0 or jJ(yJ = y;. Conse-

i

quently, (a ® 1,1 ® jJ)

(~, e ® Yi) = ~, a(eJ ® Yi + ~, ei ® y;.
i

This proves

the lemma.
Recall the notation ~ ® '7 for p~(~) ® pH'7), where Px: X x Y -> X and
py: X x Y -> Yare projections and ~ is a vector bundle over X and 17 over y.
Let a: ~o -> ~ 1 be a difference isomorphism over (X, A) and jJ: 170 -> '11 over
(Y, B). We form the following sequence:
(a,jJ):O->~0®170

(l®fl.a®l)

)(~O®I1t)EB(~l®17o)

-a®1+1®fl

)~l®II1->O

By Lemma (6.1) this sequence is exact on (X x B) U (A x Y). For riemannian
metrics on ~o, ~1' 170' and '11, we form the following difference isomorphism
on (X x Y, (X x B) U (A x Y)):
ajJ =

[1

® jJ
a®1
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6.2 Proposition. The product a/3 is compatible with the equivalence relation
yielding L(X, A) and defines an L-cup product

L(X, A) ® L(Y, B) ---> L(X x Y, (A x Y) U (X x B))
Proof. If either a: ~o ---> ~ 1 is an isomorphism over X or /3: 110 ---> 111 over Y, the
sequences (a,/3), (a*,/3), and (-a,/3*) above are exact over X x Y, and a/3 is
an isomorphism over X x Y. Consequently, if a = 0 in L(X, A) or /3 = 0
in L(Y, B), then a/3 = 0 in L(X x Y, (X x B) U (A x Y)). This proves the
proposition.
6.3 Definition. The L-cup product of [a: (0 ---> (lJ and [/3: 110
fined to be the class of a/3 in L(X x Y, (A x Y) U (X x B)).
Similarly there is the K-cup product
K-cup

K(X,A)®K(Y,B)~K(X

--->

111J is de-

x Y,(A x Y)U(X x B))

[see (3.7)].

6.4 Theorem. The following diagram is commutative.

L(X, A) ® L(Y, B)

L-cup
~

L(X x Y,(A x Y)U(X x B))

1~®~
K(X, A) ® K(Y, B)

1~
K-cup
~

K(X x Y,(A x Y)U(X x B))

Proof. For A = B = rjJ, the above diagram is commutative because III
K(X x Y)wehave({~o} - gr})({l1o} - {11r}) = {(~0®110)E8((1 (171)}{(~o ® 111) EEl ((1 ® 110)}' For A = * or rjJ and B = * or rjJ, we have a
monomorphism K(X x Y, (A x Y) U (X x B)) ---> K(X x Y), and commutativity holds in K(X x Y). Finally, in general, K(X,A) = K(X/A), K(Y,B) =
K(Y/B), and K(X x Y,(A x Y)U(X x B)) = K((X/A) x (Y/B)), and the Lcup induced on K(X, A) ® K(Y, B) by ~ ® ~ and ~ is the K-cup product.
This proves the theorem.

7. The Clutching Construction
A triad (X; Xl, X 0) is referred to as a CW-triad provided Xl and X 0 are
subcomplexes of the CW-complex X with X = X 0 U X l' With the result of
the next proposition it is possible to "glue" a vector bundle (real or complex)
~ lover Xl to a vector bundle ~o over X 0 with an isomorphism
~ 1I(X 0 n Xl) ---> ~ 0I(X 0 n Xl)'

7.1 Proposition. Let (X; Xl' X 0) be a CW-triad with A = Xl n X 0, let ~i be a
vector bundle over Xi for i = 0,1, and let a: ~l1A ---> ~olA be a vector bundle
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isomorphism. Then there exists a triple (~, U1, uo) such that ~ is a vector bundle
over X, ui: ~i -4 ~IXi is an isomorphism for i = 0, 1, and UoO: = U1 over A.
Moreover, if (11, v1, vo) is a second triple with the above properties, there is an
isomorphism w: '7 -4 ~ with Ui = wV i for i = 0, 1.
Proof. Let E(O be the space resulting from the identification of x E
E(~lIA) C E(~l) with o:(x) E E(~oIA) c E(~o). There is a natural projection
E(~) -4 X resulting from the projections of ~i' a natural vector space structure
on each fibre of~, and natural bundle isomorphisms ui: ~i -4 ~IXi for i = 0, 1.

To prove local triviality of ~, we have only to find charts of ~ near points
x E A. For x 1= A the existence of local charts is clear. Let U be an open
neighborhood of x in X such that there is a retraction r: un X 0 -4 unA and
such that there are maps rPi: (U n XJ x F n -4 ~d(U n XJ which are local coordinate charts of ~i over un Xi' Over the set unA we have O:rP1 (x, v) =
rPo(x,f(x)v), where f: UnA -4 GL(F") is a map. Replacing rPo(x, v) by
rPo(x,f(r(x))v) for (x, v) E (U n X 0) x F n, we can assume that O:rP1 (x, v) =
rPo(x, v) for (x, v) E (U n A) x F". Consequently, there is a local chart rP:
U x F" -4 ~I U such that UirPi = rPl((U nXJ x F"). This proves the existence
statement.
For the uniqueness statement, let w: 11 -4 ~ be the isomorphism that is
uivi1: 111 Xi -4 ~ IXi' Since E(I1) is the union of the closed subsets E(17 IX d and
E(171 X 0), w is a well-defined homeomorphism.
7.2 Notation. The bundle ~ in (7.1) is denoted by ~1

U ~o. It is unique up to
a

isomorphism in the sense of (7.1), and it is called the result of clutching ~ 1 and
~o along A. The triple (~1'0:, ~o) is called clutching data over (X; X O ,X 1), and
0: is called a clutching function.
From the uniqueness statment we have the following results immediately
for a CW-triad (X; X O ,X 1) and A = Xo nx 1.
7.3 Proposition. Let ~ be a bundle over X. Then (~IXd

U (~IXo) and ~ are
1

isomorphic.
7.4 Proposition. Let (~1' 0:, ~o) and (111' {3, 110) be two sets of clutching data, and
let (wi,j;): ~i -411i be vector bundle morphisms for i = 0, 1 such that woo: = {3W1
over A and;; = flX i for f: (X, XJ -4 (Y, ~). Then there exists a vector bundle
morphism (w,f): ~ 1
~o -4111
'70 such that the following diagram is

U

U
f3

commutative.

1-- 1
U -- U
~i

(w,,!,)

l1i

(u"l)

~1

a

~o

(v"l)

(w,n

'71

f3

110
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The morphism w is unique with respect to this property. If Wo and WI are
isomorphisms, w is an isomorphism.
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of w follow immediately from the definition of E

(~1 V~o).

From the uniqueness statement in (7.1) we have the next proposition.
7.5 Proposition. Let

Then

(~1 EB 111) U (~o EEl 110)
a~p

and

(~b IX, ~o)

and (111' /3, 110) be two sets of clutching data.

and

(~1 Ua ~o) EB (111 Up 110)

are isomorphic,

(~1 ® I1d a®P
U (~o ® 110) and (~l U
~o) ® (171 UP 170) are isomorphic.
a

There is a similar formula for duality.

7.6

Proposition. Let ~i be a bundle over Xi' and let
homotopy of clutching functions. Then ~ I
~ 0 and ~ I

IX

t: ~ II A --> ~o IA be a
0 are isomorphic.

U

U~

ao

(XI

1) (~o x 1)1
(A x I). Then ~l ~ ~o is isomorphic to [(~l x 1) V(~o x 1)JI(A x 0) and
~I ~ ~o to [(~1 X 1) V(~o x 1)JI(A x 1). Since (~l x 1) V(~o x I) is isoProof. We view at as a clutching function

IX.:

(~1

x 1)1(A x

-->

morphic to 11 x I for some 11, there is an isomorphism between ~ 1 U ~ 0 and

~l

ao

U ~o·
at

In the next two sections, we outline the theory of Ln(X, A) and the elementary properties of half-exact cofunctors. The details are left as exercises for
the reader.

8. The Cofunctor Ln(X, A)
In this section we consider in outline form a generalization of the results of
Secs. 4 to 6.
We consider complexes of length n consisting of vector bundles over X
which are exact when restricted to A and denoted

~: 0 --> ~o ~ ~l ~ ~2

--> ... -->

~n

-->

0

An isomorphism from a complex ~ to a complex 11 is a sequence of
isomorphisms ui : ~i --> l1i for 0 ~ i ~ n such that the following diagram is
commutative.
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al

~

1
'lolA

a2
~

...

~

1

"0

O~

~11A

~

171IA

~O

1
"n

"I

PI

CIA

P2
~

...

~

11 nlA

~O

8.1 Notations. Let Sn(X, A) denote the set of isomorphism classes of complexes of length n defined over X and acyclic over A. We define a commutative semigroup structure on Sn(X, A), using the quotient function induced by
the Whitney sum of two complexes. The induced complex defines a
semigroup morphism f*: Sn(X, A) -+ Sn(Y, B) for each map f: (Y, B) -+ (X, A),
from which it follows that Sn(X, A) is a cofunctor.
An elementary complex is a complex 0 -+ ~o ~ ~ 1 -+ ... -+ ~n -+ 0 such that
0 for i i= k - 1, k, and (lk: ~k-1 -+ ~k is an isomorphism over X. Two
complexes ~ and '1 are said to be equivalent provided there are elementary
complexes 61, ... , 6p and C1' ... , cq such that ~ EB 61 EB ... EB 6p equals '1 EB
C1 EB ... EB cq in Sn(X, A).
~i =

8.2 Definition. We denote by Ln(X, A) the quotient semigroup cofunctor of
SJX, A) under the above relation on elements of Sn(X, A).
Observe that L1 (X, A) is just L(X, A) of Sec. 4. One can prove that ~
defines the zero element in Ln(X, A) if ~ is acyclic on X.
By viewing a complex of length n as a complex of length n + 1, we define
a natural morphism Ln(X, A) -+ Ln +1 (X, A). By composition there are natural
morphisms L1 (X, A) -+ Lm(X, A).
For finite CW-pairs we have the following result which is left to the reader.
8.3 Theorem. The natural morphism L1 (X, A) -+ Lm(X, A) is an isomorphism.
This theorem is dependent upon the following result which follows from
2(7.1) or Lemma 7.2, Atiyah, Bott, and Shapiro [1].
8.4 Lemma. Let ~ and '1 be vector bundles over X, and let u: ~ IA -+ 111 A be a
monomorphism. If dim '1 -+ dim ~ + dim X, there exists a prolongation of u to
a monomorphism ~ -+ '1.
As in Sec. 5, we consider morphisms Ln(X, A) -+ K (X, A).
8.5 Definition. An Euler characteristic for Ln(X, A) is a morphism of
cofunctors x: Ln -+ K such that for empty A there is the relation x(~) =

I

(_1)i~i·

O~i~n

The following theorem is proved by using Theorems (8.3) and (5.1).
8.6 Theorem. A unique Euler characteristic exists for L n, and it is an
isomorphism of cofunctors.
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As corollaries of this theorem there are the following results. Recall that
two complexes ~ and lJ are homotopic on (X, A) provided there is a complex
( on (X x J, A x J) such that ~ = (l(X x 0, A x 0) and '7 = (l(X x 1, A xl).
8.7 Corollary. Two homotopic complexes determine the same element in
Ln(X, A).
We construct an inverse to the isomorphism L 1 (X, A) --+ Ln(X, A). For ~ E
Sn(X, A) we can put riemannian metrics on ~i and define rxt: ~i --+ ~i-1. We
consider lJ = (0 --+ lJo!!... '11 --+ 0), where lJo = L ~2i and lJ1 = I ~2i+1 and
i

i

f3(XO,X 2,X4 ,···) = (rx 1(x O),rxi(x 2) + rx3(XZ)'rx!(x4) + rxS(X4)' ... ).
Since
~Zi+1 = rx2i(~ZJ EB rx!i+1(~Zi+2) over A, the element lJ defines a class in
S 1 (X, A). If ~ E S 1 (X, A), then ~ equals lJ. This is easily seen to define an
inverse Ln(X, A) --+ L1 (X, A), by (8.6) and (8.7).

8.8 Products. If ~ E Sn(X, A) and if '7 E Sm( Y, B), then the tensor product ~ ®
lJ E Sn+m(X X Y,(X x B)U(A x Y)) by the Kiinneth formula.
This defines a biadditive pairing Ln(X, A) ® Lm(T, B) --+ Ln +m(X x Y,
(X x B) U (A x Y)) such that x(ab) = x(a)x(b), where X is the Euler characteristic.

9. Half-Exact Cofunctors
The following notion is due to Dold [5]. Again we give only an outline of
the results.
9.1 Definition. Let W denote the category of finite CW-complexes with base
points and homotopy classes of maps preserving base points. A half-exact
cofunctor U is a cofunctor defined on W with values in the category of
abelian groups such that for each sUbcomplex A of X the following sequence
is exact:
U(A)

~

U(X)

~

U(X/A)

9.2 Example. Ordinary reduced singular cohomology Hn( -; G) is a halfexact cofunctor. The natural quotient map X --+ X/A defines an isomorphism
Hn(x/ A; G) --+ Hn(x, A; G). The half-exactness property is derived from this
and the exact sequence for cohomology.
9.3 Example. Real, complex, and quaternionic K-group cofunctors are half
exact by (2.1).
9.4 Example. Let H be a homotopy associative and commutative H-space.
Then UH = [ - , HJo is a half-exact cofunctor.
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9.5 Example. Let U be an arbitrary half-exact cofunctor, and let Z be a
(finite) cell complex. Then the functions that assign to X the group U(X /\ Z)
and to f: Y -4 X the group morphism U(f /\ 1z ) collect to define a half-exact
cofunctor.
9.6 Proposition. Let U be a half-exact cofunctor. If X is a point, U(X) equals
0. If f is null homotopic, then U(f) equals 0.
The discussion in Sees. 2 and 3 applies to half-exact functors, and we have
the following theorems.
9.7 Theorem. Let f: X -4 Y be a cellular map of finite CW-complexes. Then,
with the notations of Sec. 2, there is the following exact sequence:

U(X) ~ U(Y) ~ U(Cf ) ~ U(S(X)) ~ U(S(Y))
This theorem corresponds to (2.8), and corresponding to (2.10) is the next
remark.
9.8 Remark. For a subcomplex A of X there is a coboundary morphism
U(S(A)) -4 U(X/A) such that the following sequence is exact.

U(A) +- U(X) +- U(X/A) +- U(S(A)) +- U(S(X))
We leave it to the reader to state and verify (3.2) to (3.4) for half-exact
cofunctors.
The next theorem is an important uniqueness theorem which can be used
in giving a general K-theory setting for the periodicity theorem of Bott. It is
useful in comparing rational K-theory and rational cohomology theory.
9.9 Theorem. Let rjJ: U -4 V be a morphism of half-exact cofunctors. If rjJ(sm)
is an isomorphism for each m ~ 0, then rjJ is an isomorphism.
This theorem is proved by induction on the number of cells of X for rjJ(X).
Finally, (2.6) and (9.7) are related to the following basic result known as
the Puppe mapping sequence (see Puppe [lJ). We use the notations of (2.6)
and (9.7). Everything is for base point preserving maps.
9.10 Theorem. Let f: X -4 Y be a map, and let Z be a space. Then the following sequence is exact as a sequence of sets with base points.

[X,ZJo

f*

a(f)*

b(f)*

Sf*

~[Y,ZJo ~[Cf,ZJo ~[SX,ZJo ~[SY,ZJo

Exercises
1. Develop the results of this chapter for vector bundles over a pair (X, A) where X is
a compact space and A is a closed subspace.
2. Fill in the details in Sees. 8 and 9.

CHAPTER 11

Bott Periodicity in the Complex Case

Using elementary methods in analysis and vector bundle theory, we present
the Atiyah-Bott proof of the complex periodicity theorem. In this setting we
see the role of the Hopf bundle in defining the periodicity isomorphism.

1. K -Theory Interpretation of the Periodicity Result
Ket k = 2 for complex K-theory K and k
the sequence of spaces

=

8 for real K-theory KO. From

there is the following exact sequence in either real or complex K-theory:
0--> K(X /\ Sk)

-->

K(X

X

Sk)

-->

K(X

V

Sk) --> 0

The external cup product or tensor product yields a morphism
K(X) ® K(Sk)

-->

K(X

X

Sk)

From this we have the following commutative diagram:
K(X) ® KW) = (K(X) ® K(Sk)) E8 K(X) E8 K(Sk) EB Z

1

cup

1

The morphism cup restricted to K(X) EB K(Sk) EB Z is the identity when restricted to the last three summands. This leads to the following result.
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1.1 Proposition. The external cup product K(X) ® K(Sk) --+ K(X X Sk) is an
isomorphism if and only if the external cup product K(X) ® K(Sk)--+
K(X /\ Sk) is an isomorphism.
Now we state the K-theory formulation of Bott periodicity.
1.2 Theorem. Let X be a compact space. The external cup products K(X) ®
K(S2) --+ K(X X S2) in complex K-theory and KO(X) ® KO(S8)--+
KO(X X S8) in real K-theory are isomorphisms. In addition, K(S2) is a free
abelian group on two generators 1 and I] class of the complex H opf bundle, and
KO(S8) is the free abelian group on two generators 1 and 1]8, where 1]8 is the
class of the real eight-dimensional Hopf bundle.
In view of Proposition (1.1), Theorem (1.2) is equivalent to:
1.3 Theorem. Let X be a compact space. The function that assigns to a E
K(X) the element a ® (I] - 1) in K(X /\ S2) is a cofunctor isomorp'hism, and the
function that assigns to a E KO(X) the element a ® (1]8 - 8) in KO(X /\ S8) is
a cofunctor isomorphism.
We shall prove Theorem (1.2) for complex vector bundles.

2. Complex Vector Bundles Over X x S2
2.1 Notations. We view S2 as the Riemann sphere of complex numbers and
the point at infinity. Let Do denote the disk of z with Izl ~ 1, and let DOC!
denote the disk of z with Izl ~ 1. Then Do n DCXJ equals Sl, the unit circle.
2.2 Notations. For a compact space X we denote the natural projections on
X by no: X x Do --+ X, nCXJ: X x DOC! --+ X, and n: X x Sl --+ X. Observe that
we have (X x Do)U(X x DCXJ) = X X S2 and (X x Do)n(X x DCXJ) = X X Sl.
Let s: X --+ X X S2 be the map defined by the relation s(x) = (x, 1). We use
these notations throughout this chapter.
Using the clutching construction of Chap. 10, Sec. 7, we are able to give a
description of complex vector bundles over X x S2.
2.3 Proposition. Let'; be a complex vector bundle over X x S2, and let ( equal
s*(';). Then there is an automorphism u: n*(O --+ n*(O such that .; and
n~(O U ni(O are isomorphic and u: (IX x 1 --+ (IX x 1 is homotopic to the
u

identity in the space of automorphisms. Moreover, u is unique with respect to
the above properties.
Proof. We consider s: X --+ X x Do or X x DOC!" The compositions sno: X x
Do --+ X x Do and snCXJ: X x DOC! --+ X x DOC! are homotopy equivalences.
Consequently, the natural isomorphism ';I(X x 1) --+ n*(OI(X x 1) prolongs
to two isomorphisms U o: (l(X x Do) --+ n~(O and uoo : ';I(X x DcxJ --+ n!(O·
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Two such extensions over X x Do or over X x Dec differ by an automorphism over X x Do or over X x Dec, which is the identity on X x 1.
Then u = u;;2u o is the desired automorphism, for by Proposition 10(7.1)
there is an isomorphism between ~ and n6(O U n!(O. This proves the
proposition.
The task in the following sections is to consider clutching automorphisms
u: n*(O -> n*(O for vector bundles ( over X and the projection n: X x Sl ->
X. Such a clutching map u is given by a continuous family of automorphisms
u(x,z): C -> C for x E X and Izl = 1.
2.4 Definition. A Laurent polynomial clutching map u for ( is a clutching

map of the form

u(x, z) =

I

Ikl;:;n

ak(x)zk

where ak : ( -> ( is a morphism of (. A Laurent polynomial clutching map u is
a polynomial clutching map provided u(x, z) = ao(x) + a 1 (x)z + ... + an(x)zn
and is a linear clutching map provided u(x, z) = a(x) + b(x)z.
In the next proposition we see that any complex vector bundle ~ over
X x S2 is isomorphic to n6(O U n!((), where u is a Laurent polynomial
clutching map.
U
2.5 Proposition. Let ~ be a complex vector bundle over X x S2, and let ( equal
s*(O. Then ~ is isomorphic to n6(O
n!((), where v is a Laurent polynomial
v
clutching map.

U

Proof. Let ~ be isomorphic to n6(O

Un!(O as in Proposition (2.3), where u
U

is an arbitrary clutching map. Let ak : (
integral

ak(x)

=

1
·2----;

-> (

1

nz s'

be the morphism defined by the

dz
z -k u(x, z)z

I aj(x)zj and un (x, z) to be 1/(n + 1) I Sk(X, z).
Ijl;:;k
O;:;k;:;n
Then un (x, z) is the nth partial Cesaro sum of a Fourier series, and by an
extension of Fejer's theorem Un converges uniformly in x and z to u.
Let v = un for large n, where Un is so close to u that it is a clutching map
homotopic to u. This is possible because homotopy classes of clutching maps
are open sets in the uniform topology. Then there is an isomorphism between
~ and n6(O U n!(o. This proves the proposition.
We define Sk(X, z) to be

v

2.6 Example. Let y denote the canonical line bundle over S2 = Cp 1 , and let
IJ denote the dual line bundle ofy. Then y is isomorphic to the bundle obtained

by clutching two trivial line bundles over Do and Dec with the clutching map
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u(z) = z, and IJ is isomorphic to the bundle obtained with the clutching map
u(z) = Z-1. To see this, we recall that E(y) is the subspace of «ZO,Z1),
(wo, w1 )) E Cp1 x C 2 . If l'; denotes the open set of <ZO,Z1) with Zi # 0 for
i = 0, 1, we have charts hi: l'; x C --t E(y Il';), where hoe <zo, Zl)' a) =
«ZO,z1),(a,z l a/z O)) and h 1«zo,z1),a) = «ZO,Zl),(z Oa/z 1,a)). Since the
clutching map u(z) for Izl = 1 has the property that ho(z, a) = hl (z, u(z)a) for
z = zdzo, we have u(z) = z. Similarly for the dual bundle the clutching map
is u(z) = Z-1 from the tensor product property of clutching maps, see 10(7.4),
and of dual bundles.

2.7 Notation. Let ( be a complex vector bundle over X, and let u be a
clutching map n*(O --t n*(O. Then n6(O U n:!;(O is denoted by [(, u]. Denote
u

2.8 Proposition. Let ( be isomorphic to [(, u] over X x S2. Then [(, uz n] is
isomorphic to ( ®"In or ( ®IJ-n, where "In denotes the n-fold tensor product of
"I and ® is the external tensor product.
Proof. This follows from tensor product properties of clutching maps 10(7.4);
that is, n6(O U n!(O is isomorphic to (n!(O ® 0 1 ) U (n!(O ® 0 1 ) which in
uz"

u®z"

turn is isomorphic to ( ®''In.
By (2.8) we have a complete picture of vector bundles over X x S2 whose
clutching map is a monomial; that is, [(, az n] is isomorphic to ( ®''In.

3. Analysis of Polynomial Clutching Maps
By (2.5) every complex vector bundle ( over X x S2 is isomorphic to
[(,z-np], where p is a polynomial clutching function. By (2.8), [(,z-n p] is
isomorphic to [(,p] ®IJn over X x S2. In this section we linearize polynomial clutching functions in a manner analogous to the transformation used
in reducing nth-order differential equations to linear differential equations.

L PkZk be a polynomial clutching function for a
O;'i;k;'i;n
complex vector bundle ( over X. Let L"(p) denote the linear polynomial
clutching function for the complex vector bundle Ln(O = (E8 (~:~) E9 ( given
by the following matrix.

3.1 Notation. Let p

=

Po

-z
L"(p) =

P1
1

pz
0

Pn-l
0
0

Pn
0
0

0
-z
................................
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

-z
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Observe that U(p) is the product of three matrices where p;(z)

=

L

Pkzk-r

r;£k;£n

1 pf(z)

...

p:(z)

p(z)

0 ...
1 ...

o

1

0

o

o
o

o
o

o

o o
o o ...

0 0
0 0

o ...
o
o

0
0

1 ...

-z

1

0
0

...

0
0

0
0

-z

0
1

Consequently, U(p) = (1 + N d(p 8j In)(1 + N 2), where N I and N 2 are
nilpotent. Then L~(p) = (1 + tN d(p 8j In)(1 + tN 2) is a homotopy of clutching functions of Ln(O- This yields the following result.
3.2 Proposition. For a polynomial clutching map

p(z)

=

L

PkZk for ( over X

O~k~n

[Ln(o, U(p)] and [Ln(n, p 8j In] are isomorphic vector bundles over X x S2.
Using these notations, we have the following two propositions for a polynomial clutching map p(z) = L PkZk for ( over X. We may view p(z) as a
polynomial of degree n + 1.

O",k",n

3.3 Proposition. There is an isomorphism between [U+I(O,U+I(p)] and
[U(n, U(p)] EB [(,1].

Proof. We use the following homotopy of clutching maps:
Po

PI

-z

o
o
o
For t

=

0
0
0

...

Pn-l

Pn

0

o

o
o

o

o

-z

o

0
-(I-t)z

0 we have [U+1(n,U+1(p)] and for t

=

1, [U(O,U(p)] 8j [(, 1].

3.4 Proposition. There is an isomorphism between [U+ I (O,U+1(zp)] and
[U(o, U(p)] 8j [C z].

Proof. We use the following homotopy of clutching maps.
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PI
0

o

Po
1- t
-z

o
o

o
o

o
o

-z

Pn-1 Pn

o
o

0
0

o
-z

For t = 0 we have [U+ 1 ((),U+1(zp)], and for t = 1 we have [U((),U(p)] E9
[(, z].
As a corollary we get two relations involving each of the Hopf bundles y
an dl].

3.5 Corollary. There is an isomorphism between y2 E9 8 1 and y E9 y, or between
1 and 1]-1 E91]-1.

1]-28j

Proof. By (3.4) there is an isomorphism between [8 2 ,Z2] = [L2(8 1 ),Z2] and
[8 1 , z] E9 [8 1 , z] = Y 8j y, and by (3.2) there is an isomorphism between
[8 2,Z2] and [8 1 ,Z2] E9 [8 1 ,1] = y2 E91.
The proof of Corollary (3.5) follows directly from the following homotopy
of clutching maps.
[z

o

OJ [COS(nt/2)
1 sin(nt/2)

- sin (nt/2)J [z
cos(nt/2)
0

OJ [COS(nt/2)
1 - sin(nt/2)

Sin(nt/2)J
cos(nt/2)

4. Analysis of Linear Clutching Maps
Let p(x, z) = a(x)z + b(x) be a linear clutching map for a bundle ( over X. We
wish to prove that ( decomposes into a Whitney sum (~ E9 C such that
pl(~: (~ . . . . (~ is nonsingular for all z with Izl ~ 1 and pl(o: (~ . . . . C) is
nonsingular for all z with Izl ~ 1. Then the bundle [(, a(x)z + b(x)] is
isomorphic to [(~, z] 8j [(~, 1].
If p(x, z) has the form z + b(x), the fibre of (+ at x will be the sum of the
eigenspaces of b(x) for values A with IIlI < 1, and the fibre of (_ at x will be
the sum of the eigenspaces of b(x) for value Il with IIlI > 1.
The following treatment of this case was pointed out by J. F. Adams. The
author is very grateful for his permission to use it here.
4.1 Notations. The linear clutching map a(x)z + b(x) = p(x, z): ( ....... ( is nonsingular for Izl = 1 and all x. By the compactness of the base space, the map
p(x,z) is nonsingular for all z with 1 - e ~ Izl ~ 1 + e and all x E X. Form
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Po(x) =

~f

(a(x)z

+ b(x)fla(x)dz

2m J Izl=l

and
Poo(x)

=

1.
-2

f

a(x)(a(x)z

+ b(x)fl dz

m J Izl=l

where Po, pel): , ...... , are bundle morphisms independent of z.
The main properties of Po and Poo are contained in the next proposition.
4.2 Proposition. We have p(x, z)Po(x) = Poo(x)p(x, z) for all x E X and \z\ = 1,
and Po(x) and Poo(z) are each projections; that is, Po(x)Po(x) = Po(x) and
pel)(x)poo(x) = pel)(x).
Proof. First, there is the following relation for z =f. w.
(aw

+ btla(az + btl

+ b)-la(aw + btl
(az + btl
(aw + btl
+---w-z
z-w

= (az
=

(R)

To see this, we make the following calculation:
(az + btl
- - - + (aw + btl
w-z

= (aw

z-w

aw + b
b)-l
+ b)-l -(az +
w-z

az + b
+ (aw + btl--(az
+ btl
z- W
= (aw

+ b)-la(az + btl

Now we use the symmetry between z and w. It should be noted that the first
equality in relation (R) holds also for z = w.
To derive the relation p(x, z)Po(x) = Poo(x)p(x, z), we multiply relation (R)
by az + b on the left and right and then integrate. We get
(az

+ b)po =

~f

(az

2m Jlzl=l

1.
= -2

f

a(aw

m Jlzl=l

=

poo(az

+ b)(aw + btladw
+ btl(az + b)dw

+ b)

To prove that PoPo = Po, we choose r l and r z with 1 - e < r z < r l < 1 + e.
Then we calculate the following expression, using relation (R).

JfIzl=r, JfIwl=r2 (az + btla(aw + b)-ladzdw
=~ f
f [_I_(az + btla + z_1_(aw
+ btla]dzdw
(2m) Jlzl=r, Jlwl=r2 w - z
- w

PoPo = (21.)2
nl
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Po

Observe that

1

dw

Iwl=r2

w- z

-0

A similar calculation yields the relation PcoPco
proposition.

=

Pel)' This proves the

4.3 Remark. The vector bundle projections Po: ( ....... ( and Pco: , ....... ( are of
constant rank. This is a general property of projections and is easily seen by
considering local cross sections Sl' ... , Sn of ( such that Sl (x), ... , sr{x) is a
basis ofker(po)x and Sr+l (x), ... , sn(x) is a basis of im(po)x. Then (1 - PO)Sl (Y),
... , (1 - PO)sr(Y) is a basis of ker(po)y near x, and POSr+l (Y), ... , POsn(Y) is a
basis of im(po)y for Y near x in the base space of (.
4.4 Notations. We denote the vector bundle im Po by (~, im Pco by (~, ker Po
by (~, and ker Pco by C:. The relation p(x,z)po(x) = Pco(x)p(x,z) implies that
the following restrictions of p(x, z) are defined:
P+( -,z): (~ ....... (~
p-(-,z):(~ .......

C:

4.5 Proposition. The restriction P+( -, z): (~ ....... (~ is an isomorphism for Izl ~
1, and the restriction P_ ( - , z): (~ ....... (if) is an isomorphism for Iz I ~ 1.
Proof. Let v be in the fibre of ( over x such that (a(x)w + b(x))v = 0 for
Iwl of. 1. Then (a(x)z + b(x))v = (z - w)a(x)v and (a(x)z + b(x)fla(x)v =
(z - W)-lV for Izl = 1. If we integrate over the circle Izl = 1, we get the
relation
Po(x)v

=

{~

forlwl<1
forlwl>1

If v E ker(a(x)w + b(x)) and Iwl < 1, then v E (~ and p_(x, z) is a monomorphism for Izl ~ 1. If v E ker(a(x)w + b(x)) and Iwl> 1, then v E (~ and
p+(x,z) is a monomorphism for Izl ~ 1. For reasons of dimension, p+ and
p_ are isomorphisms for Izl ~ 1 or Izl ~ 1, respectively. This proves the
proposition.

4.6 Proposition. Let p+ = a+z + b+ and p_ = a_z + b_ where p+ and p_ are
defined as in (4.4), and let p' = p~ + p'-, where p~ = a+z + tb+ and p'- =
ta_z + b_ for 0 ~ t ~ 1. Then p' is a homotopy of linear clutching maps from
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a+z + b_ to p. Moreover, the bundles [epJ and [(~,zJ E8 W~·, IJ are
isomorphic.
p~

Proof. By (4.5),

o~ t ~

and p'- are isomorphisms onto their images for all t,

1. Then [(, pJ and

((~ ~ (~ ) EEl ((~

V(~ ) are isomorphic bundles

over X x S2. Since a+: (~ ~ (~ and b_: (~ ~ (~ are isomorphisms, there are
isomorphisms between [(~,zJ and (~U (~ and between [(~, IJ and
a+z

C U C)· This proves the proposition.
b

4.7 Notation. Let p be a polynomial clutching map for ( of degree ~ n. Then
the bundle Ln(O = (n + 1)( decomposes with respect to the linear clutching
map U(p), as in (4.6). We denote this as follows:

U(O = U(ep)+ EElU((,p)_
Then (4.6) says that the bundles [U(O,U(p)] and [U(ep)+,zJ E8 [U(ep)-, IJ
are isomorphic.
From the results of (3.3) and (3.4) and the above analysis, we have the
following result.
4.8 Proposition. Let p(x, z) be a polynomial clutching map of degree less than
n for a vector bundle (. For U+ 1(p), there are the following isomorphisms:

and
For L n+1 (zp), there are the following isomorphisms:
and

5. The Inverse to the Periodicity Isomorphism
The periodicity morphism J1: K(X) ® K(S2) ~ K(X X S2) isjust the external
K-cup product. We wish to define an inverse morphism v: K(X x S2) ~
K(X) ® K(S2). For a vector bundle ~ over X, the element of K(X) determined by ~ is also denoted by ~.
5.1 Notations. Let u be a clutching map for a vector bundle ( over X. By
(2.4), there is a Laurent polynomial clutching map z-npn(x, z) arbitrarily close
and, therefore, homotopic to u for large n. Here Pn(x, z) is a polynomial
clutching map where degpn(x,z) ~ 2n. In K(X) ® K(S2), we consider the following element:
Vn ((,

Since (1

-1])1]

u)

=

L 2n((, Pn)+ ® (I]n-1 - I]n)

+ ( ® I]n

= 1 - I] in K(S2), by (3.5), we have
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5.2 Proposition. With the above notation, we have vn(C u)

=

Vn+1 (C u).

Proof Using (4.8), we have the following relations in K(X):
L 2n +2((,Pn+l)+ = L 2n +2(CzPn+l)+ = L 2n +1(CzPn)+ = L 2n ((,Pn)+ 8j (

From this we have
vn+1((,u)

+ (® 1]n+1
® (1 -1]) + (® (1]n _1]n+l) + (® 1]n+l
® (1]n-l - 1]n) + (® 1]n

=

L 2n+2(CPn+1)+ ® (1]n _1]n+1)

=

Un(CPn)+

= Un(CPn)+
=

vn(C u)

This proves the proposition.
5.3 Remarks. In view of (5.2), v((, u) may be written for vn ((, u), since v is
independent of n. If u is a second clutching map near u, the line segment
joining Pn = znfn to qn = zngn is a homotopy of clutching maps, where in
approximates u and gn approximates Ufo Consequently, we have v((, u) =
v((, u and v(';) equal to v((, u), where'; = [(, u] is well defined. Observe
that v('; EB ';f) = v(';) + V(';f) for vector bundles on X x S2. Consequently, a
morphism v: K(X x S2) ~ K(X) ® K(S2) is defined.
Now we are in a position to prove the complex periodicity theorem.
f

f

)

5.4 Theorem. The external K-cup product J1: K(X) ® K(S2) ~ K(X
an isomorphism with v as its inverse.

X

S2) is

Proof. First, we show that VJ1 = 1. For this it suffices to prove that
VJ1(( ® 1]n) = (® 1]n, where (is a vector bundle. Since J1(( ® 1]n) = [(, z-n], we

calculate
Vn([(,

z-n]) = L 2n ((,

1)+

® (1]n-l

-

1]n)

+ (® 1]n = (® 1]n

This follows from the fact that L 2n ((, 1)+ = LO((, 1)+ = O. We have VJ1 = 1.
To prove J1V = 1, we make use of two relations. The first comes from (4.6).
[Un(CPn)+,z]

=

[L2n(O,un(Pn)] - L 2n ((,Pn)_, 1]

(a)

The second comes from (3.2).
(b)

For v(O = v([(, u]) = v([(, z-n pn ])
make the following calculation:

=

L 2n((, Pn)+ ® (1]n-l

-

1]n)

+ (® 1]n,

we
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flV(O = [Un((,Pn)+,zl-nJ - [Un((,Pn)+,z-nJ
=

[L 2n(0, L 2n(Pn)J ® 1'/" - [Un((, Pn)-,

+ [(,z-nJ
=

2n(( ® 1]n)

= [(,

+ [(,z-nJ

IJ ® 1]n -

[un((, Pn)+,

IJ ® 1]n

by (a)

+ [(, z-npnJ

- [L 2n(0,

IJ ® 1]n + ( ® 1]n

by (b)

z-npn(x, z)J

=.;
This proves the complex periodicity theorem.
As a corollary of the periodicity theorem, we can calculate K(sm).

5.5 Theorem. There is a relation K(S2n+1) = 0, and K(s2n) is infinite cyclic
with generator [32", where the ring structure is given by [3L = O. Moreover, the
~
natural map S2 x ...
X S2 -> s2n induces a monomorphism K(s2n) -> K(S2 X
.(~). X S2) and the image of [32n in K(S2 x .(~). X S2) equals a product a 1 ... an,
where ai = {U - 1 such that (i is a line bundle on S2 x .(~). X S2.

-

-

Proof. Since the external cup product with [32 yields an isomorphism
K(Si) -> K(Si /\ S2), we have the result on the additive structure from the
relations K(SO) = Z and K(Sl) = 0 of 9(5.2).
The induced morphism K(s2n) -> K(S2 X .(~). X S2) is a monomorphism by
9(3.4). The image [32n in K(S2 x .(~). X S2) equals the image of the K-cup
product of [32n-2 and [32 under the monomorphism K(s2n-2 X S2)->
K(S2 x .<~). x S2). Since [32 equals {U - 1, where (i is a line bundle induced
from S2 to S2 X .(~). X S2, and since [3~ = 0 from the relation [3~ =

gy

2g

=
+ 1i } = 0, we have the last statement of the
theorem.
The relation [3~n = 0 follows from the fact that the image of [32n in
K(S2 x ... X S2) has a square that is zero.

({U - 1)2

5.6 Remark. The above proof of the periodicity theorem was given by
Atiyah and Bott in Acta Mathematica, vol. 112, 1964. This proof was
modivated by their work on complex elliptic boundary value problems. In
the spring of 1966, motivated by the study of real elliptic operators, Atiyah
gave a proof of the real periodicity theorem similar in character to the above
proof of the complex periodicity theorem.
The first proof of the periodicity theorem was given by Bott in [3J using
geometric arguments. Soon after, J. C. Moore proved the periodicity theorem
using homology theory; see the H. Cartan Seminaire, 1959~1960.

CHAPTER 12

Clifford Algebras

Using methods from the theory of quadratic forms, one is able to construct
vector bundles over spheres and projective spaces. We develop some general
properties of Clifford algebras and completely calculate the Clifford algebras
that arise in topology. Apart from constructing vector fields on a sphere, the
topological applications are left to later chapters. Using Clifford algebras, we
can give a concrete description of Spin(n).

1. Unit Tangent Vector Fields on Spheres: I
In this section we consider the very classical problem of determining when a
sphere sn has a single unit tangent vector field on it. Our first means of
constructing vector fields is contained in the next proposition.

1.1 Proposition. If sn-1 has k orthonormal tangent vector fields v 1,
then sn q-1 has k orthonormal tangent vector fields vf, ... , vr

... ,

Vk'

Proof. We can view Vi: sn-1 ~ Rn such that (xlvi(x)) = 0 and (vi(x)lvix)) =
Oi.j for all x E sn-1 and 1 ~ i, j ~ k. Next, the sphere sn q -1 can be considered as the join of q spheres sn-1; that is, for x E sn q -1 we can write x =
(a(1)x(1), ... , a(q)x(q)), where xCi) E sn-1 and
a(i)2 = 1, a(i) ~ O. We de-

L
i

fine vr sn q -1 ~ Rnq by the relation vt(a(1)x(1), ... , a(q)x(q)) = a(l)v i(x(1)) +
... + a(q)vi(x(q)). Then we have (xlv[(x)) = 0 and (v[(x)lvj(x)) = 0i.j for 1 ~
i, j ~ k by a direct calculation, using (x(i)lx(j)) = 0 for i =I- j.

1.2 Corollary. Every odd-dimensional sphere
on it.

sm-1

has a nonzero vector field
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Proof Since m = 2q, it suffices, in view of (1.1), to prove that Sl has a unit
and
vector field defined on it. Let V(X 1,X 2) = (-x2,xd. Then (xlv(x)) =
Ilv(x)11 = 1 for each x = (X b X 2 ) E Sl. The map v is a 90° rotation.

°

See Exercise 1 for a similar application.
In the next proposition we derive a property of sn with unit vector fields.
1.3 Proposition. Let sn be a sphere with a unit tangent vector field v(x). Then
the antipodal map x H - x is homotopic to the identity.

Proof Let ht(x) = (cos nt)x + (sin nt)v(x). Then ht: sn -> S" is a homotopy
with ho(x) = x and hl (x) = - x. This deformation is on the great circle from
x to - x in the direction of v(x).
The degree of x -> - x as a map S" -> S" is (_1)n+1. From (1.2) and (1.3)
and this remark we get the following equivalences.

1.4 Theorem. For a sphere
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

sn the following are equivalent.

n is odd.
x H - x is of degree 1.
xH

-

x is homotopic to the identity.

S" has a unit tangent vector field.

By negation, the following statements are also equivalent properties of sn.
(1) n is even.
(2) XH -x is of degree -1.
(3) x H - x is not homotopic to the identity.
(4) S" has no unit tangent vector field.

2. Orthogonal Multiplications
In this section we see that orthogonal multiplications give rise to orthonormal vector fields on a sphere. The problem of the existence of orthogonal
multiplications is a purely algebraic problem.

2.1 Definition. A function J1: Rk X R n -> R n is called an orthogonal multiplication provided J1 is bilinear and 11J1(y,x)11 = Ilyllllxll for each y E Rk and
x ERn.
For y E Sk-l C R\ the function x -> J1(y, x) is an orthogonal transformation, and for x E sn-l C R" the function y -> J1(y, x) is an isometry; i.e., it is
inner product preserving since (xly) = (l/2)(llx + yll - Ilxll - Ilyll).
An orthogonal multiplication J1 is normalized provided J1(e k , x) = x for
each x ERn, where ek = (0, ... ,0,1). If J1(e k , x) = u(x), then J1(y, u-1(x)) is a
normalized orthonormal multiplication.
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In the next theorem we can see how orthogonal multiplications can be
used to define vector fields on spheres.
2.2 Theorem. If there exists an orthogonal multiplication 11: Rk
there exist k - 1 orthonormal vector fields on sn-l.

X

Rn ~ R n,

Proof. By the above remark, we can assume that 11 is normalized. Then, for
each x E sn-l, the vectors ll(e 1 , x), ... , ll(e k- 1 , x), x = Il(ek> x) are orthonormal.
Then the VI (x) = Il(e i, x), where 1 ~ i ~ k - 1 orthonormal vector fields on
sn-l.
2.3 Remarks. The existence of vector fields is closely related to the existence of orthogonal multiplications. Observe that vi( - x) = - vi(x) in Theorem (2.2), and therefore VI (x), ... , V k - 1 (x) define vector fields on Rpn-l which
are orthonormal. Scalar multiplication C x
~ C defines an orthogonal
multiplication R2 X R 2n ~ R2n. Corollary (1.2) follows also from (2.2).
In the next theorem we derive an algebraic version of the notion of orthogonal multiplication. This leads to the study of Clifford algebras in the following sections.

cn

n

2.4 Theorem. The set of normalized orthogonal multiplications 11: Rk X R n ~
Rn are in bijective correspondence with sets of UI , ... , Uk- 1 E O(n) such that
u? = -1 and UiUj + uju i = 0 for i =f j. The correspondence is achieved by defining ui(x) = Il(e i, x) for given 11.
Proof. Clearly, normalized bilinear 11 are in bijective correspondence with
linear transformations u I , ... , Uk-I' To check the orthogonality condition it
is necessary to prove only that 111l(y,x)11 = 1 if Ilxll = Ilyll = 1. Let Uk = 1.
The condition of orthogonality reduces to showing that
aiui E O(n) if and
onlyif(al, ... ,adESk-l.
i
Recall for a linear v: R n ~ R n that v E O(n) if and only if vv* = 1, where v*
is the transpose of v. The orthogonality property of 11 is equivalent to

z::

1 = (L aiui)(z:: ajuj* ) = L a?ui u1
i

j

i

+ i<j
L aiaj(uiut + ujun

Since uiu1 = 1, since La? = 1, and since (a;) are arbitrary on Sk-l, the orthoi

gonality property of 11 is equivalent to the relation uiuj* + uju1 =
For j = k we have Uk = 1 and Ui = - u1 = - u 11 • Therefore, we
-1. For i < j < k, we have ui( - uj) + ui - u;) = 0 or uiuj + uju i =
Conversely, these two conditions on the u;'s imply UiUj* + uju1 =
This proves the theorem.

0 for
have
0 for
0 for

i < j.
u; =
i =f j.
i < j.

In the general theory of Clifford algebras we shall derive properties of
algebras which have a set of generators e l' ... , ek and satisfy the relations
e; = - 1 and eiej + ejei = 0 for i =f j.
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If U 1 , ... , U k - 1 are linear transformations of a real vector space M onto
itself such that uf = - 1 and uiuj + UjUi = 0 for i =f. j, there is an inner product (xly) on M such that (ui(x)lui(y)) = (xly) for each x, y EM.
In effect, let r k - 1 be the group generated by ±U i for 1 ~ i ~ k - 1. An
element of r k - 1 is of the form ± Ui(l)' ••. , ui(r)' where i(l) < ... < i(r), and r k - 1
is a group with 2k elements. Let <xly) be any inner product on M, and form
(xly) = 2- k
<a(x)la(y). Since Ui E r k - 1 , we have (ui(x)lui(y)) = (xly)

L

(JErk!

for each i.
2.5 Remark. The above discussion demonstrates that every module over a
Clifford algebra arises from an orthogonal multiplication.

3. Generalities on Quadratic Forms
Let R denote a general commutative ring with 1. All modules M are unitary,
that is, 1x = x for each x E M. We use the following definition.
3.1 Definition. A quadratic form is a pair (M,f), where M is an R-module
and f: M x M ~ R is a symmetric bilinear form; i.e., the following relations
hold.
(1) f(ax + a'x',y) = af(x,y) + a'f(x',y) for a, a' E R and x, x', y
(2) f(x, by + b' y') = bf(x, y) + b'f(x, y') for b, b' E R and x, y, y'
(3) f(x, y) = f(y, x) for x, y E M.
Much of the following
metric forms where axiom
and for sesquilinear forms
f(y, x) for all x, y E M and
y E M and bE C.

E
E

M.
M.

discussion can be carried through for antisym(3) is replaced by f(x, y) = - f(y, x) for x, y E M
over C where axiom (3) is replaced by f(x, y) =
axiom (2) is replaced by f(x, by) = bf(x, y) for x,

3.2 Remark. There is a second definition of a quadratic form (M, Q), where
Q: M ~ R is a function such that Q(ax) = a 2 Q(x) and fQ(x, y) = Q(x + y) Q(x) - Q(y) is a symmetric bilinear form. If 1/2 E R, these two notions are
equivalent, and f(x, y) = (1/2)(f(x + y, x + y) - f(x, x) - f(y, y)).
Let <x, u) = u(x) be the canonical pairing M x M+ ~ R, where M+ is
the dual of M. For each quadratic form (M,f) its correlation is the unique
homomorphism c/ M ~ M+ such that <x, cJ(y) = f(x,y) for each x, y E M.
For sesquilinear forms, M+ denotes the conjugate dual of conjugate linear
functionals.
3.3 Definition. A quadratic form (M,f) is nondegenerate provided its correlation cJ is a monomorphism and is nonsingular provided cJ is an
isomorphism.
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A quadratic form (M,f) is nondegenerate if and only if f(x, y) = 0 for all
Y E M implies that x = O. A quadratic form (M,f) is nonsingular if and only
if for each linear form u: M -+ R there exists a unique Y E M such that u(x) =
f(x, y) for all x E M. The two notions are equivalent if R is a field.
If e 1, ... , en is a basis of M, the elements f(e h e) completely determine f. For x = L xie i and Y = L yjej, we have f(x, y) = f(L xie i, Lyje) =
i

j

L f(eiej)xih Moreover, the symmetry of f is equivalent to f(e h ej) = f(ej, e;)
i,j

for all i, j. When R is an integral domain, (M,f) is nondegenerate if and only
if det [f(e i , e)J =f 0, and it is nonsingular if and only if det[f(e h e)J is a unit.
3.4 Examples. On Rn, n-dimensional euclidean space, (xIY) and -(xIY) are
two very useful quadratic forms.
3.5 Example. If (M,f) is a quadratic form and if E is a subspace of M, then
(E,fE)' where fE = fiE x E, is a quadratic form.
3.6 Definition. An orthogonal splitting of a quadratic form (M,f), denoted
M = E 1 ~ ... ~ En is a direct sum decomposition of M = E 1 EB ... E8 Er such
that f(x, y) = 0 for x E Ei and Y E Ej, where i =f j, 1 ~ i, j ~ r.
The following splitting result is very general and useful.
3.7 Proposition. Let (M,f) be a quadratic form and E a subspace of M such
that (E,fE) is nonsingular. If E* is the subspace of all Y E M with f(x, y) = 0
for each x E E, then M = E ~ E* is an orthogonal splitting. If M is nonsingular, then E* is nonsingular.

Proof. It suffices to show M = E EB E*. Since E is nonsingular, f(E, y) = 0 for
Y E E implies y = 0, and consequently we have En E* = O. If x E M, then
y H f(x, y) is a linear functional on E. By nonsingularity it is of the form
f(xuY), where Xl E E. Then f(x,y) = f(x 1,y) or f(x - x 1,y) = 0 for each
Y E E. Therefore, x - Xl = X 2 E E* and M = E EB E*.
For the second statement, let u: E* -+ R be a linear functional. We prolong
u to M by u(E) = O. There exists a unique Y EM with f(x, y) = <x, u). Since
f(x, y) = 0 for x E E, we have Y E E*. This proves the proposition.
0
3.8 Example. Let (M,f) be a quadratic form, where M = Re has a single
basic element. We have f(xe, ye) = f(e, e)xy. Then f is nondegenerate if and
only if f(e, e) is not a zero divisor and nonsingular if and only if f(e, e) is a
unit. In the next theorem, we consider a case where a quadratic form is an
orthogonal sum of one-dimensional forms.
3.9 Theorem. Let (M,f) be a quadratic form over a field R with 2 =f O. Theil
M = E1 ~ ... ~ En where Ei is one-dimensional for 1 ~ i ~ r.
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Proof. If f(x, y) = 0 for all Y E M, where x #- 0, let L be a supplementary
subspace to x in M. Then M = L -L Rx. If no such x exists, M is nonsingular
and f(x, x) #- 0 for some x; otherwise f(x + y, x + y) = f(x, x) + 2f(x, y) +
fey, y) = 0 would hold for all x, y E M, and f would be zero. If f(x, x) #- 0,
then Rx is nonsingular and M = L -L Rx, where L = Rx* by (3.7). Now the
inductive hypothesis is applied to L.
In terms of bases, Theorem (3.9) says that there is a basis e 1, ... , er of M
such that f(e i , ej ) = 0 for i #- j. If R = C, the complex numbers, we replace ei
by ei divided by f(e i , e;)1/2 when f(e i , e;) #- O. If R = R, the field of real numbers, we replace ei by ei divided by f(e i , e;)1/2 for f(e i , e;) > 0 and by ei divided
by (-f(e i , ei ))1/2 for f(e i , e;) < O. In summary, we have the following result.
3.10 Theorem. Every quadratic form (M,f) over C has a basis e 1, ... , en E M
such that with respect to this basis f(x,y) = X1Yl + ... + XrY" where x =
x1e 1 + ... + xne n and Y = y1e 1 + ... + Ynen" Every quadratic form (M,f)
over R has a basis e 1, ... , en E M such that f(x,y) = -X1Yl - ... - XkYk +
Xk+1Yk+l + ... + XrY" where k is the dimension of the largest subspace E such
that f(x,x) < 0 for x E E, x#- O.
The integer k is called the index of f. The index is independent of the basis
e l' ... , en that is used. This is an exercise.

4. Clifford Algebra of a Quadratic Form
For a quadratic form (M,f), we consider linear functions u: M ...... A, where A
is an R-algebra such that U(X)2 = f(x, x) 1. The Clifford algebra is universal
with respect to such linear functions.
4.1 Definition. The Clifford algebra of a quadratic form (M,f) is a pair
(C(f), e), where C(f) is an R-algebra, and e: M ...... C(f) is a linear function
such that e(x)2 = f(x, x) 1 for each x E M. We assume the following universal
property: For all linear functions u: M ...... A with U(X)2 = f(x, x) 1 there exists
an algebra morphism u': C(f) ...... A such that u'e = u and u' is unique with
respect to this property.

4.2 Theorem. A Clifford algebra (C(f), e) exists for each quadratic form
(M,f). If (c(f), e) and (c(f)', e') are two Clifford algebras, there is an algebra
morphism u: C(f) ...... C(f)' such that e' = ue. Moreover, u is an isomorphism
and is unique.
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Proof. For the first part, let C(f) be the tensor algebra T(M)

=

L

°
Tk(M) is the

Tk(M)

';k

modulo the ideal generated by x ® x - f(x, x) 1. Here
k-fold
tensor product of M. Let 8 be the composition of the injection M --> Tl(M) c
T(M) and the projection T(M) --> C(f). If u: M --> A is a linear function with
U(X)2 = f(x, x)l, then u factors as M --> T(M) ~ A and as M.! C(f) ~ A.
Moreover, u' is unique because im 8 generates C(f).
Finally, the uniqueness of (C(f), 8) follows from the existence of two algebra morphisms u: C(f) --> C(fr and v: C(fr --> C(f) with 8' = u8 and 8 =
v8'. This implies that 8 = vu8 and 8' = uv8'. From the uniqueness property
of factorizations, 1 = vu and 1 = uv. This proves the theorem.

4.3 The Z2-Grading of C(f). The algebra morphism -8: M --> C(f) determines an involution 13: C(f) --> C(f) with f38(x) = - 8(x). Usually, we write
f3(x) = x. Then we denote the subalgebra of x E C(f) with x = x by C(f)O
and the submodule of x E C(f) with x = - x by C(f)l. Then C(f)o is the
image of L T2k(M) in C(f), and C(f)l is the image of L T2k+1(M) in C(f).
O';k
O';k
Finally, we have C(f) = C(f)O EB C(f)l, which is a Z2 -grading.
4.4 Z2-Graded Algebras. An algebra A is Z2-graded provided A = AO EEl A \
where Z2 = {a, 1}, and AiAj c Ai+j. A morphism f: A --> B between two Z2graded algebras is an algebra morphism such that f(A i ) c Bi. The tensor
product of two Z2 -graded algebras A and B, denoted A ®B, is the tensor product of the underlying modules with (A ® BO) EEl (A 1 @ Bl) =
(A ®B)O and (A 1 @ BO) EB (A ® Bl) = (A ®B)l and multiplication given by
(x ®y)(x' ®y') = (-l)i j(xx') ®(yy') for x' E Ai and y E Bj. Finally, two elements x E Ai and y E Aj commute (in the Z2-graded sense) provided xy =
(-l)ijyx, and, in general, two elements x, YEA commute provided their
homogeneous components commute. Note that C(f) is not graded
commutative.

°

°

4.5 Example. Let u: M --> N be a morphism where (M,f) and (N, g) are quadratic forms such that f(x, x') = g(u(x), u(x'» for each pair x, x' E M. Then u
defines morphism C(u): C(f) --> C(g) of Z2-graded algebras.
4.6 Proposition. Let f: A --> C and g: B --> C be two Z2 -algebra morphisms
of Z2-graded algebras such that f(x) commutes with g(y) for each x E A, Y E B.
Then the module homomorphism h: A ® B --> C defined by h(x @ y) = f(x)g(y)
is a morphism of Z2 -graded algebras.

Proof. Since (x, y) --> f(x)g(y) is a bilinear map A x B --> C, h is defined as a Z2-graded module homomorphism. Let x @ Yi E A ® Bi and
x j @ y E Aj @ B, and compute h((x @ yJ(xj ® y» = (-l)ijh(((xx) ® (YiY» =
(-l)ijf(x)f(xj)g(yJg(y) = f(X)g(Yi)f(xj)g(y) = h(x ® yJh(xj ® y). This
proves the proposition.
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Let (M,f) be a quadratic form, and let M = El 1. E 2. We denote the
restriction fl Ei by /; for i = 1 or 2. Let (C(/;), 8;) be the Clifford algebra
for (E i,/;) and define ~: M -+ c(fl) ® C(f2) by the relation ~(Xl,X2)
(8 1 (xd® 1) + (1 ®8 2(X 2)). Now we calculate ~(Xl,X2)2 = 81 (xd 2 ®1 +
81 (xd ®
82(X 2) - 81 (xd ®
82(X 2) + 1 ®
82(X 2)2 = 81 (xd 2 ®
1 +
2
1 ® 82(X 2) = fl(X 1 ,X 1 ) + f2(X 2,X 2) = f((X I ,X 2),(X 1 ,X 2)). Therefore, there
exists an algebra morphism u: C(f) -+ C(fd ®C(f2) such that the following
diagram is commutative.

4.7 Theorem. The above algebra morphism u is an isomorphism.
Proof. We construct v: C(fd ® C(f2) -+ C(f), an inverse of u. Let ql: Ei-+
M be the inclusion morphisms ql(xd = (x 1 ,0) and q2(X 2) = (0,x 2) which
define Z2 -graded algebra morphisms C(q;): C(/;) -+ C(f) for i = 1, 2. If
f(z, z') =
in M, we have 8(z)8(z') + 8(z')8(z) = 0, since (8(z) + 8(Z'))2 =
f(z + z', z + z') = f(z, z) + f(z', z') = 8(Z)2 + 8(Z')2. Therefore, we have
C(qd(xdC(q2)(X 2) = -C(Q2)(X 2)C(QI)(X 1 ) for Xi = 8i(y;) with Yi E Ei and
i = 1, 2, and the hypothesis of Proposition (4.6) is satisfied on the generators im 81 of C(fl) and im 82 of C(f2). Therefore, there is a Z2-graded
algebra morphism of v: C(fl) ®c(f2) -+ C(f) such that v(x 1 ®x 2) =
C(fl )(XdC(f2)(X 2)·
The elements of the form 8(x l ,0) and 8(0,x 2) generate C(f). For these
elements, we have vu8(x 1 ,0) = V~(Xl'O) = v(8 1 (X 1 )) = 8(x 1 ,0) and similarly
vu8(0, x 2) = 8(0, x 2). Consequently, the relation vu = 1 holds. The elements
of the form 81 (xd ® 1 and 1 ® 82(X 2) generate the tensor product C(fd ®
c(f2). We compute uv(8 1 (xd ®1) = u8(x l ,0) = ~(Xl' 0) = 81 (xd ® 1, and
similarly we have uv(1 ®82(X 2)) = 1 ®82(x 2). Therefore, v is the inverse of u,
and u is an isomorphism.

°

Let (M,f) be a quadratic form, and let M

=

EI 1. ... 1. E r •

4.8. Corollary. There is an isomorphism u: C(f) -+ C(fl) ®... ®C(f,.) such
that u(8(0, ... , 0, Xj' 0, ... ,0)) = 1 ® ... ® 8iXj) ® ... ®1 for 1 < j < r.

5. Calculations of Clifford Algebras
5.1 Proposition. Let (M,f) be a quadratic form, where M has one basis element e and a = f(e, e). Then C(f) = R 1 EB Re with the relation e 2 = a.
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Proof. The tensor algebra is freely generated bye, and the relation e 2
holds in the Clifford algebra.

=

a

The reader can easily verify the universal property for C(f) = R 1 EB Re.
Note that dimR C(f) = 2. Moreover, C(f)o = R 1 and C(f)l = Re.

5.2 Theorem. Let (M,f) be a quadratic form where M has a basis e l , ... , e,
with f(e i, ej) = 0 for i =1= j and ai = f(e i, eJ Then C(f) is generated by e u ... ,
e, with relations e? = ai and eiej + eje i = 0 for i =1= j. The elements ei(l)' .. ei(S)'
where i(l) < ... < i(s) and 1 ~ s ~ r, together with 1 form a base of C(f). The
dimension of C(f) is 2'.

Proof. The first statement is immediate, and the relation e? = ai clearly
holds. As in the proof of (4.7), we have eiej + eje i = 0 since f(e i, ej) = O. From
the isomorphism u: C(f) -+ C(fd ®... ®c(f..), we have u(ei(l)'" ei(s») =
Xl ®... ®X" where Xi = eiU ) for i = i(j) and Xi = 1 for i =1= i(j), all j with
1 ~ j ~ s. The elements of the form u(ei(l)'" ei(S») and 1 form a base of
C(fd ®... ®C(f..). This proves the theorem.
5.3 Notation. Let Ck denote C( - (xly)), where -(xly) is a form on Rk, and let
C~ denote C((xI y)), where (xly) is a form on Rk. There are two real algebras of dimension 2k. Let q be the complexification Ck ® C = C~ ® c. Then
q = C( -(zlw)) = c((zlw)), where -(zlw) is a form on C k •
We wish to calculate the algebras Ck , C{, and q. The next proposition is
the first step. We use the notation F(n) for the algebra of n x n matrices with
coefficients in F.
5.4 Proposition. As algebras over R, there are the relations C l ~ C, C2 ~ H,
C~ ~ REB R, and C; ~ R(2), and as algebras over C, there are q ~ C EB C
and q ~ C(2).

Proof. First, C l is two-dimensional over R with basis elements 1 and e, where
e2 = -1, and this is C. Also, C2 is four-dimensional over R with basis elements 1, e l , e2 and e l e 2 , where ei = d = -1 and e l ez = -e 2 e l . If we map
1 to 1, e 1 to i, e z to j, and e 1 ez to k and prolong to Cz -+ H, we get an algebra
isomorphism.
For C~ there are two basis elements 1 and e, where e Z = 1. If we map
1 -+ (1,1) and e -+ (1, -1) and prolong to C~ -+ R EB R, we get an algebra
isomorphism. For C; there are four basis elements 1, e l , ez and e l ez, where
ei = e~ = 1 and ele Z = -eZe l . If we map
and
and prolong by linearity, we get an algebra isomorphism C;

-+

R(2).
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For the last statement we use the relations F ® R(n)
Hand F ® (R EB R) = FEB F.

= F(n)

for F

=

C or

The next calculations will be useful.
5.5 Proposition. There are isomorphisms C (8) C ~ C EB C, C (8) H ~ C(2),
R

R

and H (8) H ~ R(4).
R

Proof. The first two follow from C ® Ck

~

C ® Ck for k

=

1, 2 in Pro-

position (5.4). For the third, we define an isomorphism w: H (8) H

->

R

Hom R (H, H) = R(4) by the relation W(XI ® x 2 )x = X 1 XX 2. Then W is an algebra morphism, and it suffices to show W is epimorphic since dim H (8) H =
R

16 = dim R(4). First, note that w(1 ® 1) = 1 and w(i ® i)1 = 1, w(i ® i)i = i,
w(i ® i)j = - j, and w(i ® i)k = - k. Similar relations hold for w(j ® j) and
w(k ® k). Consequently, w((1 ® 1 + i ® i + j ® j + k ® k)/4) projects 1 on
1 and i, j, k onto O. Moreover, we calculate w(i ® j) 1 = k, w(i ® j)i = j,
w(i ® j)j = i, w(i ® j)k = - 1, and a similar calculation holds for w(j ® k)
and wei ® k). Consequently, every matrix with only one nonzero entry is in
im w. These generate R(4), and therefore w is epimorphic.

The following periodicity result is basic for the calculation of Ck and Ck.
5.6 Theorem. There exist isomorphisms u: Ck + 2 -> Ck ® Cz and v: Ck+ 2 ->
Ck ® C;.
Proof. Let e 1 , ... , ek be the basic generators of Ck and e~, ... , ek for Ck. We
define u': Rk+2 -> C£ ® C2 by u'(e;) = 1 ® ei for 1 ~ i ~ 2, and u'(e;) = e;-2 ®
e j e2 for 3 ~ i ~ k + 2. We calculate u'(e;)2 = (1 ® e;) (1 ® e;) = 1 ® ef =
-1 for i ~ 2 and u'(ey = e;:2 ® e j e2e j e2 = 1 ® 1(-1) = -1. Also note
that u'(e;)u'(ej) + u'(ej)u'(e;) = 0 for i i= j. Therefore, u' prolongs to u: Ck+2->
Ck ® C2 . Since u carries distinct basis elements into distinct basis elements, u
is injective. For reasons of dimension it is an isomorphism.
For v we require v(e;) = 1 ® e; for 1 ~ i ~ 2 and vee;) = ei - 2 ® e~ e; for
3 ~ i ~ k + 2. Then, as in the previous case, v is an isomorphism. This proves
the theorem.
0
5.7 Corollary. There are isomorphisms Ck + 4

->

Ck (8) C4 and Ck+ 4
R

->

Ck (8)
R

Proof. Let k = 2 in (5.6); then there are isomorphisms C4 ~ C2 ® C; ~
C~ and C2 ® C; = H ® R(2) = H(2). For the first part, we have isomorphisms Ck + 4 -> Ck+ 2 ® C2 -> Ck ® (C; ® C2) = Ck ® C4 and similarly Ck+ 4 ->
Ck+2 ® C; -> Ck ® C~.
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5.8 Corollary. There are isomorphisms Ck+8 --> Ck (8) R(16) and C~+8 --> C{ (8)
R(16).

Proof. We iterate (5.7) and use H(2) (8) H(2) = H (8) H (8) R(2) (8) R(2)
R(4) (8) R(4) ~ R(16).
5.9 Corollary. There is an isomorphism q+z -->

Proof. From

(5.6)

there

is

an

q ®

~

C(2).

c

isomorphism

Ck+Z ®C = C~+z

-->

R

C~ ®
R

C ® Cz
R

= ( C{

® C) ® ( C2 ®C)
R

=

q ®

C(2).

0

eRe

5.10. Table of Clifford algebras.
k
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

Ck

C~

q

C
H
HEBH
H(2)
C(4)
R(8)
R(8) EB R(8)
R(16)

REBR
R(2)
C(2)
H(2)
H(2) EB H(2)
H(4)
C(8)
R(16)

CEBC
C(2)
C(2) EB C(2)
C(4)
C(4) EB C(4)
C(8)
C(8) EB C(8)
C(16)

Our success in calculating the algebras Ck , C{, and q depended on the fact
that in certain cases the graded tensor product could be replaced by the
ordinary tensor product, for example, Ck EB C4 = Ck+4 = Ck EB C4 and
q(8)q = q+z·

6. Clifford Modules
6.1 Definition. A Zz-graded module M over a Zz-graded algebra A is an
A-module M with M = MO EB Ml such that AiMj c Mi+j for i, j E Zz. A
Clifford module is a Z2 -graded module M over a Clifford algebra C(f).
We are particularly interested in Clifford modules over the algebras Ck
and q. In the next two propositions we reduce the study of Clifford modules
to ordinary (ungraded) modules.

6.2 Proposition. The function rjJ(x) = eo (8) xfor x E C(f) prolongs to an (ungraded) algebra isomorphism rjJ: C(f)-->CO( - xy EB f), where CO( - xyEBf) c
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C( - XY EB f)
e6 = -1.

=

C( - xy) ®C(f) and eo is the generator of C( - xy) such that

Proof. Let e l , ... , en be a basis of M for the form (M,f) with f(e i , eJ = 0 for
i 1= j. We calculate ¢J(eY = (eo ® eJ(e o ® eJ = -e6 ® e? = e? Therefore,
the prolongation exists and is a monomorphism since distinct basis elements
are carried into distinct basis elements. Since dim C(f) = dim CO( - xy + f),
¢J is an isomorphism.
A direct picture of the isomorphism ¢J: Ck - l --+ C~ is given by the formula ¢J(xo + xd = Xo + ekx l for Xo + Xl E C~-l EB Cl- l . Here rjJ is a vector
space isomorphism, and the multiplicative character follows from the relation rjJ(xo + xl)¢J(Yo + Yl) = (x o + ekxd(yo + ekyd = XoYo + ekxlekYl +
ek(xlYO+XoYl) = (XoYO+xlYl)+ek(xlYO+XoYl) = ¢J((xo+xd(yo+ Yl))·
Let A be a Zz-graded algebra. Let M(A) denote the free abelian group
with irreducible Zz-graded A-modules (e.g., modules with no submodules) as
free generators, and let N(A) denote the free abelian group with irreducible
A-modules as free generators.
6.3 Proposition. Let (M,f) be a quadratic form. The functor R, which assigns
to each graded C(f) module M = MO + Ml the C(f)O module MO, induces a
group isomorphism M(C(f)) --+ N(c(fn.

Proof. Let S be the functor that assigns to each C(f) module L the graded
C(f)°-module C(f) ® L.
e(f)O

An isomorphism SR

C(f)

® MO --+ M

--+

1 of functors is given by the scalar multiplication

in the module, and an isomorphism 1 --+ RS is given by

C(f)O

1 ® L. This proves the proposition.
Let Mk denote M(Ck), M~ denote M(Cf), Nk denote N(Ck), and N~ denote
N(Cf). Using (6.1) and (6.3), we have group isomorphisms M(Ck) --+ N(C~)--+
N(Ck-d and M(CD --+ N(Cfo) --+ N(Cf-d. In summary we have the next
proposition.

L

--+

6.4 Proposition. There are group isomorphisms Mk --+ Nk- l and M~ --+ N~-l.
From general properties of matrix algebras we know the irreducible
modules over F(n) and F(n) EB F(n). In the case of F(n), there is only one,
namely, the action of F(n) on F", and its dimension (over F) is n. In the case
of F(n) EB F(n), there are two, namely, the two projections F(n) EB F(n) --+ F(n)
followed by the action of F(n) on Fn , and both have dimension n (over F).
Finally, if ak denotes the dimension of MO over R, where M is an irreducible Zz-graded Ck-module, and a~ of MO over C, where M is an irreducible
Zz-graded Cf-module, then we have Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5. Table of Clifford modules.
Ck

Nk

Mk

ak

q

N{

Mek

a~

C
H
HEBH
H(2)
C(4)
R(8)
R(8)EBR(8)
R(16)

Z
Z
ZEBZ
Z
Z
Z
ZEBZ
Z

Z
Z
Z
ZEBZ
Z
Z
Z
ZEBZ

2
4
4
8
8
8
8

CEBC
C(2)
C(2)EBC(2)
C(4)
C(4)EBC(4)
C(8)
C(8)EBC(8)
C(16)

ZEBZ
Z
ZEBZ
Z
ZEBZ
Z
ZEBZ
Z

Z
ZEBZ
Z
ZEBZ
Z
ZEBZ
Z
ZEBZ

2
2
4
4
8
8

k
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Then Nk+8 ~ Nk , Mk+8 ~ M k , ak+8 = 16ako N~+z ~ N~, M~+8 ~ M~, and
a~+z = 2aZ·
For the next calculation we need the center of Cko that is, the set of elements commuting with every element of Ck •
6.6 Proposition. The center of Ck is R 1 for k = 2r and R 1 + R e 1 ... ek for
k = 2r + 1. The center of Cf is R 1 for k = 2r - 1 and R 1 + R e 1 ... ek for
k = 2r.
Proof. An element x E Ck is in the center of Ck if and only if eix
i, 1 ;;:; i ;;:; k. Since ei- 1 = - ei, we must have eixe i = - x. Let
_ '\
i(l) ... ilk)
X - L.... ai(1) .... ,i(k)e 1
ek

Then we have
1 = '\ (_1)i(s)a.
es xe. e 1i(l) ... ei(k)
s
L....
!(l), .... !(k)
k

=

xe i for each

+ '\
(_I)i(S)+l a!(1)
. ..... !(k)
. e i1(l) ... ei(k)
L....
k

where the first sum is for indices with i(1) + ... + i(k) even and the second
sum is for i(1) + ... + i(k) odd. Therefore, esxe s- 1 = x for each s, 1 ;;:; s ;;:; k,
if and only if a i (l) ..... i(k) = for (i(I), ... , i(k)) i= (0, ... ,0) and k even and
ai(l), ... ,i(k) = for (i(1), ... ,i(k)) i= (0, ... ,0) and (1, ... ,1) and k odd. For the
statement about Cf we use in addition the isomorphism Ck ---> Cf+1 of (6.2).
This proves the proposition.

°

°

6.7 Confunctor Properties of M and N. Let u: A ---> B be an algebra morphism of semisimple algebras; i.e., all modules over these algebras are direct
sums of irreducible modules. Then we define u*: N(B) ---> N(A) by requiring,
for each B-module L, the scalar multiplication of the A-module u*(L) to be
given by the relation that ax in u*(L) is u(a)x in L. The rest of the structure
of L is unchanged. If, in addition, u: A ---> B is a Zz-graded morphism, then
u*: M(B) ---> M(A) is defined as above.
6.8 Examples. We consider the following isomorphisms for a quadratic form
(M,f).
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(1) For bE M - {O} c C(f), IXb: C(f) ---> C(f) is the inner automorphism
IXb(a) = bab-I, and its restriction to C(f)O, IXbIC(f)O, is denoted IX~.
(2) We have [3: C(f) ---> C(f), where [3(x o + xd = Xo - Xl for Xo E C(f)0 and
Xl E C(f)l.
(3) By (6.2) there is an isomorphism rjJ: Ck ---> Cf+l given by rjJ(xo + Xl) =
Xo + ek+1xI for Xo E Cf and Xl E C~.
Finally, we have an involution c of M(C(f)), where c(M)O = MI and
C(M)I = MO.

6.9 Proposition. The following diagrams of isomorphisms are commutative,
using the above notations.
Mk+l
c

I

+---+

1

Mk+l

M k+l

I

°b
0*

:

Mk+1

N(Cf+1)

1

1
0

+---+

R
~

R
~

N(Cf+1)

°
N(Ck+I)

1

rp*
~

1p~

0°_
ek+ 1

°
N(Ck+I)

Nk

¢~

Nk

Proof For the first square, observe that multiplication by b is an isomorphism MO ---> MI and MI ---> MO. The second square is commutative by the
definition of IX~ from IX b. For the last square we compute IX ek + 1 rjJ(xo + xd =
ek+l(xO+ek+lxd(-ek+1) = -e~+1xO+e~+1XI = X o - ek+lxl = [3rjJ(xo+xd·
Therefore, rjJ* [3* = IX:k + 1 rjJ*. This proves the proposition.
6.10 Proposition. Let m l and m z correspond to the two distinct irreducible
graded modules in M 4m or M'2m. Then c(m l ) = m z and c(m z ) = mI'

Proof By (6.9), the action of c on M 4m corresponds to the action of [3* on
N4m - l . By (6.6), the center of C4m - 1 has a basis 1 and w = e l ... e4m - l , where
W Z = 1. Then multiplication by (1 + w)j2 and by (1 - w)2 is a projection of
C4m - 1 on two ideals which are direct summands. Since [3(w) = w, the automorphism interchanges these two ideals, and [3* interchanges the two irreducible C4m - 1 modules. The above argument applies to C'2m-1 with w =
ime l ... eZm-I'
The results in (6.6) to (6.1 0) are preliminary to the calculation of Lk =
coker (i*: Mk+l ---> M k), where i*: Mk+l ---> Mk is induced by the inclusion i:
Ck ---> Ck+l' Similarly, we denote by L~ the coker (i*: M~+1 ---> MD.

6.11 Proposition. The following diagrams are commutative where n: Ck+1 --->
Ck+l is the automorphism with n(eJ = ei for i ~ k - 1, n(e k) = ek+l, and
n(e k+1) = ek·
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--i*

Mk+l

""'j

The similar diagram in the complex case is also commutative.
Proof. Using the following commutative diagram, we have the result by
applying the cofunctor N.

--11
---

Ck -

i

1

j

COk

Herej(e;) = ei for i ~ k - 1 andj(e k )
commutative diagram:

=

Ck

11
Cf+l

ek+l' Moreover, we use the following

i*

M k+ 1

Mk

---

1R

Rn*l

N(Cf+1) ~ N(Cf)
The proposition is proved by putting these two diagrams together.
6.12. Table of Lk and
k
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

L~

Ck

Nk

Mk

Lk

C(1)
H(1)
H(1) EB H(1)
H(2)
C(4)
R(8)
R(8) EB R(8)
R(16)

Z
Z
ZEBZ
Z
Z
Z
ZEBZ
Z

Z
Z
Z
ZEBZ
Z
Z
Z
ZEBZ

Z2
Z2

Moreover, we have Ck+8
16a k •

=

Ck (8) C8, Nk+8

=

Nk> Mk+8

0

Z
0
0
0

Z

=

k

2

C(1) EB C(1)
C(2)

ZEBZ

Z

o

Z

ZEBZ

Z

ak

2
4
4
8
8
8
8

Mk> and ak+8
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Moreover, we have q+z

=

q

®
C(2), N~+z =
c

N~, M~+z = M~, L~+z =

KL

and a:+ z = 2a~.
To prove the above statements, for k = 1,2 we have Ll ~ coker (Nl --> No)
and L z ~ coker (Nz --> N 1 ), which are defined by the restriction to R of C
acting on C and to C of H acting on H, respectively. Two components result,
and the co kernel is Zz.
For k = 5, 6, we have Ls ~ coker (Ns --> N4 ) and L6 ~ coker (N6 --> N s ),
which are defined by restricting C(4) to H(2) acting on HZ and R(8) to C(4)
acting on C 4 . Irreducible modules go into irreducible modules, and Ls =
L6 = O.
For k = 3, 7, we have L3 ~ coker (N3 --> N z ) and L7 ~ coker (N7 --> N 6 )
which are defined by restriction ofH(I) EB H(1) and ofR(8) EB R(8) to the first
factor. Then N3 --> N z and N7 --> N6 are epimorphisms, and L3 = L7 = O.
For k = 4, 8, we have L4 ~ coker (Ms --> M 4 ) and Ls ~ coker (M9 --> Ms).
Since there is only one generator z of M 4m + 1 we have c(z) = z. Then its
image in M 4m also has this property. Consequently, z projects to m1 + m z
which is invariant under c by (6.10) for reasons of dimension. Then coker
(M 4m +1

-->

M 4m ) = Z.

The reasoning used in the last two paragraphs applies to the complex case.
This verifies the tables.

7. Tensor Products of Clifford Modules
An isomorphism rPk I: Ck+1 --> Ck ®CI is defined by the relations rPk l(eJ
ei ® 1 for 1 ~ i ~ k ~nd rPk.l(eJ = 1 ®ei - k for k + 1 ~ i ~ k + I.
.
7.1 Definition. Let M be a Zz-graded A-module, and let N be a Zzgraded B-module. The Zz -graded tensor product, denoted M ®N, is the
ordinary tensor product with the following grading (M ®N)o = (MO &;N°)EB
(Ml &; N 1 ) and (M ®N)l = (Ml &; N°) EB (MO &; N 1 ) and with the following
scalar multiplication by A ®B.
(a

®b)(x ®y) =

The operation (M, N) H
morphism

®by) for b E Bi and x E Mj
rPt,l(M ®N) is a bilinear map and defines a group

(-I)ij(ax

Similarly, there is a morphism M~

® Mf --> M~+I'

Therefore, M*

=

Z

becomes a graded ring, and similarly M~

=

L

Mk

O~k

L M~ is a graded ring.
O~k

7.2 Proposition. For U E Mk (or
there are the following relations:

M~),

v E MI (or MD, and

WE

Mm (or

M~),
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(1) u(vw) = (uv)w.

(2) c(uv) = uc(v).
(3) For the inclusions i: Ck- 1
(ui*(v)) = i*(uv).
(4) uv = vu for kl even and uv

--+

Ck and i*: Mk

=

c(vu) for kl odd.

--+

M k- 1 , there is the relation

Proof. Statements (1) to (3) follow easily from the definitions. For the last
statements, we have the following diagram:

Ck®CI
CHI

Y

jT

~ ~

CI®Ck

cr·

Here T(xp ®Yq) = (-1)pqYq ®xp for xp E C{ and Yq E
Let a = rfJl~l TrfJk.l
which is an automorphism of CHI. Observe that a(e;) = el + i for 1 ::£ i ::£ k and
a(eJ = ei - k for k + 1 ::£ i ::£ k + I. Then a is a composition of kl inner automorphisms ab , where bE Rk - 0. For example, ab where b = (e 1 + e z)/j2
interchanges e 1 and e z. By (6.9) this is kl applications of c when applied
to Mk+l. Since T*(N ®M) = M ®N and since a*rfJ?k = rfJ:I T*, we have
rfJt.I(N ® M) = cpqrfJ~k(M ® N). This proves (4).
.
.
As an application of (7.2), we have the following proposition and theorem.

7.3 Proposition. Let )0 denote the class of an irreducible graded module over
Cs. Then multiplication by), defines an isomorphism Mk --+ M HS · If f1 denotes

the class of an irreducible graded module over q, multiplication by f1 defines
an isomorphism Mf --+ Mf+ z.
Proof. By the table for a b the result follows from reasons of dimension for
k =1= 4m. For k = 4m there are two generators m 1 and mz of C4m with c(md =
mz and c(m z ) = m 1 , as in (6.10).
By (2) in (7.2) we have Am z = )oc(ml) = c(),nd. For reasons of dimension
and by (6.10), )om 1 and )om z are the two generators of M 4m + S . This argument
applies to the complex case. This proves the proposition.
By (3) in (7.2), the image i*: M* --+ M* is an ideal, and the quotient graded
ring L* =
Lk is defined as in (6.11). Let the image of )0 in Ls be denoted

L

O;i;k

by )'s. Similarly for

L~

we have an induced ring structure, and f1 generates L

z.

7.4 Theorem. One can choose generators 1 E L o, Al

ELI, A4 E L 4, and As E
Ls of the graded ring L* satisfying the relations 2Al = 0, Af = 0, )'1 A4 = 0,
),~ = 4A s , and 1 is the unit of L*. One can choose generators 1 E L~ and f1 E L
of the graded ring L~ where 1 is the unit. The ring homomorphism c: L* --+ L~

z
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given by complexification is defined by C()'l) = 0, C(A4) = 2/1 1 , and C(As) = /1 4 ,
and the group homomorphism r: L~ ~ L* given by restriction from q to Ck is
defined by r(/1) = r(/13) = 0, r(/12) = A4, and r(/14) = 2),s'
Proof Since L1 = Z/2Z, it is generated by A1 with 2A1 = 0. Since a 1 = 1,
a2 = 2, it follows that ),i generates L2 = Z/2Z.
Let OJ = e 1 ••• ek in Ck • For k = 2q we have OJ2 = (-I)q and k = 4m we
have OJ2 = 1. If M is an irreducible graded Ck-module, OJ acts on MO as the
scalar c; = ± 1, and the c;-module corresponds to the action of OJ equal to
multiplication by c;. Since eiOJ = - OJe i, if M is an c;-module, c(M) is a ( - c;)module. If M is an c;-module and if N is an c;' -module, then M ®N is an
c;c;'-module.
Let )'4 be the class of an irreducible C4 -module M in L4 which is a ( -1)module. Then M ®M is of the type C;2 = + 1 in cases over C8 • Let As be the
class of the (+ 1)-module W of Cs. Then we have M ®M = W4; for reasons
of dimension, 82 = 4· 16, we have /1 2 = 4A. This proves the statement for the
real case.
For k = 2q we have OJ2 = (-I)q. If M is an irreducible graded q-module,
acts like ± i q on MO. Again M is called an c;-module if OJ acts by scalar
multiplication by c; on MO. Let /1Z E M~q denote the generator corresponding
to an irreducible iq-module. Then we have /1Z = (/1D s by considering dimensions of modules in the class. This proves the statement for the complex case.
For the relation between the real and complex cases, let M be a real
OJ

E-module for C4m . Then M

® C is a complex (-lr E-module for C~m' The
R

complexification Lk ~ L~ is given by )'4 ~ 2~ for reasons of dimension.
For the statement about r we use the relations rc(y) = 2y and cr(x) =
x + x, where x is the conjugate of x. Observe that z = -~. This proves the
theorem.
7.5 Remark. In the paper of Atiyah, Bott, and Shapiro [1], group
morphisms
and
are defined. These morphisms are proved to be isomorphisms using the
graded ring structure of L* and L~ described in (7.4) and the Bott periodicity.

8. Unit Tangent Vector Fields on Spheres: II
Let p(n) be the number such that there exist (p(n) - 1) orthonormal tangent
vector fields on sn-1 by Clifford algebra constructions, see Theorem (2.2) and
Remarks (2.3). There exists an orthogonal multiplication Rk X Rn ~ Rn if and
only if R n is a Ck - 1 -module, by (2.5).
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9. The Group Spin(k)

8.1 Table ofIrreducible Modules Over Ck - 1 • Let bk be the minimum dimension n such that Rn has the structure of a Ck - 1 -module.
8.1 Table of Irreducible Modules Over Ck - 1 • Let bk be the minimum dimension n such that R n has the structure of an irreducible Ck - 1 -module.

k
R

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

C

H
4

H EB H
4

H(2)
8

C(4)
8

R(8)

R(8) EB R(8)

8

8

R(16)
16

2

Moreover, bk + 8 = 16bk . Note that if R n admits the structure of an irreducible
Ck-module, then sn-1 has k orthonormal tangent vector fields.

c(n)

~

3, then p(n) = 2c(n)

Proof. The formula holds by inspection for 1 ~ n
bk+8 = 16bk which follows from Ck+8 = Ck ® R(16).

~

8. For n

8.2 Theorem. If n = (odd)2 c(n)16 d (n>, where 0

~

+

8d(n).
~

8, we use

It is a theorem of Adams that there are not p(n) orthonormal tangent
vector fields on sn-1; see Chap. 16.

9. The Group Spin(k)
Let (Xl ® ... ® x p)* = xp ® ... ® Xl define an operation on T(M)

L

=

Tk(M). Since (x ® x - f(x, x) 1)* = x ® x - f(x, x), the linear involution

o ;£k

*: Ck

--->

Ck is defined where
(e i(l)'" ei(r»)* = ei(r)'" ei(l) = (_l)r(r-1)/2 ei(1)'" ei(r)

Moreover, (xy)*

=

y*x*.

9.1 Definition. Let pin(k) denote the subgroup of the multiplicative group of
units in Ck generated by Sk-1 where Sk-1 c Rk C Ck, and let Spin(k) denote
the subgroup pin(k) n C~ of pin(k).
For u E Ck, we have u E pin(k) if and only if u = Xl'" x m , where Xi E Sk-1
for 1 ~ i ~ m. Moreover, we have uu* = + 1 if and only if m is even, that is,
u E C~, and uu* = -1 if and only if m is odd, that is, u E C~. Consequently,
uu* = + 1 for u E Spin(k).
For u E pin(k), we define rjJ(u) E O(k) by the relation rjJ(u)x = uxu*. Clearly,
rjJ(u) is linear and satisfies the relation

IlrjJ(u)xI12

= (uxu*)(uxu*) = uxxu* = -xx =

IIxl12
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The properties of Spin(k) are contained in the next theorem.
9.2 Theorem. The map rjJ: pin(k) --> O(k) is a continuous group epimorphism
1 (SO(k)) = Spin(k) and ker rjJ = {+ 1, -1} for the restriction rjJ:
with
Spin(k) --> SO(k). Moreover, for k ~ 3, Spin(k) is the universal covering group
of SO(n) and no(Spin(k)) = n1(Spin(k)) = O.

r

Proof Clearly, rjJ is continuous, and the relation rjJ(uv)x = uvx(uv)* =
uvxv*u* = u(rjJ(v)x)u* = rjJ(u)rjJ(v)x yields the group morphism property of rjJ.
To prove rjJ is surjective, we begin by proving that rjJ(u) for u E sn-l is
a reflection through the hyperplane perpendicular to u. Let x = tu + u',
where (ulu') = O. Then rjJ(u)x = u(tu + u')u* = tuuu* + uu'u* =
-tu - u'uu* = -tu + u'. This proves the statement about rjJ(u) for u E Sk-l.
Since these reflections generate O(k), the map rjJ is surjective.
For u E sn-I, det rjJ(u) = -1 and det rjJ(u l ... ur ) = (-1)' for U j E sn-l and
1 ;;; i ;;; r. Therefore, u E Spin(k) if and only if rjJ(u) E SO(k).
For u E ker rjJ we have ueju* = ej , or ue j = eju since uu* = 1, and, conversely, these conditions imply that u E ker rjJ. This happens if and only if u is
in the center of Ck intersected with C~, that is, u E Rl. This is equivalent to
u = ± 1 since uu* = UZ = 1.

For the last statement, it suffices to prove that + 1 and -1 in Spin(k)
are connected since rjJ: Spin(k) --> SO(k) is locally trivial. Since the element
(e 1 cost + ezsint)(e 1 cost - e z sin t) = -cos2t - e 1ez sin2t is a member of
Spin (n), we get a path in Spin(n) from - 1 to + 1 by varying t from 0 to n/2.
This construction can be used to prove that Spin(k) is connected directly.
Exercises
1. Using the fact that S3 has three orthonormal tangent vector fields and that S7 has

seven orthonormal vector fields, prove that sn-l has 2c
vector fields where n = (odd)2 C I6d and c ~ 3.

1 orthonormal tangent

-

2. A morphism u: (MJ) --> (N, g) between two quadratic forms is a module morphism
u: M --> N such that g(u(x), u(x')) = f(x, x') for all x, x' E M.
3. Describe explicitly i: Ck - 1

4. For x, Y E

Sk-t

c Ck ,

5. Prove that 7rj(SO(k))

-->

Ck for the table of Ck in (5.10).

verify the formula xy
=

7rj(Spin(k)) for i

6. Calculate the kernel of 1/1: pin(k)

-->

~

+ yx

= 2(xly)

directly.

2.

O(k).

7. Referring to (4.5), in what sense is (MJ)

-->

C(f) a functor?

8. Let 2 be a unit in R. Prove that a module morphism u: M --> N prolongs to an
algebra morphism v: C(MJ) --> C(N, g) if and only if u is a morphism of quadratic
forms.

CHAPTER 13

The Adams Operations and
Representations

Every representation M of a topological group G and every principal bundle
a over a space X determine a fibre bundle a[M] over X that admits the
structure of a vector bundle. For a given a the function that assigns a[M] to
M prolongs to a group morphism R(G) --> K(X), where R(G) is the representation ring of G. We study K(X) using this morphism; in particular, properties of operations in K(X) can be derived from properties of operations in
R(G).

1. A-Rings
1.1 Definition. A 2-semiring is a (commutative) semiring R together with
functions). i: R --> R for i ~ 0 satisfying the following properties:
(1) ;,o(x) = 1 and ,P(x) = x for each x E R.
(2) For each x, Y E R, ;,k(X + y) = I Ai(X)2j(y).
i+j=k

A morphism u: (R, 2 i) --> (R', 2 i) between two ;,-semirings is a semiring morphism u: R --> R' such that 2i(U(X)) = U(Ai(X)) for each x E Rand i ~ O. A

;.-ring is a A-semiring whose underlying semiring is a ring.
1.2 Example. The semiring of isomorphism classes of vector bundles
VectF(X) is a A-semiring for F = Rand C, where we define 2i[~] = [N~],
using the ith exterior power which exists by 5(6.9). Then axioms (1) and (2)
follow from corresponding properties of exterior powers of vector spaces and
Theorem 5(6.3).
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If f: Y ---+ X is a map and if ~ is a vector bundle, by 5(6.9)f*(N~) and

Ai*(O are Y-isomorphic. Consequently, VectFU): VectF(X) ---+ VectF(Y) is a
morphism of }.-semirings.
To define a A-ring structure on KF(X), we use the following construction.
For a }.-semiring R with operations ).i, we define At: R ---+ 1 + R[[tJJ+ to
be }.t(x) = L }.i(X)ti. By axiom (2) we have At(x + y) = }.t(x)At(y). Here 1 +
i:?:O

R[[tJJ+ denotes the semigroup of power series 1 + a 1 t
a ring, then 1 + R[[tJJ+ is a commutative group.

+ a 2 t 2 + .... If R

is

1.3 Proposition. Let R denote the ring completion of the underlying semiring
R of the }.-semiring (R, Jci). There exists a A-ring structure on R given by operations Xi such that the natural morphism 8: R ---+ R is a A-semiring morphism.
Moreover, the operations ii are unique with respect to this property.
Proof. The underlying additive group structure of R is the group completion of the underlying semigroup structure of R. We consider At: R ---+ 1 +
R[[tJJ+, which is the multiplicative group of power series with 1 as a constant term. This defines to a group morphism it: R ---+ 1 + R[[tJJ+ such that
Xt8 = ).t. Moreover, Xt is unique with respect to this property. Let ii(X) be
defined by the relation Xt(x) =
J.i(X)t i. Then Xi are operations on R sat-

L

i20

s

isfying (1) and (2). From the relation i t = AI' the function 8 is a morphism of
}.-semirings. Since Xt is unique, i i is uniquely defined.
1.4 Application. The rings K(X) and KO(X) admit a A-ring structure such
that }.i[~J = [Nn for a vector bundle class [G Iff: Y ---+ X is a map, then
1': K(X) ---+ K(Y) and 1': KO(X) ---+ KO(y) are ).-ring morphisms.

2. The Adams IjJ-Operations in A-Ring
Associated with the operations Ai in a A-ring are the Adams operations tf;k.
2.1 Definition. Let tf;t(x)

=

L

tf;k(X)t k be given by the relation tf; -t(x)

=

i2:: 1

-t((d/dt)).t(x))!)'t(x) for a ).-ring R. The functions tf;k: R ---+ R are the Adams
tf;-operations in R.
The tf;-operations on a A-ring R have the following properties.

2.2 Proposition. The function tf;k: R ---+ R is additive, and
).-ring morphism, then U(tf;k(X)) = tf;k(U(X)) for x E R.
Proof. We have

if u: R ---+ R' is a
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+ y))jAt(X + y)
t[((djdt)),t(X))At(Y) + ),t(x)((d/dt)At(y))JjAt(X)At(Y)

-t(d(dt)),t(x

= =

-t((djdt))"t(x))jAt(x) - t((djdt)Ah))jAt(Y)

=

ljJ-t(x)

+ ljJ-t(Y)

and therefore, by comparing coefficients, we have IjJk(X + y) = IjJk(X) + IjJk(y).
For the last statement, we apply u to the coefficients of IjJt(x) and At(X).
2.3 Proposition. If Ai(X) =

°

for i > 1, then IjJk(X)

= Xk.

Proof. We have At(X) = 1 + tx and (djdt)At(X) = x. Then ljJ-t(x) =
-txj(l + tx) or IjJt(x) = txj(l - tx) =
xktk. Since IjJt(x) =
IjJk(X)t\ we

L

L

k;;; 1

k;;; 1

2.4 Remark. From a universal formula relating symmetric functions we
have IjJk(X) = SW'l(X), ... ,An(X)) for n~k, where x~ + ... + x! = s~(al"" ,an)
and ai are the elementary symmetric functions; see Proposition (1.8) of the

next chapter.
2.5 Proposition. There is the following relation between Ai and IjJk for x
IjJk(X) _ p(X)ljJk-l(X)
Proof. From

Cto

the

+ ... + (_l)k-l Ak-l(X)ljJl(X) + (-l)kkAk(x) =

definition

Ai(X)t)Ctl (_l)iljJi(X)t i )

+

)"t(x)ljJ-t(x)

+t

Jo

+

(k

t(djdt))'t(x) = 0,

E

R:

°

we

have

1)2k+l(X)t k = 0. Therefore,

Jl C+~k (-1)i2i(x)ljJj(x) + k2 k(X)rk °
=

This leads to the stated formula.
2.6 Special cases. For k

=

1, we have IjJl(X)

+ (-1)2 l(X) = 0, or

IjJl(X) = x

For k = 2, we have 1jJ2(X) - Al(X)ljJl(X)
1jJ2(X) = x 2

and for k
or

=

+ 222(X) = 0, or
-

222(X)

3, we have 1jJ3(X) - 21(X)1jJ2(X)

+ 22(X)ljJl(X) + (-1)332 3(x) = 0,

2.7 Definition. A )"-semiring with line elements is a triple (R,)"i,L), where
(R, Ai) is a )"-semiring and L is a multiplicatively closed subset of R consisting
of x E R with 2i(X) = for i > 1.

°
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In the case of VectF(X) or KF(X) for F = R or C, the set L consists of the
classes containing line bundles.
2.8 Definition. A A-semiring R splits, provided for each finite set Xb ... ,
R there exists a A-semiring monomorphism u: R ~ R', where (R', ).i, L') is
a ).-semiring with line elements L' such that each u(xJ is a sum of line elements in L'.
Later in this chapter we shall prove that certain representation rings are
split }.-rings. This will allow us to prove that the result of Theorem (2.9),
which follows, holds for the ).-rings K(X) and KO(X). These additional properties are very important.
Xr E

2.9 Theorem. Let R be a split ).-semiring. Then IjIk: R ~ R is a semiring morphism for each k ~ 0, and IjIkljll = IjIkl.

Proof. Let x, Y E R, and let u: R ~ R' be a semiring monomorphism, where
u(x) = Xl + ... + X" u(y) = Yl + ... + Ys' and Xl' ... , X" Yl' ... , Ys are line
elements of R'. Now we compute
U(ljIk(xy))

= IjIk(U(X)U(y)) = I IjIk(XiY) = I xfYJ
i,j

=

i,j

IjIk(U(X))ljIk(U(Y)) = U(ljIk(X)ljIk(y))

Since u is a monomorphism, IjIk(xy) = IjIk(X)ljIk(y).
With the same notations, we have U(ljIkljll(X)) = IjIkljl'(U(X)) = IjIkljl'(Xl
... + x r ) = IjIk(xi + ... + x;) = X~' + ... + X;' = IjIkl(Xl + ... + x r )
U(ljIkl(X)). Again, since u is a monomorphism, IjIkljll = IjIkl.

+

2.10 Remark. Let (R, A) be a A-ring where the IjIk operations satisfy the
following:
(1) The functions IjIk are semiring morphisms.
(2) IjIkljll = IjIkl.

If u: R'

~

R is a monomorphism of A-semirings, then R' satisfies (1) and (2).

2.11 Definition. A A-semiring with line elements and conjugation is a 4-tuple
(R,). i, L, *), where (R, Ai, L) is a A-semiring with line elements and *: R ~ R is
a ).-semiring involution such that xx* = 1 for X E L.
2.12 Remark. Examples of the above concept are VectdX) and KdX),
where x* is the complex conjugate bundle. For a A-semiring R with line
elements and conjugation, ljI-k(X) = IjIk(X*) = IjIk(X)* is defined and (1) and
(2) hold.
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3. The yi Operations
In a }.-ring R, the IjJk are polynomial combinations of the }.i. We consider here
other operations which are combinations of the Ai. These operations are
useful in studying the representation rings of Spin(n) and the immersion
theory of manifolds.
3.1 Definition. The y-operations in a A-ring R, denoted yi: R -+ R, are defined by the requirement that Yt(x) = At/(l-t)(x), where Yt(x) = I yi(X)ti.
O~i

We have the relation As(X)

I

yi(X)t i =

I

=

Ys/(1+S)(x) and the relation

I

Ai(x)ti(l - t)-i =

O~i

O;;;;i

).i(XW(1

+ it + ... )

O;;;;i

3.2 Proposition. The y-operations in a A-ring R have the following properties:
(1) yO(x) = 1 and yl(X) = xfor each x E R.
(2) For each x, Y E R, yk(X + y) =
yi(x)yi(y).

I

(3) yk(X) = Ak(X)

+

I

i+i=k
ai.kA i(X) and Ak(X) = yk(X)

i<k

+

L bi,k yi(X),

i<k

where ai,k and bi,k are integers.
Proof. The first two statements follow from the relations yO(x) = }.o(x),
yl(X) = Al(X), and Yt(x + y) = Yt(x)Yt(Y). For the last relation we consider the
kth coefficient of }.t/(l-t)(x) and of YS/1+s(x).

The operations yi are used in applications of K-theory to immersion theory. We use the yi operations in Chap. 14, Sec. 10.
3.3 Examples. From the definition
yO(x)

+ yl(X)t + y2(X)t 2 + y3(X)t 3 + .. .
= AO(X)

+ Al(x)t(1 + t + t 2 + ... ) + ).2(x)t 2(1 + 2t + 3t 2 ... )

+ ).3(X)t 3(1 + 3t + ... ) + .. ,
we get the following relations:
yO(x) = AO(X) = 1
yl(X) = Al(X)

=X

y2(X) = A2(X)

+ A1 (x)

y3(X) = ).3(X)

+ 2A2(X) + Al(X)

y4(X) = A4(X)

+ 3A 3(x) + 3).2(X) + p(x)
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4. Generalities on G-Modules
Let F denote R, C, or H. Then each finite-dimensional F -vector space M has
a unique topology such that any vector space isomorphism F n -> M is a
homeomorphism. Moreover, this is a norm topology. Frequently, in the next
three sections, special considerations are required for F = H because of its
noncommutative character. These considerations will be left to the reader.
4.1 Definition. Let G be a topological group. A G-module M is a G-space
such that the action of s E G on M is linear.
For S E G and a G-module M, let SM denote the linear automorphism of M
such that SM(X) = SX. Then the relations 1M = 1, (St)M = sMt M , and (S-l)M =
(SM )-1 hold. The function (s, x)f-> sx of G x M -> M is continuous.
4.2 Example. The space F" is a UF(n)-module and SUF(n)-module with the
G-module action given by a linear transformation acting on Fn.
Other examples will arise in the next paragraphs.
4.3 Definition. A function f: M -> N is a G-morphism between G-modules
(both over F) provided f is F-linear and f(sx) = sf(x) for x E M and S E G.
The identity on M is a G-morphism, and the composition vu: M -> L of
G-morphisms u: M -> N and v: N -> L is a G-morphism. The kernel, image,
and cokernel of a G-morphism are defined and admit the structure of a
G-module in a natural way. Let Hom G (M, N) denote the set of all Gmorphisms M -> N. Then Hom G (M, N) is a subspace (or subgroup for F =
H) of HomF (M, N).
4.4 Definition. Let M and N be two G-modules. Then the direct sum of M
and N, denoted M EB N, is a G-module, where s(x, y) = (sx, sy) for s E G
and (x, y) E M EB N. The vector space structure on M EB N is the direct sum
structure.
The direct sum plays the role of the product and coproduct in the category
of G-modules. A similar definition applies to the direct sum of n modules.

4.5 Definition. The tensor product M ® N and exterior product N(M) of
G-modules M and N are defined by the relations s(x (8) y) = sx (8) sy and
S(X1 /\ ... /\ x r ) = SX 1 /\ ... /\ sx r •

The operations of direct sum, tensor product, and exterior product are
related in the next proposition.
4.6 Proposition. Let M 1, ... , Mn be one-dimensional G-modules. Then
N(M1 EB ... EB Mn} and
L M;(l) (8) ... (8) M;(r) are isomorphic as Gmodules.
;(1) < ... < ;(r)
Proof. The isomorphism given by
the action of G.

Xl /\ ... /\ Xr -> Xl

(8) ...

® Xr preserves
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4.7 Definition. Let M and N be two G-modules. Then the relation sf =
sNfs;i defines a G-module structure on HomF(M, N).
Observe that for f E Hom F (M, N) we have f E Hom G (M, N) if and only if
sf = f for each s E G. For the action sa = a on F, we have the structure of a
G-module on the dual module M+ = Hom F (M, F), the module of conjugate
linear functionals.
4.8 Definition. A G-module M is simple provided M has no G-submodules,
i.e., no subspaces N with sN = N for all s E G.
4.9 Proposition. Let M be a simple G-module. Then every G-morphism f: M-+
N is either zero or a monomorphism, and every G-morphism g: L -+ M is either
zero or an epimorphism.
Proof. Either ker f equals M or 0, and either coker g equals M or
second case.

°

in the

As a corollary, we have the next theorem.
4.10 Theorem. (Schur's lemma). If f: M -+ N is a G-morphism between two
simple G-modules, f is either zero or an isomorphism. If M = N and if F is
algebraically closed, f is multiplication by a scalar.
Proof. The first statement follows from (4.9). For the second statement, let Abe an eigenvalue of f, and let ker (f - A-) = L be a G-submodule of M. Since
L =1= 0, we have L = M and f(x) = h. This proves the theorem.

The proof in the next proposition is straightforward and is left to the
reader; see Cartan and Eilenberg [1, chap. 1].
4.11 Proposition. For a G-module M, the following statements are equivalent.
(1) The module M is a sum of simple G-submodules.
(2) The module M is a direct sum of simple G-submodules.
(3) For each G-submodule N of M, there exists a G-submodule N' with M =

NEBN'.
4.12 Definition. A G-module M is semisimple provided it satisfies the three
equivalent properties in (4.11).
In Sec. 6 we prove that for a compact group every G-module is semisimple.

5. The Representation Ring of a Group G and
Vector Bundles
For a topological group G, let MF(G) denote the set of isomorphism classes
[M] of G-modules Mover F. The operations [M] + [N] = [M EB N] and
[M] [N] = [M ® N] make MF(G) into a semiring (only a semigroup for
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F = H). For F = R or C, the functions Ai[M] = [NM] define a A-semiring
structure on M F(G).
5.1 Definition. The representation ring R F ( G) of a topological group G is the
ring associated with the semiring MF(G); see 9(3.3).
The elements of RF(G) are of the form [M] - [N], where M and N are
G-modules, and there is a natural morphism MF(G) -+ RF(G). Moreover by
(1.3), RF(G) admits a natural )"-ring structure.
5.2 Definition. Let u: G -+ H be a morphism of topological groups; that is, u
is continuous and preserves the group structure. Let M be an H-module. We
define u*(M) to be the underlying vector space of M with G-module structure
given by sx = U(S)M(X) for s E G and x E M.
Then for a topological group morphism u: G -+ Hand H-modules M and
N we have u*(M EB N) = u*(M) EB u*(N), u*(M ® N) = u*(M) ® u*(N), and
u*(NM) = Nu*(M). Consequently, u* defines a ),-semiring morphism
MF(U): MF(H) -+ MF(G) by MF(U)[M] = [u*(M)], and this defines a unique
),-ring morphism RF(U): RF(H) -+ RF(G) such that the following diagram is
commutative.

5.3 Proposition. With the above notations, RF is a cofunctor from the category
of topological groups to the category of A-rings (only groups for F = H).
As with vector bundles, we denote RdG) by R(G), RR(G) by RO(G), and
RH(G) by RSp(G).
5.4 Remark. Vector bundles and G-modules are related by the following
mixing construction. For each locally trivial principal G-bundle rx over a
space X and each G-module M, the fibre bundle rx[M] is formed. Since the
action of G preserves the vector space operations on M, there is a natural
vector bundle structure on rx[M]. Since rx[M EB N] and rx[M] EB rx[N] are
isomorphic, since rx[M ® N] and rx[M] ® rx[N] are isomorphic, and since
Nrx[M] and rx[NM] are isomorphic, there is a morphism of A-semiring a:
MF(G) -+ VectF(X) defined by the relation a([M]) equals the isomorphism
class of rx[M]. The morphism a defines a A-ring morphism, also denoted a,
RF(G) -+ KF(X), We shall discuss this morphism further in a later section.
5.5 Example. View Zz as { + 1, -I}, a subgroup of sl, the circle group in the
complex plane. Then Sl -+ Sl mod Z2 is a principal Zz-bundle. If M = R is
the standard representation of 0(1) = Z2' then rx[M] is the canonical line
bundle on Sl = Rpl.
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6. Semisimplicity of G-Modules over
Compact Groups
All topological groups are compact in this section.
5.1 Haar Measure. We outline the properties of the Haar measure that will
be used in this section. A rapid proof of the existence and uniqueness can be
found in Pontrjagin [1, chap. 4, sec. 25].
Let V be a normed vector space over F, and let G be a compact topological group. Let Cv(G) denote the normed space of all continuous f: G --+ V,
where Ilfll = supllf(s)11 for s E G. Let qG) denote CR(G).
The Haar measure is the linear function /1: qG) --+ R with the following
properties:
(1) If f ~ 0, then /1(f) ~ 0, and if, in addition, f(s) > 0 for some s E G, then
/1(f) > O.
(2) For the function 1, /1(1) = 1.
(3) /1(Laf) = /1(f), where Laf(s) = f(as) for a, s E G.
It is a theorem that /1 exists and is unique with respect to properties (1) to (3).
See Pontrjagin [1].
The Haar measure defines a unique Haar measure /1v: Cv(G) --+ V for each
normed linear space V from the requirement that U/1v(f) = /1(uf) for each
R-linear u: V --+ R. If e l , ... , en is a basis of V, and if f = fle l + ... + fnen E
Cv(G), then /1v(f) = /1(fde l + ... + /1(fn)en-

6.2 Definition. A hermitian form on an F-module is a function [3: M x M --+
F such that x f--+ [3(x, y) is linear for each y E M, [3(x, y) = [3(y, x) for each
x, y E M, and [3(x, x) > 0 for each x E M, x =1= O. A hermitian form [3 is Ginvariant provided [3(sx, sy) = [3(x, y) for each x, y E M and s E G. The correlation associated with [3 is the morphism cfJ: M --+ M+ defined by the requirement that cfJ(x)(y) = [3(x, y) for x, Y E M.
Observe that [3 is G-invariant if and only if cp is a G-morphism.
6.3 Proposition. Every G-module M has a G-invariant hermitian metric [3.
Proof. Let [3'(x, y) be any hermitian metric on M. The function s --+ [3'(sx, sy)
is continuous and has a Haar integral [3 (x, y) for each x, y E M. From the
linearity of the Haar integral, the form [3(x, y) is linear in x and conjugate
linear in y. Moreover, we have [3(x, y) = [3(y, x) and [3(x, x) > 0 for each x E M
with x =1= O.

6.4 Corollary. If M is a simple G-module, cfJ: M --+ M+ is an isomorphism of
G-modules for each G-invariant [3, and M and M+ are G-isomorphic.
6.5 Theorem. Every G-module M is semisimple.
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Proof Let L be a G-submodule, and let [3 be a G-invariant hermitian form on
M. Let L' denote the subset of y E M with [3(x, y) = 0 for all x E L. Clearly, L'
is a G-submodule of M and LnL' equals O. For each x E M the function
y -> [3(x, y) is an element of L +, and since cp : L -> L + is an isomorphism, we
ha ve Z E L with [3(x, y) = [3(z, y) for all Y E L. Then x - Z = z' is a member of
L', and x equals z + z' with z E L, z' E L'. Therefore, we have M = L EB L'. By
(4.11) and (4.12), M is semisimple.
6.6 Corollary. The set of G-module classes [M], where M is simple, generate
the group RF(G).

7. Characters and the Structure of the Group RF(G)
We wish to prove that the simple module classes freely generate RF(G) as an
abelian group. For this we introduce characters.
7.1 Definition. The character of a representation M, denoted XM' is the element of CF(G) given by s H Tr SM' Let chF G denote the subring of CF(G)
generated by the characters XM of representations.
The characters have the following properties all of which follow from
elementary properties of Tr.

7.2 Proposition. If M and N are isomorphic G-modules, then XM equals XN'
For two modules M and N, we have XM(£)N = XM + XN and XM®N = XMXN' For
a character X, we have X(tst -1) = x(s) for all s, t E G.
There is a natural ring morphism RF(G) -> chF G defined by the function
[M] H XM' This is clearly an epimorphism.
7.3 Notation. For each u E Hom F (M, N) one can form SNUS;/, which is a
function of s, and integrate it over G to get an element of HomF(M, N),
denoted ii. By the invariance of the integration process, ii is a member of
Hom G (M, N). Moreover, ii = u if and only if u E HomG(M, N). For two
G-modules M and N, we define <XM,XN> equal to the integral of XM(S)XN(S-l)
over G.
Next we consider the Schur orthogonality relations.
7.4 Theorem. Let M and N be two simple G-modules. Then <XM' XN> = 0 if M
and N are nonisomorphic and <XM' XN >> 0 if M and N are isomorphic. M oreover, <XM,XM> = 1 if F = C.
Proof Iff: M -> F is F-linear and YEN, then for u(x) = f(x)y we have ii = 0
when M and N are nonisomorphic. If a(s) is a matrix element of SM and b(s)
of SN' the integral of a(s)b(s-l) over G is zero. Since <XM' XN > equal the
integral of XM(S)xN(S-l) over G is a sum of integrals of the form a(s)b(s-l)
over G, we have <XM' XN >= 0 when M and N are nonisomorphic.
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For the second statement, let F = C and e1 , ••. , en be an F-basis of M. Let
E;.j denote the integral of sEi.js -1 and E;'.j of s -1 Ei.js over G, where Ei.jek =
Ji.kej. By Theorem (4.10) E;.j is multiplication by A;.j, and E;:j is multiplication by A;'.j. Looking at the matrix elements of E;.j and E;:j, we have A;.jJk •1 =
),~A.j. This means that A;.i = AJ. j = A and A;.j = A~j = 0 for i ¥- j. Since 1 =
E1.1 + ... + En •n , we have 1 equal to n times the integral of sE i.iS- 1 or nA.
Therefore, A equals (dim M)-1.
Finally, if a(s) and b(s) are two matrix elements of SM' the integral of
a(s)b(s -1 ) is zero if a ¥- b and is A = lin if a = b is a diagonal matrix element.
Therefore, <XM' XM >equal n(l/n) or 1. If M is real, we form N = M ® C, and
<XN, XN> = <XM' XM> is strictly positive. This proves the theorem.
7.5 Corollary. The set of isomorphism classes of simple G-modules freely generates the abelian group RF(G), and the ring morphism [M] H XM of RG(G)-+
chF G is an isomorphism.
Proof. By (6.6) the set of isomorphism classes of simple G-modules generate
RF(G). If a sum I aL[L] = 0 in RF(G), we have I aLXL = 0 in chF G, and by
L

L

taking the inner product with XM' we have aM<XM' XM> = 0 for each simple
module M. Since <XM' XM> ¥- 0, aM equals 0 for each distinct class of simple
modules. This proves the corollary.
7.6 Corollary. If M and N are two G-modules with XM = XN' then M and N
are isomorphic.
Proof. By (7.5), M and N are each the direct sum of simple modules in the
same isomorphism classes.

7.7 Corollary. Let u: G -+ H be a morphism of topological groups such that
for each t E H there exists s E H with sts- 1 E u(G). Then RF(U): RF(H) -+ RF(G)
is a monomorphism.
Proof. For an H-module M we have Xu*(M) = XMU on G. If XMU = XNU, we
have XM = XN since u(G) intersects each conjugate class of elements in Hand
since characters are constant on conjugate classes, by (7.2). By (7.6) M and N
are isomorphic. Therefore, if RF(U)[M] = RF(U) [N], we have [M] = [N],
and this verifies the corollary.

7.8 Corollary. Let u: G -+ G be an inner automorphism. Then RF(u) is the identity on RF(G).
Proof. By the last properties of characters in (7.2), u induces the identity on
chF G and, therefore, on RF(G).
This corollary can be deduced from the definition of RF(G) directly.
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8. Maximal Tori
An important class of compact groups are the tori.

8.1 Definition. The n-dimensional torus, denoted T", is the quotient topological group Rn mod
A torus is any topological group isomorphic to an
n-dimensional torus.
There follow the well-known results about Lie groups which we assume
for the discussion in this section.

zn.

8.2 Background Results. See Chevalley [1] for proofs.
(1) For n -1= m the tori Tn and T m are nonisomorphic. Consequently, the
dimension of a torus is well defined.
(2) A topological group is a torus if and only if it is a compact, abelian,
connected Lie group. The natural quotient map R n ~ T" is a Lie group
morphism.
(3) Every element in a connected, compact Lie group G is a member of a
subgroup T of G, where T is a torus.
(4) A closed subgroup of a Lie group is a Lie group.
We use the following definition of maximal torus in a topological group.

8.3 Definition. A subgroup T is a maximal torus of a compact group G
sTs- 1 •
provided T is a torus with G =

U

The condition G =

U sTs-

SEG

1

says that each conjugate class of G intersects

SEG

T Since T is connected, G is also connected. By examples [see (8.4)], we see
that a wide class of groups have maximal tori. Their importance lies in the
fact that Corollary (7.7) applies to the inclusion T ~ G, where T is a maximal
torus of G. In general, every compact, connected Lie group has a maximal
torus.
8.4 Examples. A maximal torus of U(n) and of SU(n) consists of all diagonal
matrices. Let D(8) denote the matrix
[

COS

8

sin 8

-sin8]
cos 8

let D(8 1 , ... , 8r ) denote the 2r x 2r matrix with D(8d, ... , D(8r ) on the
diagonal, and let D(8 1 , ... ,8,,*) denote the (2r + 1) x (2r + 1) matrix with
D(8d, ... , D(8r ), 1 on the diagonal. Then the subgroup of all D(8 1 , ... ,8r ) is a
maximal torus of SO(2r), and the subgroup of all D(81 , ... , 8n *) is a maximal
torus of SO(2r + 1).
We use the following interpretation of the well-known theorem of
Kronecker in number theory (see Hardy and Wright [1, theorem 442,
p. 380]).
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8.5 Theorem. Let a 1 , ... , an E R such that 1, a b ... , an are Q-linearly independent. Let a denote the class of (a 1 , ••• , an) in T". Then the set of all a\ where
k ~ 0, is dense in T".
8.6 Definition. An element a of a topological group G is a generator provided the set of all a\ where k ~ 0, is dense in G. A topological group is
monic provided it has a generator.
Theorem (8.5) says that each torus is monic.
8.7 Theorem. Let G be a topological group with a maximal torus T. If T' is
any torus subgroup of G, then T' c sTs- 1 for some s E G. Moreover, T' is a
maximal torus if and only if T' = sTs- 1 •
Proof. If a is a generator of T', we have a E sTs- 1 for some s E G. This means
that a k E sTs- 1 for all k ~ 0 and T' c sTs- 1 for this s E G. If T' = sTs-t, we
have G = U sT's-l, and T' is a maximal torus. If T' is a maximal torus,
SEG

we have T' c sTs- 1 and T c tT't- 1 or T c tsT(tS)-l. But for reasons of
dimension [see (1) in (8.2)J, T = tsT(tsr 1 and T' = sTs- 1 • This proves the
theorem.
8.8 Remarks. By Theorem (8.7) a maximal torus of G is a maximal element
in the ordered set (by inclusion) of torus subgroups of G. If G has a maximal
torus in the sense of Definition (8.3), the maximal tori of G are precisely the
maximal elements of the ordered set of torus subgroups of G. It is a theorem
of E. Cartan, for which A. Weil and G. Hunt (see Hunt [lJ) have given
proofs, that each maximal element in the ordered set of torus subgroups of a
connected Lie group G is a maximal torus in the sense of Definition (8.3).
8.9 Definition. Let G be a topological group with maximal torus T. Then the
rank of G is the dimension of T.
Observe that the rank of a group is independent of the maximal torus T
by (8.7) and (1) in (8.2).
We can improve on the result of (8.7) as interpreted in (8.8). We can prove
that a maximal torus is actually a maximal element in the set of abelian
closed subgroups of G for a compact Lie group G. For this we use the next
lemma.
8.10 Lemma. Let G be an abelian Lie group whose connected component is a
torus T and G/T is a finite cyclic group with m elements. Then G is a monic
group.
Proof. Let a be a generator of T, and let bEG such that the image of b
generates G/T. Then b m is in T, and there exists c E T with bmc m = a. Then bc
is the desired generator.
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8.11 Theorem. Let T be a torus subgroup of a connected, compact Lie group
G. Let s commute with all elements of T. Then there exists a torus subgroup T
of G with T c T and SET.
Proof Let A be the closed subgroup of G generated by T and s, and let To be
the connected component of the identity in A. Then To is connected, compact, and abelian, and, therefore, a closed subgroup of a Lie group. By (4) and
(2) of (8.2), To is a torus subgroup. Then A/To is a finite group since it is
compact and discrete. Let A' be the subgroup of A generated by To and s. By
(8.10), A' has a generator x. Therefore, there is a torus T with A' c T;
moreover, we have T c T and SET.

8.12 Remark. If T is a maximal torus, then we have SET for all s E G commuting with each element T. Consequently, maximal tori are maximal elements of the ordered set of closed abelian subgroups of a compact, connected
Lie group. On the contrary, it is not true that all maximal abelian closed
subgroups are tori.
For a torus subgroup T of G, let NT denote the normalizer of Tin G, that
is, all s E G with sTs- 1 = T. Then T is a normal subgroup of NT'

8.13 Definition. The Weyl group W(G) of a compact group Gis NT/T, where
T is a maximal torus of G.
The function t ~ sts- 1 is an automorphism of T for sENT' which is the
identity for sET. Therefore, W(G) acts as an automorphism group of T. We
shall compute the Weyl groups for the classical groups U(n), SU(n), SO(n),
Sp(n), and Spin(n) in the next chapter.
8.14 Theorem. Let T be a maximal torus for a compact Lie group G, and let
W(G) be the Weyl group of G. Then as a transformation group of T only the
identity of W( G) acts as the identity on T, and W( G) is a finite group.
Proof The first statement follows immediately from (8.12). For the second,
the groups NT and W(G) are compact. The action of an element u of W(G) on
T" determines a linear transformation 8u : R" ~ R", where 8u (Z") c Z". This
construct defines a continuous injection of W( G) into a discrete space. This is
possible only if W(G) is finite.

8.15 Remark. If T is a maximal torus in G and if W is the Weyl group, then
by (7.7) the morphism R(G) ~ R(T) induced by the inclusion is a monomorphism. The Weyl group Wacts on T, and therefore on R(T). The subring
R(T)W of elements left elementwise fixed by W contains the image of R(G)
since an inner automorphism of G induces the identity on R( G) by (7.8).
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9. The Representation Ring of a Torus
We begin with a general result on the complex representation rings of abelian
groups.
9.1 Theorem. Let G be an abelian group, and let M be a simple G-module over
C. Then M is one-dimensional over C, and SM is multiplication by AS' where
s f-+ As is a group morphism G ~ C x, with C x the multiplicative group of nonzero elements in C.

Proof For s E G, the fact that G is abelian means that SM: M ~ M is a Gmorphism. By Theorem (4.10) SM is multiplication by a complex number.
Since each one-dimensional subspace of M is a G-submodule and since M is
simple, M is one-dimensional. The last statement is immediate from the relation }.sAtx = As+tX.
9.2 Example. Let M(k 1, ... , k n} denote the one-dimensional representation
of Tn, where the action of Tn is given by the relation (8 1, ... , 8n}z =
exp[2ni(k 181 + '" + k n8n)] Z for (k 1, ... , k n) E zn. Since s(x ® y} = sx ® sy is
the relation defining the action of G on a tensor product, M(k 1, ... , k n} ®
M(ll,···,ln} = M(k1 + 11,···,kn + In}·
9.3 Theorem. The simple T(n}-modules are the one-dimensional T(n}-modules,
and each one is isomorphic to precisely one module of the form M(k 1,···, k n}.
The ring RT(n} is the polynomial ring Z[0(1,0(~1""'O(n,0(;1], where O(i is the
(i)

class of M(O, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , O}.
Proof The first statement follows from (9.1) and the fact that all group morphisms T(n}~CX are of the form (81o ... ,8n}~exp[2ni(k181 + ... + kn 8n )].
For the second statement, observe that O(~I ... O(~n equals the class of
M(klo"" k n}. These monomials form a Z-base of RT(n} and the multiplicative structure follows from (9.2).
9.4 Remark. In view of (7.8) every ring R( G} is a subring of Z [0(1' 0(~1 , ... ,
O(n, 0(;1], where G is of rank n. This gives some information about the nature
of R(G}.
9.5 Theorem. For a topological group G with maximal torus T, the complex
representation ring R( G} is a split }.-ring with involution. For the real representation ring RO(G} there is a }.-ring monomorphism eu: RO(G} ~ R(G} given by
complexification; that is, eu([L]} = [L® C].

Proof A monomorphism R(G} ~ R(T} is induced by inclusion. The line elements of R(T} are the classes O(\k) ... O(~(n) = [M(k(l}, ... , k(n})]. The involution
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[M]* is [M], where M is the conjugate module of M and ax in M is ax in M.
We have (a~(1)··· a!(n»)* = a1k(1) ... a;;k(n).
Finally, if eo: R(G) -+ RO(G) is the group homomorphism given by restriction of scalars from C to R, we have eo(eu(x)) = 2x. Since R(G) is a free
abelian group by (7.5), eu is a monomorphism. This proves the theorem. The
results of (2.9) and (2.12) apply to R( G) and RO (G).

10. The tfJ-Operations on K(X) and KO(X)
We wish to verify the formula t/lkt/l 1= t/l k1 and prove that t/l k is a ring morphism as defined on K(X) and KO(X). To do this, we shall use the result that
these statements hold for R(G) and RO(G), where G is a compact Lie group
with a maximal torus. An oriented vector bundle is one with structure group
SO(n).

We begin with some preliminary propositions.
10.1 Proposition. Let ¢ be an n-dimensional vector bundle, and let ( be a line
bundle over X. Then the bundles N+ 1 (¢ EB 0 and N( ¢) ® ( are isomorphic
over X.
Proof. This is true for vector spaces with a functorial isomorphism. By 5(6.4)
it is true for vector bundles.

10.2 Corollary. Every vector bundle class {O in KO(X) is of the form a 1 a z, where a 1 is the class of an oriented vector bundle and az is the class of a line
bundle.
Proof. In (10.1), let (equal N¢, where n is the dimension of ¢. Then ¢ EB N¢
is orientable, and in KO(X) we have {O = {¢ EB NO - {NO.
Let (k denote the k-fold tensor product of a vector bundle (.

10.3 Proposition. Let ¢ be an n-dimensional vector bundle, and let ( be a line
bundle over X. Then N(¢ ® 0 and N(¢) ® (k are X-isomorphic, and in K(X)
or KO(X) there is the relation t/l k({O {(}) = t/l k({0 )t/l k({(}).
Proof. For vector spaces there is a functorial isomorphism between
N( ¢ ® 0 and N( ¢) ® (k. By 5(6.4) there is a natural isomorphism between
N(¢ ® 0 and N(¢) ® (k.

For the formula involving
in (2.5).

t/l kwe use induction on k and the relation given

10.4 Notations. Let Pm denote the regular complex representation U(m) and
its class in RU(m) or the regular real representation of SO(m) and its class
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in RO(SO(m». Let ~m and I'Jn be two vector bundles over X with principal bundles a or fJ. Using the constructions of (5.4), we have a morphism
r-----J

r-----J

a EB fJ: R(U(m)
EB U(n»
r---.J

-+

{O and (a E8 fJ)(O E8 Pn)

K(X)
such that (a E8 fJ)(Pm E8 0)
_

=

ri(Prn)

=

= fJ(Pn) = {I'J} in K(X) for complex vector bunr-----J

dies. For real vector bundles the morphism a E8 fJ is defined RO(SO(m) E8
SO(n» -+ KO(X).
With these notations we are able to state and prove the main result of this
section.

10.5 Theorem. In K(X) and KO(X) the Adams operations tj;k are ring morphisms, and the relation tj;ktj;l = tj;kl holds for the action of tj;k on these groups.

Proof Observe, if T is a maximal torus of G and T' of G', that T E8 T' is a
maximal torus of G E8 G'.
Then the theorem holds for K(X) and for the subgroup of KO(X) generr-----J

ated by classes of oriented real vector bundles from the relation tjlk(a E8 fJ) =
r-----J

(a EB fJ)tj;k and from the fact that the above relations hold in R(U(m) E8 U(n»
and in RO(SO(m) E8 SO(n» by Theorem (9.5). Finally, the theorem holds for
all of KO(X), by (10.2) and (10.3).
10.6 Remark. We leave it to the reader to define the action of tjI-k on K(X)
and KO(X) such that tjI-l is the complex conjugate of ~ for a line bundle ~.

11. The l/I-Operations on K(sn)
The following is a general calculation of tj;k for elements defined by line
bundles.

11.1 Proposition. Let' be a line bundle over X. Then we have tjlk( {O) = {Ok,
and if({O - 1)2 = 0, then we have tj;k({O - 1) = k({O - 1).

Proof The first statement follows from (2.3), and the second statement from
the following calculation:
tj;k({ 0

-

gy -

1) =

1 = ({ 0

-

1

+ l)k -

1 = k( {O

-

1)

We recall from 11(5.5) that K(s2m+1) = 0 and K(S2m) = ZfJ2m, where
fJ2m is the generator
of a cyclic group and fJim = O. Moreover, the
image
_
(m)
_
of fJ2m in K(S2 x ...
_

(m)

X

S2) under the natural monomorphism K(s2m)-+

K(S2 X ••. X S2) equals a product a 1 •.• am, where af = 0 and ai = {C} - 1
such that C is a line bundle on S2 x ... X S2. The image of tj;k(fJ2rn) is
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tjJk(ad··· tjJk(a m} = kma 1 ••• am, which is k m times the image of 132m. Since
K(s2m) ~ K(S2 X ... X S2), we have the following theorem.
11.2 Theorem. The group K(s2m) is infinite cyclic with generator 132m such
that f3im = O. Moreover, tjJk(f32m) = k mf32m.

CHAPTER 14

Representation Rings of Classical Groups

In the previous chapter we saw the importance of the relation between the
representation rings R(G) and K(X). In this chapter we give a systematic
calculation of R(G) for G equal to U(n), SU(n), Sp(n), SU(n), and Spin(n).
Finally, we consider real representations of Spin(n), which were successfully
used by Bott for a solution of the vector field problem.

1. Symmetric Functions
Let R denote an arbitrary commutative ring with 1, and let R[x1, ... ,xnJ
denote the ring of polynomials in n variables. Let Sn denote the group under
composition of all bijections {1, 2, ... , n} """""* {l, 2, ... , n}, that is, the permutation group on n letters.
F or each polynomial PER [x l' ... , xnJ and T E Sn we define rp by the
relation rp(x 1,···, xn) = P(xr(l)'···' xr(n».
1.1 Definition. A polynomial P(x 1, ... , xn) is symmetric provided rp
each T E Sn.
1.2 Example. In the ring R[x!> ... , x n' zJ we form the product

TI

= P

(z

for

+ xJ

1 ~i::;;n

and write it as a polynomial in z with coefficients in R [x 1, ... , xnJ, that is,

TI
1

~i~n

(z

+ x;) =

I

O"i(Xl> ... , xn)zn-i. Since the product of linear polyno-

O~i~n

mials is invariant under the action of Sn, the polynomials O";{X 1, ... , Xn) are
symmetric. We call O"i(X 1, ... , xn) the ith elementary symmetric function.
Occasionally we write 0";" to denote the number of variables n in O"i.
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1.3 Remarks. Observe that (Jo = 1, (Jr(x 1, ... , Xn) = Xl + ... + Xn, (J;(X l , ... , Xn) =
Xl"'X n, and (J~(X1"",Xn) = l>i(l)"'X i(k)' where 1 ~ i(1) < ... < i(k) ~ n.
By convention we define (Jr = 0 for i > n. Finally, we have (Jr- 1(x 1, ... , X n - 1 ) =
(Jr(X 1, ... , X n - 1 , 0), and (J;" is homogeneous of degree i in n variables.
1.4 Example. If g(Y1, ... ,Yrn) is a polynomial, g((Jr, ... ,(J~) is a symmetric
polynomial in n variables.
1.5 Definition. In the ring R[Y1, ... ,Yrn], the weight of a monomial
... y~(m) is defined to be a(1) + 2a(2) + ... + ma(m). The weight of an
arbitrary polynomial is the maximum weight of the nonzero monomials of
which it is a sum.
If g(Ylo ... ,Yrn) is a polynomial of weight k, then g((J1(X 1"",x n)"",
(Jm(x 1"", xn)) is a polynomial of degree k in Xl' ... , x ..
The next theorem is the fundamental theorem on elementary symmetric
functions.
y~(l)

1.6 Theorem. The subring R [(J 10 ... , (In] of R [x 10 ... , xn] contains all the symmetric functions, and the elementary symmetric functions are algebraically
independent.

Proof. We prove this by induction on n. For n = 1, (J1 (xd = Xl> and the
result holds. We let f be a symmetric polynomial of degree k and assume
the result for all polynomials of degree ~ k - 1. Then f(x 1o ... , Xn - 1 , 0) =
g((J~, ... ,(J~-l)' where (J;(x1, ... ,xn-d = (JJx 1, ... ,X n- 1,0). We form the symmetric polynomial fl(Xlo""X n) = f(x 1o ... ,xn) - g((J1, ... ,(Jn-l)' Then we
have degf1 ~ k and f1 (Xl"'" Xn- 1, 0) = O. Since f1 is symmetric, Xn and (In =
X1"'X n divide f1(X 1"",x n), Therefore, f(x 1, ... ,xn) = (JJz(x 1, ... ,xn) +
g((J1, ... ,(Jn-1), where f2 is symmetric and degf2 < degf. By applying the
inductive hypothesis to f2, we have f(x l ,·· .,xn) = h((J1o'" , (In)·
To show that the (J1, ... , (In are algebraically independent, we use induction on n again. For n = 1, we have (Jl = Xl' Let f((J1, ... ,(Jn) = 0, where
f((J1o ... ,(Jn) = fm((Jl,· .. ,(Jn-1)((Jn)m + ... + fO((J1, ... ,(Jn-1) = 0 and m is minimal. Let xn = 0 in (Ji, and the result is (In = 0 and fo((J~, ... ,(J~-l) = 0, where
(Ji(x 1,·· ., xn-d = (Ji(X l," ., Xn- 1, 0). By inductive hypothesis, we have fo = 0,
and this contradicts the minimal character of m. Therefore, m = 0 and f = O.
This proves the theorem.
1.7 Application. There exist "universal" polynomials in n variables s; such
that

The polynomials s; arise from another construction. Recall that a formal
series ao + a 1t + ... in R[[t]] is a unit if and only if ao is a unit in R. Let
1 + R[[t]]+ denote the multiplicative group of formal series 1 + a 1t + ....
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+ ylt + ... + Yntn

1.8 Proposition. Let

f(t)

=

L S~(Yl"'"

= -

t[(d/dt)f(t)]/f(t).

Yn)( - t)k

1

III

1 + R[[t]]+.

Then

k~O

Proof. We prove the result for the polynomial ring R [0' 1, ... , O'n] c
R [x 1, ... , xn] and then substitute Yi for O'i' Here O'i is the ith elementary
symmetric function in the Xl"'" Xn' For f(t) = 1 + O'lt + ... + O'ntn we have

and

- t [(d/dt)f(t)]/f(t) = - t(d/dt) logf(t)
=
=

+ xlt) -'"
+ ... + x!)( -

-txd(1

- tx n/{1

L

t)k

(x~

+ xnt)

k~l

This proves the proposition.

2. Maximal Tori in SU(n) and U(n)
Let Xl' ... , Xn be an orthonormal base of en, and let T(x 1'" ., xn) denote the
subgroup of u E U(n) with u(x) = ajxj. Let ST(x l , ... , xn) denote the subgroup T(xl, ... ,xn)nSU(n) of SU(n). As usual, let e l , ... , en denote the
canonical base of en. Every orthonormal base Xl' ... , Xn of en is of the form
w(ed, ... , w(e n), where w E U(n). The element w is uniquely determined by the
base Xl' ... , Xw The base is called special provided w E SU(n).

2.1 Theorem. With the above notations, the subgroups T(x l , ... , xn) are the
maximal tori of U(n), and the subgroups ST(x l , ... , Xn) for special bases Xl' ... ,
Xn are the maximal tori of SU(n). The rank of U(n) is nand ofSU(n) is n - 1.
The Weyl group of U(n) and of SU(n) is the symmetric group of all permutations of the indices of the coordinates (a l ,.·., an).

Proof. First, we observe that u E T(x l , ... , xn) is determined by u(Xj) =
ajxj , where aj E e and Iajl = 1 for 1 ~ j ~ n. For ST(x l , ... , xn) there is
the additional condition that a l '" an = 1. Consequently, T(x 1 ' " ' ' x r ) is
an n-dimensional torus, and ST(x l , ... , xn) is (n - I)-dimensional. Next,
we observe that wT(el, ... ,en)w- l = T(w(el), ... ,w(en)) for WE U(n) and
wST(el, ... ,en)w- l = ST(w(el), ... ,w(en)) for wESU(n). For each UE U(n)
there is a base Xl' ... , Xn of en such that u(Xj) = ajxj, where the Xj are eigenvectors ofu. There exist WE U(n) with Xj = w(e) and u E wT(el, ... ,en)w- l .
Since the Xj can be changed by a scalar multiple a, where lal = 1, we can
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assume
U(n) =

WE

U

SU(n) and a 1 '" an = 1 for u E SU(n). We have proved that
wT(e 1 ,···,en)w- 1 and SU(n) =
wST(e 1 ,···,en)w- 1 •

U

WEU(n)

WESU(n)

Finally, to compute the Weyl groups, we let u E ST(e 1 , •.. , en) with u(ej) =
ajej and aj f= ak for j f= k. For wuw- 1 E ST(e 1 , .•• , en) or T(e 1 , ••. , en) we have
wuw- 1 (eJ = bjej and uw- 1 (eJ = bjw- 1 (eJ Therefore, w- 1 (eJ = aek> with
lal = 1 and j = k. The Weyl group Wof U(n) and of SU(n) is the full permutation group on the set of n elements {e 1 , ••• ,en } since conjugation by w,
where w(e 1 ) = e 2 , w(e 2 ) = -e 1, and w(e i ) = ei for i ~ 3, permutes the first
two coordinates of (a 1, ... , an) E T( e 1, ... , en) or ST( e 1, ... , en). Similarly all
permutations are in the Weyl group. This proves the theorem.

3. The Representation Rings of SU(n) and U(n)
In the next theorem we determine R(U(n)) and R(SU(n)), using properties of
elementary symmetric functions. We use the notation Ai for the class in RU(n)
or RSU(n) of the ith exterior power NCO, where U(n) or SU(n) acts on CO in
the natural manner by substitution. If Pn denotes the class of CO in the ),-ring
RU(n) or RSU(n), then Ai equals Ai(Pn)'
3.1 Theorem. The ring RU(n) equals Z[A1, ... ,An,A;1], where there are no
polynomial relations between )'1, ... , An' As a subring of
RT(n) = Z[O(l'O(l1,"',O(n,O(;l]

the relation Ak =
mial ring Z [)'1"

L

i(l)<'" <ilk)
.. , An- 1].

O(i(l)'" O(i(k) holds. The RSU(n) equals the polyno-

Proof. As a T(e 1, ... , en)-module, en is a direct sum of one-dimensional modules corresponding to 0( 1, ... , O(n" The representation as an elementary symO(i(l)'" O(i(k) follows from Proposition 13(4.6).
metric function )'k =
i(l)< ... <ilk)
Observe that An = 0(1'" O(n is a one-dimensional class where uy = (det u)y for
u E U(n). Then the one-dimensional class A;l is defined by uy = (det U)-l y
for y E C. Therefore, we have Z[A 1"",)'n,A;1] c RU(n) c RT(n)W c RT(n).
From properties of elementary symmetric functions Theorem (1.6), we know
there are no polynomial relations between )'1' ... , ),..
Finally, we prove that Z[A1, ... ,AnJ;1] = RT(n)W, which also implies it
equals RU(n). Let f(O(l"",O(n) be a polynomial in 0(1' 0(11, ... , O(n, 0(;1 which
is invariant under permutations of 0(1' ... , O(n" Then f(O(l"",O(n) =
(A n)-kg(O(l"",O(n), where g is a polynomial in 0(1' ... , O(n and invariant under
all permutations of 0(1' ... , 0(.. By Theorem (1.6), we have g(O(l'.",O(n) =
h()'l,' .. , )'n) for some polynomial h. This proves the above statement concerning RU(n).

L
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For the ring RSU(n), observe that the ring R(ST(e l , ... , en)) is the quotient
of RT(el, ... ,en) by the ideal generated by An - 1 = (Xl"'(Xn - 1. Therefore,
RSU(n) is the polynomial ring Z[)'l,"" An-I]. This proves the theorem.

4. Maximal Tori in Sp(n)
4.1 Description of Sp(n). We view H n as C 2 n. Then multiplication by j is
a conjugate linear J: c 2 n -+ C 2 n defined by J(e;) = ei+n for 1 ~ i ~ nand
J(e;) = -e i- n for n + 1 ~ i ~ 2n. We have J2 = -1, and J determines the
quaternionic structure on the complex vector space c 2 n. The identification
H n = c 2 n allows us to view Sp(n) as a subgroup of U(2n). For u E U(2n) we
have u E Sp(n) if and only if uJ = Ju or, in other words, u E Sp(n) if and only
if P(u(x),u(y)) = P(x,y), where P(x,y) = (xIJ(y)). The form P is an antihermitian form, that is, P(y,x) = -(PyIJx) = -(Jylx) = -P(x,y). In terms of
(2n)-tuples x, y

E

c 2n, we have P(x, y) = I

(xjii+n - xi+nY;). For a diago-

1 ~i~n

nal element u = diag(a 1 , ... , a 2n ) E U(2n) we have u E Sp(n) if and only if ai =
1 ~ i ~ n from the relation uJ = Ju.
As in Sec. 2, let T(x 1, ... , x n) denote the subgroup of u E Sp(n) with u(x k) =
exp(2nWdxk for an orthonormal base ofHn. As usual, let e 1 , ... , en denote the
canonical base of Hn. Every orthonormal base Xl' ... , Xn of H n is of the form
w(e 1)' ... , w(e n), where w E Sp(n).

ai+n for

4.2 Theorem. With the above notations, the subgroups T(x l' ... , Xn) are the
maximal tori of Sp(n). The rank of Sp(n) is n, and the Weyl group of Sp(n) is
the symmetric group of all permutations of the indices of the coordinates
(e 1 ,.··, en) together with maps of the form (e l , ... , en) H (± el , ... , ± en). It has
2nn! elements.
Proof. As with U(n), we have wT(x l , ... , xn)w- l = T(W(Xl)"'" w(xn», and it
suffices to prove that T(e 1, ... , en) is an n-dimensional torus. This is clear
since it consists of all diag(a l , ... , a 2n ) in U(2n) with lall = ... = Iani = 1 and
ai = ai + n for 1 ~ i ~ n. To prove that each T(x l , ... , x n ) is a maximal torus, it
suffices to show that every WE Sp(n) is a member of some T(Xl,"" xn). For
this, we let Xl be an eigenvector ofw over C; that is, we have w(x l ) = alx l ,
and w(Jx l ) = Jw(xd = J(alx l ) = a1 Jx 1. Continuing this process on the
orthogonal complement of Xl and JX 1 in C 2 n, we get the desired base
xl"",xnofHnwithwET(xl,···,xn)·
Finally, to compute the Weyl group, we let u E T(e 1" .. , en) with u(ed =
ake k and aj =I ak for j =I k. For wuw- l E T(el, ... ,en), we have wuw-1(e k) =
bke k and uw-l(e k) = bkw-l(e k). Therefore, w-l(ek) equals some e1 and bk equals
a1 and a" and the action of u H wuw- 1 permutes the coordinates and conjugates some of the coordinates. All such permutations and conjugations are
possible by inner automorphisms. This proves the theorem.
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5. Formal Identities in Polynomial Rings
To compute the ring RSp(n), we need some formal identities in the ring
Z[1X 1 , 1X11, ... , IX., IX;; 1 J.

5.1 Proposition. There exists a polynomial fm(Y) E Z[y] such that
xm + x- m = fm(x + X-I). This polynomial satisfies the recursion formula
fm+1 (y) = yfm(Y) - fm-1 (y) with fo(Y) = 1 and f1 (y) = y.
Proof. It suffices to establish the recursion formula. For this, we calculate (xm + x-m)(x + X-I) = (x m+1 + x-(m+1)) + (x m - 1 + x-(m-1)) or fm(Y)Y =
fm+1 (y) + fm-1 (y).

5.2 Proposition. Let f E R[x, X-I] such that f(x) = f(l/x), where R is an arbitrary commutative ring with 1. Then f is a member of R[x + X-I] c
R[x,x- 1 J.
Proof. We have f(x) =
f has the form

L

L amx mwith am = a_ msince f(x) = f(l/x). Therefore,
m

am(x m + x- m )

m;;;O

=

L

amjm(x

+ X-I)

by (5.1). This proves

m;;;O

the proposition.

5.3 Corollary. Let f E R[1X 1, 1X11, ... , IXrlX;l] with f(1X 1,···, lXi'···' IXr)
f(1X 1, ... , lXil, ... , IXr) for each i. Then we have
f

E

R[1X1

=

+ 1X11, ... , IXr + IX; 1 ]

(Jr denote the elementary symmetric functions in the r variables
and )'1' ... , )'r denote the elementary symmetric function in the 2r variables lXI' ... , IX r , 1X11, ... , 1X;1 (case 1) or the 2r + 1 variables
IX 1, ... , IX r , IX; 1, ... , IX; 1, 1 (case 2).
Let

1X1

(J l' ... ,

+ 1X11, ... , IXr + 1X;1

5.4 Proposition. With the above notations we have
and

)'k

=

(Jk

+

L a,(J,

l<k

for a, E Z and k ~ r. In addition,
Z[(J1,···,(Jr] = ZU1,···,ArJ.

)'1' ... ,

Ar are algebraically independent, and

Proof. The other statements follow easily from the relation )'k = (Jk +

L a,(J,.
l<k

For each sequence 1 ~ i(l) < ... < i(k) ~ r and numbers s(j) = ± 1, the
monomiaIIXZ/N· .. IXZ(~1 appears in (Jk exactly once. The polynomial )'k is a sum
of monomials 1X~(1)·
,(1) .. 1X~(l)
,(I) with i(l) <
= ... <= i(l) , where i(p) = i(p + 1) implies
s(p) = -s(p + 1) and 1= k or k - 1 (with k - 1 only in case 2). For each
I < k, if the monomial IXzUl··· IXzSI appears in Ak - (Jk with coefficient ai' the
result of any permutation of the indices i(l), ... , i(l) and any substitution
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e(i) appears with coefficient a1. Therefore, we have )'k - O"k =
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L a10"1.
l<k

This proves the proposition.

6. The Representation Ring of Sp(n)
To compute the ring RSp(n), we denote the class of the exterior power Ne zn
in RSp(n) by Ai, where Sp(n) acts on e Zn = H n by substitution.
6.1 Theorem. The ring RSp(n) equals the polynomial ring ZU1' ... ' An], where
as a subring of Z[a 1,a1 1, ... ,an,a;1] the element )'k is the kth elementary
symmetric function in the 2n variables a1, all, ... , an' a;l.

Proof. As a T(e 1, ... , en)-module, e Zn = Hn is a direct sum of 2n onedimensional modules corresponding to a 1, all, ... , an' a;l, and the representation of )'k as the elementary symmetric function in a 1, all, ... , an' a;l
follows from Proposition 13(4.6). Since the Weyl group W consists of all
permutations of {1, ... , n} composed with substitutions ai f-+ ai±1, we
have by (5.2) the inclusions Z[)'l, ... J n] c RSp(n) c Z[O"l" .. ,O"n] =
Z[a 1, all, ... , an' a;l ]W, where O"k is the kth elementary symmetric function in
the n variables a 1 + all, ... , an + a;l. By (5.3) and (5.4) we have RSp(n) =
ZU1, ... ,An] as a polynomial ring. This proves the theorem.

7. Maximal Tori and the Weyl Group of SO(n)
Let Xl' ... , Xn denote an orthonormal base of Rn, and let T(x 1" •. , xn) denote
the subgroup of u E SO(n) with u(Re ZH + Re 2 ;) c Re Zi - 1 + ReZi for 1 ~ i ~
n12. We have u(Re Zi - 1 + Re z;) E SO(2) and u(e n} = en for n odd. As usual, let
e 1, ... , en denote the canonical base ofRn. Each orthonormal base Xl' ... , Xn
of R n with Xl /\ ... /\ Xn = ae 1 /\ ... /\ en and a > 0 is of the form w(ed, ... ,
w(e n), where WE SO(n). Such a base w(e 1}, ... , w(e n} with WE SO(n) is called
special. For w E SO(n) we have WT(X1' ... ' x n)w- 1 = T(W(X1)"'" w(xn)).
Let D(8) denote the rotation

[

cos2n8
sin 2n8

-sin2n8J
cos2n8

in SO(2), and let D(8 1, ... , 8r ) equal diag(D(8d, ... , D(8r )) in SO(2r} and equal
diag(D(8d, ... ,D(8r ),1) in SO(2r + 1). Then T(e 1, ... ,en) is the group of all
D(8 1, ... , 8r } for n = 2r or 2r + 1 and for 0 ~ 8i ~ 1.
7.1 Theorem. With the above notations, the subgroups T(x 1, ... , xn} for some
special basis Xl' ... , Xn of R n are the maximal tori of SO(n). The rank of SO(n)
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is r, where n = 2r or 2r + 1. The Weyl group W of SO(2r + 1) consists of
the 2rr! permutations of the indexes of (81 , ... , 8r) composed with substitutions
(8 1 , ... , 8r) H (± 81 , ... , ± 8r), and Weyl group W of SO(2r) consists of the
2r- 1r! permutations of the indexes of (8 1 , ... , 8r) composed with substitutions
(8 1, ... ,8r )H(e1 81, ... ,er8r) with ei = ± 1 and e1··· er = 1.
Proof. Clearly, T( e 1, ... , en) is an r-dimensional torus n = 2r or 2r + 1. Since
wT(e 1, ... , en)w- 1 = T(w(ed, ... , w(e n)), we have only to show that each u E
SO(n) is a member of some T(x 1, ... , x n) to prove the first two statements. For
this, we let c = a + ib be a complex eigenvalue of u with eigenvector Xl + ix 2.
Then we have U(X1 + ix z ) = (a + ib)(X1 + ix 1) = (ax1 - bx 1) + i(bx1 + ax 1).
Since la + ibl = 1, we can represent ul(Rx 1 + Rx z) by D(8d for some 81. If
all eigenvalues are real, then 81 = or 1/2 for c = 1 or - 1, respectively. This
procedure is applied to u restricted to the orthogonal complement of RX1 +
RXl to get u E T(x 1, ... ,xn).
As with SU(n), all permutations of the coordinates (8 1, ... , 8r) are realized
by conjugation by elements of SO(n). Since diag( -1, 1)D(8)diag( -1,1) =
D(-8), conjugation of D(8 1, ... ,8r) by diag(-1, 1, ... , 1, -1) yields
D(-8 1,81, ... ,8r) for n = 2r + 1 and D(-8 1, ... ,8r- 1, -8r) for n = 2r. Composing with permutations, we see that the Weyl group is at least as large as
was stated in the theorem. To prove the Weyl group is no larger than this, we
let u E T(e 1, ... ,en), where u = D(8 1, ... ,8r) and 8i i= 8j for i i= j. If we view
u E U(n) where SO(n) c U(n), then u has eigenvectors eZj - 1 ± ie 1j with eigenvalues exp( ± 2ni8j) for 1 ;£ j ;£ r, where n = 2r or 2r + 1. If w E SO(n) with
wuw- 1 E T(e 1, ... , en), then from the proof of (2.1) we know that u --+ wuw- 1 is
a permutation of the indices of ei , 1 ;£ i ;£ n. This is a permutation of the
indices of 81, ... , 8r together with a coordinate substitution (81, ... , 8r ) H
(± 81, ... , ± 8r ) as described above. This proves the theorem.

°

8. Maximal Tori and the Weyl Group of Spin(n)
8.1 Notations. As in Chap. 12, let rjJ: Spin(n) --+ SO(n) be the natural covering
morphism rjJ(u)x = uxu* for u E Spin(n) and x ERn. Let Wj: Sl = R/Z --+
Spin(n) be the homomorphism given by the relation w)8) = cos 2n8 +
elj_1eljsin2n8 for 1;£ j;£ n/2. First, observe that wj(8 + 1/2) = -wj(8) and
that
ek

[rjJwj(8)]e k = {

+ e1j sin 4n8
-e 1j- 1 sin4n8 + cljcos4n8
e 2j - 1 cos4n8

for k i= 2j - 1, 2j
for k = 2j - 1
for k

=

2j

In other words, rjJwj(8) = D(O, . .. ,0,28,0, ... ,0) for all 8 E R/Z. Let w: r --+
Spin(n) be defined by w(8 1, ... , 8r) = w 1(8 1) ... wr(8r) for (8 1, ... , 8r) E rand
n = 2r or 2r + 1.
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We have the following diagram where T' = w(T(r)).
~

r~

T'

=

T'(e 1, ... ,en)

----+

Spin(n)

----+

SO(n)

j'

_

T-T(e 1, ... ,en)

j'

Then ker w consists of (81 , ... , 8r ) with 8i = 0 or 1/2 (mod 1) and 81 + ... +
8r = 0 (mod 1), and there are 2r - 1 elements in ker w. Then ker tP consists of
two elements, 1 and -1. Note that we have 1 = w(8 1, ... , 8r) for 8i = 0 or 1/2
(mod 1) and 81 + ... + 8r = 0 (mod 1) and -1 = w(8 1, ... ,8r) for 8i = 0 or
1/2 (mod 1) and 81 + ... + tPr = 1/2 (mod 1). Finally, we have tPW(81, ... , 8r) =
(28 1 ,···,28r )in T(e 1,···,en)·

8.2 Proposition. The torus T'(e 1, ... , en) is a maximal torus of Spin(n), and the
Weyl group of Spin(n) is the Weyl group of SO(n).

Proof. Ifu E Spin(n) such that uT'(e 1, ... ,en)u- 1 = T'(e 1, ... ,en), we have
tP(u)tP(T'(e 1,···,en))tP(uf 1 = tP(T'(e 1,···,en))
or

tP(u)T(e 1,···,en)tP(uf 1 = T(e 1,···,en)
Then we have NT' = r1(NT) and T' = tP- 1(T). This means that NT'/T' is
isomorphic to NdT and that
uT'u- 1 = Spin(n). This proves the

U

U E

proposition.
The homomorphisms

r

~ T'

Spin(n)

.! T induce the following ring morphisms:

RT -> RT'

->

Rr

where tPw induces the morphism

On T(e 1, ... , en) we have a i (8 1, ... , 8r) = 8i , and on

r

we have

and (a 1···ar)1/2(8 1, ... ,8r) = 81 + ... + 8r. Observe that a 1, ... , a" and
(a 1... ar)1/2 is 0 on kerw. Therefore, we have a 1, ... , a" and (a 1... ar)1/2 E RT'.
This leads to the following result stated with the above notations.

8.3 Proposition. The morphism tP: T' -> T induces the inclusion RT =
Z [a l' a~l, ... , ar , a;l] -> Z [a l' a~l, ... , a" a;l, (a 1 ... ar )1/2] = R T'.

Proof. Since T' -> T is a twofold covering, the rank of R T' as aRT is at most
2, and therefore R T' is Z [a l' a~l, ... , ar , a;l , (a 1 ... ar )1/2].
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9. Special Representations of SO(n) and Spin(n)
The modules over Spin(n) fall naturally into two classes: those where -1 acts
as the identity and those where - 1 acts differently from the identity. The first
class consists of Spin(n)-modules coming from SO(n)-modules with the natural homomorphism ¢J: Spin(n) ---> SO(n), and the second class of Spin(n) comes
from Clifford modules over Ck (see Chap. 12).
9.1 Proposition. A Spin(n)-module M decomposes into a direct sum of submodules M1 EB M z where -1 acts as the identity on M1 and M1 is an SO(n)module and where -1 acts as multiplication by -Ion M2 and M z is a Cn- 1module with Spin(n) coming from the inclusion Spin(n) c C~ and the isomorphism C~ ~ Cn- 1.
Proof. Observe that -1 E Spin(n) and (_1)z = + 1. We decompose a
Spin(n)-module Minto M = M1 EB M2 where -1 acts as the identity on M1
and as multiplication by -Ion M z . The action of eie n in Spin(n) for 1 ~ i ~
n - 1 on M z satisfies the properties of U i in Theorem 12(2.4), and we have an
orthogonal multiplication on M 2 • This in turn defines a Cn_1-module structure on M z compatible with the action of Spin(n) on M z given by the inclusion Spin(n) c C~ and the isomorphism of C~ ~ Cn - 1 [see 12(2.5) and
12(6.2)]. This proves the proposition.
9.2 Some SO(n)-Modules. The canonical SO(n)-module structure on R n is
defined by requiring the scalar product to be substitution. The ith exterior
product NRn when tensored with C yields an element )'i of RSO(n)
and RSpin(n). Viewing RSO(n) c Z[1X1,1X~1, ... ,lXr,lX;lJ and RSpin(n) c
Z[1X1,1X~1, ... ,lXr,IX;1,(1X1"·lXr)1/2J, where n = 2r or 2r + 1, we have Ai equal
to the ith elementary symmetric function in 1X1' 1X~1, ... , IXr' 1X;1 for n = 2r and
in 1X1' 1X~1, ... , IX" IX; 1, 1 for n = 2r + 1. This follows from the fact that the
action of D(e) on eZj - 1 - ie zj is multiplication by exp(2nie) and on
e2j - 1 + ie 2j is mUltiplication by exp( - 2niej ).
We have a linear isomorphism f: AkRn ---> An-kRn, where f(e i(l) /\ ..• /\
ei(k» = sgn(O')ej (l) /\ ... /\ ej(n-k) and 0' is the permutation of {I, ... , n} with
O'(p) = i(p) for p ~ k and O'(p) = j(p - k) for k < p ~ n. Since we have
e 1 /\ ... /\ en = u(e 1) /\ '" /\ u(e n), for each u E SO(n), f is an isomorphism of
SO(n)-modules. Moreover, we have if = ( _1)k(n-k), and therefore, in RSO(n)
and R Spin(n) we have )'i = }'n-i for i < n12.
For n = 2r, we have f: NRZr ---> NRZr with if = (_1)rr = (-1)'. For r = 0
(mod 2), f has two eigenvalues ± 1 and Ar = ),: where X; is the eigenspace
corresponding to ± 1; for r = 1 (mod 2), f has two eigenvalues ± i and
)'r = A: + ),;, where A; is the eigenspace corresponding to ± i in NRZr ® c.
9.3 The Spin Modules. Since Spin(n + 1) is a subgroup of the group of units
in C~+1 ~ Cn, each Cn-module determines a real Spin (n + I)-module, and
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each C~-module determines a complex Spin(n + 1)-module. Let A denote the
Spin(2r + 1)-module corresponding to the simple module over C2r = C(2r) of
dimension 2r , and let A+, A-denote the Spin(2r)-module corresponding to
the two simple modules over C2s-1 = C(2r-1) EB C(2 r- 1), each of dimension
2r - 1 • To be specific, let A± correspond to the module where ir e 1 ..• e 2r acts as
a multiplication by ± 1, respectively. The references for the above remarks
are 12(5.9) and 12(6.5).
9.4 Proposition. In R Spin(2r

+ 1),

n

A=

(rt.f!2

+ rt.t/2)

1 :£j:£r

I

1

rt. (1)/2 ... rt.:(r)/2

e(j)= ± 1

In R Spin(2r),

A+

L

=

rt.l(1)/2 .. . rt.:(r)/2

e(l)···e(r)=l

L

A- =

rt.l(1)/2 .. . rt.:(r)/2

e(l)···e(r)=-l

In RSO(2r),

At'

L

=

rt. e(l) ... rt.e(r)
i(l)
i(r)

i(l):£ ... :£i(r).e(l)···e(r)=±l

Proof. Let T', Spin(n), and Cn+ ® C ~ C~-l act on the left of C~-l by ring
multiplication. Then we get 22r/2 r = 2r factors of A for n = 2r + 1 and
2 Z (r-1)/2 r- 1 = 2r- 1 factors of each A+, A-, and A = A+ + A-for n = 2r. Using
the homomorphism w: T(r) -> T' in (8.1) we compute the character of A on
T(r). The diagonal entries of the action T' on C~-l as functions on T(r) are
all of the form
cos 2n8j • For n = 2r + 1 there are 22r such entries,

n

1

~j~r

and for n = 2r there are 22r - 1 such entries. For n = 2r + 1, the character of
2rA equals 22r
cos 2n8j ; for n = 2r, the character of 2r- 1A equals

22r - 1

n

1

n

n

l~j~r

cos 2n8j • In both cases, the character of A equals 2r

l:£hr
(e2niOj

n

cos 2n8j =

l:£hr

+ e-Zn;Oj).

~j~r

In the ring R Spin(n), we conclude that
A=

n

(rt.]/2

+ rt.j-1/2)

1 :£j:£r

L

rt.l(1)/2 ... rt.:(r)/2

e(j)= ± 1

For the case n = 2r, A splits as A+ + A-. Since the elements A+ and A-are
both invariant under the Weyl group, we have A+ equal to one of the
following expressions and A-equal to the other.

L
e(l)·· ·e(r)= ± 1

1

rt. (1)/2 ... rt.:(r)/2
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To distinguish these two cases, observe that 0)(1/4, ... ,1/4) = e 1 '" e2r .
In L1 +, 0)(1/4, ... ,1/4) is multiplication by ir, and therefore the character
evaluated at (1/4, ... ,1/4) must be 2r - 1 i' and we must have L1 + =
"
a£(1)/2 ... a£(r)/Z
L.
1
r
£(l)"'£(r)=l
The above reasoning applies to A;' This proves the proposition.
Now we are in a position to calculate RSO(n) and R Spin(n), knowing
enough about certain elements in these rings.

10. Calculation of RSO(n) and R Spin(n)
We begin by considering what happens to the elements Ak(Pn) under restriction in R Spin(n) -> R Spin(n - 1) and RSO(n) -> RSO(n - 1). For the study
of these restriction properties it is more convenient to work with the operations yk. Let n denote the class of the trivial n-dimensional G-module viewed
as an element of RG. Then we have At(n) = (1 + t)" and Yt(n) = (1 - trn.
10.1 Proposition. The elements yi(Pn - n) in R Spin(n) or RSO(n) restrict to
yi(Pn_1 - (n - 1)) in R Spin(n - 1) or RSO(n - 1), respectively.
Proof For n
At(Pn - n)

=

2r

+ 1 we have

=

),t(Pn)At(nr 1

=

(1

+ a 1t)(1 + a~lt)"'(1 + art)(l + a;lt)(1 + t)(1 + t)-Zr-1

Also, At(Pn - n) equals this expression for n = 2r. Then we have
Yt(Pn - n) = )'t/l-/(Pn - n)

+ 1 ~ t(1)-" (1 + 1 ~ t a;l) (1

=

(1

=

(1 - t

+ a 1t)·· ·(1

- t

- t)Zr

+ a;lt)

Observe that Yt(PZr+1 - (2r + 1)) = Yt(PZr - 2r), and since the image of ar in
R Spin(2r - 1) or RSO(2r - 1) is 1, we have Yt(PZr - 2r) = Yt(PZr-1 - (2r - 1)).
This proves the proposition.
10.2 Remark. Observe that by examining coefficients of t as in 12(3.2) we
have l(Pn - n) = ),k(Pn) + I ai,kAi(Pn) and ),k(Pn) = yk(Pn - n) +

I

i<k

i<k

bi,kyi(Pn - n) for integers ai,k and bi,k'

The object of this section is to prove the following theorem.
10.3 Theorem. In the case n = 2r + 1, R Spin(2r + 1) equals the polynomial
ring Z [P (PZr+1" .. Jr-1 (PZr+1), L1 zr +1], and RSO(2r + 1) equals the polyno-
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mial ring Z [A 1 (P2r+1)' . .. , Ar- 1(P2r+1)]. The following relation holds: d~r+1 =
P(P2r+1) + ... + )_1 (P2r+1) + 1.
In the case n = 2r, R Spin(2r) equals the polynomial ring Z[J.i(P2r)' ... '
i r- 2(P2r), di"r, d;J, and RSO(2r) equals the ring generated by ).1 (P2r), . .. ,
)_r-1(P2r), )'~(P2r)' ).r(P2r) with one relation
(A~

+ 1.'-2 + ... )(,1,':. + Ar- 2 + ... ) = (A r- 1 + Ar- 3 + ... )2

In R Spin(2r), the following relations hold:

+ Ar- 2(P2r) + .. .

di"rdi"r = )'~(P2r)

di"rd2r = Ar-1(P2r)
d 2r d zr

=

)'':.(P2r)

Proof. We begin with the case of n
formula d2r+1d2r+1 = 1 + J.i(P2r+1)
lowing polynomial:
)',(P2r+1)

= (1

+ ).r-3(P2r) + .. .

+ ).r-2(P2r) + .. .

2r + 1. First we prove the character
+ ... + ).r(P2r+1). We consider the fol-

=

+ a 1t)(1 + a l 1t)···(1 + art)(1 + a;lt)(1 + t)

Since the coefficient of t j is ). j(P2r+1) in A/P2r+d, we have A,(P2r+1) =
1 + J.i + ... + A2r+1 = 2(1 + ,1,1 + ... + Ar) because }) equals A2r+1- j. Since
1/2)2 we have 1 + ,1,1 + ... +
+ a:-J 1) = a·J + 2 + a:-J 1 = (aJ1/2 + a:-J
(1 + a.)(1
J
'
)_r = (l/2)A'(P2r+d = CD;;;r (aJl2

+ aj- 1/2)Y =

d~r+1· This is the desired for-

mula. Before considering the corresponding results for n = 2r, we finish the
case n = 2r + 1.
To prove the statement about RSO(2r + 1), we proceed as in (6.1). Since
the Weyl group consists of all permutations of {1, ... ,n} composed with
substitutions between aj and at, we have by (5.2) the inclusions
ZU 1(P2r+1), ... ,A r(P2r+1)] C RSO(2r+ 1) C Z[O"l, ... ,O"r] = Z[a 1,a;1, ... ,
ar, a;1 ]w. We have denoted by O"j the jth elementary symmetric function in
the r variables a 1 + all, ... , ar + a;1. By (5.4), RSO(2r + 1) is the polynomial
ring Z[A 1(P2r+1)' ... ' Ar(P2r+1)].
To prove the statement about R Spin(2r + 1), we view RSO(2r + 1) c
R Spin(2r + 1), using the twofold covering morphism qy: Spin(2r + 1) ~
SO(2r + 1). We let T be the covering transfromation, where T(± 1) = =+= 1.
Then T carries d 2r +1 into - d 2r +1 and leaves RSO(2r + 1) elementwise fixed.
From the discussion in (9.1) and (9.3) we see that every element of
R Spin(2r + 1) has a unique representation of the form ad 2r + 1 + b, where
a E Z and b E RSO(2r + 1). A polynomial relation

0= fCJ.i, ... ,A r-l,d 2r +1) = 0
decomposes as f1(A1, ... ,Ar) + d 2r +d2(J.i, ... ,A r) = O. This implies that as
polynomials f1 = f2 = O. Therefore, R Spin(2r + 1) is the polynomial ring
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ZU1(P2r+d, ... ,).r-1(P2r+1)'~2r+1]. This proves the theorem for the case
2r + 1.
F or the case 11 = 2r, by the argument in the first paragraph of the proof,
there is the following relation:

11 =

To examine this relation further, we write
~~r

I

=

E(j), J(j) =

o:~(l)+O(l»/Z

... o:~E(r)+o(r»/Z

±1

For a given term, let u equal the number of j's with c;(j) = c5(j) = 1, a the
number of j's with c;(j) = 1 and c5(j) = -1, b the number of j's with c;(j) =
-1 and c5(j) = 1, and v the number of j's with c;(j) = c5(j) = -1. Then we
have u + a + b + v = r. Such a term belongs to ~ir~ir if and only if b + v
and a + v are each even; such a term belongs to ~ir~2r if and only if exactly
one of the two numbers b + v and a + v is even; and such a term belongs to
~2r~2r if and only if b + v and a + v are each odd. A monomial in the above
sum representation of ~~r has the form 0:'t 1) ... o:~(r), where 1J(j) equals or
± 1. Then u is the number of 1J(j) = + 1, a + b of 1J(j) = 0, and v of 1J(j) =
-1.
First, we prove the following splitting of the relation for ~Zr~2r'

°

~ir~2r = ):-1 (PZr)

~ir~ir

+ ~2r~2r =

A~(PZr)

+ ):-3(Pzr) + ...

+ A~(PZr) + 2(A r- Z(PZr) + ... )

To see this, we consider an element ):-i = I 0:/(;)'" 0:/(/:-1) whose terms cancel
in pairs if at all. For 0:~(1) ... o:~(r) to be a monomial in the above sum for Ar- i ,
we must have u + v = r - i (mod 2). If O(c;) denotes the number of c;(j) = -1
and 0(c5) of c5(j) = -1, then we have u + v = r - a - b = r + 2v - O(c;) 0(c5) = r - O(c;) - O(c5)(mod 2). Consequently, if the monomial o:t!) .. · o:~(r)
appears in ;:-i, we have i = O(c;) + 0(c5) (mod 2). Since O(c;) = or 1 (mod 2)
implies o:~(l)/Z ... o::(r)/Z, the monomial appears in ~ir or ~2" respectively. This
yields the splitting ~~r = (~ir~ir + ~2r~2r) + 2~ir~2r'
Second, we prove the following splitting of the relation for ~ir~ir +
~2r~2r' Because of the symmetry under the substitution of o:l for o:l,
~ir~ir - ~2r~2r is a sum of monomials occurring in Ar. Consequently,
~rr~rr equals A~ + Ar- Z + ... or A~ + Ar- Z + .... To distinguish between the
two cases, we use the notation of (5.2), where (Jj is the jth elementary
symmetric function in 0: 1 + 0: 11, ... , O:r + 0:;1. In this case (Jr splits into (Jr+ and
(Jr-' where

°
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equals (Jr± plus terms linear in (J1' ... , (Jr-2. Consequently,
LlfrLlfr

=

A~(P2r)

+ Ar- 2(P2r) + ...

This proves the relations between the elements Llfr and Ai(P2J The relation
stated for RSO(2r) follows from LlirLlirLl2rLl2r = LlirLl2rLlirLl2r"
For R Spin(2r), Z[A 1(P2r), ... , Ar- 2(P2r), LlirLl2r] is a polynomial ring because these elements generate R Spin(2r) from the discussion in (9.1) and
(9.3), and the following inclusions are given by restriction: R Spin(2r + 1) c
R Spin(2r) and RSO(2r + 1) c RSO(2r). The rings R Spin(2r + 1) and
RSO(2r + 1) are made up of the elements left fixed by an involution T of
R Spin(2r) and RSO(2r), respectively. By (10.1) and (10.2), the elements
),i(Pn) can be replaced by yi(Pn - n), and the polynomial generators
yl(P2r+1 - (2r + 1)), ... , yr-l(P2r+1 - (2r + 1)), Ll 2r +1 of RSpin(2r + 1)
restrict to yl (P2r - 2r), ... , yr-l (P2r - 2r) and Llir + Ll 2r . The involution T of
R Spin(2r) can be thought of as an element of the Weyl group of Spin(2r + 1),
where each ring is viewed as a subring of R T' (r), and we have T(Llfr) = Llfr.
Therefore, over Q, the rational numbers yl(P2r - 2r), ... , yr-2(P2r - 2r), Llir
and Ll2r are algebraically independent. Consequently, the ring R Spin(2r)
contains the stated polynomial ring. It remains to check that A1, ... , Ar- 2, Ll +,
Ll- generate R Spin(2r). We sketch this as follows. For U E R Spin(2r) note
that u + Tu is divisible by Ll + - Ll-. Hence 2u is a polynomial P in Ai' Ll +, and
Ll-. Moreover this polynomial must be divisible by 2 otherwise there would
be a relation mod 2 between A;, Ll +, and Ll-.
As for RSO(2r), this ring is clearly generated by A1 (P2r), ... , Ar-l (P2r),
A~(P2r)' and A~(P2r) from the inclusion RSO(2r + 1) c RSO(2r). In this inclusion RSO(2r + 1) is the subring of elements left fixed by an involution of
RSO(2r) which interchanges A~(P2r) and A~(P2J The elements A1(P2r), ... ,
).r-l(P2r), A~(P2r) + A~(P2r) are algebraically independent, and A~(P2r)
A~(P2r) satisfies the quadratic relation in the statement of the theorem. This
proves the theorem.

11. Relation Between Real and Complex
Representation Rings
In the previous sections we have calculated the complex representations of
various groups. In this section we consider the relation of R(G) to RO(G) and
RSp(G).

11.1 Notation. We
confunctors:

have

the

following

morphisms

of group-valued

The morphism GU is defined by tensoring with C, and GS p is defined by
tensoring with H. The morphism Go is defined by the restricting scalars from
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C to R, and f. u by restricting the scalars from H to C. The morphism f. u
preserves the }.-ring structures on RO and R.

11.2 Remark. If a is a principal G-bundle over a space X, we have the
following commutative diagrams where ii is defined in 13(5.4).

-1
--1
--

RO(G)

KO(X)
R(G)

K(X)

ev

ev

ESp

es p

R(G)

1

K(X)
RSp(G)

1

KSp(X)

R(G)

1

K(X)
RSp(G)

1

KSp(X)

-eo

--eo

eu

-eu

RO(G)

1

KO(X)
R(G)

1

K(X)

As with vector bundles, there are immediately the following relations
involving the operations f..

11.3 Proposition. Between R(G) and RO(G) the relations f.oeu = 2 and
eueo = 1 + t/J-1 hold, where t/J-1 is the t/J operation in the A-ring R(G) and refers
to the conjugate representation of bundles. Between R(G) and RSp(G) the
relations espf. u = 2 and euesp = 1 + t/J -1 hold, where t/J -1 X denotes the conjugate class of x.
In the next theorem we derive a criterion for a complex representation to
be the complexification of a real representation or the restriction of a
quaternionic representation. In the remainder of this section, G is a compact,
connected Lie group; that is, G has a maximal torus.
11.4 Theorem. Let M be a complex G-module with a G-invariant hermitian
form IJ. Then M is the complexification of a real G-module if and only if M
admits a G-invariant nondegenerate symmetric form {J, and M is the restriction
of a quaternionic G-module if and only if M admits a G-invariant
nondegenerate antisymmetric form y.

Proof. If M is the complexification of L, we get a form {J by complexifying the
symmetric nondegenerate G-invariant form Re{IJIL x L}. If j E H acts on M,
we define y(x, y) = Re{ lJ(x, jy) - lJ(y, jx)}. Since y(x, jx) -# 0 for x -# 0 and
since y(x, y) = - y(y, x), the form y is a nondegenerate, antisymmetric form.
This proves the direct implications in the theorem.
For the converse, let a(x, y) be a non degenerate bilinear form with
a(y,x) = ea(x,y) for all x, y E M and e = ± 1. Let u: M ~ M be the real
G-automorphism with a(x, y) equal to the complex conjugate of lJ(u(x), y).
Now we calculate lJ(u(x), y) = a(x, y) = ea(y, x) = elJ(U(Y), x) = elJ(X, u(y)). Since
lJ(u 2 (x), y) = lJ(x, u 2 (y)), the automorphism u 2 is self-adjoint. Thus we can
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decompose M as the direct sum Ml EB'" EB Mr where u2 has the eigenvalue
)'i on Mi' The )'i are real, and we can suppose that Ai =I Aj for i =I j. This
implies that I](Mi' Mj ) = 0 for i =I j. The relation u2 (x) = AiX yields the relation u 2 (u(x)) = AiU(X), and we have u(MJ c Mi' Since I](u(x), u(x)) =
cl](u 2 (x), x) = cAil](X, x) > 0 for x E M i , we have sgn c = Sgn Ai for all i. We
replace I] on M by 1]*, where I]*I(Mi x M;) equals M(I]I(M i x M;)), and we
replace u by u*, where U*IMi equals (I/MHuIMJ Therefore, we have
(U*)2 = c on M.
For c = + 1, let M+ be the eigenspace of + 1 and M_ of -1 for u*. Since
u*(ix) = -iu*(x), we have iM± = M+. Then the scalar multiplication function C @ M+ -+ M defines a G-isomorphism.
R

For c = -1, let j(x) = u*(x). Then M admits H as a field of scalars extending the action of C so that M is a G-module over H. This proves the
theorem.
11.5 Corollary. Let M be a complex G-module which is either the complexification of a real G-module or the result of restricting the scalars to C from a
quaternionic G-module. Then M and its dual M+ are isomorphic complex Gmodules.

Proof The nondegenerate G-invariant symmetric or antisymmetric form on
M has associated with it a correlation isomorphism M -+ M+ of G-modules.
11.6 Corollary. Let M be a simple complex G-module with M = M+. Then M
is either the complexification of a (simple) real G-module, in which case A2 M
does not contain the trivial one-dimensional G-module, or the restriction of the
scalars to C of a (simple) quaternionic G-module, in which case S2 M, the symmetric product, does not contain the trivial one-dimensional G-module.

Proof The natural duality pairing M ® M+ -+ C defines the trivial onedimensional G-submodule of (M ® M+t, where (M (8) M+t and M ® M
are isomorphic. But M (8) M is isomorphic to A2 M EB S2 M, and one or the
other contains the trivial one-dimensional G-module. If S2 M contains the
trivial one-dimensional G-module, there is a symmetric nondegenerate form
on M. By (11.4), M is the complexification of a real G-module. If A2 M contains the trivial one-dimensional G-module, there is an antisymmetric nondegenerate form on M. By (11.4), M is the restriction of the scalars to C from
a quaternionic G-module. This proves the corollary.
11.7 Corollary. Let M be a complex G-module. Then the number of simple
components of M coming from real G-modules minus the number of simple
components of M coming from quaternionic G-modules equals the number of
times that 1 occurs in 1j;2 M in RG.
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Proof. If M is simple, 1/1 2 M = M (8) M - 2..1 2 M will contain 1 with scalar
multiple + 1 if M is the complexification of a real G-module, with scalar
multiple - I if M is the restriction of a quaternionic module, and with scalar
multiple 0 if M and M+ are nonisomorphic. This follows immediately from
(11.6).

12. Examples of Real and Quaternionic
Representations
12.1 Examples. The usual action of SO(n) on R n and NRn defines elements
of RO(SO(n)) whose complexifications are Pn and Aipn' respectively. Since the
)_iPn generate RSO(2r + 1), the morphism eu: RO(SO(2r + 1)) ~ RSO(2r + 1)
is an isomorphism. Recall that the relation eoeu = 2 and the fact that R(G) is
a free abelian group imply that eu is a monomorphism. For SO(2r), the
module N R 2r splits over Rand C if r is even and splits over C for r odd. Then
eu: RO(SO(2r)) ~ RSO(2r) is an isomorphism for r even and has the cokernel
of order 2 for r odd.
12.2 Examples. The action of Sp(n) on Hn defines an element of RSp(Sp(n)).
After restriction of scalars to C, there is an element of RSp(n) whose exterior
powers generate RSp(n) as a ring.
12.3 Examples. Recall that Spin(n) c C~ ~ Cn- 1 and that the simple Cn- l modules determine precisely the simple Spin(n)-modules From Table
11 (5.10) and the periodicity relation C+ 8 = Ck (8) R(J6) we have the following
real Spin modules: A8k - l , A~k' ASk' A8 k+l' The Spin modules A 8k+3, A~k+4'
ASk+4' and A8k+5 are the restriction of quaternionic Spin modules.

12.4. Table of Real Spin Representations.
Spin(n)
8m
8m
8m
8m
8m
8m
8m
8m

+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8

Real Spin module

Dimension

llSm+ll
lltm+2 + llSm+2
211 Sm +3
211~m+4' 211sm+4
211sm+s
lltm+6 + llSm+6
llSm+7
1l~m+8' llSm+8

16m
216 m
416 m
416 m
816 m
816 m
816 m
816 m
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This table follows from 12(5.10) by tensoring the simple Cn _ 1 -modules with C
and comparing them with the simple C~_l-modules described by An or A:
andA;;-.
Now we consider a different approach to determining whether or not a
Spin representation is real or not; that is, we use the criterion given in Corollary (11. 7). First, we must be able to calculate tjJk(a) in RG; for this, we use the
next proposition.
12.5 Proposition. Let T' be a maximal torus of a compact group G, and consider RG as a subring of RT' = Z[f31,f3~l, ... ,f3"f3r-1]. If an element a E RG
is of the form a = P(f31, f3~l, ... , f3r' f3r- 1), where P is a polynomial, then tjJk(a) =
P(M, f3~\ ... , f3r\ f3r- k).

Proof. First, tjJk is compatible with the subring inclusion of RG in RT'. For
one-dimensional elements 13 we have tjJk(f3) = 13 k by 13(2.3). Then we have
tjJk(a)

=

tjJ kp(f31' f3~l, ... , 13" f3r- 1 )

= p(tjJk(f31)' tjJk(f3~l), ... , tjJk(f3r)' tjJk(f3r- 1))
= P(f3~, f3~\

... , f3r\ f3r- k)

This proves the proposition.
12.6 Corollary. For Am E R Spin(m), where R Spin(m) c Z[a~/2, a 11/2 , ... , a: 12 ,
a;1/2] with m = 2r or 2r + 1,

TI

tjJk(Am) =
1

;£j;£r

(arl2

+ aj- kI2 )

We are particularly interested in the case where k

TI
1

(aj

=

2 and tjJ2(Am) =

+ aj- 1 ).

;£j~r

12.7 Remark. We wish to write tjJk(Am) as a polynomial P(O'l,"" O'r), where
O'k is the kth elementary symmetric function in a 1, all, ... , a" a;l. Then
P(O, ... ,O) is the number of times that the trivial one-dimensional representation appears in tjJ2(Am).
Consider the roots Z1, Zl\ ... , Z" Z;l of the equation x2r + 1 = O. Since
(x - zd(x - z11) .. ·(z - zr)(z - Z;l)

L (- 1)kO'k(Z l' Z11, ... , zm' Z;;;l )X 2r - k

O;£k;£2r

= 1 + x2r

we have O'k(Zl,Zl\ ... ,Zr,z;l)=O for 0<k<2r. Therefore, we have
P(O, .. . ,0) =
(Zj + Zj-1).
l;£j;£r
Following a method suggested by Hirzebruch after a lecture by Adams at
the Seattle Summer Institute in 1963, we look for a polynomial fm(x) with

TI
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+ z~l, ... , Zr + Z;l. Then its constant term is (-I),P(O, ... ,O) =
(Zj + Zj-1). By (5.1) there is a polynomial f,. of degree r with
17£j;£r
Xr + X- r = f,.(X + x- 1 ). Since
= z; + Zj-r = f,.(Zj + Zj-1), the r roots of fr are
Zl + z~l, ... , Zr + Z;l. To calculate the constant term, we substitute x = i.
Then x + x- 1 = i + i- 1 = 0, and f,.(0) = f,.(i + i- 1 ) = i' + i- r = i'(l + (-In

roots Zl
( - 1Y

TI

°

In summary, we have the following proposition.
12.8 Proposition. The trivial one-dimensional representation appears in
or ~2r+1
2 times for r ==

°(mod

~2r

4)

- 2 times for r == 2 (mod 4)

°times for r == 1, 3 (mod 4)

Using (12.S), (11.7), and the relation ~2r = ~ir + ~2" we have a second
proof that ~~r and ~8r are real and that ~~r+4 and ~8r+4 are quaternionic.
About the pair ~~r+2 and ~8r+2 and the pair ~~r+6 and ~8r+6 we can say
nothing from this calculation. For example, it is possible that both ~: and ~;
are complex or that one is real and the other is quaternionic for n = Sr + 2 or
Sr + 6.

13. Spinor Representations and the K-Groups
of Spheres
The following proposition follows easily from the prevIOus analysis of
R Spin(k) and RO Spin(k).
13.1 Proposition. (1) The inclusion Spin(2n) ~ Spin(2n + 1) defines a
monomorphism R Spin(2n + 1) ~ R Spin(2n), and R Spin(2n) is a free
R Spin(2n + 1)-module with two free generators 1 and ~in"
(2) The inclusion Spin(Sn) ~ Spin(Sn + 1) defines a monomorphism
RO Spin(Sn + 1) ~ RO Spin(Sn), and RO Spin(Sn) is a free RO Spin(Sn + 1)module with two free generators 1 and ~~n'
(3) In addition, there is an involution of R Spin(2n), leaving R Spin(2n + 1)
elementwise fixed with ~rn H ~fn' and an involution of RO Spin(Sn), leaving
RO Spin(Sn + 1) elementwise fixed with ~~n H ~~n.
13.2 Notation. Let ak denote the principal Spin(k)-bundle over Sk.
Spin(k) ~ Spin(k

+

1) ~ Spin(k

+

l)jSpin(k) = Sk

The following result we state without proof (see Atiyah, Bott, and Shapiro
[1]). Also, the relation with the periodicity theorem and the multiplicative
properties of cx k are outlined in this article.

13. Spinor Representations and the K -Groups of Spheres

13.3 Theorem. The principal bundles (Xk define group isomorphisms

a2n : R Spin(2n)jR Spin(2n + 1) ~ K(s2n)
asn : RO Spin(8n)jRO Spin(8n + 1) ~ KO(sSn)
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CHAPTER 15

The Hopf Invariant

We give a K-theory definition of the Hopf invariant of maps s2n-l -+ sn and
then derive its elementary properties. In particular, we present the elementary Atiyah proof of the nonexistence of elements of Hopf invariant 1. We
relate the K-theory definition to the cohomology definition using the Chern
character in Chap. 20, Sec. 10.

1. K -Theory Definition of the Hopf Invariant
Recall that K(S2n) is infinite cyclic as a group with a generator f32n. The
external K-cup product f3Znf32m is f32(n+m). We require f32 to be the class determined by the canonical line bundle on Cpl = S2. Recall that K(s2n+1) = 0.

1.1 Notations. Let f: s2n-l
sequence:

-+

sn be a map, and form the following mapping

s2n-l

-+

sn

-+

CJ

-+

ss2n-l ~ ssn

Then there is the following exact sequence of K-groups:

°~

K(sn) t- K(CJ ).:!'- K(S2n)

Let bJ or b(f) denote tf;(f3zn) in K(CJ ), and let aJ or a(f) denote any element
of K(CJ ) such that ,p(aI) = f3n for n even and aJ = for n odd. Two choices of
aJ differ by a multiple of bJ . Since ,p and tf; are ring homomorphisms, b] = 0,
aJbJ = 0, and a} is equal to a multiple of bJ . The relation aJbJ = holds since
aJ (resp. bJ ) is zero or the n - 1 (resp. 2n - 1) skeleton.

°

°
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1.2 Definition. With the above notations, the Hopf invariant of a map f:
s2n-l ~ sn is the integer hJ such that aJ = hJbJ in K(CJ ).
Since aJ = 0 for n odd, hJ = 0 in this case. We use the notation h(f) for hJ
occasionally. Since aJ = (a J + mbJ )2, the Hopf invariant hJ is independent
of the choice for aJ. Henceforth, we shall assume that n is even. Then the
sequence of K-groups becomes the following sequence:
0 ...... K(Sn) ...... K(CJ ) ...... K(S2n) ...... 0
To prove the homotopy invariance of hJ' we use the notation jt:
X ~ (X x 1)* = (X x 1)/(* x 1) for jt(x) equal to the class of (x, t). Then jt is
a homotopy inverse of the projection (x, t) f--+ x.

1.3 Proposition. If ft: s2n-l
h(fo) = h(fl)·

~

sn is a base point preserving homotopy, then

Proof. We view ft as a map f: (S2n-l X 1)* ~ sn, and then we have the following commutative diagram of spaces and maps for each tEl:
J
sn~ CJ~ s(s2n-l X 1)*
ssn
(s2n-l X 1)*

I

~

11

jt

s2n-l

Jt

)sn~

I

I
k

~

11

Sjt

t

CJt~

ss2n-l

) ssn

Next we have the following commutative diagram of K-groups:

-0

-0
The morphism f3 = (Sjt)! is a ring isomorphism with inverse (Sp)!, where
p: (s2n-l X 1)* ~ s2n-l is the projection. Therefore, the morphism a, which
equals (k t )!, is a ring isomorphism with a(b(f) = b(ft) and a(a(f» = a(ft),
where a and b are defined in (1.1). This means that h(ft) is independent of t.

2. Algebraic Properties of the Hopf Invariant
From Proposition (1.3) we see that the Hopf invariant can be viewed as a
function h: 7[2n-l (sn) ~ z.
2.1 Proposition. The function h: 7[2n-l (sn)

~

Z is a group morphism.

Proof. Let /;: s2n-1 ~ sn be two base point preserving maps for i = 1, 2. In
7[2n-1 (sn) we have [f1J + [f2J = [(fl v f2)8J, where 8: s2n-1 ~ s2n-1 V s2n-1
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is the map pinching the equator to a point. Let qi: s2n-1 -+ s2n-1 V s2n-1
denote the inclusion maps into the coproduct, let g denote the map (f1 v f2)8,
and let r i : Cft -+ Cg denote the inclusion map induced by qi. We have the
following commutative diagrams of K -groups for i = 1 and 2:
K(Cg )

o <---

K(S2n) +
( ------- 0

(

/1'

K(sn)

r

9!

K(Cf1 vI,)

<---

<---

~l:

K(S2n)

EB K(S2n)

<---

0

j.:
K(S2n) +
( ------- 0

K(Cf ) (

As a group, K(Cf1 vI,) has three free generators a, bi> and b2 , where
r1!(a) = a(fd, r2'(a) = a(f2), r1!(bd = b(f1), r2!(b 2) = b(f2), and r1!(b 2) =
r2!(bd = O. The ring structure is given by ab1 = ab2 = bi = bi = 0 and a2 =
h 1b1 + h2b2, where h1' h2 E Z. By commutativity of the lower square,
a(fy = r/(a)2 = hiri'(b;) = h(f;)b(f;) or hi = h(f;) for i = 1, 2. Finally, from
the additivity property of 8!, we have r!(b;) = b(g) for i = 1, 2 and
a(gf = (h1 + h2)b(g). Therefore, we have h(g) = h(fd + h(f2)' and h is a
group homomorphism.

2.2 Proposition. Let u: s2n-1 -+ s2n-1, f: s2n-1 -+ sn, and v:
maps. Then hvfu = (deg v)2hf (deg u).

sn -+ sn

be three

Proof It suffices to prove that hvf = (deg v)2hf and hfu = hf(deg u). We prove

the first relation and leave the second to the reader. We have the following
commutative diagram of spaces:
s2n-1

~

11

sn

~

Cf

~

1w

1v

s2n

~

1

sn+1

1

s2n-1 ~ sn ~ Cvf ~ s2n ~ sn+1

This diagram yields the following commutative diagram of K -groups:

o <---

K(sn)

<---

T,
Iv

o <---

-

K(sn)

K(Cf )

),~-K(s2n)
W

<---

<---

0

- /

K(Cvf )

We have w!(bvf ) = bf and w!(a vf ) - (degv)af = mbf for some mE Z. Therefore, we have (degv)2a/ = w!(a v/) = hvfw!(bvf ) = hvfbf . Since a/ = hfbf ,
we have hvf = (deg vfhf .
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3. Hopf Invariant and Bidegree
3.1 Notation. Recall that the join X * Y of two spaces X and Y is the quotient of X x [0,1J x Y with cosets denoted (x,t,y), where (x,O,y) =
(x', 0, y) and (x, 1, y) = (x, 1, y') for x, x' E X and y, y' E Y. If X and Y have
base points Xo and Yo, then (x o , t, y) = (x, t', Yo) is the base point of X * Y
after further identification. Recall that the suspension SZ of a space Z is the
quotient of Z x [0, 1J with cosets denoted (z, t), where (z,O) = (z',O) and
(z, 1) = (z', 1) for z, z' E Z. If Z has a base point zo, then (zo, t) = (zo, t')
is a base point of SZ after further identification. Observe that SZ is Z * So.
3.2 Proposition. A homeomorphism u: sn-l *Sm-l---->(B n X sm-l )u(sn-l X Bm) =
8(Bn x Bm) is given by u(x, t, y) = (2 min(t, 1/2)x, 2 min(l - t, 1/2)y), and
a homeomorphism v: sn-l * sm-l ----> s"+m-l is given by v(x, t, y) =
(sin(nt/2)x, cos(nt/2)y).

Proof. By inspection, we see that the maps u and v are continuous bijections,
and therefore, since u and v are defined on compact spaces, they are
homeomorphisms.
3.3 Definition. The Hopf construction H assigns to each map f: X x Y ----> Z
a map H(f): X * Y ----> SZ defined by the relation H(f)(x, t, y) = (f(x, y), t).
If f preserves base points, then H(f) preserves base points.
3.4 Proposition. If Is: X x Y ----> Z is a homotopy, H(Is): X * Y ----> SZ is a
homotopy, and if Is preserves base points, then H(Is) preserves base points.

Proof. The map f: X x Y x 1----> Z defines a map X x I x Y x 1----> Z x I
by (x, t, y, s) ----> (fs(x, y), t). Since I is compact, the space (X * Y) x I has the
quotient topology, and the function that assigns H(Is)(x,y,t) to (x,t,y),s)
is continuous.
The next theorem relates the bidegree of f: S"-l X sn-l ----> S"-l to the
Hopf invariant of H(f): s2n-l ----> sn for n even. This is the main tool for
constructing maps of given Hopf invariant.
3.5 Theorem. Iff: sn-l X S"-l
invariant of H(f) is d 1 d 2.

---->

sn-l is a map of didegree (d 1 ,d2), the Hopf

Proof. Let Bl = B2 = B" and Sl = S2 = sn-l in R". Let H+ and H_ denote
the upper and lower hemispheres of ssn-l = S". We view the Hopf
construction of f as a map H(f): (Bl x S2) U (Sl x B2) ----> S" = H+ U H_, and
we denote CH(f) = (Bl x B2) U S" by X. The attaching map of Bl x B2 to sn
inXisdenotedg:(B 1 x B2,B1 x S2,Sl x B2)---->(X,H+,H_).
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We have the cup product and the following isomorphisms:

The image of f3n (8) f3n under this composition is f32n- Let a l denote the image
of f3n in K(BI x B2 ,Sl x B z ), and a z of f3n in K(BI x Bz,B l x Sz). Then the
cup product a l a z is the generator of K(BI x B z , Bl X Sz U Sl x B2) which
projects to f3zn.
Next, we consider the following diagram:
K(X)

1

The group homomorphism gi is multiplication by d l ' Moreover, we have
gi(ctl(a)) = dial' From a similar diagram we have gi(ct 2(a)) = d2a2' Finally,
the element a Z, which is in the image of K(sZn) --> K(X), corresponds to the
product ctl(a)ctZ(a) in K(X,H+UH1)=K(x,sn) under the isomorphism
- zn)-->K(X,H+UH_).
K(S
In K(BI
x BZ,Sl X B 2 UB l x Sz) the element a z
corresponds to d l dZa l a z, which is d l d z times the image of the canonical
- 2n ) III
. K(BI
z
generator of K(S
X Bz , Sl X Bz UBI x Sz). Therefore, aH(f) =
dldzbH(f)'
3.6 Corollary. For n even, there is always a map sZn-l
invariant equal to any even number.

-->

sn with the Hop!

Proof By (3.5) and 8(10.3) we have a map of the Hopfinvariant -2. By (2.1)
we have a map of the Hopf invariant equal to any even number.
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3.7 Corollary. For n = 2, 4, and 8 there are maps s2n-1 --+ sn of the Hopf
invariant 1 and, in fact, with the Hopf invariant equal to any integer.
Proof. The Clifford algebras C1 , C3 , and C7 for the quadratic form -(xix)
have irreducible modules of dimension 2, 4, and 8, respectively, by 12(6.5). By
12(2.3) there is an orthogonal multiplication Rm x R m--+ Rn for m = 2, 4,
and 8. From this multiplication with a two-sided unit, there is a map
sm-1 X sm-1 --+ sm-1 ofbidegree (1, 1). Now the corollary follows from (3.5).
3.8 Remark. The orthogonal multiplications Rm x R m--+ R m for m = 2, 4,
or 8 are derived from the complex, quaternionic, and Cayley numbers,
respectively.

4. Nonexistence of Elements of Hopf Invariant 1
In (3.7) we saw that there were maps s2n-1 --+ sn with the Hopf invariant 1 for
n = 2,4, and 8. By a method due to Atiyah, we shall prove that these are the
only dimensions in which there are elements of the Hopf invariant 1.
4.1 Let f: s4n-1
exact sequence

--+

s2n be a map of the Hopf invariant

± 1. Then there is an

o+- K(S2n) +- K(Cf ) +- K(S4n) +- 0
The group K(Cf ) has two free generators af and bf , where a} = ±bf as in
(1.1). From the nature of the Adams operations in K(sm), the Adams operations have the following form: tjJk(af) = Pa f + q(k)bf and tjJk(bf ) = k 2n bf .
4.2 Lemma. If a}

=

± bf , then q(2) is odd.

Proof. In terms of the exterior power operations A1 and A2, we have tjJ2
).i - 2)·2 with A1 = 1. Then we calculate tjJ2(af) = a} - 2A 2(af)
±bf - 2( -2n- 1af + mbfpllld we have q(2) = ± 1 - 2m, which is odd.
4.3 Theorem (Adams, Atiyah). If there exists a map s2m-1
invariant 1, then m = 2, 4, or 8.
Proof. We use the notations of (4.1) where m
following elements for k as any odd number.

=

=

sm of the Hopf

2n, and we calculate the

+ q(k)bf )
= 2npaf + k nq(2)bf + 22n q(k)bf
tjJktjJ2(af ) = tjJk(2 naf + q(2)bf )
= 2nk naf + 2nq(k)bf + k 2n q(2)bf

tjJ2tjJk(a f ) = tjJ2(k"af

--+

=
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From the relation tj;2tj;k = tj;2k = tj;ktj;2 of 12(10.5), we have knq(2) + 22nq(k) =
2nq(k) + k2nq(2) or kn(k" - 1)q(2) = 2n(2n - 1)q(k). By (4.2), q(2) is odd (this is
the only place where we use hf = ± 1), and therefore we have 2n divides
P - 1 or k n == 1 mod 2" for all odd numbers k. By a well-known result from
number theory (see Bourbaki [1, chap. VII, pp. 73-74J), we have n ==
Omod2"-2. For n ~ 5 we have 0 < n < 2n-2, and the dimensions n ~ 5 are
excluded. Finally, since 8 = 2 3 does not divide 33 - 1 = 26, the dimension
n = 3 is excluded, leaving only n = 1,2, and 4. This proves the theorem.
The above theorem could be proved using only the relation tj;2tj;3 = tj;3tj;2
and a different result in number theory. As a corollary we have the following
result on H-space structures on spheres.
4.4 Corollary. The only spheres with an H-space structure are Sl, S\ and S7.

Proof. An H-space structure tjJ: sn-l X S"-l ~ sn-l is a map of bidegree (1,1),
and the Hopf construction yields a map s2n-l ~ sn of the Hopf invariant 1
by Theorem (3.5). By (4.3) we must have n = 2,4, or 8, and by (3.7) there are
H-space structures on Sl, S3, and S7.
Theorem 4.3 was first proved by Adams [5J using secondary operations in
ordinary cohomology.
4.5 Corollary. The only dimensions n for which we have multiplication Rn x
Rn ~ Rn, denoted X· y, with X· Y = 0 implying either x = 0 or y = 0 are n =

1, 2, 4, and 8. These multiplications can be realized respectively by R, C, H,
and the Cayley numbers.

CHAPTER 16

Vector Fields on the Sphere

In Chap. 12, Theorem (8.2), we saw that sn-1 has p(n) - 1 orthonormal tangent vector fields defined on it. The object of this chapter is to outline the
steps required to prove that sn-1 does not have p(n) orthonormal tangent
vector fields defined on it; in fact, sn-1 does not have p(n) linearly independent tangent vector fields; see also Adams [6].
To do this, we use several concepts: that of Thorn space, S-duality, fibre
homotopy equivalence, and the spectral sequence in K-theory. In this chapter we are able only to sketch the background material. Another way of
stating the theorem on the nonexistence of vector fields is that there are no
cross sections to the fibre map Vp(n) +1 (Rn) ~ V1(Rn) = sn-1, and Theorem
12(8.2) says that there is a cross section to Vp(n)(Rn) ~ V1 (Rn). An important
reduction step in proving the nonexistence theorem is a statement that a
cross section of ~(Rn) ~ V1 (Rn) exists if and only if there is a map between
shunted projective spaces with particular properties.

1. Thorn Spaces of Vector Bundles
Let ~ be a real vector bundle with base space B(~), associaed projective
bundle P(~), associated sphere bundle S(~), and associated unit disk bundle
D(~) for some riemannian metric on ~. If a is the associated principal O(n)bundle to ~, then P(~) is the fibre bundle a[Rpn-1 J, S(~) is a[sn-1 J, and D(~)
is a[Dn]. We consider the following diagram of cofibre maps f1, f2, and f3,
where f2 and f3 are inclusion maps and f1 is the zero cross section f1 (b) =
(0,1).
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I

B(O

I,

~

lp2
P(~)

I

EB (}1)

q,

PI

S(~)

S(~

12

~

D(~)

1q2

~ P(~ EB (}1)

The map P1 is the projection in the bundle S(~) -4 B(~), P2(X) is the line
through 0 and x for x E S(O, q1(X) is the vector ((1 - Ilxll)x,21Ixll - 1) divided by its length for x E D(~), and q2(X) is the line determined by 0 and
(x, 1 -

IlxI12).

1.1 Proposition. With the above notations the restrictions q1: D(~) - imf2-4
EB (}1) - imf1 and q2: D(~) - imf2 -4 P(~ EB (}1) - imf3 are homeomorphisms. These maps induce homeomorphisms D( ~)!S(~) -4 S( ~ EB (}1)/B(~) and
D(~)/S(~) -4 P(~ EB (}1).
S(~

Proof. A direct construction yields inverses for the restrictions of q1 and Q2'
The induced maps are continuous bijections which are bicontinuous except
possibly at the base point. Observe that Q1(V) is open in S(~ EB (}1) and Q2(V)
in P( ~ EB (}1), where V is an open neighborhood of S(~) in D( ~).
1.2 Definition. The Thorn space of a real vector bundle, denoted T(~), is the
quotient space D(~)/S(~).
Observe that (1.1) gives several models for the Thorn space and it is independent of the riemannian metric used to define it, since P( ~ EB (}1 )/P( 0 does
not involve a metric.
1.3 Proposition. If ~ is a real vector bundle with a compact base space, T(~) is
homeomorphic to the one-point compactification of E(O, the total space of ~.

Proof. Observe that D(~) - S(O and E(~) are homeomorphic. Then D(~)/
the one-point compactification of D(~) - S(~), and the one-point
compactification of E(~) are homeomorphic.
S(~),

1.4 Example. Let ~ be the (trivial) n-dimensional vector bundle over a point.
Then we have T(O = sn. If en is the trivial n-dimensional bundle over X,
then T((}n) is homeomorphic to sn(x U {00 }). A Thorn space is a generalized
suspension.
1.5 Proposition. Let

Then the Thorn space

~

and

T(~

1]

be two real vector bundles over a compact space.
T(~) /\ T(1]) are homeomorphic.

x 1]) and the space

2. S-Category
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Proof The space T(~ x 1]) is the one-point compactification of E(~ x 1]) and
T(~) /\ T(I]) of E(~) x E(I]). The result follows from E(~ x 1]) = E(O x E(I]).
The proposition holds more generally. One can construct a homeomorphism

f:

(D(~

x 1]), S(~ x 1])) -> (D(~) x D(I]), S(~) x D(I]) U D(~) x S(I]))

defined by the relation

f(x,y)

=

(max(llxll, Ily11W 1(llx11 2

+

IlyI12)-1/2(X,y)

1.6 Corollary. The Thom space T( ~ EB en) is homeomorphic to the n-fold suspension sn( T( ~)).

Proof We have ~ EB en isomorphic to ~ x Rn, where Rn is the n-dimensional
vector bundle over a point.
The real k-dimensional projective space Rpk is the quotient space of S\
modulo the relation: x is equivalent to -x for x E Sk. If ~k denotes the
canonical line bundle on Rpk and if m~k denotes ~k EB !'!'~ EB ~k' the total space
E(m~d of m~k is the quotient space of Sk X Rm modulo the relation: (x, y) is
equivalent to (-x, - y) for x E S\ y ERn. Moreover, D(m~k) is the quotient
space of Sk X Dm modulo the relation: (x, y) is equivalent to (- x, - y) for
x E Sk, Y E Dm. Let (x, y) denote the class of (x, y) in D(m~k). Then we have
(x, y) E S(m~k) if and only if Ilyll = 1.
1.7 Example. We define a map f: Sk X Dm -> sk+m by the relation
f(x, y) = (y, (1 - IlyI12)X), where f(Sk X sm-l) = sm-l and sm-l C sk+m. Since
f( - x, - y) = - f(x, y), the map f defines a map g: D(m~k) -> Rpk+m such
that g(S(m~k)) = Rpm-l. Observe that f: Sk x intDm -> sk+m - sm-l and g:
D(m~k) - S(m~k) -> Rpk+m - Rpm-l are homeomorphisms. Therefore, the
map g defines a quotient map

h:

T(m~k) ->

Rpm+kjRpm-l

which is a homeomorphism. More generally, we have the following theorem,
using (1.6) and (1.7).
1.8 Theorem. The Thom space T(m~k EB en) and the n-fold suspension of the
stunted projective space sn(Rpm+kj Rpm-l) are homeomorphic.

2. S-Category
In the following discussion all spaces have base points, and all maps and
homotopies preserve base points. The suspension factor S defines a function
S: [X, Y] -> [SeX), S(Y)]. Moreover, [S(X), S(Y)J is a group, and the function s: [Sk(X), Sk(Y)J -> [Sk+l(X), Sk+1(Y)J is a group morphism.
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2.1 Definition. We denote the direct limit of the sequence of abelian groups

[S2(X),S2(y)]

->

[S3(X),S3(y)]

[sn(X),sn(y)]

-> ... ->

-> ...

by {X, Y}. An element of {X, Y} is called an S-map from X to Y.
The suspension functor s: {X, Y} -> {S(X),S(Y)} is easily seen to be an
isomorphism. We state the following result of Spanier and Whitehead which
is proved in a book by Spanier [3].
2.2 Theorem. The natural function [X, Y] -> {X, Y} is a bijection for X, a
CW-complex of dimension n, and Y, an r-connected space, where n - 1 <
2r - 1.

The idea of the proof is to show that S: [X, Y] -> [S(X), S(Y)] =
[X, as(Y)] is a bijection under the above hypotheses. If the above hypotheses hold for X and Y, they hold for S(X) and S(Y). The bijective character of
[X, Y] -> [X, as(Y)] is established using a Wang type of sequence over S(Y)
for the fibring ES(Y) -> S(Y).
A composition {X, Y} x {Y, Z} -> {X, Z} is defined from the composition
functions
[S"(X),sn(y)] x [sn(Y),sn(z)]
2.3 Proposition. The composition function
biadditive.

->

[sn(X),sn(z)]

{X, Y} x {Y,Z}

->

{X,Z}

is

Proof. Using the coR-space structure of Sk X, we see that the function
[SkX,Sky] x [Sky,SkZ] -> [SkX,SkZ] is additive in the first variable,
and using the R -space structure on ask Z, we see that the function
[Sk-1 X, Sk-1 Y] X [Sk-1 Y, ask Z] -> [Sk-1 X, ask Z] is additive in the second
variable. Now pass to the limit (with care).
The following proposition is useful in seeing how the Puppe sequence fits
into the S-category.
2.4 Proposition. Let g: Z -> Y be a map such that rJ.fg is null homotopic, where
X ~ Y ~ Cf is given by f. Then there exists a map h: SZ -> SX such that Sg
and (Sf)h are homotopic.

Proof. We consider the following mapping between Puppe sequences:
Z~ y~ Cg ~ SZ ~ SY

X

f

----->

11
y~

1

lh

l s1

Cf ~ sx ~ SY

Then the map h above has the desired properties.
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f
2.5 Theorem. Let f: X ---+ Y be a map, and form the Puppe sequence X ---+
af
Pf
Sf
Y ---+ Cf ---+ SX ---+ S Y. Then for each space Z the following exact sequences

hold:

{X,Z}

+--

{Y,Z} +-- {Cf,Z}

{Z, X}

---+

{Z, Y}

{SX,Z}

+--

{SY,Z}

{Z, Cf } ---+ {Z, SX}

---+

{Z, S Y}

+--

and
---+

Proof The first sequence is a limit of the usual Puppe sequence. Proposition
(2.4) yields the exactness of {Z, X} ---+ {Z, Y} ---+ {Z, Cf }. The second sequence
now follows by iteration.

3. S-Duality and the Atiyah Duality Theorem
We consider maps u: X /\ X' ---+ S" which are referred to as n-pairings. Such
a map defines two group morphisms U z : {Z, X'} ---+ {X /\ Z, S"} and uZ :
{Z,X} ---+ {Z /\ X',S"}, by the relations uz({f}) = {u(l /\ f)} and UZ({g}) =
{u(g /\ I)}. For Z = Sk we write Uk and u\ respectively. We propose the
following definition of S-duality which has been considered independently by
P. Freyd.
3.1 Definition. An n-pairing u: X /\ X' ---+ S" is called an n-duality provided
{S\ X'} ---+ {X /\ S\ S"} and Uk: {S\ X} ---+ {Sk /\ X', S"} are group isomorphisms. If an n-duality map u: X /\ X' ---+ S" exists, then X' is called an n-dual
of X. We call X' an S-dual of X provided some suspension of X' is n-dual to
some suspension of X for some n.
Observe that this definition of duality is closely related to the definition of
duality in linear algebra where a morphism V EB V' ---+ F is given. The nondegeneracy can be described by saying that a certain correlation morphism is
an isomorphism. If X /\ X' is thought of as a tensor product, then Uk and Uk
are correlation morphisms.
Uk:

3.2 Example (Spanier and Whitehead [1]). Let X be a subcomplex of S" that
is finite, and let g: X' ---+ S" - X be an inclusion map that is a homotopy
equivalence. Then there is a duality map X /\ X' ---+ S".
3.3 Remark. Originally the situation in (3.2) was used as the definition of an
n-duality. Then Spanier [2] modified the definition to consider n-pairings
with a certain slant product property with its homology and cohomology.
Duality in the Spanier sense is a duality in the sense of (3.2). In Sec. 8 we
consider the converse.
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3.4 Proposition. Let u: X !\ X' -4 sn be an n-duality between finite CWcomplexes. Then for each finite CW-complex Z the following group morphisms
are isomorphisms:

uz : {Z,X'}

-4

{X

!\

z,sn}

and

uZ : {Z,X}

-4

{Z

!\

X',sn}

For the proof, induction is used on the number of cells of Z and the Puppe
sequence for the last cell attached to Z.
A duality between spaces defines a duality between maps.
3.5 Definition. Let u: X !\ X' -4 sn and v: Y !\ Y' -4 sn be two n-duality
maps between finite CW-complexes. The induced n-duality between S-maps
is the group isomorphism

DnCu,v)

=

u y.1 V X : {X, Y}

-4

{Y',X'}

We have the following commutative diagram:

{X, Y}

~
If w: Z

!\

Z'

-4

Dn(u.v)

{X

!\

Y', sn}

)

{Y',X'}

~

sn is a third n-duality map, we have
Dn(u, w){g} {f}

=

(Dn(u, v) {f} )(DnCv, w){ g})

and DnCu, u) {1} = {1}.
The following theorem is basic in the reduction of the vector field problem
to one concerning shunted projective spaces. It is due to Atiyah [2] and is a
generalization of a result of Milnor and Spanier [1]. Recall that v is a normal
bundle to a manifold X with tangent bundle ,(X) provided ,(X) E8 v is trivial.
3.6 Theorem. Let v be a normal bundle of a compact manifold X. Then the
Thom space TCv) is an S-dual of x/ax, where ax is the boundary of X.
This results by embedding X into a cube in Rn such that ax is the part of
X carried into the boundary of the cube.
Since Thorn spaces can be viewed as generalized suspensions, it is clear
that Thorn spaces should be related to S-duality. The next theorem of Atiyah
is the most important result in this direction.
3.7 Theorem. Let ~ and 1] be two vector bundles over a closed differentiable
manifold X such that ~ E8 1] E8 ,CX) is stably trivial on X. Then T(~) and T(1])
are S-duals of each other.
It is easy to see that (3.6) implies (3.7). It can be assumed that ~ is a differentiable vector bundle with a smooth riemannian metric. Then DC~) is a compact differentiable manifold with aD(~) = S(O. The tangent bundle to D(O is
just n*(~ E8 ,(X)), and n*(1]) is a normal bundle. Since the projection n: DC~)
-4 X is a homotopy equivalence, T(~) = D(~)/SC~) is an S-dual of TC1]).
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4. Fibre Homotopy Type
Fibre homotopy is a general concept which could have been considered as
part of the foundational material of Chaps. 1 and 2.
4.1 Definition. Let p: E --+ X and p': E' --+ X be two bundles over X. A
homotopy!,: E --+ E' is a fibre homotopy provided p'!, = p for all tEl. Two
bundle morphisms f, g: E --+ E' are fibre homotopic provided there is a fibre
homotopy!,: E --+ E' with fo = f and fl = g. A bundle morphism f: E --+ E'
is a fibre homotopy equivalence provided there exists a bundle morphism
g: E' --+ E with gf and fg fibre homotopic to the identity. Two bundles E and
E' have the same fibre homotopy type provided there exists a fibre homotopy
equivalence f: E --+ E'.
The reader can easily see that there is a category consisting of bundles
and fibre homotopy equivalence classes of maps as morphisms. The isomorphisms in this category are the fibre homotopy equivalences.
For a general treatment of fibre homotopy equivalence see Dold [4]. We
have need of a result from Dold [1] which we outline here. First, we consider
the following lemma.
4.2 Lemma. Let Yand Y' be two locally compact spaces. Let f: Dn x Y--+
D" X Y' be a D"-morphism of the bundles D" x Y --+ D" and D" x Y' --+ D". We
assume the following properties for f

(1) The map f: {x} x Y --+ {x} X Y' is a homotopy equivalence for each
xED".
(2) There are a map g': S"-I x Y' --+ S"-I X Y of S"-I-bundles and a fibre
homotopy h;: S"-I x Y --+ S"-I X Y with g'f = hb and 1 = h~. Then there
exist a prolongation g: D" x Y' --+ D" x Y of g' and a prolongation
ht : D" x Y --+ D" x Y of h; with gf = ho and 1 = hi.
For a proof of this lemma, see Dold [1, pp. 118-120]. It consists of viewing g' as a map S"-I --+ I(Y', Y) c Map (Y', Y), where I(Y', Y) is the subspace
of homotopy equivalences, and proving that it is null homotopic. The null
homotopy defines g, and then with some care ht is defined.
The following theorem of Dold is one of the first results on fibre homotopy
equivalence.
4.3 Theorem. Let p: E --+ Band p': E' --+ B be two locally trivial bundles over
a finite CW-complex with locally compact fibres. Let f: E --+ E' be a map such
that the restriction f: Eb --+ E~ is a homotopy equivalence for all b E B. Then f
is a fibre homotopy equivalence.
This theorem is proved inductively on the cells of B, using Lemma (4.2)
and the fact that over a contractible space a locally trivial bundle is fibre
homotopically equivalent to a product. We leave the details to the reader as
an exercise.
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4.4 Corollary. Let p: E --> B be a locally trivial bundle over a finite CWcomplex and let u: E --> Y be a map such that the restriction u: Eb --> Y is a
homotopy equivalence for all b E B. Then p: E --> B is fibre homotopically
equivalent to the trivial bundle B x Y --> B.
Observe that the map (p, u): E --> B x Y satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem (4.3).

5. Stable Fibre Homotopy Equivalence
We are primarily interested in the fibre homotopy type of sphere bundles,
that is, bundles whose fibre is a sphere. For example, the associated sphere
bundle S(~) --> B(~) of a vector bundle ~. This leads to the next definition.
5.1 Definition. Let ~ and 1'/ be two vector bundles over X. The associated
sphere bundles S(~) and S(I'/) are stable fibre homotopically equivalent provided S(~ EE> en) and S(IJ EB em) have the same fibre homotopy type for some
nand m.
Clearly, stable fibre homotopy equivalence is an equivalence relation. We
denote by l(~) the stable fibre homotopy class determined by ~ and by leX)
the set of all stable fibre homotopy classes of vector bundles on X. If every
bundle is of finite type on X, there is a natural quotient surjection
~

KO(X)

-->

leX)

~

where KO(X) is viewed as the group of s-equivalence classes of vector bundles over X, by 8(3.8).
Let X be a space over which each real vector bundle is of the finite type.
5.2 Proposition. The direct sum of vector bundles induces on leX) the structure of an abelian group, and the quotient function KO(X) --> leX) is a group
epimorphism.
~

~

Proof. Everything will follow from the corresponding properties of KO(X) if
we can pr~ve that the sum operation on leX) induced from the sum operation on KO(X) is well defined; that is, for 1(0 = l(~') we shall prove that
J (~ EB 1'/) = 1 (~' EE> 1'/). A similar relation holds in the second summand. By
replacing ~ by ~ EE> en and ~' by ~' EE> em, we can assume that there are fibre
homotopy equivalences f: S(O --> S(~') and 1': Sen --> S(~) and fibre homotopies ht: S(~) --> S(~) and h; = Sen --> sen with ho = I'f, hi = 1, h~ = if',
and h~ = 1. We define maps g: S(~ EB 1'/) --> S(~ EE> '1) and g': S(~f EE> '1)-->
S(~ EE> '1) by the relations
g(x cos e, y sin e) = (f(x) cos e, y sin e)
g'(x' cos e, y sin e) = (f'(x') cos e, y sin e)
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for x E

S(~),

x'

E S(~'),

YE S(IJ), and 0

~

8

~

7r/2. The homotopies

kt(x cos 8, Ysin 8) = (ht(x) cos 8, Ysin 8)

k;(x'cos8,ysin8)
are fibre homotopies with ko
the proposition.

=

(h;(x')cos8,ysin8)

= g' g, kl = 1, k~ = gg', and k~

=

1. This proves

5.3 Remarks. Let X be a finite CW-complex. The group leX) is a subgroup
of another group KToP(X). We outline its construction. Consider the set Fn(X)
of all fibre homotopy classes of fibrations with fibre sn-l. The transition
functions have values in the semigroup H(n) of homotopy equivalences
sn-l -4 sn-l. As in Chaps. 3 and 4, the cofunctor Fn(X) can be represented by
[X, BH(n)]' where BH(n) is a classifying space for the semigroup H(n) (see Dold
and Lashof [1]). The inclusion H(n) -4 H(n + r) defines a map BH(n) -4 BH(n+r)'
We denote by BH the inductive limit of the sequence
BH(l)

-4

BH(2)

-4 . . . -4

BH(n)

-4 . . .

Then BH admits a natural H-space structure, and there is an H-space map
-4 BH which is induced by the inclusion O(n) -4 H(n). By analogy with
KO(X), we view [X,BH ] as KToP(X), the group of stable fibre homotopy
classes of sphere bundles. The image of the natural group morphism induced
by Bo -4 BH
Bo

KO(X)

= [X,Bo]

-4

[X,BH ]

= KToP(X)

is just leX). For a complete treatment of the construction of BH , see Stasheff
[1].

In this section we interpret the elements of l(Sk) and KTOP(Sk). In particular,
we prove that l(Sk) and KTOP(Sk) are finite groups, and this in turn implies
that leX) is a finite group.

6.1 Proposition. For 2 ~ k ~ n - 2 the groups 7rk(BH(n)), 7rk - 1 (H(n)), and
7r n+k_2(sn-l) are isomorphic. Moreover, 7r 1 (BH(n)) and 7ro(H(n)) are isomorphic
to Z2 for n ~ 1.
Proof. The isomorphism between 7r k (BH(n)) and 7rk-l (H(n)) is induced by the
boundary operator in the exact homotopy sequence of the universal H(n)bundle over BH(n)' There are two components H+(n) and H-(n) of H(n) corresponding to maps of degree + 1 and -1, respectively. Consequently,
7ro(H(n)) = Z2'
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Let M~ denote the component of Mapo(Sn-1, sn-1) consisting of maps of
degree d. We have natural inclusions M~ -4 H+(n) and M;:1 -4 H-(n). The
substitution map 7r fromf E H+(n) to f(*) is a fibre map 7r: H+(n) -4 sn-1 with
fibre 7r- 1(*) equal to M~. From the exact sequence of homotopy groups with
k ;:::; n - 3, we have

o=

7rk+1 (sn-1)

-4

7rk(M~)

-4

7rk(H+(n))

-4

7rk(sn-1)

=

0

and the groups 7rk(M~), 7r k(H+(n)), and 7rk(H(n)) are isomorphic for k ;:::; n - 3.
Since Mapo(Sn-1,Sn-1) is homeomorphic to the H-space nn-1(sn-1), there
are isomorphisms between 7rk (H (n)), 7rk(M~), 7rk(M~) = 7r k(nn-l (sn-1)) =
7r n+k-1 (sn-1) for 1 ;:::; k ;:::; n - 3. This proves the proposition.
6.2 Remark. Explicitly, the isomorphism () between 7rk(M~) and 7r n+k-1 (sn-1)

can be described as follows: For [fJ E 7rk(M~) the map f is the translation by
the identity of h': Sk X sn-1 -4 sn-1, where h'(x, y) = * if either x = * or y = *.
Then ()[f] = [g], where g: Sk 1\ sn-1 ~ sn-1 is given by g(x 1\ y) = h'(x, y).
This isomorphism is closely related to the classical l-homomorphism of
G. W. Whitehead.

6.3 Definition. We define the l-homomorphism 1: 7r,(O(n)) -4 7r,+n(sn) by the
requirement that l[fJ = [g], where g: S' * sn-1 -4 ssn-1 is the Hopf construction [see 15(3.3)] applied to the map (x,y)1-4 f(x)y for XES' and
YES n - 1 •
We can view 1: 7r,(SO(n)) -4 7r,+n(sn) by restriction.
6.4 Proposition. The l-homomorphism 1: 7r.(SO(n)) -4 7rr+n(sn) factors into
the following three morphisms:
7rr(SO(n)) ~ 7rr(M~) ~ 7r r+n- 1(sn-1) ~ 7rr+n(sn)
where s: SO(n)

-4

M~ is

the inclusion map and E is the suspension morphism.

Proof The Hopf construction applied to the map hex, y) = f(x)y is a map
g(x,t,y) = (f(x)y,t). The map xl-4h(x,y) viewed S'-4M~ can be translated by the identity on sn-1 to a map S' -4 M~ which is of the form
h': (sr x sn-l, sr V sn-1) -4 (sn-t, *) up to homotopy. Then we have [h'] =
()s*([h]) and E([h']) = [g] = l([fJ).
In the stable range r + 2 ;:::; n we have the commutative diagram
7r,(0)

j'.~n,

7r r ( H ) / .
where D, is the stable steam equal to 7r,+n(sn) for r + 2 ;:::; n. Moreover, () is
an isomorphism defined as the composition 7r,(H) -4 7r,(M~) .! 7r,+n(sn) for
r

+ 2;:::; n.
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6.5 Remark. To the above picture we add KO(X) and KToP(X) for X
and we have the following commutative diagram:

= sr+l,

Ko(sr+!) = Rr(O)

j'.~n,

KTOp(sr+!) = Rr(H)/.

In particular, J(sr+l) is isomorphic under e to im J.
6.6 Theorem. For a finite CW-complex X, the groups KToP(X) and J(X) are
finite groups.
Proof. Since KToP(X) is a half-exact cofunctor, and since the KTOp(sm) are
finite groups, we prove by induction on the number of cells, using the Puppe
sequence, that KToP(X) is finite. Then J(X) is finite because it is the subgroup
of a finite group.

7. Thorn Spaces and Fibre Homotopy Type
The relation between stable fibre homotopy equivalence and isomorphic
spaces in the S-category is contained the next proposition.
~ and 1/ be two vector bundles over X. If S(O and S(1/)
have the same fibre homotopy type, T(O and T(1/) have the same homotopy
type. If J(~) = J(1/), then T(O and T(1/) are isomorphic in the S-category.

7.1 Proposition. Let

Proof. Let f: S(O -> S(1/) and g: S(1/) -> S(O be fibre homotopy inverses of
each other. Then f and 9 prolong radially to j': D(~) -> D(1/) and g': D(1/)->
D(~). The homotopies between fg and the identity prolong to a homotopy
(D(~),S(~))->(D(~),S(m between j'g' and the identity. Similarly, g'j' is
homotopic to the identity. By passing to quotients, we have maps]: T(O->
T(1/) and g: T(1/) -> T(~) which are homotopy inverses of each other.
For the second statement, if J(O = J(1/), then S(~ EB en) and S(1/ EB em)
have the same fibre homotopy type. From the first statement, snT(~) =
T(~ EB en) and smT(1/) = T(1/ EB en) have the same homotopy type.

To consider the converse of the previous proposition, we need the following notions.
7.2 Definition. A space X (with a base point) is reducible provided there
exists a map f: sn -> X such that f*: HAsn) -> Hi(X) is an isomorphism for
i ~ n. A space X is S-reducible provided Sk X is reducible for some k.
The dual concept is introduced in the next definition.
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7.3 Definition. A space X (with a base point) is coreducible provided there
exists a map g: X -4 sn such that g*: fii(sn) -4 ifi(X) is an isomorphism for
i ~ n. A space X is S-coreducible provided Sk X is coreducible for some k.
In the next two propositions, we see that reducibility of a space is related
to the top cell splitting off and coreducibility is related to the bottom cell
splitting off.
7.4 Proposition. Let X be an n-dimensional CW-complex with one n-cell, and
let v: X -4 XjX n- 1 = sn be the natural projection map. The space X is reducible if and only if there is a map f: sn -4 X such that vf is homotopic to the
identity.
X

/~

sn

vI

) sn = XjSn-l

Proof. If X is reducible, there must be a reduction map f: sn -4 X (in dimension n) by the homology condition. To prove that vf is homotopic to the
identity, consider the following diagram:

Hn(sn)

1* ~
I

o=

Hn(X n- 1 )

---->

Hn(X) ~ Hn(sn)

---->

H n- 1 (Xn- 1 )

Since H n- 1 (xn-l) is a free abelian group, v* is an isomorphism, and, by
hypothesis,!* is an isomorphism. Consequently, (vf)* is an isomorphism and
vf is homotopic to the identity. Conversely, the existence of such an f with vf
of degree 1 yields a reduction of X since Hn(X) has at most one generator.
7.5 Proposition. Let X be a CW-complex with xn = sn, and let u: sn -4 X be
the natural inclusion map. The space X is coreducible if and only if there is a
map g: X -4 sn such that gu is homotopic to the identity.
X

xn

=

/~

sn

) sn

Proof. If X is coreducible, there exists a map g: X -4 sn with g*: fii(sn) -4
Hi(X) an isomorphism for i ~ n. Since Hn(x) is a free abelian group, gu is

homotopic to the identity, as in (6.4). The converse follows as in (6.4) since
Hn(x) has at most one generator.

8. S-Duality and S-Reducibility
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7.6 Remark. Let ~ be a real vector bundle over X, and let Ux: (D(~x)' S(~J)-4
E X. As in (7.5), the
space T(~) = D( ~)/S(~) is coreducible if and only if there exists a map g:
(D(~), S(~)) -4 (sn, *) such that u~g*: jjn(sn) -4 jjn(D(~J, S(~x)) is an isomorphism. The map g* defines an orientation for ~, and the Thorn class of this
oriented vector bundle will be g*(s), where s is a generator of jjn(sn). In effect,
the Thorn class determines the orientation preserving map Rn -4 ~x C E(~)
for each x E X.
The next theorem is a partial converse of (6.1).
(D(O, S(O) denote the natural inclusion map for x

7.7 Theorem. Let ~ be a vector bundle over a connected finite CW-complex
X. Then the following statements are equivalent.
J(~) = 0 in J(X)
(2) The space T(~) is S-coreducible.
(3) The spaces T(~) and T(O) = X+ have the same S-type.

(1)

Recall that X+ is the space X plus an isolated discrete base point.
Proof By Proposition (7.1), statement (1) implies (3). Assuming (3), we prove
(2) by showing that X+ is coreducible with the map g: X+ -4 So, where
g(X) = -1 and g( 00) = + 1. Then g*: k(SO) -4 k(x+) is an isomorphism
for i ~ O. Then T(~) is S-coreducible.
To prove that statement (2) implies (1), we consider an integer m so
large that I] = ~ E8 em has the property that T(I]) = T(~ E8 em) = smT(~) is
coreducible and m > dim X. Let g: (D(I]), S(I])) -4 (sn, *) be the map defining
a coreduction of T(I]). By (2.2) and by the first sequence in (2.5) we have
the following commutative diagram with the horizontal arrows being
isomorphisms:

Consequently, the coreduction map defines a map f: S(I]) -4 sn-l such that
fIS(I]x): S(I]x) -4 sn-l is a homotopy equivalence for each x E X.
Now the theorem follows from (4.4).

8. S-Duality and S-Reducibility
Let u: X !\ X' -4 sn be a map. For two spaces Wand Z we define a function [w, Z !\ X] -4 [W !\ X', sn Z], where the image of [fJ: W -4 Z !\ X is
[(1 !\ u)(f !\ 1)]. In the limit we have a morphism:
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bW(u)z: {W,Z /\ X}

--+

{W /\ X',srz}

With an easy application of the Puppe sequence we can prove the following
result by induction of the number of cells of Wand Z.
8.1 Proposition. Let u: X /\ X' --+ sr be an r-dualit y map. Then b W(u}z:
{W, Z /\ X} --+ {W /\ X', S" Z} is an isomorphism for finite CW-complexes W
and z.
8.2 Proposition. Let u: X /\ X' --+ sr and v: Y /\ y' --+ sr be two duality maps,
and let f: Y--+X and g:X'--+ Y' be two maps such that Dr(v,u){J} = {g}.
Then the following diagram is commutative where Wand Z are finite CWcomplexes:
{W,Z /\ Y} ~ {W /\ Y',S'Z}

J*l

g*l

{W,Z /\ X} ~ {W /\ Y', srz}

8.3 Homology and cohomology. Recall that there is an isomorphism between
ifi(x, G) and [X, K(G, i)]o, and for X, a finite CW-complex, K(G, i) can be
replaced by one of its skeletons K(G, i)* which will be a finite CW-complex
for G finitely generated.
Moreover, Hi(X, G) is isomorphic to Rk+i(K(G, k) /\ X) for large k. Again,
K(G, k) can be replaced by a suitable skeleton K(G, k)*. For the details, see
G. W. Whitehead [5].
Now we bring together the discussion in (8.2) and (8.3). We have for
v: S" /\ sm --+ sr, with r = n + m and va homeomorphism, the following commutative diagram:
Hk(S") = {Sk+q,K(Z,q)* /\ S"} ~ {Sk+ q /\ sm,srK(Z,q)*} = fjr-k(sm)

J*l

19*

Hk(X) = {Sk+ q, K(Z, q)* /\ X} ~ {Sk+ q /\ X', sr K(Z, q)*}

=

fjr-k(X')

Therefore, f*: Hi(S") --+ H;(X) is an isomorphism for i ;;:; n if and only if g*:
Hi(sm) --+ Hi(X') is an isomorphism for m < j. From this we get the following
theorem.
8.4 Theorem. Let X and X' be finite CW-complexes that are S-dual to each
other. Then X is S-reducible if and only if X' is S-coreducible.

9. Nonexistence of Vector Fields and Reducibility
We define a map B: Rpn-l --+ O(n) by the requirement that B(L) be a reflection
through the hyperplane perpendicular to L. In other words, B( {x, - x})y =
y - 2(xly)x for x E S"-l and y E R". The map Bis compatible with the following inclusions:

9. Nonexistence of Vector Fields and Reducibility
___
°_-->1
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O(n - k)

1

------>1

O(n)

1
We have a map e: RP"-I/RP"-k-I ~ ~(Rn) making the above diagram commutative, where e(L) = (v I ' ... , vd and Vi is the image of e( {x, - x })en-k+i for
1 ~ i ~ k and L = {x, - x}.
9.1 Proposition. The map e defined sn-I = RP"-I /Rpn-Z
a homeomorphism.

~

VI (Rn)

=

sn-I is

Proof. We have e({x, -x})e n = en - 2(xle n)x = en - 2x nx = (-2XIXn' ... '
- 2x n- 1x n, 1 - x;). If Y = (YI' ... ' Yn) E sn-I and Yn =1= 1, there is a unique x
with Xn > such that e( {x, - x} )en = y. For Xn = we have e( {x, - x} )en =
(0, ... ,0,1).

°

°

The following diagram is commutative:

Rpn-2/Rpn-k-1

u1
Rpn-I / Rpn-k-I

1
By 7(5.1), ~_I(Rn-l) is (n-k-1)-connected, and VI (Rn) is (n-2)connected. Since u is a cofibre map and v is a fibre map, we have an inductive
argument on k leading to the following statement.
9.2 Proposition. For
i < 2n - 2k - 1
there
is
an
isomorphism
e*: ni(Rp"-1 /Rpn-k-I) ~ ni(~(Rn)).
For this we use the Serre exact sequence and the Whitehead theorem (see
Serre [1J).

°

9.3 Remark. Recall that p(n) = 2c + 8d, where n = (2a + 1)2C+4d and ~
c ~ 3. For n =1= 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 16, we have n - 1 < 2n - 2(p(n) + 1)1 or 2p(n) + 2 < n. By (9.2) this means that nn-I (Rpn-I /RP"-p(n)-Z) ~
nn-I (v;,(n)+1 (Rn)) is an isomorphism. Therefore, we have the following result.
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9.4 Theorem. The projection q: Vp(n)+l (Rn) --> sn-l has a cross section

only

if and

if there is a map
sn-l --> Rpn-l/Rpn-p(n)-Z

whose composition with RP"-l /Rpn-p(n)-Z-->Rpn-l /RP"-z = sn-l is of degree 1.
Proof If s is a cross section, then by (9.3) there is a map sn-l-->
Rpn-l/RP"-p(n)-2 which when composed with () is homotopic to s. After
composition with the projection onto sn-l, the resulting map is homotopic to
the identity.
Conversely, a map sn-l --> Rpn-l/Rpn-p(n)-Z when composed with () yields
a map s' such that gs' is homotopic to the identity on sn-l. Since q is a fibre
map, this homotopy lifts into v;,(n)+l (Rn) which defines a cross section.

9.5 Remark. The nonexistence problem for vector fields reduces to proving
a nonrecuction theorem for RP"-l/RP"-p(n)-Z for n> 8. In other words, it
must be proved that the top cell of RP"-l /Rpn-p(n)-Z does not split off. Unfortunately, in this form the problem is hard to solve with cohomology operations because a cohomology operation can be thought of as moving up a low
dimensional cell and "hitting" a higher-dimensional cell non trivially. This
line of reasoning leads to the conclusion that the nonexistence of a coreduction may lend itself to the methods of cohomology operations.

10. Nonexistence of Vector Fields and Coreducibility
A reference for this section is the review article by Morin [1]. First, we make
a calculation of an S-dual of Rpn/RP"-k.
10.1 Proposition. Let r denote the order of J(~k-d in J(RPk-l). Then
pn+rp/p"-k+r p and pn/pn-k have the same S-type, and for rp > n + 1 the space

Rprp-k-Z/Rprr n- Z is an S-dual of P"/P"-k.
Proof For the first part, by (1.8), Rpn/RP"-k is homeomorphic to
T((n - k + 1)~k-l)' By (1.6) and (7.1), the spaces T((n - k + l)~k-l EB
rp~k-l)' T((n - k + l)~k-l EB grP),SrpT((n - k + l)~k-l)' and srp(Rpn/Rpn-k)
are of the same homotopy type.
For the second part, we recall that ,(Rpk-l) EB ()l is isomorphic to k~k-l
by 2(4.8). To apply the Atiyah duality theorem (3.7), we must find a vector
bundle that equals -(n - k + l)~H - k~H = (-n -l)~k-l in KO(Rpk-l).
Up to S-type we have T(( -n + l)~k-d = T((rp - n - l)~k-d for rp > n +
1. Since T((rp - n - l)~k-d is the space RprP-k-Z/Rprr n - Z, we have the
result by (7.1). This proves the proposition.

11. Nonexistence of Vector Fields and J(Rpk)
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In the next theorem of Atiyah and James the problem of the nonexistence
of vector fields is reduced to a problem in the nonexistence of a coreduction
of a certain shunted projective space.

10.2 Theorem. If there are p(n) orthonormal vector fields on sn-l, there
exists an integer m ~ 1 with p(m) = p(n) and such that Rpm+p(m)/Rpm-l is
coreducible.
Proof. By the construction in 12(1.1), there are p(n) orthonormal vector
fields on sqn-l, and by (9.4), if qn ~ 2(p(n) + 1), the shunted projective space
Rpqn-l / Rpqn-p(n)-Z is reducible.
Let r denote the order of J(r;p(n)) in J(RPp(n)). For all integers p with
rp - qn = m ~ 1, the shunted projective space Rpm+p(m)/Rpm-l is an S-dual
of Rpqn-l/Rqn-p(n)-Z and Rpm+p(m)/Rpm-l is S-coreducible for m ~ p(n) + 3.
By (2.2) for large m, the space Rpm+p(m)/Rpm-l is S-coreducible if and only if
it is coreducible.
Finally, if p is divisible by 2n and if q is odd, m = tn, where t is an odd
number and p(m) = p(n). This proves the theorem.

11. Nonexistence of Vector Fields and J(Rpk)
11.1 Remarks. We consider orthogonal pairings Rk+l X Rn ~ Rn for k, or,
equivalently, Ck-modules. Let Nk denote the Grothendieck group of Ck modulus. By 12(2.4) and 12(6.5), if Rk+l X Rn ~ Rn is an orthogonal pairing,
then n is divisible by ck, where Ck = ak+1. We have the following table of
values for ck •

k

o
2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4

4

8

8

8

8

16

The numbers Ck satisfy the relation Ck+8 = 16c k • Finally, there exists a pairing
Rk+l x RCk ~ RC", and for k = 3 (mod 4) there are two such pairings up to
isomorphism, otherwise only one. The next proposition gives a characterization of Ck and relates it to p(n) as in 12(8.2). We leave the proposition to the
reader.
11.2 Proposition. The number Ck = 2e, where e is the number of m with 0 <
m ~ k and m = 0, 1,2,4 (mod 8). Moreover, p(n) equals the maximum of all
k + 1 such that ckln.
For each orthogonal pairing Rk+l X Rm ~ Rm or Ck-module M, we have
defined a trivialization
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'M: m~k --> Rrn

Here m = dimR M. The trivialization is defined by restricting the orthogonal
pairing and factoring it, E(m~d --> E(e rn ).

E(m~d =

Sk

X

Sk

X
2

R rn

j ~Rm
~
Rrn

Clearly, 'MEJ)N = 'M EB 'N' and the bundle Ck~k is trivial on Rpk. In J(Rpk) the
order of the s-class ~k - 1 is a divisor of ck •
11.3 Proposition. For k ~ I there is a group morphism e{,l: Nk --> £O(RP1/RPk)
such that e~,z(M) = (dim M)~zI'M [see 10(1.2)] for each Ck-module M. Moreover, e~,l is unique. We have a commutative diagram.

Nk

j~
Y

KO(Rpl/Rpk)

Nk/rN1

The vertical morphism is a quotient morphism, and the morphism r: Nl
induced by the inclusion Ck --> C1.

-->

Nk is

morphism e~,l exists since 'MEJ)N = 'M EB 'N and since
and ((dimM)~zI'M)EB((dimN)~zI'N) are isomorphic.
Clearly, e~,l is unique. Finally, for a module ME rN1 we have c1ldim M, and
(dim M)~l is trivial. Consequently, e~,I(r(Nl)) = 0, and ek,l is uniquely defined
by the above diagram.

Proof. The

(dimMEBN)~zI'MEJ)N

11.4 Remark. For k

=

1- 1 there is the group morphism

e1= el- 1,1: N1-drNk --> KO(Rpl/Rpl-1)

=

KO(SI)

One form of the periodicity theorem says that e1 is an isomorphism [see
14(13.3)]. We use this result in the remainder of this section.
This leads to the next proposition.
11.5 Proposition. The morphisms defined above, ek,l: N/rNl
are epimorphisms.

-->

KO(Rpl/Rpk),

Proof. We prove this by induction on I - k. The case I - k = 1 is covered in
(11.4). To prove that ek,l being an epimorphism implies that ek,l+l is an
epimorphism, we use the following commutative diagram:
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0 - NkjrNl

1

0k

~(- - - - -

NkjrN1+l

+-(-----

1

0WI

.,

KO(RpljRpk) _

£O(Rpl+1jRPk)

-

Since ()k.! is an epimorphism and ()1,1+1 is an isomorphism, ()k,l+l is an epimorphism by an easy 5-lemma type of argument.
11.6 Corollary. The group KO(RpljRpk) is a quotient of NdrNI equal to Z EB
Z2e for k = 3 (mod 4) and to Z2e for k i= 3 (mod 4), where e is the number of
q = 0, 1, 2, 4 (mod 8) with k < q ~ l.

11.7 Remark. In the case of k = 0, KO(RPI) is a quotient of Zc/' Consequently, it is a cyclic group generated by the class of the canonical line bundle
(I' This class has an order that is a divisor of CI • In summary, there is a
sequence of two epimorphisms
ZCk

=

N

0

~

N° ~ KO(RPk) - - - + J(Rpk)

r

k

If we can prove that J((k) has order Ck, the above morphisms will be isomorphisms, and we shall have determined the structure of £O(RPk) = J(Rpk).
The order of J(Rpk) is related to the vector field problem.
11.8 Theorem. If the order of J((k) in J(RPk) is Ck for each k, then there do
not exist p(n) vector fields on S"-l for each n.

Proof Suppose that there are p(n) vector fields on S"-l for some n. Then
Rpm+p(m)jRpm-l = T(mr;p(m») is coreducible for some m by (10.2), and
J(m(p(m») = 0 in J(RPp(m») by (7.7). By hypothesis, cp(m) divides m. This we
want to show is impossible for all m.
Observe that Cp(l) = C 1 = 2, cp(Z) = Cz = 4, C p(4) = C4 = 8, and cp(s) = Cs =
16. In each case, cp(m) = 2m, and cp(m) does not divide m. In general, we write
m = (2a + 1)2C+4d = (2a + 1)2C16 d, where 0 ~ C ~ 3. Then we have p(m) =
2 + 8d and cp(m) = 16dc2c = 16d2(2C) by the above calculation. Therefore,
cp(m) has one power of 2 more than m, and cp(m) does not divide m. This proves
the theorem.
C

12. Real K-Groups of Real Projective Spaces
Adams [6] made a calculation of the rings K(CP"jcpm), K(RP"jRpm), and
KO(RP"jRpm) and the action of the IjIk operations on these rings. Finally,
using these calculations, he was above to deduce that the coreduction described in Theorem (10.2) cannot exist. This calculation will not be repro-
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duced here because it was developed in considerable detail in his paper.
Instead, we shall consider only the calculation of the group KO(Rr) and in
Sec. 13 prove that KO(Rpn) = J(Rr).
Up to this point, we have bypassed the generalized cohomology theories
K* and KO* (see Atiyah and Hirzebruch [2]) because we have not needed
them, but the cohomology theories generated by the K-functors are very
important for certain considerations. We give a brief description of the generalized cohomology theories K* and KO* together with the spectral sequence
relating them to the usual singular cohomology theory.
12.1 Definition. We define j(-P(X) = j((SP X) and KO-P(X) = KO(SP X) for
p ~ O.

Using the Puppe sequence of Chap. 10, one proves that there is a sequence
of cofunctors j(-P and £O-P satisfying all the axioms for a cohomology
theory on the category of finite CW-complexes except the dimension axiom
(see Eilenberg and Steenrod [1]). These cohomology groups are defined for
negative integers.
Using the periodicity theorems j(-P(X) ~ j(-P-Z(X) and £O-P(X) and
KO-P(X) ~ KO-P-8(X), we can systematically define j(P and KOP for all
integers p.
12.2 Theorem. Let X be a finite CW-complex. There is a spectral sequence
Ef·q with the following properties:

(1) The term E~·q equals fjP(X, KOq(*)).
(2) We have E~q => KOp+q(X).
The filtration on KOp+q(X) which has E~q as its associated graded groups is
given by ker (Kon(x) -+ KOn(X p_1 )), where X p- 1 is the (p - l)-skeleton of X.
A similar theorem holds for K. This spectral sequence is natural with
respect to maps.
~

~

12.3 Coefficient groups. By the periodicity theorem, KP(*)
and 0 for p odd. In KO theory, there is the following table:

p

o

2

3

=

Z for p even

4

5

6

7

Z

o
o

o
o

o

Z

Z

Zz

o

8

We recall that Hi(cpn,Z) = Z for i even and 0;£ i;£ 2n and 0 otherwise.
For the space X = cpn, the spectral sequence in (12.2) collapses. From this
we easily get the next proposition.
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12.4 Proposition. The ring K(Cpn) is Z[v], where v = ~n(C) - 1 with one
relation v n- 1 = O.
For the multiplicative structure of K(cpn), one uses the ring morphism
ch: K(cpn) ~ Hev(cpn, Q) which we consider at length in Chap. 20.
There is a natural map q: Rp2n+1 ~ cpn. One proves that q*(~n(C)) is the
complexification of ~2n+1 (R), where ~k(F) denotes the canonical line bundle
over Fpk.
Again the spectral sequence for K(RP2n+1) collapses. Using this fact and
the exact sequence
Z

+-

K(RP2n) +- K(RP2n+1) +- 0

we have the next proposition, after looking at the spectral sequence.
12.5 Proposition. The group K(Rpn) is the finite cyclic of order a(n) = 2e,
where e is the integral part of n12, and with generator w, where w = q'(v) for
n = 2t or 2t + 1, and v, the ring generator of K(cpn).
Next we consider cu: KO(Rpn) ~ K(Cpn). Since the generator w of (12.5)
has the property that cu(u) = w, by 14(11.4), where u = ~n(R) - 1, we have
the next proposition.
12.6 Proposition. The morphism cu: KO(Rpn) ~ K(cpn) is an epimorphism,
and for n = 6, 7, 8 (mod 8) Cu is an isomorphism.

Proof For th~isomorphism statement, consider the E2 term in the spectral
sequence for KO(Rpn). It has at most a(n) elements in it.
For n = 6, 7, 8 (mod 8), we have a(n) = cn, where Cn was defined in (11.1).
Fl.,nally, with the above information and a look at the spectral sequence for
KO(Rpn), we have the following result.
12.7 Theorem. The group KO(RPk) is cyclic of order Ck with generator u =
~k(R) - 1.

13. Relation Between KO(Rpn) and J(Rpn)
In this section, we outline a solution to the vector field problem on spheres.
This solution follows a general schema of Bott [5]. Our special calculations
follow ideas developed by F. Hirzebruch in a lecture at the Summer Institute
in Seattle in 1963. The reader is referred to Atiyah, Bott, and Shapiro [1] for
further details on the following construction.
13.1 Notations. Let ~ be a Spin(8m + 1) real vector bundle, that is,
Spin(8m + 1) is a structure group. The associated sphere bundle S(~) can be
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thought of as Spin(8m + 1)/Spin(8m) bundle. As in Chap. 14, Sec. 13, we are
able to define a morphism

at: RO Spin(8m)/RO Spin(8m + 1)

--+

KO(S(O)

using the principal Spin(8m + 1) bundle at resulting from lifting up a~, the
associated principal bundle of ~.
The following theorem ofBott (see Bott [5]) is a generalization of 14(13.3).
It is proved by a Mayer-Vietoris argument using the fact that it reduces to
the case of 14(13.3) on each fibre.
13.2 Theorem. Let ~ be a Spin(8m + 1) real vector bundle. Let at denote the
induced bundle of Ct~ on S(O. Then at is a Spin(8m) principal bundle. Then
KO(S(O) is a free KO(B(~»-module with two generators 1 and at(Lltm)' Moreover, the KO(B(~))-module KO(S(O) has involution with at(Ll~m) H at(Ll:m).
13.3 Notations. We denote at(Ll~m) simply by Ll~m in KO(S(O). From (13.2),
we have

We are interested in calculating the Ok(~) characteristic classes.
We make use of the following multiplicative property of Ok'
13.4 Proposition. We have Ok(~ EB 11) = 0k(OOk(11)·
We calculate Ok using the morphism at and the character formula for Ll~m'
13.5 Character Calculation. We have I/Jk Ll~m = Ok(OLl~m + b, and subtracting
these two relations, we have
I/Jk(Lltm - Ll sm ) = Ok(~)(Lltm - Ll sm )

In RO Spin(8m), we have
Lltm - Ll sm =

n

l;:;;j;:;;4m

(aJl2 - aj- l/2 )

and
I/Jk(Lltm - Ll sm ) =

n

(af/2 -

Ctj- kI2 )

i~j;£4rn

Therefore, we have the following formula for r

=

(k - 1)/2:

n (al + aI- l + ... + 1 + ... + a r)
n (1 + I/Jl(a) + ... + I/Jr(aj »
1;:;;j;:;;4m
1

;:;;j;:;;4m

j-
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Observe that these formulas involve only rjJk operations of aj and aj- 1. Therefore, for any real oriented 2n-dimensional vector bundle t/, these formulas can
be used to define (Jk(t/).
13.6

fh of a 2-Plane Bundle. We calculate (Jk(20, where (is a line bundle and

(2 = 1.

(Jk(20

=

1 + rjJ1 (20

=

1 + 2((

=

(2r

+ ... + rjJr(20

+ 1 + ( + ... + ( + 1)

+ 1) + r(( -

for r = (k - 1)/2 and r even

1)

13.7 Calculation of (Jk(2n'). Let ( be a line bundle, and recall that (( - 1f
- 2(( - 1). Then we compute the following class.
(Jk(2nO

We substitute ( - 1 =

-

=

[(2r

=

(2r

+ 1) + r(( -

+ 1t + a(( -

=

1)]"
1)

2 in this expression and get the relation
1"

=

(2r

+ 1)" -

2a

where r = (k - 1)/2 and 2r + 1 = k. Then we have the following relation
(Jk(2nO = k" + [(k" - 1)/2J (( - 1).
13.8 Remark. The class (Jk(~) is a fibre homotopy type invariant of
Consequently, if J(2nO = 0, we have [(k" - 1)/2J(( - 1) = O.
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this section.

S(~).

13.9 Theorem. Let X be a finite CW-complex such that KO(X) is generated
by a line bundle. Then the canonical epimorphism J: KO(X) -+ J(X) is an
isomorphism.
~

Proof By the classification theorem and (11.8), the order of ( - 1 is a ~wer
of 2 for the generating line bundle (. Let 2r equal the order of ( - 1 in KO(X)
and J(2nO = 0 in J(X). Then, by (13.8), (k" - 1)/2 = 0 (mod 2r). For k = 5,
we have 5" - 1 = 0 (mod 2r - 1 ). Since the units in Z2r+1 have the structure of
Z 2 EBZ2 r-l, where 5 generates the second factor, we have 2r- 11n or 2r12n.
Therefore, we have 2n(( - 1) = 0 in KO(X).
~

Combining the results of (11.8) and (13.9), we have the following theorem
of Adams.
13.10 Theorem. On the sphere S"-l, there are at most p(n) - 1 orthonormal
vector fields.
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14. Remarks on the Adams Conjecture
In the previous sections we studied the natural morphism J: KO(X) --> J(X)
using K-theory characteristic classes and proved that it was an isomorphism
for X = Rpn. This in turn led to a solution of the vector field problem.
Now we consider J(X) and the morphism J for X a sphere. In (6.5) we saw
that J(sn) can be viewed as a subgroup of the stable stem O'n-1 = 11: i +n - 1 (Si)
(for i ~ n + 1). By (12.3) the possible nonzero morphisms J are in the following degrees.

J: KO(SBm+i)

=

Zj2

J: KO(S4k)

=

Z

-->

-->

J(s8m+i)

J(S4k)

C

C

O'Sm+i-1

for i

=

1,2,

0'4k-1'

For example J(S4) = 0'3 = Z/24 and J is an epimorphism of Z = KO(S4)
onto Z/24. In a series of four papers [7J Adams considers the groups J~) by
using K-theory characteristic classes in order to detect elements of KO(X)
whose image in J(X) is nonzero. A key question centered around the nature
of the image of IjIk(X) - x in J(X) for x E £O(X) and in [7, I, p. 183J Adams
posed the following conjecture.
~

14.1 Adams Conjecture. For an integer k and x E KO(X) there exists an integer e = e(k,x) such that ke(ljIk(x) - x) has image zero in J(X).
Note that since IjImn = IjImljln, it suffices to prove that IjIP(x) - x is a
p-torsion element in J(X).
Adams proved in [7, IJ that the conjecture holds for elements x which
are linear combinations of 0(1) and 0(2) bundles over a finite complex X.
From this he deduced in the same paper that it holds for elements x E
im(r: K(s2n) --> KO(SZn)). This together with the e-invariant e: 0'4k-1 --> Q/Z
that Adams defined in [7, IIJ led Adams to the following theorem about the
stable homotopy groups of spheres.
First recall that the Bernoulli numbers Bk are the rational numbers defined
by
X

eX _ 1 = 1 and that

mr

X

"2 + L1 ::;;k( -1)

k-1

X

k

Bk(2k)!

denotes the denominator of Br /4r (expressed in lowest terms).

14.2 Theorem. (Adams) The J-homomorphism on spheres has the following
properties:
(1) J: KO(SSk+i) = Zj2 --> O'Sk+i-1 is a monomorphism for i = 1 or 2,
(2) J: KO(SSk+4) = Z --> O'Sk+3 has as image a direct summand which is cyclic
of order m Zk+1 , and
(3) J: KO(SSk) = Z --> O'Sk-1 has an image a cyclic subgroup of order either
mZk or 2m Zk ' In the first case the image J(SBk) is a direct summand.
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14.3 Remark. Adams observed that if the Adams conjecture were true for
X = S8k, then we can combine (2) and (3) of 14.2 into the single statement:

J: KD(S4m) --> 0"4m-l has image a cyclic direct summand of order mk . Thus
one of the byproducts of the proof of the Adams conjecture is a precise
determination of J(sm). Apart from finiteness of O"n and the determination of
the summand J (S4k) in 0"4k-l, we have little global information about the
graded abelian group 0"*.
Up to now there have been four separate proofs of the Adams conjectures
which we now describe briefly. The mathematics that they have generated
has far outshadowed the tying up of the "loose end" in part 3 of 4.2. To prove
the Adams conjecture, it suffices to prove it for the universal bundle over
BD(n) and tjJP where p is a prime. In the first two proofs one uses the fact that
BD(n) can be approximated by Grassmannians which are algebraic varieties
defined over any field.
Proof 1. (Quillen, Friedlander) Quillen in [IJ made the observation that for
algebraic vector bundles E with class [EJ in K(X) that the following formula
holds
tjJP[EJ = [Frob* EJ

where Frob: X --> X is the Frobenius endomorphism. Using the etale
homotopy theory of Artin, Mazur [IJ, he was able to show that the Adams
conjecture for complex vector bundles reduced to a conjecture on the etale
properties of sphere bundles which Friedlander proved in [1]. Since this
proof was only for complex K-theory, it did not resolve the question of m 2k
or 2m2k in 14.2(3).
Proof 2. (Sullivan) Sullivan uses etale homotopy type considerations for BD
as a limit of algebraic varieties BD(m, n) = Oem + n)jO(m) x O(n) defined over
Q, the rational numbers. The Galois group G = Gal(Q/Q) acts on BDz the
I-adic completion of BD, and a certain element of G induces the I-adic completion of the action of tjJP: BD --> BD for p #- I. This in turn means that
tjJP: BD(n)z --> BD(n)z is well defined and functorial in n. The I-adic completion
F(n)z of the homotopy fibre F(n) of BD(n - 1) --> BD(n) has an action of tjJP on

it making the following diagram homotopy commutative.
F(n)z
I

"'PI

t
F(n)z

~

BD(n-I)z

~

BD(n)l

Since F(n) is just the associated sphere bundle of the universal vector bundle
V over BD(n), it follows that V and tjJPV are spherically homotopy equivalent
over BD(n)l for each prime I #- p, and so the difference in the finite groups
J(BD(n,m)) is a p torsion element. Sullivan also shows that there is a decomposition Qa) Sa) = Im(J) x Coker(J) as spaces from his methods.
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For references to this proof and related questions see Sullivan [1J, [2J,
Atiyah and Tall [1J and Atiyah and Segal [1].
Proof 3. (Quillen) In [2J Quillen gives a proof of the Adams conjecture by
first showing the conjecture is true for vector bundles with finite structure
group. Then using modular character theory for finite groups, one produces
enough examples of virtual representations of finite groups to define maps
BGL(k)

--+

BU

and

BO(k)

--+

BO

where k is an algebraic closure of the field of p elements. These maps are
homology isomorphisms over Z/d where d is prime to p. Then the general
Adams conjecture is deduced from the special case of finite structure group
using standard methods of algebraic topology. The l-morphism for vector
bundles with finite structure group was also considered by Atiyah and Tall
[1].
Proof 4. (Becker, Gottlieb) Let p: E --+ B be a fibre bundle with fibre F a
compact smooth manifold, structure group G a compact Lie group acting
smoothly on F, and B a finite complex. Becker and Gottlieb construct an
S-map ptr: B U {00 } --+ E U {(f)} = E+ such that for any cohomology theory
h*(ptr)h*(p) is multiplication by e(F), the Euler number of F. For a real
2n-dimensional vector bundle ~ over B, there is a map f: X --+ B such that
h*(f) is a split monomorphism for any general cohomology theory and
f*(~) = 1J has structure group N(T), the normalizer of the maximal torus
SO(2t c O(2n). In fact f: X --+ B is an O(2n)/N(T) fibre bundle and e(O(2n)/
N(T)) = 1. Bundles 1J of this form are treated by methods similar to those of
Quillen in the previous proof.

PART III

CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES

CHAPTER 17

Chern Classes and Stiefel-Whitney Classes

We consider Chern classes, Stiefel-Whitney classes, and the Euler class from
an axiomatic point of view. The uniqueness of the classes follows from the
splitting principle, and the existence is derived using the bundle of projective
spaces associated with a vector bundle and the Leray-Hirsch theorem. These
results could be obtained by using obstruction theory or the cohomology of
the classifying space. Finally, we consider the relation between characteristic
classes and the Thorn isomorphism.

1. The Leray-Hirsch Theorem
In this section all cohomology groups have coefficients in a principal ring K
(usually equal to Z, Zp, where p is a prime, or Q).
1.1 Theorem (Leray-Hirsch). Let p: E -+ B be a bundle which is of finite type,
that is, trivial over a finite covering, let Eo be an open subspace of E, and let
(F, Fo) be an open pair of spaces such that for each b E B there is a homeomorphismjb: (F,Fo) -+ (p-l(b),p-l(b)n Eo) c (E,Eo). Let a 1 , ... , ar E H*(E, Eo) be
homogeneous elements such that H(ad, ... , H(a r ) is a K-base of H*(F, Fo) for
each b E B. Then H*(E, Eo) is a free H*(B)-module with base a 1 , ... , ar under
the action defined by p*: H*(B) -+ H*(E, Eo).
Proof. For an open subset U of B, let Eu denote p-l(U), letju: Eu -+ E be the
natural inclusion, and let Pu: Eu -+ U be the restriction of p. If there exists
a homeomorphism (U x F, U x Fo) -+ (Eu, Eu n Eo) preserving the projections onto U, then p*: H*(U) -+ H*(Eu, Eu n Eo) is a monomorphism and
ju(a 1 ), ..• , ju(a r ) is a base of the H*(U)-module H*(E u, Eu n Eo). This follows
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directly from the Kiinneth formula. Consequently, the theorem is true over
such an open set V.
Finally, it suffices to prove that if the theorem is true over open sets V,
V, and V n V it is true over V n v. To do this, we define two functors Kn(v)
and Ln(v) on the open subsets V of B. Let n(i) denote the degree of a;, and
let Xi denote an indeterminant of degree n(i). Let Kn(v) be the direct sum
Hn-n(i)(V)x i, let Ln(v) denote Hn(Eu, Eu n Eo), and the 8u : Kn(v) --->

L
l~(t) be the morphism defined by

the relation 8u (

~ CiX i)

=

~ p*(c;)a i,

where Ci E Hn-n(i)(V). Observe that the theorem is true over V if and only if
8u is an isomorphism.
Since U(V) is constructed from a functor for which the Mayer-Vietoris
sequence exists and is exact, and since Kn(v) is a direct sum of functors for
which the Mayer-Vietoris sequence exists and is exact, we have the following
commutative diagram with exact rows.
___ Kn(Vn V) ___ Kn(V)EBKn(v) _ _
0,

1

1

0 2 =0$0

- - - U(V n V) - - - U(V) EB U(V) - - Kn(v U V) ___ K n- 1(V

~l
U(V

~l

n V)

_ _ K n- 1(V) EB Kn-1(V) ___

~l

u V) - - U- 1(V n V) - - U- 1(V) EB U- 1(V) - - -

If the theorem is true for V n V, V, and V, then 81 , 82 , 84 , and 85 are
isomorphisms. By the "5-lemma," 83 is an isomorphism, and the theorem is
true over V n v. The proof of the theorem follows now by an easy induction
on n where B = V 1 U ... U Vn and p: (E, Eo) ---> B is trivial over Vi for 1 ~ i ~ n
as a bundle and subbundle pair. This proves the theorem.

This theorem plays a fundamental role in the construction of StiefelWhitney classes and Chern classes.

1.2 Remark. The above theorem holds for arbitrary fibrations and not only
for bundles of finite type by a well-known spectral sequence argument. Again
one must be given elements ai E Hn(i)(E, Eo) such that jt(a;) is a K-base of
H*(F, Fo).
We shall make use of this generalized version later in calculating BV(n) =
Gn(C"), for example.
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2. Definition of the Stiefel-Whitney Classes and
Chern Classes
We work with real and complex vector bundles. Let c denote 1, K 1 denote
Z2' and F denote R for real vector bundles, and let c denote 2, K2 denote Z,
and F denote C for complex vector bundles.
For an n-dimensional vector bundle ~ = (E, p, B), let Eo denote the nonzero vectors in E, and let Po denote the restriction plEo. Let E' be the quotient
space of Eo where two vectors in the same line in a given fibre of ~ are
identified, and let q: E' -> B be the factorization of Po: Eo -> B through E' by
the natural projection Eo -> E'.
2.1 Definition. The bundle (E', q, B) is called the projective bundle associated
with ~ and is denoted P~.
The fibre of p~n is Fpn-l, and the bundle is locally trivial. For each
bE B, the inclusion F n -> p-l(b) C E defines a natural inclusionjb: Fpn-l->
q -1 (b) c E'. A point in E' is a line L in the fibre of ~ over q(L).
The induced bundle q*(~) has a canonical line bundle A~ as a subbundle
where a point in the total space E(A~) of A~ over L is a pair (L, x), where
q(L) = b = p(x), or, equivalently, x E L. There is an exact sequence over E'
where (J~ is the quotient of q*(~) by A~:

o-> A~ -> q*(~) -> (J~ -> 0
2.2 Proposition. Let jb: Fpn-l -> E(P( ~)) be the inclusion map onto the fibre.
Then H(A~) is isomorphic to the canonical line bundle on F pn-l.

Proof. A point in the total space of jt(A~) is a pair (L, y), where L is a line in
Fn and y E jb(L). Then y has a unique representation of the form (L, x), where
x ELand the function that assigns the pair (L, x) to (L, y) is the desired
isomorphism.
2.3 The Cohomology Rings of Projective Spaces. We recall a basic result of
algebraic topology, namely, that the cohomology ring H*(F pw, KJ is a polynomial ring Kc[z], where degz = c. The inclusion Fpn -> Fpoo induces an
epimorphism H*(F poo, KJ -> H*(F pn, Kc) where the image of z is Zn' a generator of the ring H*(F pn, Kc) with the one relation (zn)"+1 = O. Then Zi has as
image z! for i ~ nand Zi has as image 0 for i ~ n + 1.
2.4 Henceforth, we assume that E(P~) is a paracompact space. This is true if
B is paracompact. Or we could require that ~ be a numerable vector bundle
from which we deduce that A~ is numerable. Then there exists, by the classification theorem 3(7.2) (or in Chap. 4), a map f: E(P~) -> F poo such that
f*("Yl) ~ At, where At is the conjugate bundle to A~ and Y1 is the universal line
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bundle. Let a~ denote the class f*(z). Since f is unique up to homotopy, the
class a~ is well defined. The basic properties of the class a~ are contained in
the next theorem.
2.5 Theorem. For an n-dimensional vector bundle (, the classes 1, a~, ... , ar l
form a base of the H*(B( (), Kc)-module H*(E(P( ()), KJ Moreover, q*:
H*(B( ()) ---+ H*(E(P( ())) is a monomorphism.
Proof. Clearly we need only check the hypothesis of Theorem (1.1). For this,
we note that H(f*(YI)) is the conjugate of the canonical line bundle over
F pn-I. Therefore, up to an automorphism of F p n- I, the map fjb is homotopic
to the inclusion Fpn-l---+Fp w • This means that H(I), ... , H(arl) is a Kcbase of H*(F pn-I, KJ The theorem follows from (1.1).
In view of (2.5), there exists unique x i( () E HCi(B, Kc) such that
a~ = -

L

x i( ()ari

1 ~i~n

We write x(()

=

1 + x I (() + ... + xn(().

2.6 Definition. For a real vector bundle (, the ith Stiefel-Whitney class of (,
denoted wi( (), is x i( () E Hi(B( (), Z2)' For a complex vector bundle (, the ith
Chern class of (, denoted ci( (), is xJ () E H2i(B( (), Z). In addition, w(~) =
1 + w I (() + ... + wn (() and c(O = 1 + c I (() + ... + cn (() are called the
total Stiefel-Whitney class and total Chern class, respectively.

3. Axiomatic Properties of the Characteristic Classes
We write several properties of the Stiefel-Whitney classes and of the Chern
classes. Then we consider relations between these properties and verify all of
them except the Whitney sum property. In Sec. 5 we shall prove that these
properties uniquely characterize these classes, and in Sec. 6 we shall verify the
Whitney sum property.
3.1 Properties of Stiefel-Whitney Classes. For each real vector bundle ( over
a space B there is a class w( () E H*(B, Z2) with the following properties:
(SW 0) We have w( () = 1 + Wl (() + ... + wn( (), where wi( () E Hi(B, Z2)
and wJ 0 = 0 for i > dim ( = n.
(SW d If ~ and '7 are B-isomorphic, it follows that w( () = w('7), and if
f: Bl ---+ B is a map, then we have f*(w( ()) = w(f*( (n.
(SW 2) (Whitney sum formula) For two vector bundles ( and '7 over B, the
relation w( ( EEl '7) = w( ()w('7) (cup multiplication) holds.
(SW 3 ) For the canonical line bundle A over SI = Rpl, the element wl (),)
is nonzero in HI(Sl, Z2) = Z2'
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(SW~)

For the canonical line bundle )'1 over Rp oo , the element W1(Yl) is
the generator of the polynomial ring H*(Rp OO , Z2).
Using property (SW 1 ) and the inclusion Rp 1 --> Rp oo , we find that (SW 3 )
and (SW~) are equivalent to each other.
We choose a generator of H2(S2, Z) which in turn defines a generator of
H2(cpn,Z) for each n with 1 ~ n ~ +00. This element z will generate the
polynomial ring H*(Cp OO , Z).
3.2 Properties of Chern Classes. For each complex vector bundle ~ over a
space B there is a class c(~) E H*(B, Z) with the following properties:
(Co) We have c(~) = 1 + Cl(~) + ... + cn(O, where c;(~) E H 2;(B,Z) and
0 for i > dim ~.
(Cd If ~ and '1 are B-isomorphic, it follows that c(~) = c('1), and if f:
Bl --> B is a map, then we have f*(c(~» = c(f*( ~».
(C 2 ) For two vector bundles ( and '1 over B, the relation c( ~ EB '1) =
c( ~)c('1) (cup multiplication) holds.
(C 3 ) For the canonical line bundle Je over S2 = CPl, the element C 1(Je) is
the given generator of H2(S2, Z).
(C~) For the canonical line bundle 1'1 over Cp oo , the element c1(yd is the
generator z of the polynomial ring H*( Cp oo , Z).
C;(~) =

Using (C1) and the inclusion Cpl --> Cp oo , we find that (C 3 ) and (C3) are
equivalent to each other.
From the parallel character of properties (SW 0) to (SW 3) and properties
(Co) to (C 3 ) it is clear that the two sets of characteristic classes have many
formal properties in common.
3.3 Proposition. Properties (SW 0), (SW 1)' and (SW~) hold for Stiefel- Whitney
classes, and properties (Co), (Cd, and (C~) hold for Chern classes.
Proof Property 0 in both cases follows from (2.6) immediately. For a map
--> B there is an f-morphism of bundles u: P(f*(~» --> P(~) which is an
isomorphism on the fibres. From the definition of Je~ it is clear that u*(Je~) and
;-J*(~) are isomorphic. Therefore, in the cohomology ring H*(E(P(f*(~))) we
have u*(a~) = a J*(~). From the two relations

f: Bl

aJ*(~) = -

L

x;(f*( ~»(a J*(~»n-;

1 ~i;£n

and
u*(a2) = -

L

f*(x;( ~»(u*(a J*(~»))"-;

1 ~i~n

we have the result xJf*( ~» = f*(x;( ~». Clearly, for isomorphic bundles ~
and '1 we have xJ~) = x;('1).
As for axiom (C~), we observe that if ~ is a line bundle the total space of
P~ is B(~) and Je~ is~. The defining relation a~ = -Xl(~) becomes Xl(~*) =
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a~. But to define a~, we used a map f: Fpen --> Fpen with f*(Yl) = ~* and
f*(z) = a~. In other words, X1 (Yl) is the canonical generator of H*(Fpco,KJ
The above discussion applies to both Stiefel-Whitney and Chern classes. This
proves the proposition.

Let LF(B) denote the group of isomorphism classes of line bundles over B
with tensor product ~ ® '1 as group operation and ~* as the inverse of~. Then
L F ( - ) is a group-valued cofunctor defined on the category of paracompact
spaces and homotopy classes of maps. The classification theorem 3(7.2) says
that the function that assigns to a homotopy class [f]: B --> F pen the isomorphism class of f*(y) defines an isomorphism of cofunctors [ -, F PCO] -->
L F ( - ). Then F pro has an H-space structure corresponding to the group operation on L F ( - ).
The spaces Fpro are K(n,n)-spaces, and K(n,n)-spaces have a unique Hspace structure. (This can easily be seen from the prolongation theorems
of Chap. 1.) Since the cofunctors W( -, Kc) and [ -, F PCO] are isomorphic
in such a way that [i] E [F pco, F pro] corresponds to the generator of
W(F pco, KJ, and since XI (1' d is the generator of W(F pco, KJ, the function
XI: LF(B) --> HC(B, KJ is an isomorphism for c = 1, 2.
3.4 Theorem. The functions WI: LR(B) --> Hl(B,Z2) and c 1 : LdB) --> H2(B,Z)
define isomorphisms of cofunctors.
We have Wl(~ ® '1) = Wl(~) + w 1 ('1) and Cl(~ ® '1) = c 1 (O + c 1 ('1) from
this theorem. The cohomology ring H*(Rp CO , Z2) is generated by W l (Ad and
H*( CP"o, Z) by c 1 (AI)' Consequently, the characteristic classes of line bundles
are uniquely defined by their axiomatic properties.

4. Stability Properties and Examples of
Characteristic Classes
In this section we assume the existence and uniqueness of the characteristic
classes.
4.1 Proposition. If ~ is a trivial bundle over B, then w;(~)
real case and Ci(~) = 0 for i > 0 in the complex case.

=

0 for i > 0 in the

Proof. The statement is true for ~ over a point because the cohomology in
nonzero dimensions is zero, and every trivial bundle is isomorphic to the
induced bundle by a map to a point. By property 1 we have the result.

In addition, using property 2, we have the following result.
4.2 Theorem. Let ~ and '1 be two s-equivalent vector bundles. Then the relation
w(~) = w('1) holds in the real case and c(~) = c('1) in the complex case.
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Proof For some nand m, there is an isomorphism between ~ EEl en and IJ EEl
em. From this we have the following equalities in the real case: w(~) =
w( Ow(e n) = w(1J EEl em) = w(lJ)w(e m) = W(IJ)l = w(IJ), or we have w( 0 = w(IJ).
Similarly, in the complex case we have c( 0 = c(IJ).
4.3 Remark. We denote by G*(B,KJ the subset of those elements in
H*(B, K) of the form 1 + ai + ... + an, where ai E Hci(B, KJ with the cup
product as group operation for a finite complex B. For the two cases K 1 =
Z2 and K 2 = Z this is a commutative group. Moreover, G*( -, Kc) is a cofunctor from the category of spaces and homotopy classes of maps with
values in the category of abelian groups. Properties 1, 2, and 3 allow us to
vlew
c: K( -) ~ G*( -,Z)
W: KO( -) ~ G*( -,Z2)
and
as morphisms of cofunctors. Observe that characteristic classes cannot distinguish between s-equivalent bundles.
4.4 Proposition. For the tangent bundle r(sn) to the sphere, w(r(sn)) = 1.

Proof Since r(sn) EEl e 1 and e n+ 1 are isomorphic by 2(4.7), the tangent bundle
r(sn) is s-trivial. Therefore, by (4.1) and (4.2), w(r(sn)) = 1.
(n+ 1)

By the calculation of 2(4.8), r(Rr) is s-equivalent to 2 EB ... EEl 2 =
(n + 1)2, where 2 is the canonical line bundle over Rpn. This holds in both the
real and complex cases. Therefore, we have the next proposition.
4.5 Proposition. For the tangent bundle r(Rr) there are the relations
w(r(Rpn)) = (1 + zt+1, where z is the generator of H 1(RP",Z2)' and
c(r(Cr)) = (1 + zt+1, where z is the generator of H2(cpn,z).
Every vector field on RP" defines a vector field on sn. A nonexistence statement for vector fields on sn is stronger than a nonexistence statement for
vector fields on Rr, but as an application we include the next proposition
which is really an easy consequence of 12(1.4).
4.6 Proposition. Every tangent vector field on Rp 2k has at least one zero.

Proof Observe that w 2k(r(Rp 2k )) = (2k + 1)Z2k = Z2k #- 0. If r(Rp 2k ) had a
cross section that was everywhere nonzero, we would have r(Rp 2k ) = ~ EEl e 1.
Then w 2k (r(Rp 2k )) = W2k_1(OW1(e1) = 0, which is a contradiction.

5. Splitting Maps and Uniqueness of
Characteristic Classes
The following notation allows the reduction of general considerations of
vector bundles to those of line bundles, i.e., uniqueness of characteristic
classes.
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5.1 Definition. Let ~ be a vector bundle over B. A splitting map of ~ is a map
f: B1 -+ B such that f*(~) is a sum of line bundles and f*: H*(B, KJ -+
H*(B 1, KJ is a monomorphism.
The next proposition says that splitting maps exist.
5.2 Proposition. If
for ~.

~

is a vector bundle over B, there exists a splitting map

Proof. We prove this by induction on the dimension of ~. For a line bundle,
the identity on the base space is a splitting map. In general, let q: E(PO -+ B
be the associated projective bundle. Then q*: H*(B, Kc) -+ H*(E(PO, KJ is a
monomorphism, and q*( 0 = A~ EEl (J~. By inductive hypothesis there exists a
splitting map g: B1 -+ E(PO for (J~. Then f = qg from B1 to B is a splitting
map for~.
5.3 Corollary. Let ~ l' ... , ~r be r vector bundles over B which are either all
real or all complex. Then there exists a map f: B1 -+ B such that f is a splitting
map for each ~i' where 1 ~ i ~ r.
5.4 Theorem. The properties (SW 0) to (SW 3) completely determine the StiefelWhitney classes, and the properties (Co) to (C 3 ) completely determine the
Chern classes.

Proof. Let Wi and Wi be two sets of Stiefel-Whitney classes, and let ~n be a
vector bundle with splitting map f: B1 -+ B. Since W 1 is uniquely determined
for line bundles Ai, we have f*(w( 0)= w(f*( 0) =(1 + w(Ad)··· (1 + W 1 (An)) =
(1 + W1 (.1 1)) ... (1 + W(An)) = w(f*( ~)) = f*(w( 0), where f*(~) = .11 EEl··· EEl
in- Since f* is a monomorphism, we have w( 0 = w( ~). The same proof
applies to Chern classes.
This theorem is a good illustration of the use of splitting maps.

6. Existence of the Characteristic Classes
In (2.5) and (2.6) we defined the characteristic classes of vector bundles. We
have verified properties 0, 1, and 3 for these classes. In this section we verify
the Whitney sum formula. The next proposition is the key result.
6.1 Proposition. Let ~ = .11 EEl··· EEl An be a Whitney sum of line bundles. Then
the relation x(~) = (1 + Xl (.1 1)) ... (1 + Xl (An)) holds. Again x denotes StiefelWhitney classes or the Chern classes.

Proof. Let q: E(P~) -+ B be the projective bundle associated with
there are two exact sequences

~.

Then
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and
0--> 8 1

=

At @ A~ --> [At @ q*(AJ] EE> ... EEl [At @ q*(An)] --> At @

(J

--> 0

Therefore, At @ q*( 0 has a cross section s which is everywhere nonzero and
projects to a cross section Si in At ® q*(A;). Let V; be the open subset over
which Si =I- O. The image of Xl (At @ q*(AJ) is zero in HC(V;, KJ, and therefore it can be pulled back to W(E(PO, V;; KJ. Moreover, the cup product
Xl (),t @ q*(A 1))· .. Xl (At @ q*(An)) is an element of H*(E(P~),
U V;; KJ =
H*(E(PO, E(PO; KJ = O. Therefore, we have the relation
1 ;5;i;5;n

TI

[q*(X 1(AJ)

+ X1(At)]

=

0

1 ~i~n

For a~ = Xl (At), this is just the equation a~ + q*x1(~)a~-1 + ... + q*xn(O
O. Therefore, we have x(~) = X(A 1)··· X(An). This proves the proposition.

=

6.2 Theorem. F or ~ and 11, two vector bundles over B, there is the relation
x( ~ EE> 11) = x( OX(I1)·

Proof. Let f: B1 -->B be a splitting map for ~ and 11, where f*( 0
}'n and f*(I1) = An+1 EE> ... EE> An+m· Then we have

=

A1 EE> ... EEl

f*(x( ~ EEl 11)) = x(f*( ~ EEl 11)) = X(A1 EEl ... EEl An+m ) = x(Ad· .. X(An+m)
=

Since f*
proof.

IS

x(f*( O)x(f*(I1))

a moonomorphism,

=

f*(x( ~)X(I1))

x(~ EE>

11) = x( OX(I1). This completes the

7. Fundamental Class of Sphere Bundles.
Gysin Sequence
For a vector bundle ~ with total space E( ~), let Eo( 0 denote the open subspace of nonzero vectors. For bE B, letjb: (Rn,Rn - {O}) --> (E(O,Eo(~)) denote the inclusion onto the fibre of ~ over b E B. Each complex n-dimensional
vector bundle restricts to a real (2n)-dimensional real vector bundle. In Secs.
1 to 6, we developed characteristic classes, using P( 0; now we use Eo(~) to
define other classes.
7.1 Definition. A vector bundle is orientable provided its structure group
restricts from O(n) to SO(n). An orientation of a vector bundle is a particular
restriction of the structure group to SO(n). An oriented vector bundle is a pair
consisting of a vector bundle and an orientation on the bundle.
In other words, a vector bundle has an atlas of charts where the linear
transformations changing from one chart to another have strictly positive
determinants.
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7.2 Example. Every restriction of a complex vector bundle to a real vector
bundle is orientable and has a natural orientation because U(n) c SO(2n) c
O(2n).
The next theorem contains the fundamental construction of this section.
7.3 Theorem. Let ~ be a real vector bundle. The cohomology groups have
coefficients in Z if the bundle is oriented and in Zz in general. The following
statements hold:
U~ E Hn(E, Eo) such that jt(U~) is a fixed generator
of H"(R", R" - {O}).
(2) For i < n, there is the relation Hi(E, Eo) = O.
(3) The function a I--> p*(a) U~ (cup product) of Hi(B) -> Hi+n(E, Eo) IS an
isomorphism.

(1) There exists a unique

Proof. As with Theorem (Ll), a spectral sequence argument is needed if ~ is
not of finite type. This we leave to the reader and given an elementary argument when ~ is of finite type. Statements (1) and (2) hold over open sets V
where ~ I V is trivial. Let Uy denote the resulting class.
If statements (1) and (2) hold over VI, Vz , and VI n Vz , they hold over
VI U Vz by a Mayer-Vietoris sequence argument. Let El = p-l(Vd, E z =
p-l(VZ )' E3 = p-l(Vl n Vz ), E4 = p-I(Vl U Vz ), and E? = EinE o. Then we
have the following exact sequence:
Hi(E3' E~)

<-

Hi(El' E?) EB Hi(Ez, E~) <- Hi(E4' E~) <- Hi-l(E3' E~)

Statement (2) follows immediately since 0 <- Hi(E4' E~) <- 0 is exact for i < n.
The classes UI E Hn(E 1, E?) and Uz E Hn(Ez' E~) restrict to the same class in
Hn(E3' E~), and there is a unique class U4 in H"(E4' E~) that restricts to Ul
and Uz . By induction on the number of charts in a finite atlas, we have the
proof of statements (1) and (2).
Finally, statement (3) is a direct application of Theorem (1.1). This proves
the theorem.
In summary, we consider the following isomorphisms for a vector bundle
~ of dimension n.
Hi(B) af-->p*(a)U,. Hi+n(E,Eo)

p~

)f-->bU,

Hi(E)

For the inclusion j: E -> (E, Eo) there is the morphism j*: Hi(E, Eo)
Hi (E). The morphism p*: Hi (B) -> Hi(E) is an isomorphism.

->

7.4 Definition. The Euler class of a real vector bundle Cover B, denoted
e( 0, is p*-lj*(U~), where p: E -> B is the projection of ~. The term "Euler
class" is usually used only in the oriented case and with integral coefficients.
Moreover, we have e( 0 E H"(B). The class U~ is called the fundamental class.
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Let t/J denote the composition of the coboundary Hi(Eo) -. Hi+1(E, Eo)
and cp-1: Hi+1(E, Eo) -. Hi+1-n(B), where rjJ(a) = p*(a)U~. There results the
following exact sequence which relates the cohomology of B and Eo.
7.5 Theorem (Gysin). For an n-dimensional real vector bundle C there is the
following exact sequence of cohomology groups where the coefficients are in Z2
in general or Zfor oriented bundles.

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram with top row exact.
--+

Hi+n(E, Eo) ~ Hi+n(E)

I

I~
--+

Hi+n(Eo)

--+

--+

I~

11

P'

Hi+n(B) ~ Hi+n(Eo)

Hi(B)

Hi+n+1(E, Eo)

--+

~

Hi+1(B)

We have only to calculate
p*-lj*rjJ(a)

= p*-lj*(p*(a)U~) = p*-l(p*(a)j*(U~» = a[p*-lj*(U~)] = ae(~)

This proves the theorem.
The sequence in (7.5) is called the Gysin sequence of the bundle (Eo, p, B).

cp-1 (Un holds for the Euler class.

7.6 Proposition. The expression e( 0 =

Proof. We calculate rjJ(e(~»=p*(p*-lj*(U~»U~ = j*(U~)U~ = Ul sincej: E-.
(E, Eo) is the inclusion, and the cup product is a natural operation.
7.7 Corollary. The Euler class of an odd-dimensional oriented bundle
property that 2e(~) = O.

~

has the

7.8 Proposition. Let ~ be a vector bundle over B, and let f: B' -. B be a map.
Then f*(e( ~» = e(f*( ~».

Proof. There is a map g: (E', E~) -. (E, Eo) inducing f, where E is the total
space of ~ and E' is the total space of f*( O. By the uniqueness property of
Theorem (7.3), f*(U~) is equal to Uf'(~l' since they are equal on each fibre of
f*( ~). The proposition follows now from the commutative diagram
---->

H*(E)

---->

1
9

H*(E', E~)

---->

1f '

•

H*(E')

H*(B)

---->

As with (4.1), there is the following corollary.

H*(B')
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7.9 Corollary. If

~

is a trivial bundle of dimension n

~

1, then

e(~) =

O.

8. Multiplicative Property of the Euler Class
C be a real vector bundle with total space E', space of nonzero vectors
and fibre F~ over b; let 11 m have total space E", etc., E~, and F~'; and let
~ EB 11 have total space E, etc., Eo, and Fb· Let FO•b denote Eo n Fb, etc.
Next, let E 1 be the union of F~.b x F~' for all b E B, and E 2 the union of
F~ x Fa.b for all b E B, where Fa.b = E~ n F~, etc. We have the following commutative diagrams where the rows are inclusions:
Let
E~,

El~

Y

E~~

E'

~ (E',E~)

E~~

E"

~ (E",E~)

The vertical maps are projections, and r l' r 2' Pl' and P2 are homotopy equivalences. Finally, we have Eo = E 1 U E 2 , and the following functions are isomorphisms.

H*(E', E~) '!l H*(E, Ed

H*(E", E~) '!i H*(E, E 2 )

and

Let U' denote U~ E H*(E', E~), let U" denote U~ E H*(E", E~), and let U denote U~(f)~ E H*(E, Eo). The next proposition describes the multiplicative
character of U~, using these notations.
8.1 Proposition. The relation U

=

qf(U')q!(U") holds.

Proof From the uniqueness character of U, it suffices to prove
jt(qj(U')q!(U")) is the standard generator jt(U) of w+m(Fb' Fb •O )' For this,
we consider the following diagram:
U' @ U"

E

W(E', E~) @ Hm(E", E~)

1

~

jt®ji

Hn(F', F~) @ Hm(F", Fa)

~

cup
~

The unnamed arrows are induced by obvious inclusion maps. All fibres are
over b E B. Then jt(qi(U')q!(U")) is the composition of the upper row and
right vertical map. The standard generator in Hn(F', F~) @ Hm(F", Fa) is carried into the standard generator in Hn+m(F, Fo). This proves the proposition.
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8.2 Theorem. For the Euler class, the relation e( ~ EB 11)

=

e( Oe(l1) holds.

Proof. By Definition (7.4), we have e( ~ EB 11) = p*-lj*(V), using the
above notation. Then we calculate p*-lj*(V) = p*-lj*(qi(V')q!(V"» =
p*-l[pfji(V')pi'ji(V")] = e(~)e(I1). This proves the theorem.
The following result is useful.
8.3 Theorem. If a vector bundle
then e(O = o.

~

has an everywhere-nonzero cross section,

Proof. A vector bundle with an everywhere-nonzero cross section splits off a
line bundle, that is, ~ = 81 EEl '1. Then e( 0 = e(8 1)e(l1) = Oe(l1) = O. The Euler
class of a trivial bundle is zero.

9. Definition of Stiefel-Whitney Classes Using
the Squaring Operations of Steenrod
Let rjJ: Hi(B) -+ Hi+n(E, Eo) denote the isomorphism rjJ(a) = p*(a)V~. We work
with Z2 coefficients only in this section [see (7.3) and (7.4)].
9.1 Theorem (Thorn). The Stiefel- Whitney class Wi(~) is given by r 1(SqiV~),
where Sqi denotes the ith Steenrod square.
Proof. From the uniqueness character of Wi it suffices to prove that w*( 0 =
r 1SqVt. satisfies statements (SW 0) to (SW 3).
First: (SWo) follows from the property that SqO = 1 and SqiV~ = 0 for
i > n. For (SW 1 ), let f: B' -+ B be a map. Then we have a commutative
diagram:
Hi(B) ~ Hi+n(E, Eo)

I*

1*

f

Hi(B')

9

---->

Hi+n(E', Eo)

The vector bundle map (g,j) is defined
f*r1(SqV~) = r1(Sqg*(V~)

=

f*(~) -+~.

Then f*(w*( 0) =
This proves

r1(Sq(Vf*(~))) = w*(f*(~».

(SW 1 )·
For (SW 2), we use the results and notations of the previous section.
We have V = qi(V')q!(V") by (8.1), and SqV = Sq(qi(V')Sq(q!(V"» =
qi(Sq(V'»q!(Sq(V"». By the formula for w*, we have SqV = [p*w*( ~ ffi 11)] V,
SqV' = [p*w*( ~)] V', and SqV" = [P*W*(I1)] VI/.
Now we calculate
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SqV

=

qi(Sq(V'))qi(Sq(V"))

= (qi([p*w*(~)]

V'))(qi([p*w*(ry)J V"))

= Cpt p*w*( ~)] qi( V') [pi p*w*( ry) Jq!( V")
=

Cpt p*w*( OJ [pi p*w*(ry)J qi(V')q!(V")

=

p*(w*(Ow*(ry))V

But w*( ~ EB ry) is uniquely defined by this relation. Therefore, we have the
Whitney sum formula w*( ~ EB ry) = w*( ~)w*(ry).
Finally, for (SW 3)' Sqi carries the nonzero class of Hi (E, EO) to the nonzero class of H2(E, Eo), where (E(Je), Eo().)) over Si = Rpi is, up to homotopy
type, the Moebius band modulo its boundary. The Moebius band equals
Rp2 minus an open two-cell. Then Sqi VA is nonzero, and wi().) is nonzero.
This proves the theorem.

10. The Thorn Isomorphism
Let ~ be a vector bundle. If ~ is oriented, then Z-coefficients are used in the
cohomology groups; otherwise Z2 is used. By Theorem (7.3), there is an
isomorphism rjJ(a) = p*(a) V~ of Hi(B) ~ Hi+n(E, Eo) or H*(B) ~ H*(E, Eo).
10.1 Definition. We assume that ~ has a riemannian metric. Then we define
the associated disk bundle, denoted D( 0, as the subbundle of x E E with
Ilxll 3 1, and the associated sphere bundle, denoted S(O, as the subbundle of
x E E with Ilxll = l.
For D( 00 = D(~) n Eo, there is the following sequence of isomorphisms.
Hi(B)

.! Hi+n(E, Eo) ~ Hi+n(D( 0, D( 00) ~ Hi+n(D( ~), S( m

The first is given by (7.3), the second is given by excision, and the third
by the homotopy equivalence S(~) ~ D( ~)o. The class V~ is carried into
Hi+n(D( 0, S( ~)), and composition of the above three maps is an isomorphism
rjJ': Hi(B) ~ Hi+n(D( 0, S(
where rjJ'(a) = p*(a) V~. This leads to the following definition.

m,

10.2 Definition. The Thorn space of a vector bundle ~, denoted ~B, is the
quotient D( ~)/S( ~).
The projection 0": Hi+n(D( 0, S(
~ fji+n( ~B) is an isomorphism, and we
define the Thorn morphism 1jJ: Hi(B) ~ fji+n( ~B) to be IjJ = 0"rjJ'. The following
theorem is immediate.

m

10.3 Theorem. The Thorn morphism 1jJ: Hi(B) ~ fii+n( ~B) is an isomorphism.
The reader should refer to the exercises for an alternative approach to the
Thorn isomorphism.
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11. Relations Between Real and Complex
Vector Bundles
We have considered the operation of conjugation ~* of a complex vector
bundle ~, see 5(7.6). We can also restrict the scalars of ~ to R. This yields a
group homomorphism
EO:

KdX)

---+

KR(X)

The process of tensoring a real vector bundle 1'/ with C yields a complex
vector bundle 1'/ @ C, called the complexification of 1'/. This yields a ring
morphism
EU:

KR(X)

---+

KdX )

Clearly, there are the relations, see 13(11.3),
and
Observe that for a real vector bundle 1'/ the complex vector bundles 1'/ @ C
and (1'/ @ C)* are isomorphic.
11.1 Proposition. For a complex vector bundle
( -l)ic;(~) holds.

~,

the relation ci( ~*)

Proof. The proposition is true for line bundles. Let f: B1
map, where f*( 0 = )°1 EB ... EB An- Then

---+

B be a splitting

This proves the result.
11.2 Corollary. If a complex vector bundle
2C 2i + 1 (0 = 0 for 0 ~ i.

~

is isomorphic to

~*,

then

Proof. We have C2i+1(~) = -C2i+1(~) = -C2i+1(~) or 2C2i+1(~) = o.
The above corollary applies to the complexification (1'/ @ C)* of a real
vector bundle.
11.3 Definition. The ith Pontrjagin class of a real vector bundle ~, denoted
Pi( 0, is ( -1)ic 2i ( ~ @ C) which is a member of H4i(B, Z).
We define p(~) = 1 + P1 (~) + ... E H*(B, Z) to be the total Pontrjagin
class of the vector bundle ~. The Whitney sum theorem holds only in the
following modified form:
2(p(~

EEl 1'/) -

p(~)p(1'/)) =

0

Let q: Rp 2n - 1 ---+ Cp n- 1 be the map that assigns to each real line determined by {z, -z} for z E s2n-1 the complex line determined by z.
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11.4 Theorem. Let ~ be the canonical (real) line bundle on Rp Zn - l and I) the

canonical (complex) line bundle on cpn-l. Then the following statements apply.
(1) The bundle q*(I)) is isomorphic to 8d ~).
(2) The class Wz (80(1))) is the mod 2 reduction of c 1(I)).
(3) cl(l)) = e(80(IJ)).

Proof For (1), we recall that HZ(RPZn-l, Z) = Zz for n ~ 2. Since complex
line bundles are classified up to isomorphism by their first Chern class c l '
we need show only that cl(q*(I))) #- 0 and C l (8 u(0) #- O. Since cl(IJ) generates HZ(cpn-l) and since q*: HZ(cpn-l) --+ HZ(RPZn-l) is an epimorphism,
we have cl(q*(IJ)) = q*(cl(l))) #- O. Since 808u(~) = ~ EB~, it suffices to show
that ~ EB ~ is nontrivial. But we have W(808u(~)) = w(~ EB 0 = w(~)w(~) =
(1 + x)Z = 1 + X Z and X Z #- O. Therefore, 8d~) is nontrivial, and we have
Cl(8U(~)) #- O.
For (2), we observe that q*(8 0(IJ)) equals 80(8 u(0), and therefore
q*(W(8 0(IJ))) = W(8 0(8 u(0)) = 1 + xz. Since q*: HZ(cpn-l) --+ HZ(RPzn-l) is
an epimorphism, W(8 0(IJ)) is equal to the nonzero element of H Z(Cpn-l, Zz).
For (3), if n = 2, then cl(l)) is by definition the canonical generator which
comes by double suspension from ao E fjo(SO). From the construction of
e(8 0 (IJ)), it is also the double suspension of ao. In general, the restriction
Hz(cpn,Z)--+Hz(CPl,Z) is a monomorphism with both cl(IJ) and e(8 0(1)))
having as image the canonical generator of HZ(CPl, Z). This proves the
theorem.

11.5 Corollary. Over a paracompact space, Wz (8 0(1))) is equal to the mod 2
restriction of C l (I)) for any complex line bundle IJ.
Proof The corollary is true for the universal bundle by (2) in (11.4) and
therefore for all complex line bundles.
11.6 Corollary. Over a para compact space, e(8 0(IJ)) is equal to cl(IJ) for any
complex line bundle I).
Both corollaries are true for the universal bundles by (11.4), and therefore
they are verified for all line bundles, using the classifying maps.

12. Orientability and Stiefel-Whitney Classes
12.1 Theorem. Let ~ be a real vector bundle over a space B. Then
entable if and only if Wl(~) = O.

~

is ori-

Proof First, we consider the case where ~ = Al EB ... ).n is a Whitney sum
of line bundles. Then the line bundle N~ has as coordinate transformations the determinant of the coordinate transformations of ~. Therefore, ~ is
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orientable if and only if N~ is trivial, that is, WI (N~) = O. But WI (N~) =
Wl().l ® ... ® An) = Wl()-l) + ... + WI(A n) = Wl(~) by 5(6.10). Therefore, ~ is
orientable if and only if WI (~) = O.
For the general case, let j: Bl ~ B be a splitting map for ~. Then ~
is orientable if and only if f*(~) is orientable, because f*(w l (N~)) =
WI (Nj*(O) holds and f* is a monomorphism. Finally, we have WI (~) = 0 if
and only if WI (f*( ~)) = O. This proves the theorem.

Exercises
1. Prove that if a vector bundle ~n has an everywhere-nonzero cross section s, then
wn( 0 = 0 in the real case and cn(~) = 0 in the complex case.

2. Construct a real vector bundle
with wnW) = o.

~n

with no everywhere-nonzero cross sections but

3. Let ~ be an n-dimensional complex vector bundle. Prove that
2 reduction of cnm and that cn(~) = e(som).

W2n(SO(~))

is the mod

4. Prove that the Thorn space of a bundle ~ over a compact space B is homeomorphic
to the one-point compactification of E( O.
5. For a vector bundle~, define a map f: D(O ~ P(~ EB IF) by the relation that f(x)
is the line generated by x + (1 - Ilxlll) 1 in E(~ EB (]1). Prove that the restriction f: D(~) - S(~) ~ P( ~ EB (]1) - P(~) is a homeomorphism and that it induces a
homeomorphism ~B ~ P( ~ EB (]1)/ P( ~).
6. Prove that the sequence of spaces P(~) ~ P( ~ EB
bundle ~ defines an exact sequence.

(]1) ~ B~

associated with a vector

o+- H*(pm) :- H*(P( ~ EB (])) L H*(B~) +- 0
Also, prove that C«a~(jJo,) =
H*(P( ~ EB (]1 )), where a =

a~

L

and that the ideal im P* is generated by a E
x i ( ~)a~ffi~' with n = dim ~ and C«a~(jJ8,) = O.

i~i~n

7. Define a natural inclusion Bm ~ SeE EB
morphic to

e.

(]1)

such that S( ~ EB

(]1

)/Bm is homeo-

8. If ). is a real line bundle and if H2(X, Z) has no 2-torsion, prove that A @ C is a
trivial complex line bundle.
9. Prove Wu's formula for the Stiefel-Whitney classes

Wi

of a vector bundle

Hint: See Wu-Chung Hsiang, on Wu's formula of Steenrod squares on StiefelWhitney classes, BoLetin de La Sociedad Matematica Mexicana, 8:20-25 (1963).

CHAPTER 18

Differentiable Manifolds

Fibre bundles first arose as bundles associated with the geometry of a manifold. In this chapter we consider topics in the topology of manifolds connected with vector bundles and the orientability of manifolds. Using StiefelWhitney classes we derive elementary nonexistence theorems for immersions
of manifolds into euclidean space.

1. Generalities on Manifolds
We begin by recalling some ideas from differential calculus. Let U be an open
subset of Rn and V of Rm. The ith partial derivative of a function f: U ~ V is
denoted by DJ: U ~ Rm. The derivative of f, denoted Df, is a function Df:
U ~ L(Rn, Rm) defined by the relation Df(x)a = L DJ(x)a i for a ERn. Re1 ~i~n

call that L(Rn, Rm) denotes the space of all linear transformations R n ~ Rm.
Let A eRn, and let BeRm. A function u: A ~ B is of class C provided
there exist open sets U and V with A c U and B c V and a function f: U ~
V such that all partial derivatives Di(1)'" Di(s/ exist and are continuous on U
for s ;;; rand flA = u. If u: A -> B and v: B ~ C are of class C, then vu: A ~
C is of class C and u is of class CS for s ;;; r. It is said that u: A ~ B is a C
isomorphism provided u -1: B ~ A exists and is of class C.
If f: U ~ V and g: V ~ Ware two maps of class C 1 , we have D(gf)(x) =
D(g) (f(x)D(f)(x).
1.1 Definition. A chart on a space X is a pair (U, r/J), where U is an open
subset of X and r/J: U ~ r/J(U) is a homeomorphism onto an open subset r/J(U)
of Hn. Here H n is the upper half space of all x E Rn with Xn ~ O.
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1.2 Definition. A C-atlas A on a space X is a family of charts on X such that
the following two properties are satisfied.

(1) The set X is the union of all U for (U, r/J) E A.
(2) For (U,r/J), (V,IjJ)EA, the restriction IjJrl:r/J(UnV)-+IjJ(UnV)
C-map (thus a C-isomorphism with inverse r/J1jJ-1).

IS

a

Two C-atlases A and A' are equivalent provided A U A' is a C-atlas. A
maximal C-atlas A is an atlas such that for every C-atlas A' :::> A there is the
relation A = A'. The reader can easily verify that equivalence of C-atlases is
an equivalence relation and that every C-atlas is included in a unique maximal C-atlas. Two C-atlases are equivalent if and only if they determine the
same maximal C -atlas.
1.3 Definition. A manifold M is a pair consisting of a Hausdorff space M
and a maximal C-atlas (or an equivalence class of C-atlases).
1.4 Example. If N is an open subset of a manifold M of class C, then N
has a natural C-manifold structure where the charts on N are of the form
(U n N, r/JI(U n N)) and (U, r/J) is a chart on M. Then N is referred to as an
open submanifold of M.
The spaces H n and Rn are manifolds whose maximal atlas is determined by a single chart, the identity H n -+ H n for H n and (Xl, ... , Xn) H
(X I' ... , X n- l , exp Xn) of Rn -+ H n for Rn.
1.5 Definition. A C-morphism between two C-manifolds is a map f: M -+
N such that for each chart (U, r/J) on M and (V, 1jJ) on N the composition of
restrictions IjJN -1: rl(U f-I(V)) -+ IjJ(V) is of class c.
If f: M -+ Nand g: N -+ V are two C-morphisms, then gf: M -+ V is a

n

C -morphism. For this statement, we need the result that a function f: A -+ B
for A eRn, BeRm is of class C if and only if f is of class C near each point
of A. Therefore, the category of manifolds of class C is defined.
Let aH n denote the X E H n with Xn = O. Then aH n = Rn-l in a natural way.
For a manifold M and for X E un V, where (U, r/J) and (V, 1jJ) are two charts
on M, we have r/J(x) E aw if and only if ljJ(x) E aw. This follows because
(B(a, r) - {a}) n H n is contractible for a E aH n and has the homotopy type of
sn-l otherwise.
1.6 Definition. The boundary of a manifold M, denoted aM, is the subspace
of X E M with r/J(x) E aH n for some chart (U, r/J). Moreover, aM is a manifold
with charts (U n aM, r/JI(U n aM)), where (U, r/J) is any chart of M.
If M has dimension n, that is, the range of each chart is in H n , then aM is
either empty or of dimension n - 1. When aM is empty, M is referred to as a
manifold without boundary.
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1.7 Convention. In the subsequent discussion we incorporate paracompactness into the definition of a manifold. This property is equivalent to each
component being separable or being a countable union of compact sets.

2. The Tangent Bundle to a Manifold
Historically, fibre bundle theory arose in connection with the study of the
geometry of manifolds (see also Seifert [1].) Associated with every n-dimensional manifold M is an n-dimensional vector bundle r(M) called the tangent
bundle. Most fibre bundles of interest in manifold theory arise from the
tangent bundle. As we shall see, the tangent bundle reflects many of the
geometric properties of the base manifold.
We define a tangent bundle using the existence theorem of Chap. 5; namely, we describe a system of transition functions relative to an open covering
of the manifold.
2.1 Definition. Let M n be an n-dimensional manifold with maximal atlas
A. The tangent bundle r(Mn) is the n-dimensional vector bundle defined
by transition functions D(tf;r/J -1 )(r/J(x» E GL(n, R) for x E un V and (U, r/J),
(V,tf;)

E

A.

E un vn Wand (U, r/J), (V, tf;), (w, 1]) E A the relation D(1]r 1)(r/J(x» =
D(1]tf; -1 )(tf; (x»D (tf;r/J -1 )(r/J(x» holds by the "chain rule." From this calculation,
the set of functions D(tf;r/J -1 )(x» is a family of transition functions for a vector

For x

bundle.
A vector field on a manifold M is just a cross section of r(M).
The total space E of the tangent bundle r(M) of a C-manifold is a C- 1 _
manifold. The coordinate charts of E are of the form (U x Rn, r/J xl),
where (U, r/J) is a chart of M. The coordinate change from (U x Rn, r/J x 1) to
(V x Rn,tf; x 1) is given by (x,a)H(tf;r 1(X),D(tf;r 1)(r/J(x)a) and is of class
C- 1 • The projection is a map of class C- 1 •
2.2 Example. The tangent bundle to M, an open subset of Rn, is the trivial
product bundle M x Rn --* M. See also Exercise 4.
2.3 Definition. Let f: M --* N be a C-map between two manifolds. The induced map C- 1 -map of tangent vector bundles (r(f),f): r(M) --* r(N) follows
from the requirement that D(tf;N- 1) = hyr(f)hi;t, where hu: r(M)IU--*
U x Rm and hy: r(N)1 V --* V x Rn are charts for the respective tangent
bundles, (U, r/J) for M, and (V, tf;) for N.
Note the relation D(tf;N- 1) = hyr(f)h[;t holds over Unf-1(V). Since
D(tf;fr 1) is linear, r(f) is linear on the fibres. The character of the transition functions assures that r(f) exists and (r(f),f) is a morphism of vector
bundles.
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For two C-maps f: M --> Nand g: N --> V the relation r(gf) = r(g)r(f)
holds. Consequently, r is a functor from C-manifolds and C-maps to vector
bundles and vector bundle morphisms.
The inverse function theorem says that for a C-map f: M --> N such that
r(f): r(M)z --> r(N){(x) is an isomorphism there are open submanifolds U of M
and V of N such that the restriction fl U: U --> V is a C-isomorphism and
XE U.
2.4 Definition. A subspace X of a manifold M is called a submanifold provided each x E X has a chart (U, rfJ) of M such that X n U =
r1((0 x Rq) n Hn).
Then the restrictions (X n u, rfJl(X n U)) determine a C-structure on X.
2.5 Definition. A C-map f: M --> N is an immersion provided r(f) is a
monomorphism on each fibre. A C-map f: M --> N is an embedding provided f is an immersion and f: M --> f(M) is a homeomorphism.
An application of the inverse function theorem says that the restriction of
an immersion to some neighborhood of each point yields an embedding.
Moreover, when f: M --> N is an immersion, there exists a monomorphism of
vector bundles over M, namely r(M) --> f*(r(N)).
2.6 Definition. The quotient bundle, denoted VI' of f*(r(N)) by the image of
r(M) is called the normal bundle of the immersion.
By 3(8.2), the normal bundle always exists, and there is the following exact
sequence:
0--> r(M) --> f*(r(N)) -->

VI

--> 0

If M is paracompact, then by 3(9.6) the above exact sequence splits and
f*(r(N)) = r(M) EEl VI'

2.7 Remark. If M m is an m-dimensional manifold and if N = Rn is euclidean
space, then for an immersion f: M m --> Rn we have the exact sequence
0--> r(M) --> f*r(W) --> vI --> 0
and the splitting r(M) EEl vI = en, the trivial n-dimensional vector bundle
since r(Rn) is trivial. Therefore, the normal bundles VI of immersions f arise
as stable inverses of r(M) in KR(M). The converse also holds, that every
s-inverse of r(M) is the normal bundle of some immersion; this is Hirsch's
theorem (see Hirsch [1J).
The next result is useful in finding relations between a manifold and its
boundary. For it we use the fact that, if M is a manifold with boundary aM,
there exists an embedding h: aM x [0,1 J --> M such that h(x, 0) = x.
2.8 Proposition. The relation r(M)laM

=

r(aM) EB e1 holds.
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Proof. This is true locally, and the above diffeomorphism h: aM x [0,1)-+
M arising from the local situation yields the isomorphism over aM.

3. Orientation in Euclidean Spaces
Using both homology theory and the tangent bundle of a manifold, we wish
to investigate the notion of orientation. The relation between positive and
negative, clockwise and counterclockwise, and right- and left-handed systems
are all manifestations of this general concept.
3.1 Definition. Let f: U -+ V be a diffeomorphism of class C' for r ;::; 1 of
open connected subsets of Rn. It is said that f preserves orientation, denoted
0U) = + 1, provided det{D f)(x) > 0 for x E U and that f reverses orientation, denoted 0U) = -1, provided det(Df)(x) < 0 for x E U.
3.2 Examples. The identity, a translation x H x + a, and a stretching x H bx
with b > 0 all preserve orientation. A reflection through a hyperplane reverses orientation. Iff: Rn -+ Rn is linear, then 0U) is the sign of det f.
3.3 Proposition. Let f: U -+ V and g: V -+ W be two diffeomorphisms between connected open sets in Rn. Then O(gf) = O(g)OU). Let U' be an open
connected subset of U and V' of V such that f(U') = V'. Then we have O(f) =

0UI U').
Proof. For the first statement, we observe that det[D(gf)(x)]
det[D(g)U(x))] det[DU)(x)] and O(gf) = O(g)OU). The second statement

is immediate.
Next, we develop a homological determination of OU). We choose generators rxn E Bn(sn) and f3n E Bn(sn) (integral coefficients) such that (J(rx n ) = rxn+1
and (J(f3n) = f3n+l, where (J is the suspension isomorphism, and such that
<rx n, f3n> = 1 for the pairing Hn(X) x W(X) -+ Z.
We have the following natural isomorphisms for x E U and B(x, r) c U,
where U an open subset of Rn:
B n-1 (sn-l) ~ H n
(Bn' sn-l) C3J H n
(Bn' Bn - 0)

~ Hn(B(x, r), B(x, r) - x) ~ Hn(U, U - x)
Similarly for cohomology there is a natural isomorphism Hn-l(sn-l) -+
Hn(u, U - x). Isomorphism (1) comes from the exact sequence, (2) comes
from the fact that sn-l -+ B n - 0 is a homotopy equivalence, (3) comes
from translation and stretching homeomorphisms, and (4) is excision where
B(x, r) c U. The image of rxn E B n- 1 (sn-l) in Hn(U, U - x), denoted rx x, is
a canonical generator of Hn(U, U - x). The image of f3n E Bn-l(sn-l) III
Hn(u, U - x), denoted f3x, is a canonical generator of Hn(u, U - x).
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3.4 Theorem. Let f: U -> V be a diffeomorphism between two open connected
subsets of Rn. Then for x E U there are the relations f*(IY.J = O(f)af(X) and
f*({3f(X») = O(f){3x'
Proof. By translations, we can assume that f(O) = 0 = x. Let f(x) = Lx +
g(x), where Lx is linear and D(g)(O) = 0, g(O) = O. As maps defined
(U, U - 0) -> (Rn, Rn - 0), there is a homotopy ht(x) = Lx + (1 - t)g(x),
where ho(x) = f(x) and h j (x) = Lx. We have reduced the problem to the case
where f: U -> V is linear.
By a second homotopy we can change f into an orthogonal transformation. Then f = rj ... rq is a reflection through an (n - 1)-subspace of Rn.
Then (r;)*(IY. o ) = - IY. o, (r;)*({3o) = - {3o, and O(r;) = -1. By the rule for composition, we have f*(a o) = O(f)IY.o and f*({3o) = O(f){3o' This proves the
theorem.
This theorem allows extension of the notion of orientation to topological
maps.
3.5 Definition. Let f: U -> V be a homeomorphism of subsets of Rn. Then
the orientation number of f at x, denoted OAf), is defined by the relation
j~(IY.x) = OAf)IY.{(x) or, equivalently, f*({3{(x») = OAf){3x'
The number OAf) E Z2 is locally a constant. By (3.4) it agrees with (3.1).
Proposition (3.3) applies to this definition.

4. Orientation of Manifolds
The coefficient ring will be either Z or Z2 in the following discussion. If (rft, U)
is a local coordinate chart on a manifold M, consider the following isomorphisms for x E U c M. (The first is an excision isomorphism.)
Hn(M, M - x) +- Hn(U, U - x) -> Hn(rft(U), rft(U) - rft(x))
Therefore, Hn(M, M - x), and similarly Hn(M, M - x), equals the coefficient
ring. Orientation arises as a problem because Hn(M, M - x) has two generators for coefficients in Z.
4.1 Definition. An orientation w of a manifold M n with aM empty is a function that assigns, to each x E M, a generator Wx E Hn(M, M - x) such that
each x E M has a neighborhood Wand a class Ww E Hn(M, M - W) whose
image in Hn(M, M - y) is Wy for each YEW
Implicit in the above definition is the notion of orientation in two senses
Z2 and Z.
4.2 Definition. A manifold M is orientable provided it has an orientation
with integer coefficients.
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Before we investigate homological properties of an orientation w, we derive some characterization of the notion.
4.3 Theorem. Every manifold M has a unique Z2-orientation. For a manifold
M the following statements are equivalent.
(1) M is orient able.
(2) There exists an atlas A of M such that for (U, rjJ), (V, tf;)
det D(tf;rjJ -1) > 0 on rjJ(U n V) holds.
(3) The tangent bundle r(M) has SO(n) as its structure group.

E

A the relation

Finally, if M is connected, M has precisely two orientations.
Proof. Let Wx be the nonzero element of Hn(M, M - x; Z2)' Then for a ball
W around x in the domain of a chart we have Hn(M, M - W; Z2) = Z2' and
the nonzero element is mapped onto Wy for each YEW This proves the first
statement.
For the equivalence of statements (1) to (3), we begin by assuming
(2). Then for a Z-orientation of M we define Wx = (r 1 )*(cxn), where CXn E
Hn(rjJ(U), rjJ(U) - rjJ(x)) is the canonical class used in (3.4), and (U, rjJ) E A. By
(3.4) and (2), change of coordinate is orientation preserving, and W is a welldefined orientation. Conversely, let A be the atlas of those charts such that
Wx = (r 1 )*(cx n) for x E U and CXn E Hn(rjJ(U), rjJ(U) - rjJ(x)). This verifies the
equivalence of (1) and (2).
To see that (2) implies (3), observe that the transition functions
D(tf;rjJ -1 )(rjJ(x)), where x E un V, have a positive determinant and are homotopic to transition functions in SO(n). Conversely, if reM) has a family of
transition functions, D(tf;r 1 )(rjJ(x)) can be chosen with a positive determinant for some atlas of M.
For the final statement, it should be noted that the maximal atlas divides
into two atlases each with property (2). This holds at a point and then along
any path to another point. This proves the theorem.
In the next theorem we derive homological properties of an orientation w
which apply both to coefficients in Z and in Z2' We shall not have to distinguish in the proof between the two kinds of coefficients.
For two subsets K c L of M, let r: Hi(M, M - L) -+ Hi(M, M - K) be the
homomorphism induced by inclusion.
4.4 Theorem. Let M n be an n-dimensional manifold, and let K be a compact subset of Mn. We have Hi(M, M - K) = 0 for i > n, and for a E
Hn(M, M - K) the relation a = 0 holds if and only if r(a) = 0 in Hn(M, M - x)
for each x E K. Finally, if w is an orientation for M, there exists w K E
Hn(M, M - K) such that r(w K ) = Wx in Hn(M, M - x) for each x E K. M oreover, w K is unique, and it is called the orienting homology class of M.
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Proof. We consider for which compact sets K c M the theorem is true. First,
we prove that if the theorem is true for K 1 , K 1 , and Kl nK 1 it is true for
K 1 U K z . Let K denote Kl U Kl and L denote Kl n K 1 . The Mayer-Vietoris
sequence has the following form (see Eilenberg and Steenrod [1]).
... --*

Hi+! (M, M - L)

i'

--*

Hi(M, M - K)

~ Hi(M,M - K

1)

EEl Hi(M,M - K z) ~ ...

Recall that u(a) = (r 1 (a), rl (a)), and v(a, b) = r~ (a) - r;(b). Then, clearly, we
have Hi(M, M - K) = 0 for i > n. For the next statement, if each r(a) = 0 in
Hn(M, M - x), we have u(a) = O. Since Hn+! (M, M - L) = 0, we have a = O.
Finally, the existence of W K follows from the fact that V(WK" WKJ = 0, and the
uniqueness of W K follows from the previous statement.
Next we suppose that K c U, where (U, rjJ) is a coordinate chart with
rjJ(K) a convex set in rjJ(U) eRn. Since rjJ(U) - rjJ(K) --* rjJ(U) - rjJ(x) is a
homotopy equivalence, the induced homomorphisms H;(M, M - K) --*
Hi(M, M - x) are isomorphisms. For these K the theorem follows. Using the
result of the first paragraph, the theorem holds for compact sets K c U,
where (U, rjJ) is a coordinate chart and rjJ(K) is a union of a finite number of
convex sets.
Now we consider the case where K is an arbitrary compact set with
K c U and (U, rjJ) is a coordinate chart. We consider rjJ*(a) E H;(rf;(U), rjJ(U) rjJ(K)) which is represented by a chain c in Rn where all simplexes in oc
are disjoint from rjJ(K). Then this is true for a compact neighborhood L of
rjJ(K). We cover rjJ(K) with finitely many balls B 1 , ••• , Bm so that Bl U··· U
Bm c L with Bi n rjJ(K) #- rjJ. There exists bE H;(rf;(U), rjJ(U) - L) with
r(b) = rjJ*(a). For i> n we have r(b) = 0 in H;(rf;(U), rjJ(U) - (Bl U··· U Bm))
from the above discussion. For i = n we have r(b) = 0 in H;(rf;(U), rjJ(U) - x)
for x E Bl U ... U Bm by the above discussion. Therefore, we have a = 0
since Hi(U, U - K) = H;(M, M - K) by excision. Finally, we define W K =
rjJ;l(r(wB,u ... UBJ), and therefore the theorem is true for small compact sets.
Finally, the theorem follows from the fact that every compact K is of the
form K = K 1 U ... U K m, where Ki is a subset of some U and (U, rjJ) is a
coordinate chart.

4.5 Remark. Fot a manifold M with boundary
hold with appropriate modifications.
We leave this as an exercise for the reader.

oM, Theorems (4.3) and (4.4)

5. Duality in Manifolds
Let K be a compact subset and Van open subset of an n-dimensional manifold M with K c V. Then there is the following diagram involving the cup
product:
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Hn(M,M - K)

li*
W(V, V - K)

Observe that j: (V, V - K) ~ (M, M - K) is an excision map inducing an
isomorphism in both singular homology and cohomology theory. Next there
is the following diagram involving the cap product:
Hq(M) ® Hn(M, M - K) ~
j*®(j;l)

1

Hq(V) ® Hn(V, V - K)

cap

--->

If <.): H*(M, A) ® H*(M, A) ~ Z or Zz is the canonical pairing induced by
the substitution pairing C*(M, A) ® C*(M, A) ~ Z or Zz, there is the following relation between cup products C 1 U C z and cap products c n u.

5.1 Cup-Cap Relation. Let u

E

Hn(V, V - K), let

C1 E

Hk(V), and let

Cz E

W-k(V). Then

<C 1 Ucz,u)

=

<Cl>CZnu)

5.2 Notations. Let W be an orientation of M, and let W K E Hn(M,M - K) be
the corresponding class given by Theorem (4.4) for each compact set K in
M. Let wf equalj;l(w K ), wherej*: Hn(V, V - K) ~ Hn(M,M - K) is the excision isomorphism. We define Dr Hq(v) ~ Hn-iM, M - K) by Dk(C) =
j*(cnwn
Next, let jjq(K) be the direct limit of Hq(V), where V is an open set with
V:::J K. Then the direct limit of Dr Hq(V) ~ Hn-q(M, M - K) is denoted by
DK : jjq(K) ~ Hn_q(M, M - K).
The main duality theorem is the following statement.
5.3 Theorem. With the above notations, DK : jjq(K) ~ Hn-q(M, M - K) is an
isomorphism for all compact subsets K of M.
Proof. First, we prove that if the theorem holds for compact subsets K, L,
and K n L of M it holds for K U L. Let V and W be open subsets of M with
K c V and LeW Then J = K n LeV n Wand I = K U LeV U W The
following pair of Mayer-Vietoris sequences is connected by cap products
with W K , Wv W KnL ' or W KUL for p = n - q.

lDKVff>DL W

H p+1(M,M - K) EB H p+1(M,M - L)

--->

Hp+1 (M, M - J)

--->
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Hq(VU W)

1

1

W(V) EB W(W)

1

DiU w

Dk 8)Df

Hp(M, M - I)

~

Hp(M, M - K) EB Hp(M, M - L)

In the limit there is the following morphism between two exact sequences.

Hq-l(K) EB Hq-l(L)

----------+1

1

Hq-l(K n L)

1

DK 8)D L

DKnL

Hp+1(M,M - K) EB Hp+1(M,M - L)
Hq(K U L)

----->1

1

~

Hq(K) EB Hq(L)

1

DKuL

DK 8)D L

Hp(M, M - K) EB Hp(M, M - L)
Since DKnL and DK EB DL are all isomorphisms by hypothesis, the 5-lemma
implies that DKUL is an isomorphism.
Secondly, observe that the theorem holds for compact, convex K or a ball
K, where K c V for a coordinate chart (V, r/J). Again, that K is convex means
that r/J(K) is convex in euclidean space. If V is a ball and open neighborhood
of K in V, then Df is an isomorphism. This follows easily from the relation
in (5.1) in the nontrivial dimension.
Next, we see that the theorem holds for finite simplicial complexes K
embedded in M since each simplex, after subdivision, can be assumed to be
in an open set V for a chart (V, r/J).
If K is a compact subset of an open set V, where (V, r/J) is a chart of M, then
K is the intersection of Ki which are simplicial complexes. Then H*(K) is the
limit of the H*(K;), H*(M, M - K) is the limit of the H*(M, M - K;), and DK
is the limit of the DKi Consequently, DK is an isomorphism.
Finally, for a general compact subset K we write K as the union of K; with
1 ;;:; i ;;:; m, where Ki c Vi and (V;, r/J;) is a coordinate chart. Using the result
of the first paragraph, we have the proof in the general case.
The first corollary is the classical Poincare duality theorem.
5.4 Corollary. Let M be a compact manifold with an orientation. Then DM :
Hq(M) -+ Hn_q(M) given by the cap product is an isomorphism.
The next corollary is the Alexander duality theorem.
5.5 Corollary. Let K be a compact subset of Rn. Then the composition of DK
and the boundary morphism is an isomorphism for n > q:

Hq(K)

-+

Hn- q- 1 (Rn -

K)
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5.6 Remark. The reader may compare Hq(K) with Hq(K), the singular cohomology of K, and ihK), the Cech cohomology group of K. In general,
Hq(K) and iF(K) are isomorphic, and Hq(K) and Hq(K) are isomorphic if K
has a neighborhood base of open sets each of which K is a deformation
retract.

6. Thorn Class of the Tangent Bundle
Let M n denote a closed (compact with no boundary) connected manifold and
let r denote the tangent bundle to M.
6.1 Notations. With a riemannian metric on r, we define for each x E M a
smooth map expx: E(r)x ~ M by the condition that expAv) is the value at
t = 1 of the unique geodesic through x with tangent vector v for t = 0. By
adjusting the metric on r with a positive constant, we can assume that the
homotopy ht : (D(r), Do(r), M) ~ (M x M, M x M - ~,~) defined by the relation ht(x, v) = (expA - tv), expAv)) is a diffeomorphism for each t E [0,1] of
D(r) onto a closed manifold neighborhood of ~ in M.
6.2 Notations. Let R denote a ring which we assume contains Z2 if M is not
oriented; require that all cohomology groups have their coefficients in R. Let
Vr or V denote the Thorn class of r where V E Hn(D(r),S(r)). By excision
(h t )*: H*(M x M, M x M - ~} ~ H*(D(r), S(r)) is an isomorphism, which is
independent of t, and we denote the class (hifl(V) by V f. The inclusion
j: M x M

~

(M x M, M x M -

~)

defines an induced morphism
j*: H*(M x M, M x M -

~) ~

H*(M x M)

Let V M denote the class j*(Vf). We call V M the fundamental class of M.
In the next propositions, we derive several properties of the class V M •
6.3 Propositions. For a, bE H*(M) the relation VM(a x b)=( -l)d(a)d(b)VM(b x a)
holds where d(a) is the degree of a and d(b) ofb.
Proof Consider the maps ()(: M x M ~ M x M given by ()((x, y) = (y, x)
and 13: D(r} ~ D(r) given by f3(x, v) = (x, -v). They are related by h l f3 =
()(h l . By the uniqueness property of the Thorn class f3*(V)=( -l)"V. Since
¢J: Hi(M) ~ W+i(D(r), S(r)) given by ¢J(a) = aV is an isomorphism, the
morphism 13*: H*(D(r), S(r)) ~ H*(D(r), S(r)) is multiplication by (-1)".
From the relation f3*h! = h!()(* it follows that ()(*: H*(M x M,M x M -~)
~ H*(M x M, M x M - ~) is multiplication by (-1)". For two classes a,
bE H*(M) we have ()(*(a x b) = (_I)d(a)d(b)(b X a) in H*(M x M). Now we
calculate
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=

j*[( -l)na*(U'(a x b))]

=

(_I)d(a)d(bj*[U'(b x a)]

=

(-I)d(a)d(b)UM(b

X

a)

This proves the proposition.
We denote the natural substitution pairing Hk(M) ® Hk(M) --> R by a ®
bl---+<a,b). Then we have <WM,W M) = 1 for the orientation classes WM E
Hn(M) and wM E Hn(M).
6.4 Proposition. The following relation holds between the fundamental class
UM and orientation class WM of M: <UM,l x w M) = 1.

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram where fx: M
is defined by the relation fAy) = (x, y).

-->

M x M

"*

h*

H*(D(r), Do(r)) ~ H*(M x M,M x M-~) ~ H*(M x M)

1f~

lj~
H*(D(rLDo(r)J ~ H*(M,M - {x})
exp'::

---------+)
j*

H*(M)

In H*(D(r)x, S(r)J we have exp~(wJ = j~(U). Consequently, we have
«exp~rlj~(U),wx) = 1 and (j*(exp~rlj~(U),WM) = 1 for the pairing
Hn(M) ® Hn(M)-->R. Therefore, we have <UM,1 x w M) = 1 since (fx)*(w M) =
1 x W M , which is a homology cross product. This proves the proposition.
Recall the duality morphism D: Hk(M)
anw M·

-->

Hn-k(M) is defined by D(a)

=

6.5 Proposition. Let UM be any class in Hn(M x M) satisfying the properties
of the fundamental class in (6.3) and (6.4). For a E Hk(M) and bE Hk(M) the
relation <a, b) = (_l)n+d(a)d(b)<UM,b x Da) holds.

Proof. We have UM(a x 1) = UM(l x a) by (6.3) since d(l)d(a)
calculate using (5.1) and an b = <a, b) 1.
<UM(a x l),b x w M)

=

<UM,(a x l)n(b x w M)

=

<UM,(anb) x w M)

=

O. First, we

= <a,b) <UM,1 x w M) = <a,b)
Therefore we can make the next calculation

<a;b) = (-l)"<UM(1 x a),b x w M) = (-l)"<UM,(l x a)n(b x w M)
= (_l)n+d(a)d(b)<UM,b x (anw M)
=

(_l)n+d(a)d(b)<UM,b x Da)

This proves the proposition.
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6.6 Remark. The formula in (6.5) can be used to prove that the duality morphism D: Hk(M) -+ Hn-k(M) is an isomorphism for field coefficients. First,
observe that D is a monomorphism; for if a E Hk(M) with a =1= 0, we have
b E Hk(M) with <a, b> =1= o. By (6.5) the relation Da =1= 0 follows. Since
dim Hk(M) = dim Hk(M) and dim W-k(M) = dim Hn-k(M), we deduce from
the two monomorphisms

Hk(M) ~ Hn-k(M)
that dim Hk(M)

=

Hn-k(M) ~ Hk(M)

dim Hn-k(M). Consequently, D is an isomorphism.

7. Euler Characteristic and Class of a Manifold
In this section M is a closed, connected manifold and the coefficient ring R is
the rational numbers.
7.1 Definition. The Euler characteristic x(X) of a space X is the sum
I (_l)i dim Hi(X, Q) where we assume Hi(X, Q) = 0 for i large and dim
O;';i

Hi(X, Q) is finite.

The main result of this section is contained in the next theorem. Observe
that X(M) is defined for a closed manifold M.
7.2 Theorem. Let M n be a closed, connected manifold with Z-orientation W M.
Then the Euler class of the tangent bundle is related to the Euler characteristic
by the relation e(r(M)) = X(M)WM.

Proof For n odd, we use the relation e(r(M)) = ,p-l(U 2 ) given in 17(7.6)
and observe that e(r(M)) is an element of order 2 or iszero in Hn(M, Z) =
Z. Consequently, it follows that e(r(M)) = O. Since dim Hi(M, Q) =
dim W-i(M, Q) by (6.6), we have X(M) = 0 for an odd dimension manifold
M. Therefore, the above formula holds.
Henceforth, we assume n to be even. Let s: M -+ D(r) be the zero cross
section. We have the following commutative diagram.
H*(D(r), S(r)) ~ H*(M x M, M x M - ~) ~ H*(M x M)

1

li*
H*(D(r))

d*

s*

--------------+1

From this diagram we deduce that e(r(M))
prove the theorem we must show that

= ~*(UM).

H*(M)

Consequently, to
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For this, let ei E Hr(i)(M) such that the set of e; with r(i) = k is a basis of
Hk(M) = Hk(M, Q). Let et E Hr(i)(M) such that <ei' et >= bi,j' Then we have
UM = I:aije; x ej) and e(r) = f1*UM = I:ai,jeiej. Now we calculate with (6.5).

(_1)d(e k )

en

=

(_1)d(e k )<eb

=

I:a;,j<e; x ej, et x De k>

=

I:ai,/ei,en<ej,eknWM>

=

L ak,j<ejek, WM>
j

Now adding over the index k we have

X(M) = I:( _1)d(ek) = I:ak,j<eje k, w M>
=

<f1*()(*(UM), WM>

=

<f1*(UM), WM>

The last equality follows from ()(f1 = f1 where ()((x, y) = (y, x). This proves the
theorem.
7.3 Corollary. Let M be an orientable manifold with an everywhere-nonzero
vector field. Then we have X(M) = o.

Proof By 16(8.3), we have e(r(M)) = 0, and by (7.2), we have X(M) =

o.

7.4 Remark. The relations X(s2n) = 2 and X(s2n+1) = O. This yields another
proof of part of 12(1.4): that is, an even sphere cannot have an everywherenonzero vector field.

8. Wu's Formula for the Stiefel-Whitney Classes
of a Manifold
All coefficients in this section are in Z2 and the results will apply to nonorientable closed connected manifolds.
8.1 Definition. The Stiefel-Whitney class of a manifold M, denoted w(M), is
the Stiefel-Whitney class w(r(M)) of its tangent bundle.
Let Sq = L Sqi denote the Steenrod operation in Z2 cohomology, and let
O~i

SqT: H*(X) ~-H*(X) be the transpose in homology; that is, SqT is defined
by the relation <Sqa,b> = <a,SqT(b». As before, D: Hk(M) ~ Hn-k(M) is the
duality morphism.
8.2 Theorem (Wu). Let M n be a closed manifold. Then the class v =
D-1SqT(W M), called the Wu class of M, has the property that <av,w M> =
<Sqa, w M> for each a E H*(M), and moreover we have w(M) = Sqv.
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Proof. For the first relation observe that Dv

or

=

Sq TWM implies the following

<a,SqTwM )

=

<a,Dv)

<Sqa,w M)

=

<a,vnw M)

=

<av,w M)

This proves the first relation.
For the second, recall the SqU = ¢>(w(M)) = (n*w(M))U by 16(9.1). Then
we have SqU' = (hn- 1[(n*w(M)) U] = [(hif1n*w(M)] [(hn- 1U] and
SqUM = UM(w(M) x 1) using the notation of (6.2). By (6.5), we derive the
following relations:
<w(M),b) = <UM(w(M) x l),b x w M) = <SqUM,b x w M)
=

<UM,SqT(b x w M)

=

<UM,SqTb x Dv)

=

<v,SqTb)

=

<Sqv,b)

=

<UM,SqTb x SqTW M)

In the above relation, we used the transpose of the Cartan formula
SqT(b 1 x b2 ) = SqT(b 1) x SqT(b 2 ). Since <w(M),b) = <Sqv,b) holds for all
bE H*(M), we deduce the formula w(M) = Sqv. This proves the theorem.
8.3 Corollary. The Stiefel- Whitney classes of closed manifolds are homotopy
invariants of the manifold.
8.4 Corollary. The Wu class v =
that Vi = 0 for 2i > dim M.

L Vi of M

where Vi

E

Hi(M) has the property

Proof. Recall that Sqia k = 0 for ak E Hk(M) and i > k. Now we use the relation <av,w M) = <Sqa,w M).

9. Stiefel-Whitney Numbers and Cobordism
Let w(M) denote the total Stiefel-Whitney class and W the orientation of a
manifold M. A monomial W~(l) •.. w~(n) is of degree r(l) + 2r(2) + ... + nr(n).
9.1 Definition. The Stiefel-Whitney number of a manifold M corresponding
to a monomial f.1 = W~(l) ..• w~(n) of degree n is the number <f.1, w) E Z2'
An n-dimensional manifold M n has one Stiefel-Whitney number for each
sequence r(l), ... , r(n) with n = r(1) + 2r(2) + ... + nr(n). For calculations of
Stiefel-Whitney numbers we use the next theorem of Pontrjagin.
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9.2 Theorem. Let M n be a compact manifold which is the boundary of a com-

pact manifold W n+1. Then all the Stiefel- Whitney numbers of M n are zero.
Proof. Let w be the Z2-orientation class of W, where WE Hn+1 (w, M). Then
aw is the Z2 -orientation class in Hn(M). For a monomial /l = w~(1)·· . w~(n)
there is the relation (/l,aw) = (b/l,w). Note this is true on the chain and
cochain level and extends to boundary and coboundary morphisms.
Since r(W)IM = r(M) EB e\ by (2.8), we have i*(w;(r(W))) = w;(r(M)) =
w;(M). Since bi* = 0 in the exact sequence Hn(w) ~ Hn(M) ~ Hn+1(w, M),
we have b(W~(l) ... w~(n») = O. Therefore, all the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M
are zero.
The next proposition provides a useful criterion for a manifold to be the
boundary of another manifold.
9.3 Proposition. Let T: M -> M be a fixed point free differentiable involution
of M, that is, T2 = 1 and T(x) i= x for all x E M. Then there exists a manifold
WwithaW= M.

Proof. Form M x [ -1, + IJ, and identify (x, t) with (T(x), - t). The resulting
space W is a manifold, and aw = M. The manifold structure of W arises
from that of M x [ -1, + IJ and the fact that T is a local diffeomorphism.
9.4 Corollary. The sphere sn equals aB n+1, and all Stiefel- Whitney numbers of
sn are zero. Also, x H - x is an involution of the type in (9.3).
9.5 Corollary. Odd-dimensional real projective Rp 2n + 1 equals aw, and all
Stiefel- Whitney numbers are zero.

Proof. For z = (zo,"" zn) E s2n+1 we define R(z) = iz, where i2 = -1. Then
R2(Z) = -z, and R induces T: Rp 2n +1 -> Rp 2n +1, where T2 = 1 and T(x) i= x
for all x E Rp 2n +1 because R( - z) = - R(z). This yields the corollary.
9.6 Definition. Two manifolds M n and N n are in the same cobordism class,
provided M n U N n = aw n+1.
The relation of manifolds in the same cobordism class is an equivalence
relation. Theorem (9.2) now takes the following form.
9.7 Theorem. Two manifolds in the same cobordism class have the same
Stiefel- Whitney numbers.

Proof. The Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M n U N n are the sum of the StiefelWhitney numbers of M and N because W MUN = W M + W N . This proves the
theorem.
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9.8 Remark. Thorn proved the converse of (9.2) and (9.7), which means that
the cobordism class of a manifold is determined by its Stiefel-Whitney
numbers.

10. Immersions and Embeddings of Manifolds
10.1 Definition. For a real vector bundle (, the dual Stiefel-Whitney
class w( () of ( is the unique element of H*(B( (), Z2) with the property that
w( ()w( () = 1. The dual Stiefel-Whitney class of a manifold M, denoted w(M),
is w(r(M)).
The notion of the dual Stiefel-Whitney class is useful, because if v is the
normal bundle for an immersion M ~ RP then w(v) = w(M).

to.2 Theorem. Let M n be a manifold. If M n can be immersed in Rn+k, then
wi(M) = 0 for i > k. If M n can be embedded in Rn+k, then wi(M) = 0 for i ~ k,
and if, in addition, M n is embedded in Rn+k with an orientable normal bundle
v, then e(v) = 0 [besides wi(v) = 0 for i ~ k].

Proof. For the first part, the immersion yields a normal bundle v of dimension k, where r(M) EB v is trivial. Therefore, we have 0 = w;(v) = wi(M) for
i> k.
For the statement about embeddings, recall that e(()=s*i*(U~) or w k(()=
s*i*(U~) mod 2 for dim ( = k, where B ~ E( () ~ (E( (), Eo( ()) by 17(7.4) and
17(9.1). Choosing a riemannian metric on ( and a prolongation f: E(c;) ~
Rn+k of the embeddingf: M ~ Rn+k, we have the following diagram of maps.
-------»

(Rn+k, Rn+k - f(M))

r

g2

f

(N,N - f(M))

r

g,

M -----~) E(c;) ~

Here gl is a diffeomorphism, g2 is excision, g = g2g1, and s is the zero cross
section. Then e(v) equals s*i*(Uv ) = f*i*g*-l(Uv ). Since Hk(W+k) = 0, we
have f* = 0 and e(v) = 0 or wk(v) = O. This proves the theorem.
Let x be the generator of H*(Rr,Z2)' Then w(Rpn) = (1 + xt+1 and
wi(RP) = (nil )2 Xi for 0;£ i ~ nand wi(Rp n) = 0 for i > n. Note that
w(Rpn) = 1 if and only if n + 1 = 2r for some r. Then we have w(Rpn) = 1. If
w(Rpn) = 1 + x, then (1 + x)n+2 = 1 mod 2 or w(Rr) = 1 + x + ... + xn.
Note that w(Rpn) = 1 + x if and only if n + 2 = 2r for some r.
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When n = 2r , then w(Rpn) = (1 + x)2r(1 + x) = 1 + x + xn and w(Rpn) =
(1 + x + xnr 1 = (1 + xn)(1 + x + ... + xn) = 1 + x + ... + xn-l. Therefore, w;(Rpn) # 0 for 0 ~ i ~ n - 1 and w;(Rpn) = 0 for n ~ i.
In summary, we have the following theorem.
10.3 Theorem. If there is an immersion of Rpn into Rn+1, then n = 2r - 1 or
n = 2r - 2 for some r. If there is an embedding of Rpn into Rn+I, then n =
2r - 1 for some r. For n = 2r , there is no immersion of Rpn into R 2n - 2 and no
embedding into R 2 n-l.
10.4 Corollary. Let n = 2r + q, where 0

of Rpn into R m for m = 2r +1
Proof Apply (10.3) to Rp2r

-

C

~

q < 2r. Then there is no immersion

2 and no embedding into Rk for k = 2r+1

-

1.

Rpn.

10.5 Remark. A theorem of Whitney [IJ says for every M n there exists an
immersion of Minto R 2n - 1 and there exists an embedding of Minto R2n.

Exercises
1. Prove that if r(RP") is trivial then n - 1 = 2r for some r.

2. Calculate directly the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of Rpn for n
2r + 1.

~

10, n = 2r, and n =

3. Define Pontrjagin numbers for an orientable real manifold. Define orientable cobordism, and prove that all the Pontrjagin numbers of a manifold M n are zero if
M n = aw n + l . Observe that M n has nonzero Pontrjagin numbers only if n = 0
(mod 4).
4. Prove that the tangent bundles to sn and Rpn as described in 2(2.1) and 2(2.6) are
tangent bundles in the sense of definition (21).
5. Prove that WI (M) =
for the Wu class V =

wr(M) = 0 implies VI
of a closed manifold.

... =
LVi

= ... =

6. Prove that wl(M) = ... = wr(M) = 0 where dim M
w(M) = 0 for a closed manifold M.
7. For Rpn prove that
w(Rpn).

Vi

= (nil)

Xi

where H*(Rpn) =

=

Vr

=

0 and

2r or 2r

Z2 [xl

W

r+1 (M)

+1

=

Vr+1

implies that

From this calculate

CHAPTER 19

Characteristic Classes and Connections

Apart from the previous chapter, the theory of fibre bundles in this book is
a theory over an arbitrary space. Even the relation to manifolds in Chapter
18 is treated from a topological point of view, but in the context of smooth
manifolds and vector bundles we can approach Chern classes using constructions from analysis. This idea, which goes back to a letter from A. Weil (see
A. Weil Collected papers, Volume III, pages 422-36 and 571-574), involves
choosing a connection or covariant derivative on the complex vector bundle,
defining the curvature 2-form of the connection, and representing the characteristic class as closed 2q-form which is a polynomial in the curvature form.
This proceedure is outlined in this chapter.

1. Differential Forms and de Rham Cohomology
The characteristic class of smooth bundles on a smooth manifold can be
described as analytic representatives of cohomology classes. This is the
theory of de Rham, and we give a brief explanation of those parts of the
theory needed for an analytic approach to characteristic classes.
1.1 Notation. Let M denote a smooth manifold. To denote the fact that it
has dimension n, we will write Mn. For a smooth vector bundle E over M we
denote the space of smooth cross sections by r(E). The tangent bundle to M
is denoted T(M) and the cotangent bundle by T*(M). Then NT*(M) denotes
the qth exterior power of the cotangent bundle, and the space of q-forms with
values in a smooth vector bundle is denoted Aq(M, E). It equals the space
of cross sections r(NT*(M) ® E). When E is the trivial line bundle, then
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Aq(M) denotes Aq(M,E) = nNT*(M)), the space of q-forms on M. On the
vector space of q-forms with values in the trivial bundle we have a differential
operator which is called exterior differentiation.
1.2 Definition. For a smooth manifold M the exterior derivative d: Aq(M) -+
Aq+l(M) is given locally by the formula

d(a(xl"'" xn) dX n(l) /\ ... /\ dXn(q»)

a
L -a
a(x

=

l-:::;,i$;n

1 ,· ..

,xn)dXi /\ dX n(l) /\ ... /\ dXn(q)'

Xi

As usual, the relation dX i /\ dXj = - dX j /\ dX i is incorporated in the formula for the exterior derivative. There is a global axiomatic characterization
of the exterior derivative d.
1.3 Proposition. For a smooth manifold M there is a unique sequence of linear
d: Aq(M) -+ Aq+1(M) such that

(1) d(ww')

=

(dw)w'

+ (-I)qw(dw')

where w

E

Aq(M), w

E

(2) the composite dd = 0, and
(3) d: AO(M) -+ A l(M) is given by df(O = ~(f) for any ~

Aq'(M),
E

Vect(M), the Lie

algebra of vector fields on M.
The proof comes from the defining formula and the local version of condition (3), namely, that df

=

L Li<;n aaf

Xi

.

1.4 Proposition. Let g: M -+ N be a smooth mapping of manifolds. For each
natural number q there is a unique linear map Aq(g): Aq(N) -+ Aq(M) such that

(1) Aq+q(g)(ww') = Aq(g)(w)Aq'(g)(w') where w E Aq(N), w
(2) dAq(g)(w) = Aq+1(g)(dw) for w E Aq(N),
(3) AO(g)(f) = fg for a smooth function f on N.

E

Aq'(N),

The proof comes from the defining formula for differential forms and
defining Aq(g)(w) locally using (3) and the relation Al(g)(df) = d(fg) for a
smooth coordinate function f on N coming from (2) and (3). If q > 1, then we
use (1). The idea of the proof of the proposition is similar to that of (1.3).
1.5 Definition. The de Rham cohomology vector space is

We can use either real valued forms giving HbR(M, R) or complex valued
forms giving HbR(M, C). Let g: M -+ N be a smooth mapping. The induced
mapping HbR(g): HJ)R(N) -+ HbR(M) is defined by the class of HbR(g)(W)
equals the class of A *(w) where dw = 0.
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There is a direct argument that shows HbR(g): HbR(N) ~ HbR(M) is a
well-defined linear mapping. In general, de Rham cohomology is isomorphic
to singular cohomology, sheaf and Cech cohomology, and for a compact,
orientable manifold M it satisfies Poincare duality. All of this for coefficients
in R or in C.
1.6 Comparison with Singular Cohomology. This is done by Stokes' formula

f, f
w

ce

=

dw

e

oc

where c is a smooth (q + I)-chain with boundary
and w is a q-form.
Integration defines a pairing (c, w) H Se w, and Stokes' formula is just the assertion that 0 on chains and d on forms are adjoint to each other under the
integration pairing of chains and forms. It is a theorem: This pairing given by
integration induces a perfect pairing Hq(M) ® HbR(M) ~ R which implies
that HbR(M) = HiM) v, the dual to singular homology which is singular
cohomology.
1.7 Poincare Duality for de Rham Cohomology. Let M be a closed oriented
manifold which means, firstly, that integration over the manifold is well
defined. If dim(M) = n, then given a p-form wand a q-form w' with
p + q = n so that w /\ W' is an n-form, and thus we can define a pairing
AP(M) ® Aq(M) ~ R given by

(w,w')

H

fM w /\ W' =

[w,w'].

Since the boundary of M is empty, we have [d8,8'J = (-I)P+1 [8, d8'J for a
p-form 8 and a q-form 8' with p + q = n - 1. Since d is either selfadjoint or
skewadjoint with respect to this pairing, it follows that a pairing is induced
on de Rham cohomology

HbR(M) ® H~l/(M)

~

R.

We conclude this section with an integration formula on the product manifold M x [0, IJ for a closed manifold M. This is used to prove a homotopy
formula as well as in the following sections to study homotopy properties of
connections.
1.8 Remark. Each differential form WE Aq(M x [0, IJ) can be decomposed
as w = lI. + f3 /\ dt where lI. E Aq(M x [O,lJ), f3 E Aq-l(M x [O,IJ) each
without any dt factor. Moreover, d decomposes as

d

=

d x + dt : Aq(M x [0, IJ)

~

Aq+1(M x [O,IJ)

where dw = (d x + dt)(lI. + f3 /\ dt) = dxll. + (d x f3) /\ dt + dtll. since dt /\ dt =
O. We define a linear operator Q: Aq(M x [0, IJ) ~ Aq-l(M) to be integration
in t from t = to t = 1 with a sign by the formula

°
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Q(W)

=

Q(ex
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+ 13 1\ dt) = (_I)q-1

f

13 dt.

1.9 Proposition. (Homotopy formula) With the above notations we have

dQ

+ Qd = j1

as maps Aq(M x [0, 1]) ~ Aq(M) where js(ex

- jo

+ 13 dt) =

exlt~s

for s E [0,1].

J

Proof. Since dx and dt commute, it follows that the sign in the definition
of Q gives Qd x + dxQ = 0. Now we consider dtQ + Qd t on each summand
of W = ex + 13 dt. Firstly, (dtQ + QdtHf3 dt) = = j 1 (13 dt) - jo(f3 dt). Now
we decompose ex = LlaI(X,t)dx1 with 1= {i(l) < ... < i(q)} and dX 1 =
dX i(1) 1\ ... 1\ dXi(q)' Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, we calculate
the following expression

°

(dtQ

+ QdtHex) =

Qdt(ex)

= Q (~:t aI(X,t)dtdX1)
=

~

I1

{:t {aI(X,t)}dX1}dt

= I aI(x, l)dxI I

I

aI(x, 0) dX 1

I

Adding up the various results, we obtain the homotopy formula

This proves the proposition.
1.10 Corollary. If fo, f1: M ~ N are two smooth maps such that there is a
smooth homotopy h: M x [0, 1] ~ N with h(x, 0) = fo(x) and h(x, 1) = f1(X),
then fo and f1 induce the same map on de Rham cohomology, that is, HtR(fO) =
HtR(fd: HtR(N) ~ HtR(M).

2. Connections on a Vector Bundle
Now we study the possibility of defining an operator

Aq(M,E) ~ AQ+1(M,E)
which is like the exterior derivative when E is the trivial bundle. As with the
exterior derivative, we start with q = 0.
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2.1 Definition. A connection V on a smooth vector bundle E over a smooth
manifold M is a complex linear map V: AO(M, E) = r(E) ----+ r(T*(M) (8) E) =
A 1 (M, E) such that

V(fs)

=

+ df (8) s

fV(s)

for all sEA O(M, E), f

E

A O(M).

2.2 Theorem. Let V be a connection on a smooth vector bundle E over M.
Then there exists a unique extension of V to a linear map v: Aq(M, E) ----+
Aq +1 (M, E) for each q:::::: 0 and a two form, called the curvature form,
K E A 2(M, End(E)) such that
(1) V(rx (8) s) = drx (8) s + (-1)Prx /\ Vs for all rx
(2) VV(s) = Ks for any s E Aq(M, E).

E

AP(M), s E Aq(M,E), and

Proof. The existence of the extensions will follow the lines of ideas in (1.2)
and (1.3). We calculate locally over an open subset U of M where E has a
basis of cross sectons s 1, ... , Sq and the connection takes the values
VS;

L

=

where

B;,j (8) Sj

B;,j E A

l(M).

1 =o;j=O;q

This leads to the value of VV on these cross sections locally on U
VV(sJ =

L

V(B;,k (8) Sk)

L

K;.k(8)Sk·

1=o;k=o;q

=

1=o;k=O;q

This defines K on open sets with a chart for the bundle as a matrix of
differential forms
K.l , ]. = dB·l,J. -

"~

B·

l,

k /\

Bk ,j'.

1=o;k=O;q

In order to see that K is globally defined we must consider a second basis
of cross sections s~, ... , s~ and express them in terms of the first basis by a
relation

In the language of matrices we have the next four relations
Vs

= Bs ' Vs' = B's', s' = As,

and

Only the last relation needs some explanation, as it follows from the first two
by the computation

B'As = B's' = Vs' = V(As) = AVs

+ (dA)s = (AB + dA)s.

Thus, the last relation follows by multiplying by A -1 on the right.
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Locally, the curvature form is either
or

K = dB - B II. B

K' = dB' - B'

II.

B'

and the relation between two matrices of two forms is given by
K'

=

AKA-I.

(2)

To establish this relation, which shows that K is a well-defined element in
A 2 (M,End(E)), we use d(A-l) = -A- 1 (dA)A- 1 and calculate the curvature
expression K' in terms of K using formula (1)
K' = dB' - B'

II.

B'

=

+ (dA)A -1) _ (ABA -1 + (dA)A -1) II. (ABA -1 + (dA)A -1)
(dA)BA -1 + A(dB)A -1 _ AB(dA -1) - (dA) II. (dA -1) - [AB II. BA- 1
+ (dA) II. BA- 1 + ABA- 1 (dA)A- 1 + (dA- 1 )A- 1 (dA)A- 1 ]

=

A(dB - B II. B)A- 1

=

AKA-I.

=

d(ABA -1

This establishes the conjugate relation between two local curvature matrices. This proves the theorem.

3. Invariant Polynomials in the Curvature of
a Connection
The relation K' = AKA -1 is the motivation for considering polynomials
P(xl,l"'" x n.n) = P(X) in n by n matrices X such that
P(AX A-I) = P(X),

for such polynomial expressions in the locally-defined curvature forms will
define global forms on the manifold.
3.1 Elementary symetric functions. The permutation group Sym n on n
objects permutes the varibles of k[x[, ... , xn] preserving the k-submodule
k[x[, ... , xn]q of homogeneous polynomials of degree q. The subalgebra of
polynomials invariant under the symmetric group is a polynomial algebra on
certain elementary sysmmetric functions denoted (Jq of degree q. Thus, we
have
k[Xl, ... ,Xn]:::J k[Xl,···,X n]Sym n

where (Jix)

E

= k[(Jl,···,(Jn]

k[x 1 , ••• , xn] is defined by either of the following relations:

QAt)

=

n

l~j~n

(1

+ xjt) =

L
O~q~n

(Jq(x 1 ,···,xnW,

or
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3.2 Notation. Again, using the above polynomial QAt), we introduce some
new polynomials eq(a 1, ... , an) by the following formal relation in characteristic zero

See also 14(1.8), where the notation is slightly different.
By conjugating with matrices, we define an action of the general linear
group GLn(k) on the algebra of polynomials in the n 2 matrix elements
k[Xl.l'···'Xn,n].
3.3 Remark. The sub algebra of polynomials invariant under conjugation by
GLn(k) is a polynomial algebra over a field of characteristic 0 in elements
C 1 (x), ... , cn(x), that is,
k[xl.l, ... ,xn,nJ:::J k[Xl,l, ... ,X n,nJ GL n(k)

=

k[c 1 (x), ... ,cn(x)]

where the polynomials cq(x) are given by the following relations:
RAt)

=

det(l

+ Xt)

I

=

cq(x)t q.

O~q::;;n

In the case where X is diagonal with Xi,j = bi,jA i, the expression for cq(x) is
an elementary symmetric function, that is,
Cq(X 1 ,1'" .,

xn,n)

=

I

Ai( I ) ' " Ai(q)·

i(I)<'" <i(q)

3.4 Remark. Assume that k is a field of characteristic zero. We have the
relations
- t

d
-log(det(l
dt

+ Xt))

+ Xt)

exp (-

I

=

Tr(Xq)( - t)q

ISq

or equivalently
det(l

=

I
ISq

Tr(Xq) (- t)q).
q

The following algebras of polynomials are equal
k [c 1 (x), ... , cn(x) J = k [Tr(X), Tr(X2), ... , Tr(Xn)].

We denote this algebra by Inv(n), and the subspace of elements homogeneous
of degree q by Invq(n). The algebra Inv(n) is a direct sum of the subspaces
Inv in), and we have cq(x), Tr(Xq) E Inv q(n).
With the invariant polynomials cq E k[x 1 , 1, ... , Xn,nJ we introduce the characteristic differential forms of a smooth vector bundle E with connection V.
3.5 Definition. The characteristic Chern forms cq(E, V) of a smooth vector
bundle E with connection V are defined to be
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ci E, V)

=

1
(2ni)q cq(K).

For any invariant polynomial r/J(x) E Inv(n) = k[xl.l' ... ' xn.n]GLn(k) we denote the characteristic form with K substituted into r/J by r/J(K).
By (2.2)(2) for two curvature matrices K and K' in two local coordinate
systems, we have K' = AKA -1 and thus cq(K) = cq(K'). Also more generally
r/J(K) = r/J(K') is a well-defined global form for any invariant polynomial. To
prove that the characteristic Chern forms and more generally r/J(K) are
closed, we use the following formula.
3.6 Proposition. (Bianchi identity) If I:) is a local connection form with curvature K = dl:) - I:) /\ 1:), then we have
dK

I:) /\ K - K /\ I:)

=

=

[I:), K].

Proof We calculate
dK = ddl:) - dl:) /\ I:)

+ I:)

/\ dl:) = -(K

+ I:)

/\

1:)) /\

I:)

+ I:)

/\ (K

+ I:)

/\

1:))

= I:) /\ K - K /\ I:) = [I:), K].

This proves the proposition.
3.7 Proposition. The characteristic Chern forms cq(E, V) of a smooth ndimensional vector bundle E with connection V are closed forms. Also r/J(K) is a
closed form for each invariant polynomial r/J(x) E Inv(n).
Proof Firstly, we calculate using the derivation property of a
even forms a
dTr(Kq)

=

L

Tr(Ki(dK)Kj)

L

Tr(Ki[l:), K]Kj)

i+j=q-1
i+j=q-1
=

H

[I:), a] on

Tr([I:), Kq])

=0.
Since Inv(n) = k[c 1(x), ... ,cn(x)] = k[Tr(X),Tr(X2), ... ,Tr(Xn)] is the algebra of all invariant polynomials, we see that( the characteristic Chern forms
and all r/J(K) are in a polynomial algebra which is generated by closed
forms Tr(Kq), and therefore, they are also closed forms. This proves the
proposition.
3.8 Example. In the algebra of conjugation invariant polynomial functions
on n by n matrices
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we have the relation cj(X) = Tr(X) corresponding to the sum of the
eigenvalues. Another relation is

This can be seen by squaring the sum of the eigenvalues and subtracting
off the sum of products of distinct eigenvalues. In the case of n = 2, the
Hamilton-Cayley theorem says that
X2

-

Tr(X)X

+ det(X)I =

0,

and taking the trace of this relation, we obtain
Tr(X2)

=

Tr(X)2 - 2det(X)

which is another version of this relation. This leads to another interesting
characteristic class of bundles

4. Homotopy Properties of Connections
and Curvature
4.1 Definition. Let E be a smooth vector bundle over a smooth manifold,
and let Vo and Vj be two connections on E. A homotopy from Vo to Vj is a
connection V on E x [0,1] over M x [0,1] such that V restricts to Vi on
E x {i} over M x {i} for i = 0, 1.
4.2 Remark. We use the notations of the previous definition and consider an
invariant polynomial ¢; E Inv. The form ¢;(K) coming from the curvature K of
Von E x [0,1] over M x [0,1] restricts to ¢;(K;) on Ex {i} over M x {i}. In
particular ¢;(Ko) and ¢;(K d determine the same de Rham cohomology class.
There is a standard way of constructing a homotopy between any two
connections.
4.3 Definition. Let E be a smooth vector bundle over a smooth manifold M.
Let Vo and Vj be two connections on E with local connection forms. The
affine homotopy from Vo to Vj is the connection
V = (1 - t)Vo + tV j

defined on the smooth bundle E x [0,1] over the product M x [0,1].
If the local connection forms for Vo and Vj are 80 and 8j respectively, then
8 = (1 - t)8o + 8j is the local connection form for the affine homotopy V.
The restriction of V to E x {t} over M x {t} is denoted Vt and of 8 and K to
B x {t} are denoted 8t and K t .
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4.4 Proposition. The curvature form K t for the affine homotopy Vt

=

(1 - t)Vo + tV I is given by

Kt

= (1 -

t)Ko + tKI + t(1 - t)(8 0

+

( 1 )2

-

(8 0

8ddt

-

where 80 or 8 1 is the local connection form from Vo to VI.
Proof Now calculate using (1 - t) - (1 - t)2
definition
Kt

=

d8 t

8t

=

(1- t)d8 0

-

II.

+ td8 1 + dt(-8 0 + ( 1 )
II.

81

+ 81

II.

= (1 -

-

(1 - t)28 0

-

II.

80

t 28 1

-

II.

81

80 }

(1 - t)Ko + tKI + t(1 - t){8 0

+ (8 0

t - t 2 = t(1 - t) from the

8t

- t(1 - tH8 0
=

=

II.

80

-

80

II.

81

-

81

II.

80 + 8 1

II.

8d

( 1 )dt

t)Ko + tK I + t(1 - t)(8 0

-

( 1 )2

+

(8 0

-

8ddt.

This proves the proposition.
Now we wish to apply the homotopy formula dQ + Qd = jl - jo of
(1.7) to a form coming from an invariant polynomial rP E Inv(n) with K on
M x [0,1] substituted into rP. By (3.7) the form rP(K) is a closed form on
M x [0,1].
4.5 Definition. Let rP(x) E Inv q be an invariant homogeneous polynomial of
degree q. Then for two connections Vo and VI with curvatures Ko and Kl
repectively, we form V with curvature K and define

as in (1.6).
This leads to a more explicit version of (4.4).
4.6 Proposition. Let Vo and VI be two connections on a smooth n-dimensional
vector bundle with curvature forms Ko and K 1 respectively, and let rP E Inv q(n)
be a homogeneous polynomial of degree q. Then the two 2q-forms rP(Ko) and
rP(Kd define the same de Rham cohomology class. In particular, the Chern
forms cq(E, V) define de Rham cohomology classes independent of the connection V used to define these classes.

Proof Using the formula dQ + Qd = jl - jo of (1.7) applied to rP(K o, K d,
we obtain dQ(rP(Ko,Kd) =jl(rP(K o,K 1 )) - jo(rP(K o,K 1 )) = rP(K 1 ) - rP(Ko).
Thus the difference between rP(Ko) and rP(Kd is an exact form so that the de
Rham cohomology classes [rP(K o)] = [rP(K 1 )]. In the special case of the
Chern forms we have [cq(E, Vo)] = [cq(E, VI)]. This proves the proposition.
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4.7 Remark. We can denote Cq(E)DR = [ciE, V)] E H~'k(M,~) where V is
any connection on the smooth vector bundle E. There is another Chern
class cq(E) E H 2 q(M, Z) defined axiomatically in 16(3.2). There is a coefficient
morphism H 2 q(M, Z) -+ H1'k(M,~) in cohomology, and under this coefficient
morphism cq(E) is mapped to Cq(E)DR.
4.8 Reference. There are further considerations in the theory of connections.
For example, there is the notion of universal connections. For this and related topics, see M. S. Narasimhan and S. Ramanan, Existence of universal
connections I and II, American Journal of Mathematics, 83, 1961, pp. 563572 and 85,1963, pp. 223-231.

5. Homotopy to the Trivial Connection and
the Chern-Simons Form
5.1 Remark. The curvature form K t of (4.2) for Vt = (1 - t)Vo + tV 1 in the
case of Vo = 0 takes the following form in terms of the connection form 8 1 :

+ t(l

K t = tK 1

+ t8i

td8 1

-

t8i

= td8 1

-

t281

=

+ 81 dt

- t)8i

/\

81

- t 2 8i - 8 1 dt

81 dt.

-

5.2 Proposition. For K t

= t d8 - t 2 8 /\ 8 - 8 dt on the product manifold
M x [0,1] the trace of the square is

Tr(K;) = Tr(2t8 /\ d8

and when integrated from

1

t =

+ 2t 2 8 /\
0 to

t =

8 /\ 8) dt - Tr(2t 3 8 /\ 8 /\ d8),
1 we obtain

1

o

Tr(K;) = Tr(8 /\ d8)

2

+ - Tr(8 /\ 8 /\ 8).
3

Proof. The first expression comes from the cross terms in the trace of a
square. The integral dt gives contribution from the first two terms of the
expression for Tr(K;). This proves the proposition.

5.3 Definition. The three form Tr( 8 d8 + i8 3 ) associated with a connection
V with connection form 8 is called the Chern-Simon form of the connection.
There are other versions associated with Tr(K~), but it is this 3-form that
has many applications in the theory of three dimensional manifolds since its
integral over the manifold is an invariant of the manifold mod Z.
The above considerations are special to the three-dimensional case. In the
general case, the Chern-Simon's form for a flat vector bundle lives on the
principal bundle.
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5.4 Definition. Let (E, V) be a flat vector bundle over a manifold M, and let
q: Pr(E) -+ M denote the associated principal bundle of E over M. We consider two connections on the induced vector bundle q*(E) over the total
space Pr(E) of the principal bundle: the induced flat connection Vo from V
on E, and the canonical trivial connection V1 on q*(E) coming from the canonical trivialization of q*(E) over the total space of the principal bundle.
Again, the affine homotopy (4.3) defines a standard homotopy, and for each
r/J E Invq we have a canonical Chern-Simons form CS(E, V) E A 2 q-1(Pr(E)) on
the principal bundle Pr(E) of E with
r/J(Ko) = d(CS(E, V)).

Observe that the curvature form Ko = q*(K) where K is the curvature
form on M for the flat bundle (E, V) on M.
5.5 Remark. When the flat bundle (E, V) in the previous definition is also
trivial, or equivalently, when the principal bundle Pr(E) has a cross section s,
the Chern-Simons form can be pulled back to s*(CS(E, V)) of the base space
M. This form depends on the fibre homotopy type of s.
5.6 Remark. In the case of an oriented 3 dimensional manifold M and its
tangent bundle E = T(M), we know that T(M) is trivial and hence for
each flatness structure V on T(M) we have a curvature class on Pr(E) =
M x SO(3). Now, consider the class
a2 (E)

=

c 1(E)2 - 2c 2 (E)

on the principal bundle. It is of the form d(CS(M)) where CS(M) is a three
form on the principal bundle. Now we induce s*(CS(M)) to the base 3 dimensional manifold M giving a three form on M. By integrating this over M we
obtain a real number which depends on s. Since [M, SO(3)] = Z, we see that
the exponential

called the Chern-Simon invariant of the flatness structure on the 3 dimensional manifold, is a well-defined numerical invariant.

6. The Levi-Civita or Riemannian Connection
Every Riemannian manifold has a unique connection on its tangent bundle
called the Levi-Civita or Riemannian connection. In this section we show
that it exits and is unique.
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6.1 Definition. A pseudo-riemannian metric 9 on a smooth real vector bundle E over a manifold M is an AO(M)-bilinear map g: r(E) x r(E) ~ AO(M)
such that
(1) g(s, s') = g(s', s) for all s, s'

E r(E), and
(2) there exists an isomorphism y: r(E) ~ r(EV) such that the section y(s) the
dual E v to E applied to the section s' of E gives y(s)(s') = g(s, s').

Note that in 3(9.1) an inner product on topological vector bundles was
considered fibre by fibre on the bundle itself. If such an inner product is
smooth, then it defines a pseudo-riemannian metric on r(E).
6.2 Definition. The covariant derivative asociated with a connection

V: r(E) ~ r(T*(M) ® E) is the map ~
r(E)) such that V~(s) = (V(s))(~ ® id).

~ V~

defined r(T(M))

~

Hom(r(E),

6.3 Remark. The covariant derivative satisfies the following relations as a
function of(~,s) ~ V~s:
(1) For ~ E r(T(M)) and s E r(E) the function V~s is C-linear, and
(2) for a smooth function f we have VgS = fV~s and

Conversely, given a covariant derivative V~s we can define a connection
V: r(E) ~ r(T*(M) ® E) by the relation V~(s) = (V(s))(~ ® id). One way is to
see this is in local coordinates Xl' ... , Xn giving local sections 0 1 , ... , On of
T(M) and local sections Sl' .•• , Sq of E where V(s;) = L 1 sjSq 8 i •j s j with 8 i• j =
I1 SkSn ri •i . k dx k • Then the covariant derivative is given by the relation

V,l'k (s.)
l

=

"L....

r·· kS·.1
l,j.

1 sjSq

Also, the covariant derivative determines the connection form.
6.4 Definition. A pseudo-riemannian metric 9 on a smooth bundle is com-

patible with a connection V provided for the covariant derivative
ciated with V and three elements ~, 11, ( E r(T(M))

V~

asso-

6.5 Theorem. Let M be a smooth manifold with a pseudo-riemannian metric 9
on the tangent bundle T(M). There exists a unique connection V compatible
with 9 such that

(T)
Proof. The compatibility relation can be written three ways

6. The Levi-Civita or Riemannian Connection
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+ g(~, V1;IJ),
g(Vq(,~) + g((, Vq~)
g(V~IJ, 0 + g(lJ, V~O
g(V~IJ, 0 + g(lJ, V1;~) + g(lJ, [~, (J).

(g(~,IJ) = g(V1;~,IJ)

IJg((,O =
~g(lJ,

0

=
=

Now we form an alternating sum of these three expressions to obtain
(g(~, IJ) - ~g(lJ,

0 + IJg((, ~}

= 2g(~, V1;IJ}

- g(lJ, [~, (J)

+ g([IJ, n~) + g((, [IJ, n}·

This is a formula for g(~, V1;IJ) as one half of a six-term formula involving
g and brackets of vector fields. This proves the uniqueness, and further the
six term expression i~ a formula for V1;1J since it is determined by knowing
g(~, V1;IJ) for each ~ E 'r(T(M)). It is easy to see that V1;1J is C-bilinear in ( and
IJ. The A (M)-homogeneity properties are a direct calculation left to the
reader. Using the formula to calculate 2(g(~, V1;IJ) - g(~, V (n, we get the
term 2g(~, [(, IJJ) showing that condition (T) holds. Similiarly,qV is compatible

°

with g. This proves the theorem.
6.6 Remark. The condition (T) of the previous theorem says that the torsion
tensor of the connection T(~, IJ} = 0 where

6.7 Remark. The previous existence theorem is the beginning of the subject
of Riemannian geometry. With respect to a connection there is the notion of
parallel transport along a curve in the manifold of a vector in the fibre at
the initial point to a vector in the fibre at the final point of the curve. With
respect to a positive definite Riemannian metric there is the notion of the
curve of minimal length between two points called a geodesic. The relation
between the two is that for a geodesic the tangent vector field along the curve
is a parallel transport for the Levi-Civita connection. This condition of parallel transport is a first order differential equation for a general vector, while
the fact that tangent vector to a curve is a parallel transport is a second order
differential equation in the coordinates of the curve. The local existence of
geodesics follows from theory of differential equations.
For a clear introduction of these ideas, together with application to geometry and Bott periodicity, we recommend the book by 1. Milnor, Morse
theory, Annals of Mathematics Studies.

CHAPTER 20

General Theory of Characteristic Classes

Using vector bundles over a space X, we are able to associate with X various
sets which reflect some of the topological properties of X, for example,
VectF(X), the semi group of isomorphism classes of F-vector bundles;
Vect~(X), the set of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional vector bundles
over X; and KF(X), the group completion of VectF(X). We view a characteristic class as a morphism defined on one of the cofunctors Vect F, Vect~, or
KF with values in a cohomology cofunctor. In several important cases, we are
able to give a complete description of all characteristic classes. We conclude
with a discussion of properties of the Chern character.

1. The Y oneda Representation Theorem
We begin with a general result in category theory that is basic for calculating
characteristic classes and cohomology operations. In view of our area of
application, the result is stated for cofunctors. By duality there is a
corresponding statement for functors.
1.1 Proposition. Let A be a category, and let K be an object in A. For each
morphism f: Y -+ X, let [f, K] denote the function that assigns to each
morphism u E [X, K] the morphism uf E [Y, K]. Let [ -, K] denote the function that assigns to each X in A the set [X, K] and to each morphism f: Y -+ X
the function [f, K]: [X, K] -+ [Y, K]. Then [ -, K]: A -+ ens is a cofunctor.
Proof. We have only to check the axioms. If u E [X, K] and if g: Z -+ Y
and f: Y -+ X are morphisms, we have [fg, K]u = ufg = [g, K]uf =
[g,K] [f,K]u and [l,K]u = u.
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The next theorem is the Yoneda representation theorem, and it concerns
the calculation of a certain set of morphisms between cofunctors.
1.2 Theorem. Let T: A --+ ens be a cofunctor, and let f3: [[ -, K], T] --+ T(K)
be the function defined by the relation f3(rjJ) = rjJ(K) 1K for each morphism
rjJ: [ -, K] --+ T. Then f3 is a bijection.
Proof. We define an inverse function a of f3 by the relation a(x)(X)u = T(u)x
for x E T(K) and u E [X, K]. To verify that a(x): [ -, K] --+ T is a morphism
of cofunctors, we make the following calculation for f: Y --+ X:
T(f)a(x)(X)u = T(f)T(u)x = T(uf)x = a(x)(Y)uf = a(x)(T)[f, K]u

To show that a and f3 are inverses to each other, we calculate f3(a(x)) =
a(x)(K)lK = T(lK)x = x and af3(rjJ)(X)u = a(rjJ(K)lK)(X)u = T(u)rjJ(K)lK =
rjJ(X)u 1K = rjJ(X)u. Consequently, we have f3a = 1 and af3 = 1. This proves
the theorem.
1.3 Corollary. For two objects K and L in a category A, let
f3: [[ -,K],[ -,L]] --+ [K,L] be the function defined by the relation f3(rjJ) =
rjJ(K) 1K for a morphism rjJ: [ -, K] --+ [ - , L]. Then f3 is a bijection.
1.4 Remark. Theorem (1.2) is useful for calculating the set of all morphisms
[F, T] for two set-valued cofunctors F and T, where F is isomorphic to
[ -, K] for some K E A.

2. Generalities on Characteristic Classes
2.1 Definition. Let H be a cofunctor defined on a category of spaces and
maps with values in the category of sets. A characteristic class for ndimensional bundles with values in H is a morphism Vect p --+ H.
In most cases, we shall discuss the situation where Vect p is isomorphic to
some [ -, Kn] and the set of all characteristic classes in dimension n is in
natural bijection with the set H(Kn).
2.2 Definition. Let H be a cofunctor defined on a category of spaces and
maps with values in the category of commutative semigroups (or semirings).
A characteristic class for F -vector bundles with values in H is a morphism
VectF --+ H. A characteristic class rjJ is stable provided there is a factorization
rjJ': KF --+ H of rjJ by the natural morphism Vect F --+ K F.
The following diagram is commutative, and rjJ uniquely determines rjJ' with
respect to this property.
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Vect F

~
j ~H
KF

There is the following simple criterion for the stability of a characteristic
class.
2.3 Proposition. A characteristic class ¢ with values in a cofunctor H is stable
if and only if ¢(~) is invertible for each bundle class ~. If ¢ is defined over the
category of finite CW-complexes and if ¢(e q ) is the neutral element in H(X)
for each trivial bundle class

e

q,

then ¢ is stable.

Proof. The first statement says that ¢ factors through the group completion
KF if and only if its image is included in a subgroup of H(X) for each X.

The second statement follows from the first, because each bundle ~ has an
s-inverse IJ, where ~ EB IJ is trivial. Then ¢(~ EB IJ) = ¢(~)¢(IJ) is the neutral
element of H(X).
2.4 Example. Let H(X) be WV(X, Z)

=

L

HZk(X, Z) with the cup product

k~O

as the commutative semigroup operation. Then the total Chern class
c: Vect c -+ Hev( -, Z) is a characteristic class. Since c(~) = 1 for a trivial
bundle~, c is stable by (2.3), and we can view c as defined by K -+ WV( -, Z).
2.5 Example. Let H(X) be H*(X,Zz)

=

I

Hk(X,Zz) with the cup product

k~O

as the commutative semigroup operation. Then the total Stiefel-Whitney
class w: Vect R -+ H* ( -, Z z) is a characteristic class. Since w( 0 = 1 for a trivial bundle ~, w is stable by (2.3), and we can view w as defined by KO -+
H*( -,zz).
2.6 Example. Let H(X) be Hev(x, Z) with the cup product as the commutative semigroup operation. Then the Euler class e: Vectt -+ H ev ( - Z) is an
example of a nonstable characteristic class. The cofunctor Vectt is defined by
requiring Vectt(X) to be the semi ring of isomorphism classes of evendimenion real orientable vector bundles.

3. Complex Characteristic Classes in Dimension n
We consider complex characteristic classes with values in H*(X, Z) and
Hev(x, Z). (We denote Vect c by Vect and Kc by K.) The following result is
useful in determining the n-dimensional characteristic classes.
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3.1 Proposition. Let hn: Cpoo x .(~). x Cpoo -+ Gn(COO) be the classifying map
for the bundle Y x .(~). x y, where y is the canonical line bundle over CPOO. Then
hn is a splitting map for the canonical bundle Yn over Gn(COO).
Proof. Since h~(Yn) is isomorphic to Y x .(~). x Y, it suffices to show that
h~: H*(Gn(Cn )) -+ H*(CpOO x .(?). = CPW) is a monomorphism. For this, let
f: X -+ Gn(COO) be any splitting map of Yn, where f*(Yn) = Al EB ... EB An" Let
gi: X -+ Cpif! be a classifying map for Ai, where Ai is isomorphic to g{(y). Then
for g = (gl,"" gn) the bundle Al EB ... EB An is isomorphic to g*(y x .(~). x y).
Therefore, by 3(6.2) the maps f and hng are homotopic. Then as morphisms
of cohomology we have f* = (hng)* = g*h~. Since f* is a monomorphism,
h~ is a monomorphism.
For some expositions of characteristic classes the next theorem is used as
the starting point.

3.2 Theorem. Let Ci denote ci(Yn), where Yn is the universal n-dimensional vector bundle. Then the cohomology ring H*(Gn(COO),Z) = Z[c1, ... ,cnJ and the
classes c l' ... , Cn are algebraically independent.
Proof. By (3.1), hn : CPOO

X .(?). X

CPOO

-+

Gn(COO) is a splitting map. Since

Y x .<?). x Y is invariant under the action of the symmetric group in n
letters, the image of h~ in H*(CPif! x .(~). x CP""Z) = Z[Yl, ... ,YnJ is a
subring of the ring of symmetric polynomials in the variables Yl, ... , Yn' If
pri: CPOO x .(?). X Cpif! -+ CPOO is the projection on the ith factor, then Yi
equals c1(pr{(y)). Since h~(Yn) = pr'{(y) EB'" EB pr~(y), there is the following
relation for the total Chern class c(Yn), that is, h~(c(Yn)) = c(h:(Yn)) = c(pr'{(y)
EB'" EB pr:(y)) = (1 + yd' .. (1 + Yn)· Consequently, h:(C;(Yn)) is the ith
elementary symmetric function (Ji in the variables Y l' ... , Yn' Since
Z[(Jl, ... ,(JnJ is a polynomial ring and since h::H*(Gn(COO),Z)-+
Z[(Jl, ... ,(JnJ is an isomorphism with h~(cJ = (Ji, we have proved the
theorem.

3.3 Remarks. From the relation of vector bundles and general fibre bundles
(n)
h
[see 5(2.8)], we have Gn(Cif!) = BU(n) and CPOO x ...
x cpw = BT(n), were
T(n) = Sl x .<~). x Sl. The inclusion of T(n) c U(n) as a maximal torus
induces the splitting map BT(n) -+ BU(n) or cpw x ... x CP'lJ -+ Gn(COO).
From Theorems (3.2) and (1.2) we have the following theorem immediately.
3.4 Theorem. Each characteristic class has the form q(c 1(~), ... , cn(O), where
q(Yl,"" Yn) is a polynomial uniquely determined by rjJ and c;( 0 is the ith Chern
class of

r

3.5 Remark. Since the Chern classes are all even-dimensional classes, each
characteristic class rjJ: Vect C " -+ H*( -, Z) can be viewed as a characteristic
class with values in Hev( -, Z).
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4. Complex Characteristic Classes
Let R denote a commutative ring with a unit. Associated with the ring
R[[t]] of formal series in t with coefficients in R are several commutative
semigroups. Let R[[t]]+ denote the additive group of R[[t]], let R[[t]]x
denote the multiplicative semigroup of nonzero elements of R[[t]], and let
R[[t]]~ denote the group of units in R[[t]].
4.1 Notation. Let H be a ring-valued cofunctor. Let [Vect F , H]/1 denote the
set of all characteristic classes ¢: VectF -+ H which preserve the following
algebraic structures:
(1) For Il = (+, +), ¢(~ EB IJ) = ¢(O + ¢(IJ)·
(2) For Il = (+, x), ¢(~ EB IJ) = ¢(O¢(IJ)·
(3) For Il = r, each ¢(X) is required to be a semi ring morphism.

4.2 Remarks. The natural morphism VectF -+ KF defines an Injection
[K F,H]/1-+ [VectF,H]w In the two sets [VectF,H]+.+ and [VectF,H]+.x
there is a natural semigroup structure, where (¢ + 1/1)(0 = ¢(O + 1/1(0 in the
first case and (¢I/I)(~) = ¢(~)I/I(O in the second case.
In the next theorem, we consider a category of paracompact spaces which
contains cpn for 0 ~ n ~ +00.
For a ring R, we denote by c 1 (0 the image under H2(X, Z) -+ H2(X, R) of
the first Chern class of Finally, we denote Vect c by Vect and Kc by K.

r

4.3 Theorem. There exist a function a: [Vect,HeV(-,R)]+,+ -+R[[t]]+
such that a(¢)(c 1 (),)) = ¢(X)), for each line bundle A over X and a function
m: [Veet, WV( -, R)]+, x -+ R[[t]Jx such that m(l/I)(c l (A)) = 1/1 (X)(A) for each
line bundle A over X. The functions a and m are unique with respect to this
property, and a and mare semigroup isomorphisms.
Additional properties of a and m are contained in the following statements.
(1) The natural injection [K,WV(-,R)]+,+ -+[Vect,WV(-,R)]+,+ is a

bijection.
(2) After restriction of m, there is a commutative diagram where the horizon-

tal functions are bijections.
[K, WV( -, R)]+,+

1

~ R[[t]]~

1

[Vect, Hev( -, R)]+,x ~ R[[t]]x
(3) The restriction of a to [Vect, Hev ( -, R) J is a bijection onto the set of
{a, e bt }, where b ERin the case that R is a ring with Q c R.
(4) The conjugate ~ of a characteristic class ¢ is defined by the relation
~(O = ¢(~), where ~ is the conjugate bundle. Then a(¢)(t) = a(¢)( - t) and
m(lj/)(t) = m(l/I)( - t).
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Proof. We construct a as follows: Let a(¢)(t) E R[[t]] be such that
a(¢)(cl(y)) = ¢(cpn)y in wv(cpn,R) = R[x] modxn+1. This yields an inductive definition of the first n coefficients of a(¢)(t) and displays the unicity of a.
If ), is a line bundle over X, there is a map f: X ~ cpn such that f*(y) and A
are X -isomorphic. Then we have ¢(X)(A) = f*(¢( cpn)y) = f* [a(¢)(c 1 (y))] =
a(¢) [f*(cl(y))] = a(¢)(cl(A)). Similarly, m is constructed in this unique way.
Next, for two characteristic classes ¢ and ¢' we have a(¢ + ¢')(c l (y)) =
(¢ + ¢')(cpn)y = ¢(Cpn)y + ¢'(Cpn)yinHeV(Cpn,R) = R[x]modxn+1.Consequently, we have a(¢ + ¢')(t) == a(¢)(t) + a(¢')(t) mod t n+1 for each nand
a(¢ + ¢') = a(¢) + a(¢'). Similarfy, the relation m(IjIIjI') = m(ljI)m(IjI') holds.
To prove that a is injective, we suppose that a(¢d = a(¢2)' Then for a line
bundle), over X we have ¢l(X)A = a(¢l)(cl(A)) = a(¢2)(c l (A)) = ¢2(X)A. For
a bundle ~ over Y, let u: X ~ Ybe a splitting map with u*(~) = Al EB'" EB An"

Then the following relation holds:
U*(¢l(Y)O = ¢l(X)A l

+ ... + ¢l(X)An =

¢2(X)A l

+ ... + ¢2(X))'n

= u*(¢2(T)~)

Since u* is a morphism, we have ¢l = ¢2' Similarly, if m(ljId = m(1jI2), we
ha ve IjI 1 = IjI 2, and a and m are injections.
To prove that a is surjective, we take f(t) E R[[t]] and define ¢(X)A to be
f(c l (A)) for a line bundle A and X. For an arbitrary bundle ~ over X, let
u: X' ~ X be a splitting map with u*(~) = Al EB ... EB An' Then we require
¢(X')u*(~) to be ¢(X')Al + ... + ¢(X')An" Observe that ¢(X')Al + ... +
¢(X')A n is a polynomial in c;(u*(O) = U*(Ci(~))' the elementary symmetric
functions of the classes Cl(A l ), ... , Cl(An). Since u*: Hev(x, R) ~ Hev(X', R) is
a monomorphism, there is a unique element ¢(X)~ such that u*(¢(X')~) =
¢(X)u*(O. The above construction contains implicitly the fact that ¢ is a
morphism Vect ~ Hev( -, R). To prove that m is surjective, we use the above
argument and require IjI(X)u*(O to be the 1jI(X')Al .. ·1jI(X')A n. The above
construction is independent of u.
Statement (1) follows from the fact that Hev(x, R) is an additive group, and
statement (2) follows from the criterion in Proposition (2.3). For (3), from the
splitting principle, a characteristic class ¢: Vect ~ Hev( -, R) is a semi ring
morphism if and only if we have
a(¢)(Cl(A)

+ Cl(A')) =
=

a(¢)(cl(A ® A')) = ¢(X)(A ® A')) = (¢(X)A)(¢(X)A')

a(¢)(c l (A))a(¢)(c l (A'))

that is, we must have a(¢)(t EB t') = a(¢)(t)a(¢)(t'). For (4), we have ¢(A)
- ¢(A) for line bundles, and therefore a(¢)(t) = a(¢)( - t) and m(lf/)(t)
m(ljI)( - t). This proves the theorem.
Under m the total Chern class corresponds to 1 + t.

=
=
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5. Real Characteristic Classes Mod 2
The results of Sees. 3 and 4 on complex characteristic classes carryover to
real characteristic classes by replacing Chern classes with Stiefel-Whitney
classes and restricting to coefficient rings R containing Z z. We state the
results and leave it to the reader to supply the parallel verifications.

5.1 Proposition. Let hn: Rp w x .(~). x Rp w -+ Gn(R W ) be the classifying map
for the bundle Y x .<~). x y, where y is the canonical line bundle over Rp oo • Then
hn is a splitting map for the canonical bundle Yn over Gn(ROO) with respect to Z z
cohomology.
5.2 Theorem. Let Wi denote wi(Yn)' Then the cohomology ring H*(Gn(RCXJ), Zz)
= Zz[w 1 , ... , wn ] and the classes W 1 , ... , Wn are algebraically independent.
Statements (5.1) and (5.2) are parallel to (3.1) and (3.2).
(n)

5.3 Remarks. We have Gn(ROO) = BO(n) and Rp oo x ... x Rp oo = B(Zz)n.
The inclusion of diagonal matrices (Z2)" into O(n) induces the splitting map
B(Zz)" -+ BO(n) or Rp'lJ x .<~). x Rp CXJ -+ Gn(RCXJ).
5.4 Theorem. Each characteristic class rjJ: Vect R" -+ H*( -, Zz) is of the form
rjJ(X)~ = q(w 1 (~), ... , wn(O), where q(Yl"'" Yn) is a polynomial uniquely determined by rjJ and wJ~) is the ith Stiefel-Whitney class of~.
In keeping with the notations of (4.1), we have the following theorem
which is similar to (4.3).
5.5 Theorem. Let Z2 be the subring of R generated by 1. There exist a function a: [VectR,H*(-,R)]+.+ -+R[[t]]+ such that a (rjJ)(w 1 (2)} = rjJ(X}2 for
each line bundle 2 over X and a function m: [Vect R, H*( -, R)]+. x -+ R[[t]] x
such that m(ljJ)(w 1 (2)) = IjJ(X)2 for each line bundle 2 over X. The functions a
and m are unique with respect to this property, and a and mare semigroup
isomorphisms.
Additional properties of a and m are contained in the following statements.
(1) The natural injection [KO,H*(-,R)]+.+ -+ [Vect,H*(-,R)]+.+ is a
bijection.
(2) After restriction of m, there is a commutative diagram where the horizontal
functions are bijections.
[KO,H*( -,R)]+.x ~ R[[t]]~

1

1

[Vect,H*( -, R)]+.x ~ R[[t]]x
In the above theorem, wi(0 E Hi(B( 0, R) denotes the image of the ith
Stiefel-Whitney class of ~ under Hi(B(~),Zz) -+ Hi(B(O,R) which is induced
by Zz -+ R.
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6. 2-Divisible Real Characteristic Classes in
Dimension n
The theory of real characteristic classes divides naturally in two parts: the
theory for rings R with 2R = 0 (see Sec. 5) and the theory for rings R with
1/2 E R, that is, 2-divisible rings which we consider in this and the following
section.
The next result on principal Z 2-bundles is very useful in the following
discussion.
6.1 Proposition. Let q: E

-+ B be a locally trivial principal Z2-bundle, let R be
a 2-divisible ring, and let T denote the involution of H*(E, R) induced by the
action of -1 E Z2 on E. Then q*: H*(B, R) -+ H*(E, R) is a monomorphism,
and the image of q* is the fixed elements of T.

Proof. Let Ui for i

E

I be an open covering of B such that the restriction

q~l(U;) -+ Ui is a trivial Z2-bundle. By a standard result in singular

cohomology theory (see Eilenberg and Steen rod [1, p. 197J), it suffices to
consider cochains which are defined only on singular simplexes with images
in some Ui or q~l(UJ Then, as a cochain complex, C*(E, R) = CHE, R) Et>
C'!'.(E, R), where Cl(E, R) are the ± 1 eigenspaces of the involution induced
by the action of -1 on E. Then q*: C*(B, R) -+ Ct(E, R) is a cochain
isomorphism, and this proves the proposition.
6.2 Remarks. Since SO(2) = U(1) = Sl, oriented real plane bundles r; have
a natural complex line bundle structure compatible with their orientation.
These bundles over X are classified by elements of H2(X, Z), using the characteristic class e(11) which is the first Chern class c 1(11) of the complex line
bundle or the Euler class of the real plane bundle. The complexification
11 ® C of the real plane bundle 11 equals 11 EB t; as complex vector bundles. The
Chern classes are given by c1(r; ® C) = C1(11) + c1(t;) = C1(11) - c 1(11) = 0 and
-C 2 (11 (8) C) = -C 1(11)C 1(t;) = Cl(11)2 = Pl(r;), the first Pontrjagin class of 11. If
11 is any real plane bundle, we have c1(r; ® C) = c1(r; (8) C) = -c1(r; (8) C) and
2c 1(11 ® C) = O. If the coefficient ring is 2-divisible, then the relations
c1(r; (8) C) = 0 and Pl(11) = -c 2 (11 (8) C) hold.
The constructions in the previous remarks yield the following commutative diagram:

Cpoo ~ Gi(ROO)

~ 1

G 2(R OO )

----+

Cpoo x Cpoo

----+

G 2(COO)

1

The two horizontal maps on the right refer to complexification, Gi(R OO )-+
G2(R OO ) is a locally trivial principal Z2-bundle defined by forgetting orientation, and Cpoo x Cpoo -+ G 2(COO) is the splitting map considered in (3.1).
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6.3 Proposition. The cohomology of the above spaces with values in a 2-divisi-

hIe ring R is the following: H*(CpCO) = R[c1(y)], H*(Gi(RCO)) = R[e(Yi)],
H*(Gz(R CO )) = R[P1(YZ)]'
H*(CpCO x CPCO) = R[c1(y'),C1(Y")],
and
H*(Gz(CCO)) = R[c1(yz),cz(Yz)]' Moreover, in the following commutative
VZ(P1(YZ)) = e(yi)z,
V1(C1(YZ)) = 0,
diagram,
wz(e(yi)) = c1(y),
v1(CZ(Yz)) = P1(YZ)' UZ(c1(Y')) = e(yi), and UZ(c1(Y")) = -e(yi)·
H*(CpCO) ~ H*(Gi(R CO )) ~ H*(CpOO x Cp'XJ)

~Wl

lUI

IV2

~H*(Gz(RCO)) ~

H*(Gz(C OO ))

Proof. The statements about Cpco, CPCO x Cpoo, and Gz(C OO ) follow from
(3.1) and (3.2). Since U z is induced by the map corresponding to '1 f--> '1 EB if,
we have determined Uz . The character of wz and H*(Gi(RCO)) follows from
the fact that CPCO ~ Gi(R CO ) is an isomorphism. The statement about Vz
and H*{Gz(RCO)) follows from (6.1) and about V 1 from (6.2). This proves the
proposition.
6.4 Diagram. The calculations H*(BSO(2),R) = R[e] and H*(BO(2),R) =

R[P1] can be extended to the case of any n ~ 2. We have the following
commutative diagram where n = 2r or n = 2r + 1:
[Gi(R OO ) ) ,

1f
G;(ROO)

The horizontal arrows are the classifying maps for the complexification of
real universal bundles, and the vertical maps are the classifying maps for the
sum of real plane bundles or complex line bundles.
6.5 Theorem. Let R be a 2-divisible ring. If e denotes the Euler class of the

universal bundle, and if Pi denotes the ith Pontrjagin class of the universal
bundle, then there are the following polynomial rings:
H*(BO(2r),R)
H*(BO(2r

=

R[P1, ... ,Pr]

+ 1),R) =

R[P1, ... ,Pr]

H*(BSO(2r), R)
H*(BSO(2r

=

R[pu ... , Pr-1, e]

+ 1),R) =

R[P1, ... ,Pr]

Proof. We begin by observing that (6.1) allows us to deduce the result for
BO(n) from BSO(n) and the relation e Z = Pro
We have the following maps:
Eo(Y:) ~ Gn+- 1 (ROO)

q1
G:(R oo )
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which are defined by the relations q(W, x) = Wand neW, x) = W', where
W = W' .1 Rx and W' has the induced orientation. In addition, there is an
isomorphism between q*(y:) and n*(Y:-d EB (J1. The Gysin sequence [see
17(7.5)] has the following form:
mult.
. . . -4

Hi(G,;(ROO»

~ Hi+n(G,;(Roo» ~ Hi+n(Eo)! Hi+1(G,;(ROO))

n*-lq*\

n*r

Hi +1 (G,;(ROO))

From the naturality of p(y:) and p(Y:-d we see that n*-l q*(Pi(Y:)) =
Pi(Y:-d· By induction on n we see that H*(BSO(n), R) is generated by P1, ... ,
Pr and e. We recall, if n = 2r + 1, that e = 0; otherwise, we have e 2 = Pro
Finally, we must show that the set Pi' ... , Pr-1, e for n = 2r and P1, ... , Pr
for n = 2r + 1 is algebraically independent. For this, there is the following
diagram where e(j) = e(prJ(yi)) and C(i) = c 1(pr1(y)):

;H*(Gn+(ROO))={R[P1""'Pr],n=2r~1 ~H*(Gn(COO)) =
R[P1,'" ,Pr-Ue], n- 2r

I

We consider the formal sum

R[cu ... ,cn]

CiXi. We have

1 ~i~n

g*

and v*g*

(f

CiX i)

=

C'&:o:;n

J~t (1 -

CiX i)

=

Jln (1 + C(i)X)

eljJx). But we have, in addition,

f*C]1:o:;r (-I)jpjX2j)

=

lIt

(1- eo)x)

Therefore, the elements f*(pd, ... , f*(Pr) are the elementary symmetric
functions in efl)' ... , efr), and therefore the set Pu ... , Pr is algebraically
independent. In the case n = 2r, let f(P1, ... ,Pr-1,e) = 0 be a polynomial
relation. Then 0=f(pU ... ,Pr-1,e)=f1(p1, ... ,Pr)+f2(P1, ... ,Pr)e, where
f1 and f2 are polynomials. This means f1 (p 1, ... , Pr) = f2 (p 1, ... , Pr) = 0 and
f1 = f2 = O. This proves the theorem.
6.6 Remark. In the process of proving Theorem (6.5) we demonstrated
that f: [Gi(R OO )], -4 Gn+(R OO ) is a splitting map, in the sense that f*:
H*(G,;(ROO), R) -4 H*([Gi(R OO )]" R) is a monomorphism and that f*(y:)
splits into a sum of oriented plane bundles and oriented line bundles. A
similar statement holds for the classifying map [G 2 (R OO )], -4 Gn(ROO).
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From Theorems (6.5) and (1.2) we have the following theorem immediately.
6.7 Theorem. Let R be a 2-divisible ring. Each characteristic class rjJ: Vect~ -+
H*(-,R) is of the form rjJ(X)~ = q(Pl(~), ... ,Pr(O)' where q(Yt> ... ,Yr) is a
polynomial uniquely determined by rjJ, Pi(~) is the ith Pontrjagin class, and n
equals 2r or 2r + 1. If Vect"r. denotes the cofunctor of oriented n-dimensional
real vector bundles, each characteristic class rjJ: Vect"r. -+ H* ( -, R) is of the
form rjJ(X)~ = q(Pl(~), ... ,Pr~l(O,e(~)) for n = 2r or q(Pl(O, ... ,Pr(O) for
n = 2r + 1, where q is a polynomial uniquely determined by rjJ.

7. Oriented Even-Dimensional Real
Characteristic Classes
Let R+[[t]] denote the subgroup of R[[t]]+ consisting of all f(t) with
f( - t) = f(t), that is,f(t) = g(t2) for some g E R [[t]], and let R ± [[t]] denote
the subsemigroup of f(t) E R [[t]] x with f( - t) = f(t) or f( - t) = - f(t), that
is, f(t) = g(t 2) or tg(t 2) for some g E R[[t]].
Let Vect+(X) denote the semiring of isomorphism class of even-dimensional oriented real vector bundles.
7.1 Theorem. Let R be a 2-divisible ring. There exist a function a:
[Vect+,WV(-,R)]+.+ -+R+[[t]] such that a(rjJHe(I])) = rjJ(X)1] for each
oriented plane bundle I] over X and a function m: [Vect+,HeV(-,R)]+.x-+

R±[[t]] such that m(tfJ)(e(I])) = tfJ(X)1] for each oriented plane bundle I] over
X. The functions a and m are unique with respect to this property, and a and m
are semigroup isomorphisms.
Additional properties of a and m are contained in the following statements:
(1) The following squares are commutative.

[Vect+, Hev( -, R)]+.+

a
------+

R+[[t]]

v'lI Vz

u'li Uz
[Vect, Hev( -, R)]+. +

a
------+

R[[t]]

[Vect+, Hev( -, R)] +, x

------+

R±[[t]]

v'n V2

u'li Uz
[Vect, Hev( -, R)]+, x

------+

R[[t]]

The morphism U 1 is induced by eo: Vect -+ Vect+ and U 2 by eu: Vect+ -+ Vect.
The morphism v 1 is inclusion, The morphism v2 assigns to f(t) the series
f(t) + f( - t), and V3 assigns to f(t) the series f(t)f( - t).
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(2) The restriction oj a to [Vect + , H ev ( - , R) 1 is a bijection onto the set
{O, eat + e- at } Jor a E R, where Q c R.

Proof. The construction of a and m proceeds as in paragraph 1 of the proof
of (4.3) and the monomorphic character of a and m as semi group morphisms
as in paragraphs 2 and 3.
Let '1 be the oriented 4-plane bundle over CP" x CP" which is the
Whitney sum '11 EB'12, where '1i = pr7(co(Y)) for i = 1, 2. Observe that
co(Y) = yi over cpn = Gi(R 2n +2). Then H*(CP" x CP", R) is the polynomial
and y" +1 = 0. Then we have
ring R [x, y] modulo the relations x" +1 =
a(ifo)(x) + a(ifo)(y) = ifo('11 EB '12) = ifo('1t EB '1i) = a(ifo)( -x) + a(ifo)( - y)
and
m(ifo)(x)m(ifo)(y) = ifo('11 EB '12) = ifo('1t EEl '1!) = m(ifo)( -x)m(ifo)( - y) since reversing the orientation of both '11 and '12 leaves the orientation of '11 EB'12
unchanged. By writing a power series J(t) = gl(t 2) + tg 2(t2), we see that
a(ifo)(t) E R+[[t]] and m(ifo)(t) E R±[[t]].
To show that a and m are surjective, let J(t) = g(t2) E R+ [[t]]. Define ifo by
ifo(X)('1)) = J(c 1('1)) = g(P1('1)) for an oriented 2-plane bundle '1 over X. For
an arbitrary oriented real bundle ~ over X, let u: Xl --+ X be a splitting map
u*(O = '11 EEl··· EEl '1r in the sense of (6.6), where '1i is an oriented 2-plane
bundle. Then ifo(Xd(u*(O) is required to be ifo(Xd('1d + ... + ifo(Xd('1r).
Note that ifo(Xd('1d + ... + ifo(Xd('1r) is a polynomial in the elementary
symmetric functions evaluated on the classes P1 ('1 d, ... , P1 ('1r). The ith elementary symmetric function in P1('1J is Pi(U*(O) = U*(Pi(O) because 1/2
exists in R. Since u*: Hev(X,R) --+ Hev(X1,R) is a monomorphism, there is a
unique element ifo(X)~ such that u*(ifo(X)~) = ifo(X 1)(u*(0). The above construction demonstrates that ifo is a morphism Vect~ --+ H ev ( - , R). To prove m
is surjective, the above argument is used, but !/I (X d(u*(~)) is required to be
!/I(Xd('1d···!/I(Xd('1r). If J(t) = tg(t 2), this is C 1('11)g(P1('1d)···c 1('1r)g(P1('1r))
which is the Euler class e(u*(O) times a polynomial in p;(u*(~)) = U*(Pi(~)).
If J(t) = g(t 2 ), only Pontrjagin classes appear.
The commutativity of the above diagrams in statement (1) is immediate.
For ifo E [Vect~, WV ( - , Q)] + + with a(ifo) = J, the morphism ifo preserves the
ring structure if and only if ¢('11 Q9R '12) = ifo('1difo('12), where '11 and '12 are
two plane bundles by the splitting principle of (6.6). We can take '1i to be
pr7(co(Y)) for i = 1,2 on CP" x CP"o Then we have J(x)J(y) = ifo('11)ifo('12) =
ifo('11 Q9R '12) = ifoC'11 Q9c '12) + ifo('11 Q9c '12) = J(x + y) + JCx - y). By differentiating twice with respect to x and setting y = 0, we see that J(t) = or
J(t) = eat + e- at are the only solutions of this functional relation. This proves
the theorem.

°

°

7.2 Remark. For fibre maps of finite type we were able to give an "elementary" proof of the Leray-Hirsch theorem 17(1.1) from which the splitting
principle follows. The reader is invited to determine under what hypothesis
the results of Secs. 2 to 7 can be developed in an elementary framework.
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8. Examples and Applications
8.1 Example. Under the bijection m: [Vect(-),WV(-,Z)]+.x --+Z[[t]],
the total Chern class corresponds to 1 + t, and under bijection m:
[Vect R (-),H*(-,Z2)]+.x --+Z2[[t]], the total Stietel-Whitney class corresponds to 1 + t. The top Chern class and top Stiefel-Whitney class correspond to t in each of the respective cases. The above statements are clearly
true for line bundles, and therefore they are true in general.
8.2 Definition. Under the bijection a: [Vect( -), WV( -, Q)]ring --+ {O, eat} c
Q[[t]]+, the Chern character ch: Vect( -) --+ Hev( -, Q) is defined to be the
morphism corresponding to e t .
The Chern character is stable, and it can be viewed as a morphism ch:
K( -) --+ Hev( -,Q).
8.3 Example. Under the bijection m: [Vect~(-),WV(-,Z)]+.x --+Z±[[t]],
the Euler class corresponds to t. By the uniqueness statement, this need
be checked only on 2-plane bundles where it is clear. Similarly, the total
Pontrjagin class corresponds to 1 + t 2 and the top Pontrjagin class to t 2 .
If the first vertical arrow represents the function induced by co' restriction
of scalars from C to R, there is the following commutative diagram from
Theorem (7.1).
[Vect( -), WV( -, Z)]+. x

[Vect~ ( -

1

), wv (- , Z)] +. x

The second vertical arrow refers to the function that assigns to f(t) the series
f(t)f( - t). Since 1 - t 2 = (1 + t)(1 - t), there follows the relation P(co(I1)) =
c(I1)C(I1), where Pi = ( _1)ipi and ci = (_1)iC i are augmentations of the usual
Pontrjagin and Chern classes. Here Pcorresponds to 1 - t 2 under m and c to
1 - t. Translating the above relation into a relation between Pontrjagin class
and Chern classes, we have the following result.
8.4 Proposition. If I1R denotes the real bundle associated with the complex
vector bundle 11, there exists the relation (-1)i pi(I1R) = L (-1)kcil1)Ck(I1).
j+k=2i
If p(Mn) denotes p(r(M)R) for a complex manifold, there is the following
result for cr, using the fact that c(r(cpn)) = (1 + u)n+1, where u is the
canonical generator of H2(cpn, Z).
8.5 Proposition. The relation p(cpn)

Proof. Since p(Cr)
p(cpn) = (1 + u 2)"+1.

=

=

(1

+ u 2)n+1

c(r(Cr))c(r(Cr))

=

holds.

(1 - u 2 )"+1,

then we have
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8.6 Examples. For complex vector bundles, the L-genus is defined to be the
characteristic class corresponding to tltanh t, the A-genus is defined to be the
characteristic class corresponding to tlsinh t, and the Todd class is the characteristic class corresponding to til - e- t . For real oriented vector bundles,
the A-genus is the characteristic class corresponding to (tI2)/(sinh tI2). For
manifolds these characteristic classes are evaluated on the top class of the
manifold to give a number, also called the L-genus, A-genus and A-genus
respectively.

9. Bott Periodicity and Integrality Theorems
In this section we relate the Chern character to the complex periodicity and
prove the Bott integrality theorem. In doing this, we given an alternative
proof of the complex periodicity theorem.
Let y denote the canonical line bundle (or hyperplane bundle) over S2 =
Cpl. Then, from the results in Chap. 11, 1 and y - 1 form an additive base
for K(S2). All K-groups are complex K-groups.
9.1 Proposition. The ring homomorphism ch: K(S2)
phism.

-->

H*(S2, Z) is an isomor-

Proof Clearly ch(l) = 1, where c l (l) = 0 for the trivial line bundle 1 and
ch(y - 1) = cl(y) which generates H2(S2,Z).
9.2 Corollary. The relation (y - 1)2

=

0 holds on S2.

Proof Since ch is a ring homomorphism, ch(y - 1)2 = ch(y - 1) ch(y - 1) =
l (y)2 = O. Since ch is an isomorphism, (y - 1)2 = O.

C

9.3 Corollary. The relation ym = 1 + m(y - 1) holds on S2.

Proof From (9.2), we have ym = (1

+ (y

- l))m

=

1 + m(y - 1).

9.4 Definition. The Bott homomorphism {3: K(X) --> K(X /\ S2) is defined
by {3(O = ~ ® (y - 1).
The justification for this definition results from the following split exact
sequence of 9(3.4).

o+- K(X

V

S2) +- K(X

X

S2) +- K(X /\ S2) +- 0

Since the image of ~ ® (y - 1) in K(X v S2) is zero, we can view ~ ® (y - 1) E
K(X /\ S2).
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9.5 Remark. By elementary methods one can prove that the Bott homomorphism {3: K(X) ---+ K(X /\ S2) is surjective if X is compact.
We give Hirzebruch's version of the Bott periodicity and integrality
theorem.
9.6 Theorem. For each sphere X the Bott homomorphism {3: K (X) ---+
K(X /\ S2) is an isomorphism. For each k ~ 1, ch carries K(S2k) isomorphically onto H2k(S2k, Z) C H2k(S2k, Q).

Proof. We begin by proving the Bott map {3 is an isomorphism for X = S2k
and the integrality statement, both by induction on k.
For this, we consider the following diagram:

cup with u

------+
cup with u

------+

Here u E H2(S2, Z) is the canonical generator. The above diagram commutes
since ch(y - 1) = u. The bottom two horizontal arrows are isomorphisms.
If ch factors through H*(S2k, Z) by an isomorphism, then {3 is injective,
and, by (9.5), {3 is bijective. If {3 is an isomorphism, then ch factors through
H*(S2k+2,Z) by an isomorphism. Since the induction starts at k = 1, the
integrality theorem holds.
Since K(Sl) = [SO, UJo and U is connected, and since {3 is an epimorphism, we have K(S2k+1) = for all k. This proves the theorem.

°

9.7 Remark. The Bott morphism {3: K(X) ---+ K(X /\ S2) is an isomorphism
for each sphere X = Si. By a standard comparison theorem for half-exact
cofunctors, {3 is a cofunctor isomorphism.
9.8 Corollary. Let a E H 2n (S2n, Z) be a generator. Then for each complex vector bundle ~ over s2n, the nth Chern class cn(O is a multiple of (n - 1)!a, and
for each m with m == Omod(n - 1)! there exists a unique ~ E K(S2n) with
cn(~) = rna.

Proof. Since ch ~ = rk(~) ± nCn(~)/n! in HO(S2k, Z) EB H2k(S2k, Z) we have the
first statement. The second follows immediately from the above formula and
Theorem (9.6). Note that we used the relation sn(a 1, ... , an) = ± nan + ... and
sn(O, ... ,0, O"n) = ± nan-
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10. Comparison of K-Theory and Cohomology
Definitions of Hopf Invariant
10.1 Let j: s2n-1 ---> sn be a map, and form Cf , the cell complex, with one
one n cell, and one 2n cell. From the sequence of spaces s2n-1 !..
sn ---> Cf ---> ss2n -1 = s2n there are the following isomorphisms in integral
cohomology: Hn(sn) +- Hn(C f ) and H 2n (C f ) +- H2n(S2n). There are well classes
Cn E Hn(sn) such that ch nPn = Cn for n even where ch n is the nth component of
ch. In this way there are two classes a* E Hn(C f ) and b* E H 2n (Cf ) with
ch naf = a* and ch2n bf = b* for n even. The cohomology Hopf invariant hJ
is defined by (a*)2 = hJb*. By (graded) commutativity of the cup product,
hJ = 0 for n odd. The main result of this section is contained in the next
proposition.

o cell,

10.2 Proposition. The K-theory Hopj invariant hf equals the cohomology
Hopj invariant hJ.
Proof The Chern character ch: K(X) ---> Hev(x, Q) is a ring homomorphism.
Therefore, we have chaJ = chafchaf = (a* + rb*) = (a*)2, where r E Q.
Then from aJ = hfbf we derive the relation hfbJ = ch hfbf = ch aJ =
(a*)2 = hJb* or hf = hJ. This proves the proposition.

11. The Borel-Hirzebruch Description of
Characteristic Classes
11.1 Notations. Let a be a locally trivial principal G-bundle over X, let T'
be a maximal torus of G of dimension r, and let M be an m-dimensional
complex G-module. By restricting the action of G on M to T', we get m
T'-modules M 1"", Mm defined byy m elements ofHom(Tr, T1) = H1(T', Z).
We wish to calculate the Chern class c(a[MJ) and the Chern character
ch(a[MJ) in terms of M 1, ... , Mm' Here T1 = Sl is the circle.
11.2 The transgression. Let y be a principal T' -bundle and define the transgression 'y: H1(T', Z) ---> H2(B(y), Z) by the following commutative diagram:
H1(T', Z) ~ Hom(T', T1)

~ 1~
H2(B(y), Z)
The isomorphism v is defined by the relation v(h) = h*(s), where s is a generator of H1(T, Z), and the morphism 11 is defined by the relation l1(h) equals the
first Chern class C 1 (y[C h J), where C h is the simple T'-module C and scalar
multiplication tz is equal to h(t)z for t E T' and z E C.
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11.3 Proposition. If y is the universal T'-bundle over (Cpxy, then ry:
Hl (T', Z) --> H2(B(y), Z) is an isomorphism.
Proof For r = 1 the free generator of Hl(St, Z) corresponds to the canonical
line bundle over C pro, and its first Chern class is the free generator of
H2(CPro, Z). For general r the transgression ry is the product of r transgressions, where r = 1, and consequently ry is an isomorphism.
Using the notation (1Ll), we associate with a principal G-bundle a a
principal T-bundle aT' where E(a) = E(a T) and B(a T) = E(a) mod T. We have
the following commutative diagram:
E(a T) = E(a)

l~

B(a T) = E(a) mod T ~ B(a) = X

The bundle can be proved to be locally trivial, using a local cross section of
G --> G mod T, and qT is the natural quotient map. The map qT plays the role
of a splitting map, where aT and q}(a) are B(aT}-isomorphic.
11.4 Theorem. Let M be an m-dimensional complex G-module, where M
M 1 EB'" EB Mm as T'-modules. Then
q}(c(a[MJ)) =

TI

(1

+ r(Mj ))

1 ;2;j;2;m

and

L

q}(ch(a[MJ)) =

et(Mj

)

1 ;:i:j~m

Proof By the naturality of c and the Whitney sum formula for c, we have
q}(c(a[MJ))

=

c(q}(a[MJ))

=

c(y[M 1 EB'" EB MmJ)

= c(y[M1J)"'c(y[MmJ)
=

(1

+ r(M 1))···(1 + r(Mm))

and
q}(ch(a[MJ)) = ch(q}(a[MJ))
= ch(y[M 1 EB

... EB MmJ)

= ch(y[M1J)

+ ... + ch(y[MmJ)

This proves the theorem.
Now we state the following theorem of Borel [3].

=
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11.5 Theorem. For the universal G-bundle IX, the morphism qj.: H*(B G , Q) --+
H*(B T, Q) is a monomorphism and the image of qj. consists of the subgroup of
H*(B T, Q) of elements left elementwise fixed by the action of the Weyl group
on H*(BT' Q).
The statement of (11.5) should be compared with the relation between
R(G) and elements of R(T) elementwise fixed by the action of the Weyl group.
11.6 Theorem. Let IX be the universal G-bundle, where G is a compact, connected Lie group. There is a commutative triangle
K(BG)

R(G) /

ch*

~,

H'(B"Q)

The morphism ch is the Chern character, and ch* has the property that
ch* M = e-r(M) for M, a complex T-module.
This theorem follows from (11.5) by comparing R(G) with R(T) and
H*(B G , Q) with H*(BT' Q).

APPENDIX 1

Dold's Theory of Local Properties of
Bundles

In this appendix we state the main results in the important paper of A. Dold
[4]. These results are concerned with the relation between local and global
properties of bundles.
A.I Definition. A covering {Ui} of a space X is numerable provided there
exists a partition of unity {1JJ on X such that the covering {1Jj 1((0, 1J)}
refines {UJ
We consider four properties of bundles. The main results of Dold are that
if these properties hold locally they hold globally. That a property holds
locally means it holds over each set in a numerable covering of the space.
A.2 Definition. A halo of a subset A in a space X is an open set V with
A c V such that there is a map f: X -+ [0, 1J with A c f-1(1) and
f- 1 ((0, 1J) c V.
A.3 Definition. The section extension property holds for a bundle p: E -+ X
provided each cross section s over A c X which extends to a halo of A also
extends to all of X.
The next statement refers to the local character of the section extension
property.
A.4 Theorem. Let p: E

-+ X be a bundle. If p: E -+ X has the section extension property, its restriction to an open subset of X has the section extension
property. If p: E -+ X has the section extension property over the subsets Ui of
a numerable covering {UJ, then p: E -+ X has the section extension property.

The following definition is stronger than that used in Chap. 1.
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A.S Definition. A bundle p: E ~ X is a fibration provided the homotopy
lifting property holds for all spaces.
~ X is a fibration when restricted to the subsets Vi of a numerable covering {Vi}, then p: E ~ X is a fibration.

A.6 Theorem. If a bundle p E

The next concept is preserved under fibre homotopy equivalence.
A.7 Definition. A bundle p: E ~ X is a weak
homotopy h,: W ~ X and map f: W ~ E with
f;: W ~ E such that pi, = h,. Moreover, it is
homotopic with a homotopy k,: W ~ E such
[0, 1J and ko = fo, kl = f

fibration provided for each
pf = ho there is a homotopy
assumed that fo and fare
that pk, = fo = f for all t E

~ X is a weak fibration when restricted to the
subsets Vi of a numerable covering {VJ, then p: E ~ X is a weak fibration.

A.S Theorem. If a bundle p: E

We used a mild form of the next theorem in Chap. 16.
A.9 Theorem. Let f: E ~ E' be an X-morphism of bundles p: E ~ X and p':
E' ~ X over X. If the restriction of f over subsets Vi of a numerable covering

{VJ of X is a fibre homotopy equivalence, then f: E ~ E' is a fibre homotopy
equivalence.
In the three statements (A.6), (A.S), and (A.9), the proofs are achieved
by reducing the statements to an application of (AA) by mapping space
construction.

APPENDIX 2

On the Double Suspension

We analyze the pair (02S2n+l,S2n-l) considered by Toda [2] using the fibre
space techniques of John Moore introduced in expose 22 of the Cartan
Seminaire 1954/55 and the process of localizing a space at a prime p. As in
the approach of Toda, we consider a filtration s2n-l c OFn c 0 2s2n+l. In our
case the analysis of the pair (OFm S2n-l) depends on the nonexistence of
elements of mod p Hopf invariant one for n > 1. The boundary map
nJ0 2s 2n+1,OFn) -+ n i _ 1 (OFn,s2n-l) is exhibited as an induced map of the
homotopy groups of spaces and related to the double suspension.
We develop the necessary properties of OSX and SOSX in the first few
sections and then give an exposition of the results related to the mod p Hopf
invariant. The single suspension sequence of I James (see Annals of Math.,
vol. 63,1956, pp. 407-429) is included.

1. H*(QS(X)) as an Algebraic Functor of H*(X)
Let R be a commutative ring. In order to calculate H*(OS(X), R) in terms of
H*(X, R), we use the following preliminaries on the path space fibration
n: E(Y) -+ Y where n(<5) = <5(1) and n- 1 (*) = O(Y). We definqtto be the path
product making the following diagram commutative
O(Y) x E(Y) ~ E(Y)

~/
Y

.
gIVen
by the formula /1(Y, <5)

=

{Y(2t)
,
u(2t - 1)

for t ~!
for! ~ t.

1. H*(QS(X)) as an Algebraic Functor of H*(X)

For E(Y) x E(Y) the subspace of (<51,<5 2) E E(Y) x E(Y) with n(<5l)
we define the path product v: E(Y) x E(Y) ---+ Q(Y) by the formula
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=

n(<5 2 ),

1[

v(<5 u <5 2) =

<51 (2t)
{ <5 (2 _ 2t)
2

Let S+(X) (resp. S_(X)) denote the subspace of all [x, tJ E S(X) where! ~ t
(resp. t ~ h and identify X with S+(X) n S_(X). Restrict the pathspace fibration n: E = E(Q(X)) ---+ S(X) to n+: E+ ---+ S+(X) where E+ = n- 1 (S+(X)) over
the cones S±(X).
- Now define maps f± and g± mappmg the following diagrams
commutative.

Let u+:S+(X)---+E+ be the canonical cross sections given by u_[x,sJ(t) =
[x, stf and u;[x, iJ (t) = [x, 1 - (1 - s)t]. Then we define f±(y, [x, sJ) =
/1(Y, u±([x, s])) and g±(<5) = (v(<5, u±(n(<5))), n(<5)). An easy construction will
show that f± and g ± are fibre homotopy inverses of each other.
Let {3(X) = {3: X ---+ QS(X) be the natural map where {3(X)(t) = [x, t]. We
denote H*(X, x o ) = B*(X) for a pointed space X.
l.l Proposition. Let X be a pointed space. If H*(X) = H*(X,R) is R-flat,
then the following composite is an isomorphism where tP is the multiplication on
the algebra H*(QS(X)).

Proof We have the following commutative diagram where the top horizontal morphism and the morphisms in the last column are isomorphisms.
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H*(OS(X)) @ H*(S_(X), X)

1
0

H*(OS(X) x (S_(X), X))

1

H.(f-)

H*(L,E)

1

excision

H*(E,E+)

H*(OS(X))

11

® H*(E+)

H.(/L)O

®H.(g+)

H*(OS(X)) @ B*(OS(X) x S+(X))

1

1 ®H.(pr 1 )

1°
1

~ B*(E+)
H.(g+)

B*(OS(X)

X

S+(X))

1

H.(pr,)

H*(OS(X)) @ B*(OS(X)) --,p~--+) B*(OS(X))

Since {3: X

->

OS(X) is the composite
X ~ E+ ~ OS(X) x S_(X) ~ OS(X)

the triangle on the left is commutative. The large rectangle is commutative
from the relation between u_ and f- and the naturality of boundary morphisms. Since 1/1(1 ® H*({3)) is a composite of isomorphisms, it is an isomorphism and this proves the proposition.
1.2 Proposition. Let C be a connected graded R-coalgebra, let A be a connected graded R-Hopf algebra, and let i: C -> A be a morphism of coalgebras
such that the following composite is an isomorphism

A @J(C)~A ®J(A)~J(A)
Then the unique Hopf algebra morphism f: T(C) -> A, of the tensor Hopf
algebra T(C) into A induced by i: CI-+A, is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since A = REB J(A) as modules, we can iterate the above given isomorphism to an isomorphism

U J(ct® EB (A ® J(C)m®) -> J(A)
U J( C)k® -> J(A) is just the restriction of f

1 ;;;k<m

whose restriction fm:

to this

1 ~k<m

part of the tensor algebra. By the connectivity hypothesis fm is an isomorphism
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in degrees <m and hence f: T(C) -+ A is an isomorphism because /(C)m® is
zero in degrees < m. This proves the proposition.
Putting together (1.1) and (1.2), we have the following theorem which was
pointed out to us by John Moore.
1.3 Theorem. Let X be a path connected space such that H*(X) = H*(X, R) is
R-j7at. Then the coalgebra morphism H*(/3): H*(X) -+ H*(QS(X)) is factored
by a natural morphism of Hopf algebras TH*(X) -+ H*(QS(X)) which is an
isomorphism.
Concerning cohomology, the following result comes from duality.
1.4 Theorem. Let X be a path connected space such that H*(X) is R-projective
of finite type. Then the algebra morphism H*(/3): H*(QS(X)) -+ H*(X) is factored by a natural morphism of Hopf algebras H*(QS(X)) -+ T'H*(X) which is
an isomorphism where T' is the tensor Hopf algebra on the algebra H*(X).
Moreover, if R = Fp the field with p elements, then the action of the mod p
Steenrod algebra on H*(X) induces an action on T'H*(X) and the above isomorphism preserves this action.
Proof The first statement follows from (1.3) by duality. The second statement follows by observing that the dual of the composite isomorphism of
(1.1) defined B*(QS(X)) -+ H*(QS(X)) @ B*(X) is an isomorphism preserving the Steenrod algebra. This is carried through in the dual to (1.2).

The above theorems yield immediately the first suspension theorem.
1.5 Theorem. Let X be an (n - I)-connected space for n> 1. The pair
(QSX,X) is (2n - 1) connected and /3: X -+ QSX induces ni(X) -+ nJQSX) ~
n i+1 (SX) which is an isomorphism for i ~ 2n - 2 and an epimorphism for
i ~ 2n - 1.
Proof Since H*(QSX, R) = T(B*(X, R)) and Bi(X, R) = 0 for i < nand R a
field, it follows that /3 induces an isomorphism HJX, R) -+ HJQSX, R) for
i ~ 2n - 1 and so HJQSX, X; R) = 0 for i ~ 2n - 1. This holds over any field
R and thus over any ring R by the universal coefficient theorem. Since X is
simply connected, the pair (QSX, X) is also simply connected and by the
Whitehead theorem ni(QSX, X) = 0 for i ~ 2n - 1 and (QSX, X) is (2n - 1)connected. The second statement follows from the exact homotopy sequence
of a pair, and this proves the theorem.
1.6 Corollary. For S" the n sphere where n ~ 2, the pair (QS" +1 , S") is (2n - 1)connected and the induced morphism ni(S") -+ nJQS"+l) = n i+1 (S"+1) is an isomorphism for i ~ 2n - 2 and an epimorphism for i ~ 2n - 1.
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Proof Since sn is (n - I)-connected the corollary follows from the theorem.
The induced morphism ni(fJ): ni(sn) -+ nJosn+1) = ni+1 (sn+1) is just the
morphism which assigns to the homotopy class of u: Si -+ sn the homotopy
class of its suspension Su: Si+1 -+ sn+1. Hence the terminology suspension
morphism while the notation E: ni(sn) -+ n i+1(sn+1) for nJfJ) comes from the
fact that suspension in German is Einhangung.

2. Connectivity of the Pair (Q 2 S2n+1, s2n-l )
Localized at p
The connectivity of the localized pair (0 2 s2n+1, S2n-1) will be derived from
the following calculation, due to J. C. Moore, of H*(02S2n+1,k) where k will
denote in this section a field of characteristic p > 2. In [2] J. C. Moore did
this calculation as a structure theorem on Hopf algebras, while here we
sketch another argument of Moore which is an easy consequence of the
induced fibration spectral sequence of Eilenberg and Moore.
2.1 Theorem. As a Hopf algebra over k of characteristic p > 2
H*(02s2n+1,k)

=

® E(u i,2npi -

1)@

O:£i

Proof As a Hopf algebra H*(os2n+1, k)
bra for Wj = Ypj(w) we have
H*(os2n+1, k)

=

=

® S(vj,2npj -

2)

l:£j

S'(w,2n) by (1.4) and as an alge-

® S(wj,2npj)/(wf)
1 :£j

To see that the spectral sequence going from the cohomology of the base
Os2n+1 to the fibre 02s2n+1 collapses, we recall that it is a spectral sequence
of Hopf algebras with

or
E2

=

CotorH .(r!S2n+l. k )(k, k)

This Hopf algebra E2 is a tensor product of polynomial algebras generated
by elements on the - 2 filtration line and exterior algebras generated by
elements on the - 1 filtration line which are homology suspensions. Since the
image of the homology suspension is stationary in the spectral sequence and
since the other factor of the spectral sequence is in even total degree, the
spectral sequence collapses. Since E OO = EO H*(02 s2n+1, k) is free commutative, the theorem follows.
2.2 Corollary. For i < 2pn - 2 we have
n i(02S2n+1, s2n-1 )(P) = O.

Ri(02 s2n+1, s2n-1, k) = 0 and
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2.3 Corollary. The double suspension
2S2n+1) (p) -- n i+2 (S2n+1) (p)
ni(s 2n-1)(p) -> ni(n.
~~
is an isomorphism for i < 2np - 2 and an epimorphism for i ~ 2np - 2.
Note that corollaries (2.2) and (2.3) can be derived from a simple application of the total space (Serre) spectral sequence, and they should be regarded
as refinements of (1.6).
We will make several uses of the following calculation.

2.4 Proposition. For an odd sphere s2n-1 the pair (0 2s2n+1, S2n-1) localized at a prime p has the following first nonzero homology group
H 2np _2(02S2n+1,s2n-1) = ZlpZ.
Proof. We make the calculation in cohomology over ZIP)' The total space
spectral sequence for the path space fibration over os2n+1 has E!'* =
S'(x , 2n) \C)
'x' H*(02s2n+1) and E*'*
= Z (p). Thus H2n-1(02S2n+1) = Z (p) y ,
00
E!'* = E!~*, and d 2n (y) = x. Hence d 2n (YYm(x)) = (m + 1)Ym+1(X) and E'2':+l =
for (a, b) f= (0,0) and a < 2np or b < 2np - 1. Since d 2n (YYp-1 (x)) = PYp(x),
2n p-1 -> E 2n P.o must be an
E 2n
P.o = ... = E 2n
p,o = Zip and because d 2~'. EO.
~+1
2~'
2~
~p
2n
isomorphism for E*'*
=
Z
it
follows
that
H
P-1(02S2n+1 ' (Zp ) ) = Zip •
00
(p)'
Hence by the universal coefficient theorem H 2np-1 (0 2 s2n+1, Zip») =
H 2np-1 (0 2s2n+1, s2n-1, ZIP») = Zip and this proves the proposition.

°

Proposition (2.4) holds for p = 2 while (2.1) does not as it stands. The
reader is invited to reformulation and prove (2.1) for p = 2.

3. Decomposition of Suspensions of Products and
QS(X)
3.1 Proposition. For two points spaces X and Y there is a homotopy equivalence SeX x Y) -> sex /\ Y) V SeX) v S(Y).
Proof. We give two arguments for the proof. The projections X x Y->
X /\ Y, X X Y -> X, and X x Y -> Y induce the maps SeX x Y) -> sex /\ Y),
sex x Y) -> SeX) and sex x Y) -> S(Y). The coHspace structure of the
suspension defines a map SeX x Y) ->
sex X Y) which composed with the
wedge of these three maps yields the desired map sex x Y) -> sex /\ Y) V
SeX) v S(Y). Now this map is seen to be a homology isomorphism for any
ring of coefficients, and this proves the proposition at least in the case when
the spaces X and Yare connected and have the homotopy type of a C W
complex. Alternatively for any space W the following is a split exact sequence
of groups

V3
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[S(X

[S(X x Y), WJo

y), WJo

1\

[S(X v Y), WJo
~
~-

s

[X

1\

Y,OWJo

[X x Y,OWJo

[X v Y,OWJo
=

[X,OWJo x [Y,OWJo

Again the projections X x Y --+ X and X x Y --+ Y induce the splitting s.
Hence we have an isomorphism of group valued functors of the pointed
space W
[S(X
=

1\

y), WJo x [S(X), WJo x [S(Y), WJo

[S(X

1\

Y)

V

S(X) v S(Y), WJo

--+

[S(X x Y), WJo

which must be defined by a homotopy equivalence
S(X x Y)

--+

S(X

1\

Y)

V

S(X) v S(Y)

This proves the proposition.
Since f3 = f3(X): X --+ OS(X) is a map into an H-space, it defines by taking
products f3n: xn --+ OS(X) and we suspend this map and apply inductively the
splitting of the suspension of a product

3.2 Theorem. The maps Vn: S(!\n X) --+ SOS(X) collect to define a map
v: V l:;;n S(!\n X) --+ SOS(X) which is a weak homotopy equivalence for path
connected X.

Proof By (1.3), H*(OS(X)) = TH*(X) over any field. Since H*(!\n X)
H*(X)0 n over a field, we see that

=

H*(v n): SH*(X)0 n = H*(S(!\n X)) --+ H*(SOS(X))
maps isomorphically onto the suspension of the nth summand in
H*(OS(X)) = U1:;;n H*(X)0 n and the collection v: V l:;;n S(!\n X) --+ SOS(X)
induces an isomorphism of homology with any field coefficients. Since the
spaces are simply connected being suspensions of path connected spaces, v is
a weak homotopy equivalence. This proves the theorem.
3.3 Corollary. The maps Vn: snr+1 --+ sosr+1 collect to define a map
v: Vl:;;n snr+1 --+ sosr+1 which is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof The proof follows from (3.2) and the Whitehead theorem.
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3.4 Remark. With the above notations for a map f: sr -4 sr of degree q, it
follows that fJn(f x .(~). x f) = QS(f),
QS(f)*: HnAQsr+1)

-4

HnAQsr+1 )

is multiplication by qr, and the following diagram is commutative up to
homotopy

V snr+1

v

~

l~n

S(f)

1\

f

1\

(~-:-~)

I\f

1
V

snr+l

SQ(sr+1 )

1

snS(f)

v

~

SQ(sr+l )

l~n

Let u: SQsn+1 -4 Vl:£i sni+1 be a homotopy inverse of v: Vl:£i sni+l -4
SQsn+1 considered in (3.3), and let p(q): Vl:£i sni+1 -4 sn q+l be the restriction
to the wedge of the projection onto the qth factor. Form the composite p(q)u:
SQS n+1 -4 snq+1, take the adjoint map Qsn+1 -4 Qsnq+1, and make it into a
fibre map which we will denote 1(q): Qsn+l -4 Qsn q+1 with 1(q)(sn) = *. Let
Fn(q) denote the fibre of the map 1(q). In fact 1(q): QSX -4 QS(/\q X) can be
defined for any space X where the map v in (3.2) is homotopy equivalence.
This would be the case for any CW complex.
For odd spheres the cohomology algebra H*(QS 2n +1, R) is the divided
power algebra S'(x,2n) by (1.4) and H*(1(q») is described in the next
proposition.
3.5 Proposition. With the above notations the map 1(q): Qs2n+l -4 Qs2n q+1 induces 1(:): H 2kn q(QS2n q+1, R) -4 H2knq(QS 2n+1, R) which is multiplication by
[k!(q!t;(qk)!] on modules of rank 1.
Proof. For H*(Qs 2n+1,R) = S'(x,2n) and H*(Qs2n q+t,R) = S'(y,2nq),

1(:): H 2n q(QS2nq+1, R)

= Ry

-4

H2nq(QS 2n+1, R) = Ryq(x)

is an isomorphism and we choose y such that 1(:)(y) = Yq(x). Since the
calculation is independent of R, we can assume R is the integers and use
m!Ym(x) = xm. We calculate
1(:)(Yk(y))

=

klM)(yk)

=

k![Yq(X)]k

=

k!(q!)kxqk

= [k!(q!)k/(qk)!]Yqk(X)

This proves the proposItion because H 2kn q(Qs2n q+1, R)

= RYk(y)

and

H2knq(QS 2n+1, R) = RYkq(X).

In the next section we study the fibre map 1(2): Qsn+1 -4 Qs2n+1 for both
even and odd spheres. In order to study whether or not 1(:) is an isomorphism
we use the notation i = ord p x where x is a nonzero rational number of the
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form x

=

pi ~ and a, b are integers not divisible by the prime p. If [x] denotes

the largest integer:;:; x, then one shows easily that
ordp(k!) =

[~] + [p~] + ... + [~] + ...

which is a finite sum terminating when k < pi. When q
late that
ordp[k!(q!t/(qk)!] = ordp(k!)
=

D]

+ kordp(pj!) -

=

pj in (3.5) we calcu-

ordp(pjk!)

+ [p~] + ... + k(1 + P + .. , + pj-l)

- ([P;k] + ... + [P;k] + ... )

=

0

This means that [k!(q!t;(qk)!] is a unit over any Z(P) - algebra Rand (1; pi»*:
H 2kn q(Q.s2n q+1, R) ~ H 2knQ(Q.S2n+1, R) is an isomorphism. Moreover
TorH*(QS2nQ+l,R)(R , H*(r\s2n+l
u
,

R» --

R IX'
. H*(Q.S2n+l , R)
I6'H*(QS2nq+1.R)

and this is the cohomology of the fibre Fn(q) of 1;Q): Q.s 2n+l ~ Q.s2n q+1 localized at p for the case q = pi. From this discussion the following theorem
results immediately using the relation
(mpi, k)

= 1 (mod p)

~ s2n q+1 localized at p for q = pi
has cohomology H*(Fn(q), R) = S'(x, 2n) truncated with l'i(X) = 0 for i ~ q and
homology H*(Fn(q), R) the subcoalgebra of T(x,2n) = S(x,2n) consisting of
those elements in degrees :;:; 2nq - 1.

3.6 Theorem. The fibre Fn(q) of Q.s2n+1

4. Single Suspension Sequences
In order to investigate further the terms n*(Q.sn+1, sn), considered first in
(1.6), we study the map 1;2): Q.s n+1 ~ Q.s2n+1 introduced in section 3 and
examined in (3.5). We have already used the relation H*(Q.S2n+1, R) =
S'(2n, R) for an odd sphere and now we remark that for an even sphere
H*(Q.sm, R) = E(y, m - 1) ® S'(z, 2m - 2) where E(y, m - 1) is the exterior
algebra on the generator y in degree m - 1.

4.1 Proposition. For the fibre map 1;2): Q.sn+l ~ Q.s2n+1 with fibre Fn and
n ~ 2, the inclusion j: sn ~ Fn is a homotopy equivalence for n odd and
localized at 2 the map j: sn ~ Fn is a homotopy equivalence for n even.
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+ 1 is

even and H*(osn+1, R) = E(y, n) ® S'(z, 2n) and
carries H*(OS2n+l,R) isomorphically onto the factor S'(z,2n), and H*(F.,R) = E(y,n) so that j*:
H*(F., R) --+ H*(sn, R) and j*: H*(sn, R) --+ H*(F., R) are isomorphisms for all
R. This proves the first statement.
For n even, n + 1 is odd and j*: H*(sn,R) --+ H*(F.,R) is an isomorphism
for each Z(2)-algebra by (3.6). This proves the theorem.

Proof. For n odd, n

1(~):H*(os2n+1,R)=S'(x,2n)--+H*(osn+1,R)

The fibre map 1(2): (osn+1, 1'n(2)) --+ (OS2n+1, *) induces an isomorphism
7r*(osn+l, 1'n(2)) --+ 7r*(os2n+1, *) and leads to the following diagram with an
exact triangle
7r*(sn) ~ 7r*(Fn(2)) ~ 7r*(osn+1)

~I

7r*(osn+1, F)

~

7r*(OS2n+1)

From this and (4.1) we deduce the single suspension sequences immediately.
These are also called the EHP sequences.

4.2 Theorem. For n odd the following triangle is exact.
7r*(sn) ~ 7r*(osn+1)

p\

~=f(2)*

7r*(os2n+1 )

For n even the following triangle of 2 torsion groups is exact.

Here P is the boundary morphism of degree - 1.
Since 7ri(osn, sn-l) = 0 for i < 2n - 2, the Hurwicz morphism h:
7r2n_2(osn, sn-l) --+ H 2n_ 2(osn, sn-l) = Z is an isomorphism.
4.3 Definition. The (integral) Hopf invariant H: 7r2n-l (sn)
site morphism

--+

Z is the compo-

7r 2n - 1 (sn) = 7r 2n - 2(osn) ~ 7r2n-2 (osn, sn-l) ~ H 2n_ 2(osn, sn-l) = Z
Because of the ambiguity in the identification of Z with H 2n_ 2(osn, sn-l)
the morphism H: 7r 2n - 1 (sn) --+ Z is well defined only up to sign. From the
following commutative diagram with indicated isomorphisms
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we see that h(rx) = H(rx)Y2(X) up to sign for any rx E 1[Zn_1(sn) = 1[2n_Z(osn)
and this provides an alternative formulation for the Hopf invariant H:
1[Zn-1 (sn) ~ Z.
4.4 Theorem. (Serre) Let f: sZn-1 ~ sn be a map and let CJ denote its mapping
cone. Then Hn(CJ ) = Zv, H 2n (CJ ) = Zw, and V Z = ±H([fJ)w where [fJ is
the homotopy class of f.
Proof. Let sZn-1 ~ MJ ~ sn be the mapping cylinder factorization of f where
M J /S 2n - 1 = CJ the mapping cone and sn ~ MJ is a homotopy equivalence.
Then Hn( CJ ) = Hn(MJ' SZn-1) = Zv and H2n( CJ ) = H2n(MJ' S2n-1) = Zw are
the only nonzero cohomology groups in this two cell complex. If V Z = hw,
then we must show h = ±H([fJ).
Let E ~ MJ be the path space fibration and let E' ~ s2n-1 be its restriction
to s2n-1. The fibre can be taken to be osn c E' c E because sn ~ MJ is a
homotopy equivalence. Now the groups H Zn - 1(E') 'Z H2n(E, E') isomorphic,
and we will prove that ±h = H([fJ) by showing that H Zn - 1(E') =
Z/H( [fJ) and HZn(E, E') = Z/h.
For HZn(E, E') we consider the spectral sequence Er of the pair of fibre
spaces (E,E') where E!'* = H*(MJ ,s2n-1) Q9 H*(osn). So E~,b = 0 for a -=I- 0,
n, 2n or b =fo Omod(n - 1). Thus En = E2 and E~,n-1 = E'2,n-1 is generated by
v ® x and E;n,O = E~n,O is generated by w Q9 1. Calculate
dn(v Q9 x) = (v ® 1)dn(l ® x) = ±(v ® 1)2 = ±h(w ® 1)

using the action E x (E, E') ~ (E, E') to see that dn((v Q9 1)(1 ® x)) =
(v ® 1)dn(1 ® x). Hence it follows that H2n(E, E') = E;~'10 = Z/h.
If g: s2n-Z ~ osn denotes the adjoint of f: s2n-1 ~ sn, then g*:
H Zn _2(s2n-2) ~ HZn_Z(osn) is multiplication by h' = H([fJ). In the
following commutative diagram the image of rx is generated by [gJ
1[2n-1 (S2n-1)

---+

1[2n_2(osn)

---+

H 2 n_ 2(osn)

12
H 2n - 1(S2n-1)

---+

1[2n-2(E')

---+

HZn-Z(E')

1

---+

0

---+

0

1

Hence H 2n - z(E') = Z/h' and in cohomology H 2n - 1(E') = Z/h' since it is the
cokernel of HZn-2(osn) ~ H Zn - 1(S2n-1). This proves the theorem.
4.5 Corollary. For n odd and rx

E

1[2n-1 (sn) the Hopf invariant H(rx)

Proof. The cup square of an odd dimensional class is zero.

=

O.
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4.6 Remark. If f: s2n-l -4 sn is a map, if v: sn -4 sn has degree a, and if
u: s2n-l -4 s2n-l has degree b, then H([vfuJ) = a 2 bH([fJ).
The Hopf construction on a map g: X x Y -4 Z is a map gO: X * Y -4 SZ
where X * Y is the join of X and Y defined as the quotient of X x [O,lJ x Y
where (x, 0, y) and (x', 0, y) are identified and (x, 1, y) and (x, 1, y') are identified, and gO is given by gO(x,t,y) = <g(x,y),t) E S(Z). Note that sp*sq is
homeomorphic to Sp+q+1.
The bidegree of a map g: sn-l X sn-l -4 sn-l is (d 1 ,d 2 ) provided Xf-+
g(x,y) has degree d 1 and Yf-+g(x,y) has degree d 2 .
4.7 Remark. If g: sn-l X
the Hopf construction gO:
14(3.5).

sn-l

-4 sn-l is a map of bidegree (d u d2 ), then for
-4 sn the Hopf invariant H([goJ) = d 1 d 2 , see

s2n-l

4.8 Example. In 8(10.2) we prove the existence of a map sn-l X sn-l -4 sn-l
of bidegree (+ 1 + ( -1)", -1). Hence for n = 2m, there is a map s4m-l -4 s2m
of Hopf invariant 2 by (4.7).
4.9 Example. The restriction to the unit spheres sn-l X sn-l -4 sn-l of multiplication in the complex numbers, quaternions, and Cayley numbers yields
H-space structures on sn-l for n = 2, 4, and 8 respectively. These maps
of bidegree (1,1) give maps of Hopf invariant 1 defined S3 -4 S2 for n = 2,
S7 -4 S4 for n = 4, and S15 -4 S8 for n = 8.
In section 6 we will see that these are the only integers m for which there
is a map S4m-l -4 s2m of Hopf invariant 1. The infinite real projective space
Poo(R) is the classifying space for the H-space So, the infinite complex projective space Poo(C) for Sl, and the infinite quaternionic projective space Poo(H)
for S3. In section 6 we will prove that S7 has no classifying space, in fact, it is
not homotopy associative.
4.10 Remark. The existence of a map sn-l X sn-l -4 sn-l of bidegree (2, -1)
for any odd sphere shows that the localization at p of an odd sphere Slp')+l is
an H-space. In section 6 we will see which of these H-spaces have classifying
spaces.
4.11 Remark. Let f: s4n-l -4 s2n be a map of Hopf invariant h. Then a
straightforward argument shows that the EHP exact triangle in (4.2) tensored

with Z [~J is decomposed into a split short sequence.
0-4 1r+(s2n-l) ® Z

GJ ~

1r*(Qs2n) ® Z

[~J ~ 1r*(QS4n-l) ® Z [~J -40

For n = 1, 2, and 4 we have a map of Hopf invariant 1 and hence an
isomorphism
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For any n we have a map of Hopf invariant 2 and hence an isomorphism of
the localizations at an odd prime
1r*(Sln-1 )(p)

EB 1r*(QS4n-1 )(p) -;;i 1r*(Qsln)(p)'

Thus the homotopy localized at an odd prime p of an even sphere is determined by the homotopy of the odd spheres.

5. Mod p Hopf Invariant
The integral Hopf invariant considered in the previous section used the
Hurwicz isomorphism h: 1r ln _ l (Qsn, sn-1) ---> Hln_l(Qsn, sn-1) = Z. The mod p
Hopf invariant uses the Hurwicz isomorphism
h ·. 1r lpn -l (n.lsln+1
~~
, Sln-1) (p)

1 Sln+1 Sln-1)
---> H lpn-l (n.
u
,
(p) =

ZIp

for the pair (Q l s l n+1, Sln-1) localized at p.
5.1 Definition. The mod p Hopf invariant
composite
1r lpn (s

ln+1)

H(p): 1r lPn (Sln+1 )(P) --->

Zip is the

--->
(n.1Sln+1)
(p) '" 1rlpn-l U
(p)
---> 1r

lpn-l

(Q l sln+1 Sln-1)
,
(p)

---> H lpn-l (Q 1 S ln + 1, sln-1) (p)

=

Zip·

The integral Hopf invariant H involves the first degree i where
is not necessarily an isomorphism. This is made
precise with the following exact sequence
E: 1r;(sm-1) ---> 1r;(Qsm)

••• ---> 1rlm_l(sm-1)

~

1rlm_Z(Qsm)

~Z

---> 1r lm _ 3 (sm-1) ---> 1r lm _ 3 (Qsm) --->

0

and isomorphism E: 1r;(sm-1) ---> 1r;(Qsm) for i < 2m - 3. The mod p Hopf
invariant H(p) involves the first degrees i where the double suspension
El: 1r;(Sln-1 )(P) ---> 1r;(Ql sln+1 )(P) = 1r;+l(Sln+1 )(P) is not necessarily an ISOmorphism. This is made precise with the following exact sequence
••• ---> 1r Zpn -l(S

In-1

)(P) ---> 1rlpn-l(Q

1 In+1

S

H,p)

)(P) ~

---> 1rlpn-3 (S

Zip

ln-1)

E2

(p) ---> 1r lpn - 3

(n. l sln+1)
U

(p) --->

0

and isomorphism 1r;(Sln-1 )(P) ---> 1r;(Q 1 S l n+1 )(P) for i < 2n - 3.
The integral Hopf invariant H: 1r 4n - 1 (sln) ---> Z is compared to the mod 2
Hopf invariant by the following commutative diagram.
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AS2n) (2)
1l: 4n - 2(uA2s2n+ 1,u
If E(rx') = P'E 1l: 4n _2(Q 2S2n+1)(2) where rx' E 1l: 4n _2(QS2n)(2)' then H(2)(P) = 1 if
and only if H'(rx') = 2k + 1 some integer k. Let H'(rxo) = 2 as in (4.8). Thus
H(rx) = 1 for rx = rx' - krxo and we have the following proposition.
5.2 Proposition. There exists an element of H opf invariant 1 in 1l:4n - 1 (S2n) if
and only if H(2): 1l: 4n (S2n+l) --+ Z/2 is nonzero.
In view of (4.9) the mod 2 Hopf invariant H(2): 1l: 4n (S2n+1) --+ Z/2 is nonzero
for n = 1,2, and 4 and in the next section we see that these are the only cases
of nonzero mod 2 Hopf invariant.
Recall from (3.6) that the fibre Fn(P) of hpj: Qs2n+l --+ Qs2n p+1 has cohomology H*(Fn(p), Z(P») = S(x, 2n)/(x P). As for the homology and cohomology
of QFn(p), we have the following result using the same argument as in the
proof of (2.1).
5.3 Proposition. Let R be any algebra over Z(P)' As Hopf algebras over R, we
have
H*(QFn(P), R)

E(v*,2n - 1) ® S'(w*, 2pn - 2)

=

and
H*(QFn(p), R)

=

E(v,2n - 1) ® S(w, 2pn - 2).

In the next proposition we consider several criterions for the nontriviality
of the mod p Hopf invariant which includes (5.2) for p = 2 since Fn(2) = s2n.
5.4 Proposition. The following are equivalent for n

~

1.

(1) The mod p Hopf invariant H(p): 1l:2np(s2n+l )(P) --+ Zip is nontrivial.
(2) The double suspension E2: 1l: i (S2n-l )(P) --+ 1l: i(Q 2S2n+1 )(p) is not an epimorphism for i ~ 2np - 2 (only an epimorphism for i ~ 2np - 3).
(3) There exists a complex X = Fn(P) U ue2np and u E H2n(x, Fp) with uP # 0 in
H 2p n(x, Fp).
(4) There exists a complex Y = Si U wei+2n(P-l) such that
for p > 2
and
for p

=

2
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Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follow immediately from the exact sequence involving H(p) mentioned after (5.1).
For (1) implies (3) observe that the pair (QS 2n+l,Fn(P)) localized at P is
(2pn - I)-connected and by (1) we have elements [u] E Jr 2pn - 1 (Fn(p))(p) and
[v] E Jr2pn-2(QFn(P))(p) related by the usual isomorphism and mapping to a
nonzero element of Zip in the following commutative diagram.
[u] E Jr 2pn - 1 (Fn(p))(p) ~ Jr 2pn - 1 (Qs 2n+l )(P) ~ Jr 2pn -l (QS 2n+l, Fn(p))(p) = 0

11
[v]

E

11

Jr2pn-2(QFn(p))(p) ~ Jr2pn_2(Q2S2n+l)(p)

1

S2n+l , S2n-l) (p)
Jr 2pn - 2( A2
~~

H
(p)
----+

ZI p

Form X = Fn(P) U ue2pn and view s2n C Fn(P) c X. Then we have maps
S2n-l ~ QFn(P) U ve2pn-l ~ QX. By (5.3) and the homological properties of u
and v it follows that the composite is an isomorphism.
H;(S2n-l)

~

H;(QFn(P) U ve2pn-l)

~

H;(QX)

over Z(P) for i < 2(p + I)n - 3. By the argument used to calculate H*(QX)
in (5.3), if the pth power H2n(x, Fp) ~ H 2n P(X, Fp) is zero, then
H 2n P-2(QX, Fp) -# 0 which contradicts the fact that H;(S2n-l, Fp) .'::+
H;(QX, Fp) for i < 2(p + l)n - 3. This proves (3).
Assuming (3), we use the inclusion SFn(P) C SQs2n+l and the map
w: SQS2n+l ~ s2n+l given in (3.2) to map
g: S(Fn(P) U ue2np)

~

ss2n U wsu e2np +l

=

s2n+l U we2np+l

= y.

Note that g*: H*(Y, Fp) ~ H*(SX, Fp) is a monomorphism. Since f!jJn or Sq2n
(for P = 2) is the pth power in the cohomology of X = Fn(p) U ue2np and
hence nonzero, it is nonzero defined H2n+l(Sx, Fp) ~ H 2n p+l(SX, Fp) and
H2n+l(y, Fp) ~ H 2np +l(Y, Fp) because this cohomology operation commutes
with suspensions and induced morphisms of maps.
Finally for (4) implies (2), assume that (2) is false, that is,
E2: Jr;(S2n-l) ~ Jr;+2(S2n+l) is an epimorphism for all i ~ 2np - 2. Consider
a two cell complex Y = st U wet+2n(P-l) where [w] E Jr 2n (P-l)-l+t(St). Suspending Y is necessary, we can assume t is odd. Then [w] = E2r[wo] where
[wo] E Jr 2n (p_l)_l+(2n_l)(S2n-l) for 2r + (2n - 1) = t, and Y and S2r(yo) have
the same homotopy type. Since f!jJn or Sqn is zero H2n-l(Yo,Fp) ~
H 2n p-l (Yo, Fp) when the class has such a low dimension, it is also zero
Ht(y, Fp) ~ H t +2n (P-l)(y, Fp) because the cohomology operation commutes
with suspension. Thus (4) is false when (2) is false and we have proved the
proposition.
5.5 Remark. In the next section we will see that the mod p Hopf invariant
H(p): Jr 2pn (S2n+l )(P) ~ Zip
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is zero for n > 1 when p > 2 (result originally of Luilevicius, Shimada, and
Yamoshita) and for n =1= 1,2,4 when p = 2 (Adams). The case p = 2 is contained in (5.2) and (4.9). Now we show that H(p): n2P(S3)(p) -4 Zip is nonzero
(the case n = 1). This can be seen in different ways and we consider two. Let
Pn denote the complex projective n space.
Proof (1). Map gm: S2 x !'!'!

X

S2

-4

Pm by the relation
m

» TI (ajz + bJ

gm((a u b1 ),· .. , (am' bm =

j=1

where the coordinates of Pm are coefficients of nonzero polynomials of degree
~ m up to scalar factor. The map gm has degree m!, and S(gm):
S(S2 x !'!'! X S2) -4 SPm restricts to the top cell s2m+l in the wedge decomposition given by (3.1) to a map s2m+l -4 SPm of degree m!. Hence for m < p,
localized at p we have a homotopy equivalence SPm- 1 V e 2m +1 -4 SPm. Again
localized at p, we can split and map
SPp ~ (S3

V S5 V ... V

S2 P-l) U ae2P+1 ~

S3

U ae2P+1

where f* is a monomorphism on cohomology. The pth power = 9 1 for
H2(Pp, Fp) -4 H 2P(Pp, Fp) and is =1=0. Using properties of 9 1 , we deduce that
2
91.. H3(SpP' F)
P -4 H p+1(SPP' F)
P and therefore
is nonzero. By (4)(5.4) the mod p Hopf invariant is nonzero.
Proof (2). Map Fl (p) -4 P00 by representing the two dimensional
cohomology generator of H2(FI (p), Z) for Poo = K(Z, 2) such that it factors
Fl (p) -4 Pp- 1 ' Localized at p, this is a homotopy equivalence and Pp is of the
same homotopy type as Fl (p) U ue2P for some u localized at p. Since the pth
power H 2(Pp, Fp) -4 H 2P(Pp, Fp) is nonzero, we deduce by (3)(5.4) that the
mod p Hopf invariant is nonzero.

6. Spaces Where the pth Power Is Zero
In order to describe the elementary number theory needed we use the
.a
notation i = ord p x where x is a nonzero rational number of the form x = p' b
and a, b are integers not divisible by the prime p. Clearly
ordp(xy) = ordp(x)

+ ordp(Y)·

6.1 Remark. Let k be an integer whose class in (Z/2p2)* /( ± 1) generates this
cyclic group. For p = 2, we can let k = 5 and for p > 2, k = (1 + p)k' where
k' generates (Z/p)* is such an example. Then ordp(k n - 1) = 0 if p - 1 %nand
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ordp(km(P-l) - 1)

=

ordp(m)
{ 1

+1

for p > 2
for p = 2, m odd

ordz(m)

+2

for p

=

2, m even

Moreover ordp(km(P-l) - 1) ~ m if and only if m = 1 for p > 2 and m = 1,2,
or 4 for p = 2.

6.2 Theorem. Let X be a finite complex with nonzero mod p homology only in
dimensions ni for 0 :;:; i :;:; p.
(1) If p > 2, and if x P =1= 0 for some x E Hn(x, Fp), then n = 2m is even and m
divides p - 1.
(2) If n = 2m, if x E HZm(x, Z(P») and y E K(X) ® Z(p) such that the Chern
character ch(y) = x + cx' where x' E HzmP(X, Z(P»)' if each HZmi(X, Z(P»)
has Z(p)-rank 1, and if x P =1= 0 in HZmP(X, Fp), then m = 1 for p > 2 and
m = 1, 2, or 4 for p = 2.
(3) For p = 2, ifn is odd and X Z =1= 0 for x E Hn(x, F z), then n = 1.

Proof. (1) We make use of the projections n i: K(X) ® Q --+ K(X) Q9 Q defined by the following relations where nj is taken over 1 :;:; j :;:; p, j =1= i,

n (ljik - kjm)
, n (kim - kjm)

n. = ~J:.-.- - o - - - - - - c j

Observe that nini = n i, ninj = 0 for i =1= j, and (ljik - kim)ni = O. Each y
K(X) ® Q has the form y = ni(y) with ljil(y) = lmini(y).

I

I

i

i

E

First, we prove IjiP(y) E pK(X) + Tors K(X) for any y E K(X) if m does not
divide p - 1. Since IjiP(y) =
pimni(y), it suffices to show that

I

1 ,,;;i,,;;p

ordp(pim)

=

im > ord p

(J] (kim -

k jm ))

where k is chosen so that it generates (Zj2pZ)*/(± 1) as above. Now we calculate for given i

I

ordp(k im - kjm)

=

j*i

I

ordp(k(i-j)m - 1)

j*i

I

p-l !(i- j)m

ordp(i - j)m

+1

Let h = g.c.d. (p - 1, m) and write m = exh, p - 1 = f3h where ex > 1. Then for
1 :;:; j :;:; p, j =1= i, as above
ordp(n kim - kjm) =
Hi

I

ordp((i - j)m)

fJl(i-j)

=

I

ordp(m)

fJl(i-j)

= h· ordp(m) = h· ordp(ex) < h· ex = m
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since rx > 1. This proves that IjIP(y) E pK(X) + Tors K(X) for y E K(X) and
m %p - 1 since ordp(denominator of nJ < im.
Since IjIP(y) - yP E pK(X), it follows that yP E pK(X) + Tors K(X) for
all y E K(X) when m does not divide p - 1. Note that HZmi(x, Z(p)) --t
HZmi(X, Fp) is an epimorphism. For x E HZm(x, Z(P)) there exists y E K(X) ®
Z(P) with ch(y) = x + x' where x' E UZ;;i i HZmi(x, Q). Now yP = py and
pch(y) = ch(yP) = (x + x')P = x p. Since ch(y) E HzmP(X, Q) and has no
component in H1mj for j < p, it follows that ch(x) E H1mP(X, Z(P)). Finally
mod p we have x P = and the pth power is zero in H*(X, Fp) when m does
not divide p - 1.
(2) Let Xi be a generator of HZmi(x, Z(P)) where x = Xl' x' = xp and
xf = xp. Then K(X) ® Z(P) has a basis Yl' ... , YP with ch(yd = Xl + cXp for
CEQ and ch(yJ = Xi + (higher terms). Now apply the Chern character ch to
the relation IjIP(Yl) - yf = P LiCiYi where Ci E Z(p) to get

°

(pmXl
=

+ pm pcxp ) -

(Xl

+ cxp)P

pC l (Xl + CXp) + CpPXp +

L
CiP(X i + higher terms)
Z;;ii;;ip-l

or

(pm _ PCdXl

+ (pmpc

L
CiP(Xi
l;;ii;;ip-l

- 1 - pclc - cpp)xp

+ higher terms).

By the linear independence of Xl' ... , Xp we see that C z = 0, C 3 = 0,
... , c p- l = 0, pm = PCl' pm pC = 1 + p(C l C + Cp). Thus pm(pm(p-l) - l)c =
1 + pCp == 1 (modp). Hence -m ~ ordpc.
Next apply ch to the relation IjIk(yd - kmYl = Li biYi to get

(kmXl + kmpcx p) - (kmx l + kmcxp)

=

bpxp + L MXi + higher terms).
i<p

°

Again by linear independence of Xl' ... , xp it follows that b l = 0, ... , bp - l =
and bp = km(km(p-l) - l)c E Z(P). For k a generator of (Z/2pZ)*/(± 1), it follows that ordp(km(P-l) - 1) ~ -ordp(c) ~ m. By (6.1) we have m = 1 for P
odd and m = 1,2, or 4 for p = 2.
(3) For n odd and n > 1, Hn(x, Z(Z)) = Z(l)U and Hln(x, Z(2)) = Z(l)V but
U Z = 0. Hence the same relation holds over Fz which implies (3). This proves
the theorem.
Finally there is one special case for the prime 2 which we can exclude using
the methods of K-theory.
6.3 Theorem. Let X be a finite complex with Hn(x, Fz ) = Fzx, HZn(x, F1) =
F1x 1, H 3n (X, Fz ) = Fz x 3, X4 = 0, and other cohomology groups equal to zero
mod 2. Then n = 1,2, or 4.
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Proof. By taking a skeleton Y of X we have a finite cell complex with
Hn(y, Fz ) = Fzx, Hzn(y, Fz ) = Fzx z, and other cohomology groups equal to
zero mod 2. By (6.2) it follows that n = 2,4, or 8. We have only to show n = 8
is impossible.
Let x denote a generator of HB(X, Z(Z» over Z(Z)' Then XZ and x 3 are
generators of HI6(X, Z(Z» and HZ4(X, Z(Z» over Z(2) respectively. Now
K(X) ® Z(Z) has a basis YI' Yz, Y3 over Z(2) such that
eh(Yd

=

x + ax z + bx 3,

eh(yz) = XZ + ex 3,

eh(YJ)

=

x 3.

Since eh(yi) = (x + ax z + bx 3f = X Z + 2ax 3 and eh(yz) = X Z + ex 3, it
follows that elj(yi - yz) = (2a - e)x 3 and 2a - e E Z(Z) because yi - yz E
K(X) ® Z(Z)'
Applying eh to the relation t/tZ(yd - yi = 2(a 1 YI + azyz + a 3YJ), we derive the relation

(2 4x + 2 Bax Z + 2 1Z bx 3) - (X Z + 2ax 3)
= 2a l (x + ax z + bx 3) + 2az(xz + ex 3) + 2a 3x 3
Hence 2a l = 24 and 2 Ba - 1 = 24a + 2a z or 24(24 - l)a = 1 + 2a z . From
this we deduce ord z a = - 4 and so ord z e = - 3 since 2a - e E Z(2)' From
the coefficients of x 3 we have 2 lZ b - 2a = 24b + 2ea z + 2a 3 so that
ordz(b) + 4= ord z (2 4(2 B-l)b) = ord z (2a) < ord z (2ea z + 2a 3). Thus ordz(b) =
-4+1-4=-7.
Now apply eh to the relation t/tk(yd - k4YI = b 1 Yl + b2 Yz + b3YJ for
bi E Z(2) and we have

(k 4x + kBax Z + k 1Z bx 3) - (k 4x + k 4ax Z + k 4bx 3)
=

b1(x + ax z + bx 3) + bz(x Z + ex 3) + b3X3

First bl = 0 and bz = e(k4 - l)a. Thus ord z bz = (2 + 2) - 4 = 0 by (6.1).
Moreover k4(kB -l)b = bze + b3 and -2 = 5 + (-7) = ordz(k B - 1) +
ord z b = ord z ((b z e + b3) = ord z (e) = - 3 which is a contradiction. This
proves the theorem.
Now we apply the previous theorems to questions of nonzero Hopf invariant and properties of H-space structures on odd spheres.
6.4 Theorem. The mod P Hopf invariant H(p): 7tZmp(sZm+1)
unless

= 2 and m
(2) p > 2 and m

(1) p

=
=

--+

Zip is trivial

1,2, and 4 (theorem of Adams),
1 (Liulevieius, Shimada, Yamashita).

Proof. For p = 2 we use (2), (3)(6.2) and condition (3)(5.4). For p > 2 again
we use (2)(6.2) and (3)(5.4), but we must observe that eh: K(Fn(p» --+
Hev(Fn(p), Q) factors through Hev(Fn(p), ZIP»~ and eh: K(Fn(P» ® ZIP) --+
HeV(Fn(p), ZIp»~ is an isomorphism, because SZ Fn(P) localized at p is a wedge of
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spheres. In (4.9) with (5.2) and (5.5) we showed that the mod p Hopf invariant
was nontrivial in the cases described above. This proves the theorem.
In chap. 15, §4 a more elementary derivation of the above theorem is
given.
6.5 Remark. Of the four H-spaces So, Sl, S3, and S7 we saw in (4.9) that the
first three So, Sl, and S3 have classifying spaces Poo(R), Poo(C), and Poo(H)
respectively. By (6.3) the H-space S7 has no classifying space, and in fact
more is true, any H-space structure on S7 is not homotopy associative. If an
H-space G is homotopy associative, then B 3 (C), the third step in the classifying space construction, exists. For G = S7 this has a cell decomposition
B3(S7) = SB U e 16 U e 24 with the third power HB(B3(S7)) --+ H24(B3(S7)) nonzero. In (6.3) we showed that such a space cannot exist.
6.6 Remark. In (4.10) we remarked that each odd sphere S(~)-l localized at p
admits an H-space structure. By (1)(6.2) we see that if S(~)-l has a classifying
space, then n divides p - 1. D. Sullivan proved that if n divides p - 1,
then the localized space S(~'j-l has a classifying space. He considered the
space K(Zp, 2) where Zp is the p-adic integers and the subgroup r of Z; (the
p-adic units) of order n. Then r acts freely on a model of K(Zp,2)
and X = K(Zp,2)/r has cohomology H*(X,Fp) = S(x,2n) and 1!l(X) = r.
After completing X at p to X p, we have a space with 1!l(Xp) = 0 and
H*(X p, Fp) = S(x,2n). The map s2n-l --+ Q(Xp) defines a homotopy equivalence of spaces localized at p and Xp is a classifying space for S(~)-l.

7. Double Suspension Sequences
In this section we use the notation Fn for the space Fn(P) the fibre of
in: Qs2n+1 --+ Qs2np+l introduced in and before (3.5) under the notation hp)
for in" Note that s2n C Fn as a subspace.
The main goal of this section is to analyze the filtration
s2n-l

C

QFn

c

Q 2 s2n+l

and calculate 1! *(Q 2 s 2 n+l 's2n-l)
in terms of 1!*
(Q 2S 2n'
+1 QF)
and
(p)
n (p)
1!*(QFn, s2n-l )(p). These last two relative homotopy groups will be shown to
be isomorphic to certain homotopy groups of spheres as in (4.1) and (4.2) for
the single suspension sequence. The term 1!*(Q 2s2n+1, s2n-l )(p) is used to
analyze the kernel and cokernel of the double suspension morphism
E 2. 1! (s2n-l) --+ 1! (Q 2 S 2n + 1 )
. *
W
*
w'
The following proposition is immediate.
7.1 Proposition. The map Qin: (Q 2 s2n+1, QFn) --+ (Q 2 s2n p+1, *) induces an
isomorphism
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(Oln)*: n*(02 s2n+l, OFn)

-+

n*(02 s2n p+1, *).

For the main task the study of the pair (OFn , S2n-l), we consider the first
nonzero relative group n;(02 s2n+l, s2n-l )(p). The following sequence is exact
for n > 1 by (2.4).

j'

O -+ n2np - 2(Ur.2S2n+l S2n-l) (p) -+(' n2pn -3 (s2n-l) (p)

-+

(r. 2S2n+l)
n 2pn - 3 U
(p)

-+

Hurwicz

r.2S2n+l , S2n-l) (p)
H 2np-2 (~~

=

Zj p

7.2 Notations. Let Tn E n 2np _3(s2n-l )(P) denote the image under aof a generator of n 2n p-2(02s2n+1, s2n-l )(P) = Zip. This is nonzero exactly when n> 1,
and since the image of Tn in n 2np _3(02S2n+l) is zero, it follows immediately
that the double suspension S2Tn is null homotopic. The space T" is defined as
the mapping cone of Tn where

Observe that S2T"

=

s2n+1

V

s2n p-l.

7.3 Proposition. Assume n > 1. The inclusion in: s2n-l -+ OFn extends to a
map jn: T" -+ OFn such that jn*: H;(T", Fp) -+ H;(OFn, Fp) is a monomorphism
which is an isomorphism in degrees i ~ 4pn - 3.
Proof Consider the following commutative diagram
s2np-3

The map j~ exists because S2Tn is null homotopic, and since (Oln)j~ is null
homotopic for reasons of connectivity, the map jn exists making the diagram
homotopy commutative. The map Un exists since pS(Tn) is null homotopic.
For the second statement we need only prove that jn* is an isomorphism
for i = 2pn - 2. For this consider the following commutative diagram.
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(S2n-l)

'J 2

"JI~/ '"

J'"

H 2np-2 (0 S2n+1)

~

~

H 2np-2 (0 2s2n+1 , S2n-l)

~ 7!
2np-2 (0 2s2n+1 , S2n-l) (p)

~

Since 0: 7!2np-2(T",s2n-l)(p) ~ 7!2np-3(S2n-l)(p) is a monomorphism, wand v
are monomorphisms of cyclic groups of order p and hence isomorphisms.
Hence the diagram consists of isomorphisms and jn* is an isomorphism. This
proves the proposition.
Now we consider a decomposition of SOFn localized at p which is similar
to the decomposition of SOS(X) considered in (2.2).
7.4 Proposition. Localized at p the space SOFn has the homotopy type of a
wedge of ST" and a sequence of spheres Si where i > 2np - 2 all localized at p.

Proof The map jn: T" ~ OFn defines by loop multiplication a map gm:
(T,,)m ~ OFn and this map is a surjection in homology mod p in degrees
-;£(2pn - 2)m. Suspend this map to get
S((T,,)m) ~ SOFn

l

ia
/
I
I

hm

S(/\m T,,)

where hm = S(gm)a and s is the right inverse of the projection
S((T"t) ~ S(/\m T,,) given in (2.1). Now collecting the various maps hm we
have a map

h:

V

S(/\m T,,) ~ SOFn"

l~m

which is a surjection on homology mod p.
Next observe that S(T" /\ T,,) = ST" /\ T" is a wedge of spheres
s4n-l V s2n(p+1)-2 V s2n(p+1)-2 V s4np-3. Since S2'n is null homotopic, the
four cell complex T" /\ T" has the form
T. /\ T. = (s4n-2
n

n

V

s2n(p+l)-3

V

s2n(p+1)-3) U e4np - 4
f

where f: s4np-5 ~ s4n-2 is the attaching map for the top cell. Since S2T" /\ T"
is a wedge of four spheres, it follows that S2f is null homotopic. The
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homotopy class of Sf is in 7t 4np _4(S2n-l), and the suspension morphism from
odd to even spheres is injective on the odd prime components
7t

4np- 4(S 2n-l)(p)

--+

7t

4np -3 (S2n) (p).

Hence the class of S(f) is zero, and the space S(T" 1\ T,,) has the homotopy
type of a wedge of four spheres. When the map Ii restricts to a mod p
homology isomorphism
h: ST" v X

--+

S0.Fn

V

where X is a subwedge of spheres of 2"£m S(/\m T,,). After localizing at p, we
see that the map h is the desired homotopy equivalence which proves the
proposition.
Note that the homology of S0.Fn determines which dimensions the spheres
appear in the wedge decomposition of S0.Fn, namely of the form
(2np - 2)i + 1 for i ~ 2 and (2np - 2)i + (2n - 1) + 1 for i ~ 1.
Let g~: S0.Fn --+ s2n p-l be the composite of the projection S0.Fn --+ ST"
given by the previous splitting and SV n: ST" --+ ss2n p-2 = s2np-l where Vn is
the quotient T" 1\ T,,/S2n-l = s2n p-2. Then mod p the morphisms H 2np-l (Sv n)
and H2np-1(g~) are isomorphisms. Let gn: 0.Fn --+ 0.S 2n p-1 denote a fibre map
adjoint to g~ with gn(S2n-1) = *.
7.5 Proposition. With the above notations, the inclusion s2n-1 --+ g,;-1 (*)
localized at p is a homotopy equivalence where g,;-1(*) is the fibre of gn"

Proof The following is a monomorphism onto its second factor where the
cohomology is over any Z(P) - algebra R,
S'(y, 2np - 2)

=

H*(0.S 2np - 1) ~ H*(0.Fn)
=

E(2,2n - 1) ® S'(x, 2np - 2)

Since g:(y) = x, this holds over the integers localized at p, and since there is
no p-torsion, it holds over any Z(P) - algebra R. Thus s2n-1 --+ g,;-1 (*) localized at p is a homology isomorphism which implies the proposition.
Now we put together into one theorem the implications of having the
fibrations: fn: 0.S 2n + 1 --+ 0.S 2np + 1 and gn: 0.Fn --+ 0.S 2np - 1 with fibres Fn and
s2n-l respectively given above. This is the double suspension theorem of
Toda.
7.6 Theorem. (Toda) For an odd sphere s2n-1 we have the following exact
triangles and isomorphisms gn* and fn*'

8. Study of the Boundary Map ,1.:

n 3 s 2np +1 -> ns 2np - 1
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8. Study of the Boundary Map
~: n3s2np+l ---+ n s 2np - 1

By (7.1) we have the following fibre sequence

and by (7.5) the fibre sequence

Let En denote the fibre of s2n-l
03s2n+1

-+ 0 2 s2n+l

-+

En

yielding the fibre sequence

-+ s2n-l -+ 02s2n+l

From the factorization s2n-l -+ OFn -+ 02s2n+l these diagrams fit together
into the following diagram of fibre sequences
02s2n p - l

/

~

03s2n+l

---.

03s2n+l

---. 03s2np+1 ---. OFn ---. 02s2n+1

En

---.

s2n-l

1

~

---.

02s2n+l

1

/

os2n p - l

The map 02s2n p - l -+ En exists because the composite 02s2n p -l -+ s2n-l -+
0 2s2n+1 is null homotopic.
Composing the map 03s2n p+1 -+ OFn in the second row with the double
suspension map E2: os2n p - l -+ 03s2np+1 yields a map os2 p n-l -+ OFn such
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that the following diagram is commutative from the lower part of the above
diagram.

8.1 Proposition. The map up: ns Znp - 1 ~ ns Znp - 1 localized at p is of degree p

and

~

0

E2

= up.

Proof. The second statement is immediate and for the first recall that
Hznp_z(nZS2n+1, Z(p)) = Zip by (2.4). Since the following sequence of homology groups over Z(P) is exact,
Z(P) = Hznp_2(Q3sznp+l) ~ Z(P) = Hznp-z(nFn) ~ HZnp_Z(QZsZn+l) = Zip

we see that HZnp_2(Q3sZnp+l) = Z(P) ~ Z(P) = Hznp-z(QFn) is multiplication
by p up to a unit. Since E Z and gn induce isomorphisms on H znp - z over Z(P)'
it follows that Hznp-z(up) is multiplication by p.
8.2 Remark. Using the decomposition of SQsn+1 given in (3.3), we have the
following description of [Qsn+1 ,nsn+l ].
[Qsn+l, QS n+ 1

J=
=

[SQsn+l, sn+l

[V

J

sni+l,sn+1]

1", i

Hence the class of up: Qs2n p-l ~ QsZnp-l is a sequence of elements in
1!Z(np-l)i+1 (SZnp-l) which for i = 1 is just the element of degree p in
1!znp_l(sZn p-l). Toda asserts in [1956, (8.3)J that all the components of up
in 1!Z(np-l)i+l (SZnp-l) for i > 1 are zero. In other words up = Qvp where
vp: sZnp-l ~ sZnp-l is of degree p, that is, up deloops.
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